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Chapter 1

Introduction

All bodies continuously emit energy by a process of electromagnetic radiation which

is caused by the molecular and atomic agitation associated with their internal energy.
The emitted radiant energy has a broad spectrum of wavelength ranging from 10'' m

for the radio waves to 10"''' m for the cosmic rays. The radiation which can be

detected as heat or light is considered as thermal radiation. It falls in the wavelength

range of 0.1 /mi to 100 /mi [1]. The electromagnetic radiation within the aforesaid
range at which a medium emits energy only due to its temperature is called thermal
radiation.

1.1 Importance of Thermal Radiation

Thermal radiation energy transfer between two bodies depends on the difference

of their absolute temperatures, each raised to the fourth power in comparison to
conduction and convection where energy transfer takes place at a power of tem
perature difference less than two. This makes thermal radiation more dominant in
high temperature apiilications. This way radiation contributions become extremely
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important, in furnaces, combustion chambers, Hies, nuclear explosion, etc.

In (•(uit.i jist to the two other modes of heat transfer, viz. conduction and convection,

thermal radiation is transferred by electromagnetic waves, or photons which does

not r(>(|uire a medium for its propagation from one place to another. So, in the

ab.senc(> of a medium, radiation becomes the significant mode of heat transfer. This

makes it important in vacuum and space applications.

Th(> importance of radiation is even found in some low temperature phenomena. One

exam])l(> is that of the warming effect felt by a person outside in a cold weather [1]. In

some cases, radiation interacts with the other modes by providing local heat sources

lo change the temperature profile of the iiKxliuni. For example, radiation can heat

th(> walls of an enclosure by acting from a distant place and can cause natural

circulation which would have never occurred had there been no radiation. Another

example is the effect of radiation in the boundary layer flow of a participating fluid.

It has been seen that the convective heat transfer can significantly be affected by

exiernal radiation in a boundary layer type of flow [2].

.Anol.her important application of thermal radiation is in the collection of solar en

ergy and the greeidiouse effect [1]. For designing a solar receiver, the accurate

mod(>ling of radiation is found to be very important. The balance between the avail
able .solar (uiergy, the useful energy transferred to a working fluid, and the various

convecl.ive, conductive, and radiative losses arc very sensitive, and presents a chal

lenge in the design of an efficient collector [3]. Radiation is also important in the

processing of gla.ss, metals and fibrous and foam insulations [4-7].

I'vspecially in combustion applications, either for power production or propulsion,

considerat ion of thermal radiation becomes extremely important because combus

tion phenomenon as well as heat transfer rates are greatly influenced by radiation.

In porous media combustion, radiation plays a vital role and the radiant output can

be increased with a proper study of radiation inside such media [8,9].

1.2 Radiation in a Participating Medium

1.2 Radiation in a Participating Medium

When two surfaces are exchanging heat by radiation, the intervening medium may

or may not take part depending on the nature of the medium. Radiation can be

grouped into two categories depending on the nature of the medium. When the

medium is inactive to the radiation exchange, it is termed as surface radiation. In

this situation, radiation from opaque bodies emanates only from 0.1 iirn, or less of the

surface layers. Radiation intensities emanating from one surface hit another surface

without any change of its magnitudes. Radiation in outer space, where there is no

medium at all, and even on the earth, in many practical engineering applications in

which medium is transparent to all wavelengths of thermal radiation, fall under the

scope of surface radiation.

Radiation with participating medium,also known as gas radiation, on the other

hand, is a complex phenomenon in comparison to surface radiation. In this case,

in addition to the radiation from the boundary, the medium also takes part in

the radiation. The intensity emanating from a boundary undergo changes inside the

medium by absorption, emission and scattering before it reaches the other boundary.

All problems involving combustion phenomenon fall under the purview of radiative

transfer with participating medium.

The practical applications of radiation in a participating medium and the complex

ities a.ssociatcd with its computations, have been the source of motivations for the

researchers. The importance of gas radiation in industry was recognized in the 1920s

for heat transfer in furnaces. Combustion products such as carbon dioxide and wa

ter vapor were found to be significant emitters and absorbers of radiant energy.

The energy emitted from flames arises not only from the gaseous emission but also

from hot carbon (soot) particles within the flame and from suspended particulate

material, as in the pulverized-coal combustion. Radiation can also be appreciable

in engine combustion chambers, where temperatures can reach around 2000 K. Ra

diation transfer is very important in glass manufacturing. An example of radiation

elfects within an absorbing-emitting medium is in a glass-melting furnace.
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'V\\r iiio(l(ding of tlierinal radiation in participating media continues to represent a

significant challenge^ to the heat transfer community. Of particular interest has been

lo (Mihance the predictive capability of either homogeneous or heterogeneous com

bustion plumomena, including, among others, burning of pulverized coal, propellants

for solid ro('kets and gun systems, and waste materials.

1.3 Various Radiation Models in Participating

Medium

Altluingli ill high temperature applications consideration of thermal radiation is

import ant, other modes of heat transfer can also not be ignored. For the evaluation

ol temperature and/or other heat transfer quantities of interest, energy equation

lias t.o be solved by taking into account the effect of radiation. In this case, the

divergence of heat flu.x appearing in the energy equation is the contributions from

the conductive and radiative modes of heat transfer. Calculation of the divergence

ol radiative Hux nxpiires solution of the radiative transfer equation. The radiative

transfer eciuation is a third order integral equation and with its incorporation, the

energy equation turns out to be an integro-differential equation whose solution is

(juite dillicult. Further, complexities due to radiation increases due to the fact

t liat radiative transfer deals with seven independent variables, viz., three space

coordinates, the frequency of radiation, two coordinates for describing the direction

of photon travel and time. On the other hand, conduction and convection involve a

maximum of four independent variables, viz., three space coordinates and time. The

combination of the above complexities make the complete solution of the problem,

in real sense, a challenging task. Thus, there has been always the quest for the

(hwiiioimie.nt of efficient and cost-effective methods for predicting radiative heat

transfei' rates in practical energy conversion systems.

Becans(> ol the aforementioned complexities, analytical solution of radiative trans-

ler ('([nation can be found only for some simple situations. On the other hand, a

number ol numerical methods have been found for calculating radiative transfer in

1.3 Various Radiation Models in Participating Medium

participating media for different situations. All these approximate methods have

their own merits and demerits. Some methods work very well for high optical thick-
n(!ss whereas the same show weakness for low optical thickness. Some are very
accurate for j^ure radiation problems but the same do not work satisfactorily for
combined mode heat transfer [noblems. So, depending upon the problems, one can

oj)!. for a particular method. On the other hand, to ascertain whether a particular

method is appropriate for a given problem, comparisons have to be made against the
benchmark results obtained cither from experiments or exact analytical solutions.

Although, the Monte Carlo [10] method's applicability to conjugate radiation, con

duction and/or convection mode problems is very restricted, for the majority of

problems dealing purely with radiative transport, its solutions are considered bench

mark. Monte Carlo method is a statistical method in which the history of bundles of

photons is traced as they travel through the enclosure. While the statistical nature

ol the Monte Carlo method makes it difficult to couple it with other calculations, it

is the only method that can satisfactorily deal with the effects of variable radiative

[jroperties (nonideal directional and/or nongray behavior). The zonal method so

lution is also considered exact and has been successfully applied to a large class of

problems. This method was developed by Hottel [11] in his pioneering work on fur

nace heat transfer. Unlike the spherical harmonics or the Pyv approximation [12-14]

and the discrete ordinate method [15 -18], the zonal method approximates spatial,

rather than directional, behavior by breaking up an enclosure into finite, isother

mal subvolunies. The Pyv' method and the discrete ordinate method, even being

aiiproximate methods, have the most diverse applications, in all types of simple and

complex problems (conjugate problems). However, the Pjv approximation do not

perform well at low optical thickness situations. The finite element method [19-21]

and the finite volume method [22,23] in radiative transport problems have the added

advantage in conjugate problems as they can be easily coupled with the conductive

and the convective part. On the other hand, most of the methods have difficulties

in coupling the radiative part of the problem with the conductive and/or convec

tive part. For example, Monte Carlo method is difficult to match it with other

calculations because of its statistical nature. The discrete transfer method (DTM),

proposed by Lockwood and Shah [24,25], is comparatively simple in formulation and
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has been t.cstcci for many situations in this work [2C-28]. This method combines fea

tures of t he discrete ordinate, the zonal and the Monte Carlo method. It works for

low to high optical thickness and can handle any scattering phase function. It also

works for < onjugate mode problems. The collapsed dimension method (CDM) is one

of t iie lat(>st nKd.hods in this area. This is also a ray tracing method and has been

sueees.sfull3' applied to many situations [29-33]. This method is computationally

more efficient than the DTM [34]. However, the performance of the CDM for a

3-dimensional enclosure with complicated participating medium situation is yet to

!)(> established.

The different radiative transfer methods found in the literature are the following

[1,.33 .37]:

1. F.xact analytical method

2. Diffusion approximation

3. Zonal method

4. Monte Carlo method

o. Mtilti-Hux method

b. Moment, method

7. Spherical harmonics mcthod/P// approximation

(S. Discr(d,e ordinate method

!). Discrete transfer method

10. Heat ray method

11. Discretizcd intensity method

12. Finite eh'inent method

13. Froduct integration method

1.3 Various Radiation Models in Participating Medium

14. Boundary element method

15. Finite volume method

IG. Collapsed dimension method

A survey of the literature over the past several years demonstrates that some solution
methods have been used frequently, while others that appeared promising at one

time arc no longer employed on a regular basis. Apparently, some methods have
been found to be more readily adapted to more difficult situations than others (such
as multidimensionality, variable properties, anisotropic scattering and/or nongray
effects). The majority of radiative heat transfer analyses today appears to use
one of the five methods: (i) spherical harmonics method or a variation of it, (ii)
the discrete ordinate method, (iii) the finite volume method, (iv) the Monte Carlo
method and (v) the discrete transfer method. But, it is always very difficult to
comment which is the best radiation model used so far. According to Howell [38]
and Yang [39], any practical numerical radiation method should have the following
features:

1. Capability to handle multi-dimensional and complex geometry.

2. Good accuracy under all conditions: non-scattering or anisotropic scattering,
gray or non-gray, isothermal or non-isothermal participating media.

3. Ease of application.

4. Ease of generalization: flexibility in choosing the different order of approxima
tions

5. Availability of the accurate intensity field and the integrated quantity.

G. Computational compatibility with conductive and/or convective heat tiansfei
codes.

7. Low computation cost.
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litit it is s(u;n that most of tlie methods an; not able to fulfil all the criteria listed

above and they suffer from some discrepancies. As a result, the quest for the devel-

opmenl. of new methods still remains, and is the reason for development of a dozen

of mimerical methods Iti radiative heat transfer in participating media.

li. has been mentioned before that the CDM is one of the latest approximate radiative

heat transfer methods. This method, although still in the process of development,

has been successfully implemented for pure radiation [40 42] problems. It gives

good accuracy for all optical thicknesses, works for different geometries [30,31,43],
is abl(^ to handle non-homogeneous medium [44] and also works for the conjugate

mode problems [29,45,46]. The CDM is simple in formulation and is also economical

[34]. I.ooking at these features, the current research also aims to extend the range

of apj)lications of this method. As far a.s tlie methodology and formulations are

considerefl, the CDM is similar to the DTM. The main difference between the two

iiK'thods is that in the DTM, radiation is a 3-D phenomenon, whereas in the CDM,

it is always a 2-D one. The methodologies of the two methods are briefly described

in t he next chapter.

1.4 Radiation Heat Transfer Combined with Other

Modes

.A, briel but a general review of diflerent class of problems considered in the present

work is presented in the following sections. Specific reviews of particulars problems

considered in this work are provided in the respective chapters.

1.4.1 Radiation with Conduction

riafliat.ion combined with conduction has many practical applications. In case of

a solid or highly viscous media, convection in the medium is negligible and heat

transfer usually takes place either by conduction/radiation or both. Glass has the

1.4 Radiation Heat Tiansfer Conibined with Other Modes

property of absorbing radiation in certain wavelength regions and also it can emit
a significant amount of energy at high temperatures. Glass is optically dense in
the infrared region and hence radiative transport takes place through it layer by
layer by absorption and emission. In an optically dense material molecular energy
conduction is thus augmented by radiative conduction [1]. Therefore, for the process
of drawing optical fibers and for the heat treatment of glass plates [47,48], radiation
effects become quite important in calculating the temperature distribution within
the molten glass in a furnace.

1 he behavior of radiative transfer within translucent coating is another application
in this direction. To protect the interiors of a body from high external temper
atures, glassy materials are used as a sacrificial ablating coating. The process of
icidiation-conduction interaction becomes important in this cases in determining
the temperature distribution within the ablating coating [49,50]. The knowledge of
temperature distribution thus helps to make the coating more and more efficient for

protecting the surfaces.

Radiation can be a significant part of the energy transfer in fibrous insulation ma

terials [6,7], foam insulations [5], high temperature porous insulating materials [51],
silica aerogels [52] and in glass-fluidized beds [53]. Initially it was thought that radi
ation is negligible in the heat transfer through the fibrous materials used for building
insulations due to the moderate temperature range. However, it was found that for

the temperature range of 300-400 K, both conduction and radiation are significant
modes of heat transfer. The consideration of radiation can also become important
in case of polyurethane foam as the cell walls are partially transparent to infrared

radiation. Low-density, high temperature insulations such as hafnia, thoria, and
zirconia are used for high-technology applications such as the space shuttle, re-entry
vehicles, and solar central receivers. Since these materials are semitransparent to
infiaied and visible radiation, radiative transfer through them become comparable
to conduction in these applications.

The work towards the coupling of radiation with conduction started in the early
1960s. The solution given by Viskanta and Grosh [54,55] long remained as a bench-
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of ai>plication.s of this method. As far as tlie methodology and formulations are

consifhu'efl, the CDM is similar to the DTM. The main difference between the two

iiK'thods is that in the DTM, radiation is a 3-D phenomenon, whereas in the CDM,

it is always a 2-D one. The methodologies of the two methods are briefly described

in the next chai)ter.

1.4 Radiation Heat Transfer Combined with Other

Modes

.V briel but a general review of different class of problems considered in the present

rk is presented in the following sections. Specific reviews of particulars problems
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1.4.1 Radiation with Conduction

Radiation combined with conduction has many practical applications. In case of
a solid or iiighly vi.scous media, convection in the medium, is negligible and heat

transfer usually takes place either by conchiction/radiation or both. Glass has the

1.4 Radiation Heat Ti'ansfcr Couibiiied with Other Modes

pioi)erty of alxsorbing radiation in certain wavelength regions and also it can emit
a significant amount of energy at high temperatures. Glass is optically dense in
the infrared region and hence radiative transport takes place through it layer by
layer by absorption and emission. In an optically dense material molecular energy
conduction is thus augmented by radiative conduction [1], Therefore, for the process
of drawing optical fibers and for the heat treatment of glass plates [47,48], radiation
(iffects become quite important in calculating the temperature distribution within
the molten glass in a furnace.

I he behavior of radiative transfer within translucent coating is another application
in this direction. To protect the interiors of a body from high external temper-
<ituies, glassy materials are used as a sacrificial ablating coating. The process of
radiation-conduction interaction becomes important in this cases in determining
the temperature distribution within the ablating coating [49,50]. The knowledge of
t(!mi)erature distribution thus helps to make the coating more and more efficient for
protecting the surfaces.

Radiation can be a significant part of the energy transfer in fibrous insulation ma
terials [6,7], foam insulations [5], high temperature porous insulating materials [51],
silica aerogels [52] and in gla.ss-fluidized beds [53]. Initially it was thought that radi
ation is negligible in the heat transfer through the fibrous materials used for building
insulations due to the moderate temperature range. However, it was found that for
the temperature range of 300-400 K, both conduction and radiation are significant
modes of heat transfer. The consideration of radiation can also become important
in case of polyurethane foam as the cell walls are partially transparent to infrared
radiation. Low-density, high temperature insulations such as hafnia, thoria, and
zirconia are used for high-technology applications such as the space shuttle, re-entry
vehicles, and solar central receivers. Since these materials are semitransparent to
infrared and visible radiation, radiative transfer through them become comparable
to conduction in these applications.

1 he work towards the coupling of radiation with conduction started in the early
1960s. The -solution given by Viskanta and Grosh [54,55] long remained as a bench-
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mark solution for 1-D planar medium with consideration of both conduction and

radiation. Numerous articles have been found during that time associated with sim

ple combined conduction and radiation problem in a 1-D planar medium. Some of

thes(> investigations dealt with the effect of scattering in a 1-D slab [17,55 60]. A

pertaining amount of literature has been found which deals with transient conduc

tion and radiation [4,60-67]. It has been seen that most of the works deal with 1-D

planar medium, whereas works towards 1-D spherical geometry [60,63,68,69], 1-D

cylindrical geometry [70 73], 2-D rectangular geometry [74 80] and otficr 2-D or

3-D geometries are not much. Throughout the 1970s and up to present, the .search

has continued for methods that could be applied broadly to multidimensional radia

tive transfer in enclosures, with the additional capability of handling spectral and

anisotroi>ic characteristics in absorbing-emittiiig-.scattering media.

1.4.2 Radiation-Conduction in Porous Media and Packed

Beds

Hadiativ(> h(!at transfer combined with other iiiodes in porous media is emerging as

a topic of major interests in the recent days. Its applications are found in combus

tion. high-temperature heat exchangers, regenerators and recuperators, insulation

systems, packed and circulating bed combusl.ors and reactors, and energy storage

and energy conversion devices [1]. A porous iiiedium is defined as a heterogeneous

.sy.st(!m made up of a solid matrix with its voids filled with fluids. At high tem-

jxnatures the fluid is usually a gas, which car. often be assumed as transparent to

radiation bceause the dimensions between the elements of the solid structure in the

|)orous medium arc usually much less than the radiative mean free path for absorp

tion or .scattering in the fluid. So, only the solid matrix serves as an absorbing,

scattering, and emitting medium in which radiative heat transfer is often coupled

with other modes of heat transfer. The por sity of the medium can be very low,

as in con.soliflated particle systems, to inter nediate, as in closely packed spheres

{<i) = 0.26) to greater than 0.98 for some foaii-type structures [81]. The solution of

ladiative transfer in porous media can be based on either continuum or noncontin-

iiuin treatment. In a noncontinuum treatrn nrt, radiative heat transfer analysis is

1.4 Radiation Heat Ttaiisfer Combined with Otiior Modes 11

carried out based on every single particle, whereas in a continuum approach, radi

ation is analyzed based on volume averaged properties. Since, the complexity and

computational cost is less in case of a continuum treatment, most of the works arc

based on it. However, if the volume averaged properties are not known, continuum

treatment can not be u.sed.

The continuum treatment can be carried out if the elements of the system (solid

matrix) are arranged in some regular pattern. For example, a fibrous media can

be modeled as an array of cylinders with infinite length or a system made up of

arbitrary convex-surfaced particles can be represented by packed bed of spheres. If

the system is considered to be made up of elements, it is important to determine

whether they can be treated as independent or dependent [82]. In theory, all systems

are dependent, but if they do not deviate much from the independent theory, the

assumption of independent theory should be done. The criteria for choosing the

indei)endent theory can be approximately set at C/A > 0.5 and (/> > 0.95. Here C is

the average particle clearance, A is the wavelength and </> is the porosity. In case of

an independent scattering, it is easier to calculate the properties of the bed. On the
other hand, some modeling has to be carried out for calculating the properties of the
bed with dependent scattering. Models for particles in the Rayleigh range and the
geometric range are available. However, no approach is yet available for particles of
arbitrary size, and experimental determination of properties is again necessary.

On the other hand, direct simulation technique is very limited. Except for the

Monte Carlo technique for large particles, direct simulation techniques have not

been developed to solve any but the simplest of problems [81].

The importance of combined conductive and radiative heat transfer in a packed bed

is increasing day by day. It has wide applications in thermal insulation systems

designs, pebble-bed-type ga.s-cooled reactors, catalytic converters and so on. Radia
tive transfer in porous and dispersed media is reviewed in [81,83-85]. Kamiuto et

al. [86,87] solved combined conduction-radiation heat transfer in packed bed with de-
pcuident scattering. They assumed the packed bed to be made of opaque diffuse gray

spheres and solved it for pure radiation [88], conduction-radiation in 1-D Cartesian
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gcoinctrv [8G] and also in conduction-radiation in cylindrical geometry [87]. Tien [83]

gave an overview of existing knowledge on radiative heat transfer on packed beds.

Kaviany and Singii [81] have also discussed the different characteristics of radiative

heat transfer in a packed bed.

1.4.3 Radiation-Convection in a Duct Flow

lladiation combined with convection and conduction can be found in combustion

chambers, atmospheric phenomena, shock-wave problems, rocket nozzles,

high-I.empcraturc heat exchangers, radiation devices for outer space applications,

and industrial furnaces. A number of review papers and books are available in

this area [36, 89, 90]. Combined radiation-convection heat transfer for flow of a

partici]>ating gas in a duct is of engineering interests in some high-temperature heat

exchange devices.

Starting from 19G0s, there has been a lot of work with the interaction of radiation

and convection for a radiatively participating fluid flowing through a duct. The flow

through a parallel plate channel, commonly known as a Poi.seuille flow, was inves

tigated by Viskanta [91] consi<lering an absorbing-emitting medium. His solution

was approximate as he considered thermally developed conditions to obtain rela

tively simpl(> results. He introduced a new parameter Nusselt number which differs

from the usual convective Nu.s.selt number. That, new Nu.sselt number included the

contribution from radiation also. Kurosaki [92] solved the same problem without
considering the thermally developed approximations. He used the exact integral

relations for the calculations of radiative heat flux. Echigo and coworkers [93] also
solved the same problem but for high temperatures. Similar problem was intro

duced earlier by Timofeyev and coworkers [94] using the two flux method. Lii and
Ozisik [95] solved the slug flow between two parallel plates with rigorous modeling of

the radiative heat flux. The effect of .scattering on Poiseuille flow has been discussed

by a number of investigators [96,97]. Chawla and Chen [96] studied the effect of

.scat tei lug using the method of collocation. The same type of problem was solved by

N'eucr and coworke.rs [98] for turbulent flow conditions. In all of the..se works, axial

1.4 Radiation Heat Tiansfcr Coiiibiiicd with Other Modes 13

radiation was neglected.

The effect of two-dimensional radiation was included in the work of Einstein [99]

without considering scattering. The effect of scattering was included in the work of

Kas-serni and Chung [100]. They studied the combined effect of laminar convective

heat transfer from an absorbing, emitting, isotropically scattering and uniformly

heat generating medium subjected to two-dimensional radiation.

The laminar flow through a porous channel have also been investigated by many

re.searchers [101-103]. Wang and Tien [102] have considered the effect of combined

radiation and convection considering uniform velocity across the channel. Kaviany

[103] introduced a porous media shape parameter which determines the velocity

distribution and calculated the temperature field and Nusselt number without the

consideration of radiation.

1.4.4 Radiation with Combustion

Radiation plays an important role in combustion. During combustion, thermal

radiation carries energy directly from the combustion products to the burner walls,

often at higher rates than convection. In the case of liquid and solid fuels, thermal

radiation also plays an important role in the preheating of the fuel and its ignition. A

review of importance of radiative heat transfer in combustion systems has been given

by Sarofim and Hottel [104]. Viskanta and Menguc [8] discussed the treatment of

thermal radiation for the mathematical model of a combustion process or to design

of a combustion system. They discussed the radiative properties of combustion

products, their modeling and methods of solving the radiative transfer equations.

The treatment of radiation is important in case of porous medium combustion. It is

worthwhile to mention here that porous medium combustion has come out to be an

emerging field in the recent decades. It offers exceptional advantages compared to

techniques of free flame l)urncr.s [105]. Porous medium burners are characterized by

higher burning rates, increa.s(xl flame stability and lower combustion zone tempera-
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Hues which lead to a reduction in forination. They also show a very high turn

down ratio, low emissions of CO and are relatively smaller in sizes. Due to these

outstanding properties, the porous burner technology is advantageously applied to
many different industrial branches. Some of its applications are found in household

and air luiating .systems, in gas tnrbine combustion chambers, in independent vehicle

h(>ating systems, in steam generators etc [105] . Radiation plays a very important
role in this type of porous medium combustion. The generally used porous structures

made of ceramic foam [IOC] has excellent properties to convert the energy produced
due t o combustion into radiant energy. The accurate modeling of radiative transfer
is very important to analyze the heat transfer characteristics of such burners. Most

of the numerical modeling deals with one dimensional planar medium [107-111].
I'oi calculating the radiative transfer in such a media, different radiation properties
like absorption and scattering coefficients become important. For an irregular foam
structure, it is numerically difficult to calculate the extinction coefficient. Some re-

s(>a.rchers do inver.se analysis for calculating this radiative proj^erties [112,113]. But
in most, of die cases, for calculating these properties experiments remain as the only
option.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

1 his thesis is organized in eleven chapters. A brief description of each chapter is
discussed here.

Ill l,h(> Introduction chapter, a brief discussion of the definition of thermal radiation

in iiart.icipating media is discussed. The different areas of the application of thermal
radiation if, reviewed. An overall literature review of thermal radiation with other

modes is presented.

In the second chajjter, a general discussion is presented for the solution of radiative
heal I l aiisfer problem combined with other modes of heat transfer. In such prolilems,
cou|)ling of radiation with the energy e(iuation using the COM and the DTM is

1.5 Orgaiiization of the Dis.scrtation 15

exjjlained in some detail. The solution procedure in a 2-D rectangular enclosure for
the DTM is presented. The CDM is also discussed briefly in this chapter.

Chapters 3-10 deal with eight different class of combined mode problems. Con
clusions and recommendations are incorporated in Chapter 11. Brief discussions of

these 8 problems are presented below.

The steady combined conduction-radiation interaction in a planar medium is an

alyzed in Chapter 1. The medium is considered to be absorbing, emitting and
anisotropically scattering. Flux boundary condition is assumed in one of the bound

aries. The applicability of the CDM is tested here in case of a problem with the flux

boundary.

The internal heat generation is important in many problems. The transient conduc

tion and radiation heat transfer with heat generation in a planar absorbing, emitting

and scattering medium is discussed in Chapter 4. The boundaries of the medium

are at the prescribed temperatures. Effect of heat generation on temperature and

heat flux distributions is investigated. This problem is also intended to test the

applicability of the CDM to a new situation.

In Chapter 5, transient conduction-radiation interaction in a planar porous medium

is discussed. The porous medium is considered to be a packed bed of opaque spheres.

Both Kamiuto's correlated scattering theory and Kaviany's scaling factor is used for

calculating the optical thickness. Effect of variable porosity is also introduced. The

comparison between different models are analyzed. The DTM is used for calculating

the radiative information.

Heat transfer through combined convection-radiation in a porous channel is inves

tigated in Chapter 6. The non-uniform velocity field due to boundary and inertia

effects is considered and effect of the same is discussed. The analysis is done for

a wide range of the porous medium shape parameter (which is a function of the

jjorosity and the permeability) including the two limits of the Poiseuille flow and

the slug flow. The problem is solved considering solid and the fluid phases in the
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local i hcriiial o(iuilii)rium. The radiative information is found using the DTM.

There arc many situations in which sharp temperature giadient is found in the

medium. The assumption of constant thermal conductivity is not appropriate in

t.iiosc cascrs. The effect of temperature dependent thermal conductivity on transient

conduction and radiation heat transfer in a planar medium is investigated in Chapter

7. The DTM is used for evaluating the radiative calculations in an absorbing,

(•mil l ing and scattering medium.

The computational efficiency of the COM and the DTM are compared in Chapter 8.

1 hrcc different benchmark problems are considered. The performances of the two

methods are analyzed over the different ranges of the radiative parameters. The

CDM is found to be computationally efficient and thus a preferred method for 2-D

l)rol)icm.s.

In Cha])tcr 9, effects of the variable thermal conductivity are analyzed for combined

conduction and radiation heat transfer in a 2-D rectangular enclosure. The CDM is
u.scd lor the calculation of radiative information.

I he h(!at transfer analysis of 2-D rectangular porous burners is carried out in Chap-

Icr II). The gas and the solid phase are considered to be in non-local thermal

c(|uilibrium, and .separate energy equations arc used for the two phases. The solid
|)hase consisting of the porous matrix is assumed to be participating, while the gas

is a.ssumed to be transparent to radiation. Radiative part of the energy equation

is solved using the CDM. Effects of various parameters such as the aspect ratio,

the (extinction coefficient, the scattering albedo, the boundary emissivity and inter

lace heat transfer coupling are studied on the performance of the burner. These

paranueters are found to have significant bearings on the temperature and heat flux

distributions.

Chapter 11 gives a summary of this research work. The future prospect of this

research are highlighted there.

Chapter 2

Formulation

2.1 Introduction

Continuity, momentum, species conservation and (mergy eciuations are the governing

(■(inations required to solve any fluid flow and heat transfer problems. These eipia-
tions are coupled and have to be solved simultaneously. If the temperature is high
and the enclosed medium is radiatively iiarticiiiating, the energy ecinalion contains
an additional term because of radiation. Radiation from the medium is a volumet

ric i)henomenon and it is characterized by absoijitioii. emission and scattering. In
the ])r(^sence of radiation, therefore, the solution of the energy equation becomes
conii^licated.

The equation goveniing radiative transfer is an integro-diflerential one and e.xcept
for very idealized conditions, its analytic solutions are very difficult. To .solve the
practical problems, therefore, api)roximat,e methods are used. Over the years, owing
to limitations of the existing methods, various new nudTods have Ix^eii developed.
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the i)re,seuee of radiation, therefore, th(> solution of the eiuu-gv equation becomes

complicated.

The equation goveniing radiative transfer is an integro-did'erential one and except

for very idealized conditions, its analytic solutions are very difficult. To solve the

practical problems, therefore, approximate methods are used. Over the yi^us, owing

to limitations of the existing methods, various new methods have been developed.
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In the conihiiipd radiation, condnction aiifl/or convection mode ])rol)lenis considcncd

in the pre.sent work, radiation from the itart icipating nipdinin is \'eiy signilicani . In

this chapter, a general procedure to solve a heat transfer problem invoh ing ihcrimd

radiation has been descrilted. The basic cfiuations for ladiative heat transfer are

discussed. The discrete transfer and the collapsed dimension methods are described

briefly. The solution procedures for both the methods are also explained.

2.2 Energy Equation

In he;it transfer problems involving thermal radiation, apart from the therino phys
ical and ojttical properties of the medium, the radiation intensity depends on the

'' .'.'//a .'ah//e held, and is tli iis ( oujded with the overall eiieigy eciuation that iiicoi-
porates all ihre(> modes of heat tiansfer. The general form of the overall energy
eiiuation for a single component radiatively particijjiating compressible fluid may be
writtam as 1,35]

(OT^ ̂ \ ///-t- V • VT") = V • (kVT) - yjV • v -I- + Q - V • qa (2.1)

wlieie !> is the density, c„ is the specific heat, k is the thermal conductivity, p is
the jjn'ssure term, v is the velocity vector, T,/ is the energy production by viscous
di.s.si|)ation. Q is the local energy .source (electrical, chemical, nuclear) per unit
volume and time and is the radiative heat flux.

In a gemiral luoblem which involves all tliree modes of heat transfer, I he energy
eciuation (Ecj. (2.1)) is simnltaneously soh-ed with the continuity and tlie momentum
ef|uat,ions. .At any solution stej)s. with the velocity field v, the i)i('ssure field p. and
t h(> terms d>,/ and Q known, the solution of Eq. (2.1) re(|uires information about
(he di\ergeace of radiative h(>at flux Vo//,.. This can lae calculated by many methods
found in t he literatures as mentioned in the 1st chapter. In tlu^ subsequeni sections,
the plienomena of radiative heat transfer in particii)ating media are fliscussed and
the goteining equations are pxj)lained with th(> collapstxl dimension and the discr(>t(>
t ransfei- met hod hauling to th(> evaluation of V • qi<

2..3 Discrete Tiansfer Method
19

2.3 Discrete Transfer Method

2.3.1 Introduction

The (li.scnde transfer method (DTM) was proposed by Shah [24] and Lockwood
and Shah [2o]. It is a ray-tracing method and exhibits the feature of the zone

method [1.35]. flux method [1,35] and the Monte Carlo method [1.10]. This method
is also similar to the discrete ordinate method [15 T8] as far as the discrete directions
are chosen. In the following sections, tlu; definition of an inlensity/ray in case of the
DTM is descrilual. The energy balance of an infinitesimal iiencil of rav is discussed
leading to the derivation of t he radiat ive t ransf(>r (>([uation (RTE) and the div(>rgence
of radiative heat. flux.

2.3.1.1 Intensity

In this section, we will discaiss how intensity is described in case of the DTM.

Consider an area element dA in the .Y — V plane, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The point P
of this element will be receiving the radiation rays/intensities from all the directions

constituting the hemisphere shown in tlu? figure. 13ase of t.h(> hemisphere is also in
the .\ — 1 plane. One such ray QP is shown with a thick arrow in the figure. TuU

an elemental solid angle dkl be constructed around the ray QP.

If O and T are i)olar and azimuthal angles, respectively, of the l ay QP, then the solid

angle, dPl. is equal to sin 0 d0 ds\>. The intensity, <(0, <T>), is defined as the radiative

energy How rate per unit area normal to the ray direction |)(>r unit differential solid

angle or, [35]
6Q SQ

/(0 (2. T) =
(lAp dQ (dA cos 0) sin 0 (/0 e/T

.2)

where SQ is the different ial energy flow through the (hementai area d.A and r/.4^
the piojection of this area on a plane normal to the ray diicction (0.<1>).

IS
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In the conihiiiecl radiation. coiKlnction and/or convection mode prohlenis considered

in the present work, radiation i'roin the i)articipat,ing niedinin is vei\' si^nilicanl . in

tiiis chapter, a general procedure to s'ol\'e a heat transler inoljleni in\'(jl\ ing l hernia!

radiation l as been ditscrihed. The basic erjuations for ladiative heat transfer are

discussed. The discrete transfer and the collapsed dimension methods are described

briefly. The solution procedures for both the methods are also explained.

2.2 Energy Equation

In heat transfer problems involving thermal radiation, apart from the t.hermo phys

ical and optical properties of the medium, the radiation intensity dejiends on the

■' .';/pe,'a' (//e held, and is l liiis i otipled wil.li the overall eneigy eiiuation that im in-
poiates all three modes of heat transfer. The general form of the overall eneigy
('(Illation lor a single conijronent radiatively participating com])ressible fluid may be
written as ,1,35]

{OT \+ V • VTj = V • (kVT) - pV • V -f Trf -t- g - V • (j,( (2.1)
where p is the density. c„ is the specific heat, k is the thermal eondnctivitw p is
the pressure term, v is the velocity vector, is the energy production by viscous
dissipation. Q is the local energy .source (electrical, chemical, nuclear) iier unit
volume and time and qji is the radiative heat flux.

In a general prcjblem which involves all three modes of heat transfer, the energy
eciuation (Ecp (2.1)) is simnltaneously solved with the continuity and the momentum
e(|uations. At any solntiori stejis. with the velocity field v, the pressure field p. and
the terms T,/ and Q known, the solution of Ecp (2.1) recjuires information about
the dixcrgeaee of radiative heat flux V-([h. . This can be calculated by many methods
found in t he literat.urces as mentioned in the Ist chapter. In the subse(iuent sect ions,
the prhenomena of radiative heat transfer in participating media are discussed and
the governing eciuations are explained with the collapsed dimension a,nd the discrete
transfer method leading to the evaluation of V • (//?

2.3 Discrete Transfer Method

2.3.1 Introduction

The di.screte transfer method (DTM) was proposed by Shah [24] and Lockwood
rind .Shah [25]. It is a ray-tracing method and exhibit.s the feature of the zone
method [1.35]. flux method [1,35] and the Monte Carlo method [1.10]. This method
is also similar to the discrete ordinate method [15-18] as far as the discrete directions
are chosen. In the following sections, the definition of an intensity/ray in case of the
DTM is de.scribed. The energy balance of an infinitesimal pencil of ray is diseitssed
leading to the derivat ion of (he radiative transfer ('([nation (RTE) and the dic-ergence
of radiative heat, flux.

2.3.1.1 Intensity

In this section, we will discuss how intensity is described in case of the DTM.

Consider an area element rf.4 in the A'^ — T plane, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The point P
of this element, will be receiving the radiation rays/intensities from all the directions
constitnting the hemisphere shown in the fi gure. 11a,se of the hemisphere is also in
the .\ — 1 plane. One such ray QP is shown with a thick arrow in the fi gure. Let
an elemental solid angle r/D be constructed around the ray (.}P.

It (-) and (fi are ])olar and azimnthal angles, respectively, of the ray QP, then the solid
angle, dPl. is equal to sin 0 d0 riT. The intensity. ((0,T). is defined as the radiative
energy flow rate per unit area normal to the ray direction [ler unit differential solid
angle or, [35]

SQ 6Q
/(0. T) =

dAp dPl [dA cos 0) sin 0 di-) (/T

where ()Q is the differenlial energy How through the elemental area d.A and d.Ap is
the projection of this area on a [ilane normal to the ray direction (0. (T>).
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polar angle:
0 < 0_< 71/2

azimuthal angle:
0 < <J> < 2 7r

Figmc 2.1: A heini.spherc of .south bound rays with intensities /'(B. <^I>) ('ocuschI at
the ( (uiter P of the infinitesinial area element dA.

In the present discai.ssion, for the sake of convenience, we will associate terms like
south bound, north bound, east bound, and west bound wit.h the radiat ion rays,
hennspheie. heat flux. etc. If an elemental surface is faeing north direction (as
de]ji( ted in the Fig. 2.1) arid is receiving radiation from t.he ent.ire hemisphere
abo\e it, then all the rays in the hemisphere converging at a ])(jirit on the elemental
surface will be identified as south bound rays. Snch a. hemisphere will be referred to
as the south iround hernisiihere and the heat flux due to all such south bound rays
will be known as south bound heat flux. Likewise, d( pending upon the orientation
of the smfaee reeei\ing the radiation, the rays can be east, boirnd. west bound or
north bound.

In the 1) 1 .\I. if we need to lirid. say the south Ixnrnd radiat ive Inrat flux. qsj-. at

2.3 Discrete Transfer Method
21

the center. P. of the area element dA of Fig. 2.1. we have to integi-ate a hemisphere
of south bound rays with intensity. r(0,(]>). over the .solid airgle. Q = 27i. as pea the
following (Hiuation

<Js,p — i) Iq {. cosB sin0c/0dd> (2.3)
Here, the subscript S in cjs^p denotes the south bound nature of the heat flux and

P denotes tln^ point at which the heat flux is being computed.

2.3.2 Radiative Tiansfer Equation

.As di.scar.ssed earlier, for determination of radiative quantities, viz.. heat flux, erni.s-
sive power, etc.. at a point in a participating media, the values of all the radiation

intensities focused at that point are required. To know the magnitude of radiation
intensity at a point in the participating media, solution of radiative transfer eciuation
(PTE) is rc^quired. For real 3-D intensities, the RTE and its .solution methodology
are well established. Before, we proceed with the above, we list the important as

sumptions made in the present study. The.s(> a.ssumptions arc* eciually \'alid for both

the methods CD.M and the DTM. It should be noted that the a:,i.suniptions presented

herein are the general assumptions on which most practical thermal radiation meth

ods are evolved.

2.3.2.1 Important Assumptions

Participating medium has been assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium

(LTE). Physically. PTE implies that the enti.ssion of radiant energy is independent
of the characteristics of the incident radiation. This is true in many cmgineering

aj)plieation.s where incident radiation is rapidly redinu'tcHl into intcunal energy states

in an e(iuilibrium distribution at the local temperature of the medium [1]. But. if

LTej cannot be assumed, the emission term in the RTE will become much more

complex. Cases in which LTE does not prevail (for exanii:)le. rarefied gases), are
rarcdy encountered in thermal radiation, and lunice these ca.se.s will not be eonsid(n'ed
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polar angle;
0 < 0 < 71/2

azimuthal angle:
0 < <t> < 2 71

Figure 2.1: A hemisphere of south bound rays with intensit ies /(0. (h) focused a
the center P of tlie infinitesimal area element dA.

In t.h(> present. disc:ussion, foi- tlie sake of convenience, w(> will associate terms like

soutli l)ormd, north l)ound. east hound, and west bound wit.li the radiat ion rays,

hemisphere, heat flux. etc. If an elemental surface is facing noith direct ion (as

depicted in the Fig. 2.1) and is receiving radiation froi.u t.he ent ire hemisphere
above it. then all the rays in the hemisi)here converging at a point (ui the elemental

surface will be identified as south bound rays. Such a hemisphere will be referred to

as the south Iround hemisphere and the heat flux due to all such south bound rays

will be known as south bound heat flux. Likewise. d( ])ending upon t he orient at ion

of the surface reeei\ing the radiation, the rays can be east bound, w(>st bound or
north l)ound.

the 1)1 M. if we need to find, say the south bound radiative heat flux.

2.3 Discrete Tiansfer Metliod
21

the center. P. of the area element dA of Fig. 2.1. we have to integrate a hemisphere
of south b.nmd rays with intensity. /(0,d>). over the .solid angle. = 27r. as per the
following eciuation

<Js.p — [ [ /(0.<I>) cos 0 sin 0 (/0 d<I> (2.3)
2<I> = 0 )0:=O ^ '

Here, the subscript S in cjs,p denotes the south bound natur(> of the heat flux and

P denotes the jroint at which the heat flux is being computed.

2.3.2 Radiative Transfer Equation

.As discu.s.sed earlier, tor determination of radiative quantit,i(-s. viz.. heat flux, emis
sive power, etc.. at a point in a participating media, the values of all the radiation

intensities focused at that point are required. To know the magnitude of radiation

intensity at a point in the participating media, solution of radiative transfer eciuation
(RTF) is r(>quired. For real 3-D intensities, the RTE and its solution methodology
are well established. Before, we proceed with the above, we list the important as-

sumptions made in the jnesent study. These assumptions an^ ecjually valid for both

the methods CD.M and tin; DTM. It should be noted that the a:;suniptions presented

herein are the general a.ssumptions on which most practical thermal radiation meth
ods are (>volved.

2.3.2.1 Important Assumptions

Participating medium has been assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium
(PTE). Physically. PTE implies that the emission of radiant energy is independent
(fl the characteristics of the incident radiation. This is true in many engineering

applications where incident radiation is rapidly redirected into intuunal energy states

in an eciuilibrium distribution at the local temperature of the medium [l]. But. if
PTCj cannot be assumed, the emission term in the RTE will become mucli more

complex. Cases in which PTE does not prevail (for example, rarefied gases), are

rarely encountered in thermal radiation, and lumce these cases will not be considered
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111 tlic present work. Rafliative heat transfer has been a.ssmned a steady state pnnc.ss.
which IS generally the ca.se. since radiation travels at tlie syxu'd oflight f.3.5].

•Anorher major a.ssnmption. in this stndw is the difCu.se-gray a.ssnmption which elim
inates al l spectral effects and directional eharacteristies of enii.ssion. ab.scn ption. and
lefleetion of radiation. The state of polarisation has Ixnai neglected and pai tiei-
l>atiiig medium has been assumed to have constant r(!fractive index, i.e.. medium
ihroiigh which electromagnetic waves travel along straiglit lines.

2.3.2.2 Derivation of RTE Based on the DTM

In tin iadiati\e t.iansler erinat ion. int.en.sit\- of radiat it)n is the primary variable. It
is a function of space and direction. Ncjte that dirc.'ction il is designatecl bv t he
I>olai angle. (-). and the azimuthal angle;, cf). Consid(;r the radiative^ encagy wit.h
ical intensitx /(.s^,Tl) travelling along a line of sight from .s to s + c/.s- at an angle il
thiongh an absorbing, emitting, and anisotropically scattering medium boumled by
an arbitrary enclosure, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

In this hgiiie, energy balance over a small control volume has been shown. Derivation
of the radiative transfer equation can easily be done by identifying e.ach of tli(> tcu iiis
rontiibuting to the ladiation, as it tra\'els frcjin s to .v4-c/.s. By referring to Fig. 2.2.

'' components eneonntcred during this transfer proee.ss can be
smnmaiized as 111

(i) Differential change in radiation intensity through ds:

O.S

(ii) bo.ss by absorption:

—K i(s, Q) ds d.A

(iii) I.OSS !)\ out.-scattering of the radiative intensity through the control \'olume:

-c7,, i{s, Q) ds dA

2.3 Discrete Taiisfei Method
23

absorption
+ out-scattering extinction

s+ds
in-scattering
from Q

(s, Q)
arbitrary enclosure

i(s,,' Q)
emission toQ

s=s(x,y,z)

Figure 2.2: Radiative energy balance over a control volume^ based on the DTM.

[iv) (lain by emi.ssioii from the medium in il direction :

K  (Is dA

(\) Ctain by in-scat leriiig radiation - energy scat tered into the direction il from

rays traversing the elemental volume from all otlicu- directions il :

1

I/t/ .hr
^ ]){il —^ D) /(.v, il ) dil ds d. [

In th(> abo\-e exiirci.ssions. k and are absorption and scattcuing coefficienrs of the
medium, respectively. The blackbody intensity. is the Planck's intensitv function.
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m tin- ]jre.sent work. Radiative heat transfer has been assumed a steady state proee.ss,
which is generally the ca.se. since radiation travels at. tin; syx^ed of light, f.3.^)].

.Another major a.ssumpt ion. in this study, is the diffn.se-giay a.ssiimption which elim-
itiates all spectral elleets and dinY-tionai characteristics of eini.ssion. absorpt ion, and
reflection of radiation. Tht; state of polarisation has Ixaai negh.'cted and partici
pating medium has l)een a.ssmned tc; have constant refractive index, i.e., medimn

through whicii electromagnetic waves travel along straight, lines.

2.3.2.2 Derivation of RTE Based on the DTM

In the radiative transfer ecinat ion, intensity of radiat ion is the inimarv vai iable. It
is a fnnction of .s])ace and direction. Note that dir(!Ction il is rlesignated by the
polai' angle. (-). and the aziitnit.hal anghn Ccjnsider the radiat.iv(> (meigy with
real intensity /(.Su,, il) travelling along a line of sight from .s to ,s -t- d.s at. an angle il
throngh an absorbing, emitting, and anisotropically scattering medium bounded by
an arbitrary enclosure, as sliown in Fig. 2.2.

In this figure, energy balance over a small control volume has been shown. Dcu ivation
of the radiative transfer equation can easily be done by identifying each of tli(> terms
contributing to the radiation, as it travels from .s- to .v-j-r/.s. By referring to Fig. 2.2.

"  "'tensity com|)oii('nl,s encountered during this transfer pioeess can be
summai i/ed as [1]

(i) I )ifferential change in l adiation intensity tlirougli d.s:

di{s,il)
(Is (I A

ds

(ii) Loss by absorjition:

—K, i(s, Q) ds (lA

(iii) Loss i)v out.-scatlering of flu; radiative intensity through the control vcjlume:

—a, 2(5-, Q) els dA

-■•'1 Itiscret.e "Liaiisfer .Method
23

absorption —
+ out-scattering extinction

m-scattermg
from Q' toD

arbitrary enclosure

Z

' D)
emission toQ

s=s(x,y,z)

Figure 2.2: Radiative energy balance over a control voltiiiH^ ba.sed on the DTM.

(iv) (lain by eini.ssion from the medium in il direction :

K  (Is (iA

(\) Gain by in-scat {eriiig radiation - cinn-gy scatteiXHl into t lu^ direct,ion G from
rays traversing the eleinental \olnin(^ from all other diiTM'tions S.I \

/  l)[i^ n) i{sAl ) (in (IstlA
in/ Ju'

In th(^ aho\*e exi)ressions. k and (T<,. arc absorption and seatteriiig co(^fHci(mts of the
medium, lespectively. The blackbody intensity, ii, is the Planck's intensity fnnction.
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and it (lejx'nd.s explicitly npoii the local teinperatiire. T. of the inediuin. This

Planck.'-, hlackhody intensity is related t(j blacklxKly emissive power as /p, ~ ~/i,-

where
rr r'

't, -- (d.l)
77

The {nnction j){i} is called scattering phase rnnction. This directional distri-
bntion function re]ncscnt.s the |irobability distribution of the (nicrgv sctitlered into

the direction Q from the rays traversing the elemental volume from all othei diri'c-

tions, Q, . To be more explicit, p(0 —> O) d£l/A7x represents the probability that
a ra\- propagating in the direction Q' confined within the solid angle will get

scattered into the solid angle dQ around by the direction Q. Sine*,' the sum of the

Itrobability o\'er all directions imisl b(; unity, we have

p{n n) dQ = 1
1/1 jQ'=.\7r

which implies that the phase function is normalized to unity.

(2.5)

The change in the magnitude of intensity from the location .s l.o .s + t/.s. in Fig. 2.2.
is found by summing the contributions from emission, absorption, out-scattering,
and in-scattering, along the ])atli r/.s. as follows

' >: t nIr t 1 ()ii as per H()uger - Hee i s law

di
eiiiissioii rt 1 )s()r|:)t ifjti on t -sea t t e i i n g

/  (.s + r/.s. f)) — / (.s, il) = T^ds = K. d.s- — K /(.s, ̂ 2) (Is — cr,. i{s. il) ds
ds

+
47r Si. =.l7r

pin' ̂  n)dn' (2.G)

in scattei i iig

Ecination (2.6) can be written in the form

di{8,n) / rr \ r
—j— = At ibis) - p iis, f2) + (^) / i(s, n)pin n) dn (2.7)

\47r/ ./n'='i7r

riie coefficient d, in the above eciuation. represents the extinction coefficient of
th(> medium, in accoi'dance with Bouger-ntHU' relation, and is ecpial to a, -I- cr,. In
gas radiation, it is c(unni(ni to express intensity, heat flux, etc., as functions of a

dimensionless ])aram(yer. calhxl optical thickness which is defined as

/"./()
-h Gs) ds /' 3 ds

./()
(2.8)

2..'3 Discrcy.e Tiausfer Method 25

This parameter is a measure of the extent to which the medium j)articipat(,'s in the

radiative heat transfer process.

Eciuation (2.7) may be written in terms of optical thickness, r. as

diir. Q)

dr
-t(r,F!) + (l-ca)/,(r) + (^) z(r, ) p(f2' Q) c/Q' (2.9)

. An ) JQ ='l7r

Here, in eciuation (2.9). ls is scattering albedo and is eciual to Value of LJ — 0.0
indicatats no .scattering by the medium, whereas its limiting value 1.0 implies oidy

sc:attering and no absorption-emission by the medium.

Eciuation (2.9) can be written in a more compact and convenient, form as

diir, n)

dr
-t- 'i.iT,il) - .S'(r. n)

where the source function

5(r, n) = (1 - ca) /:,,(r) + (^) I ) Pi^^'
KAtT J Jq' An

Writ ing equation (2.11) in terms of 0 and T gives:

(2.10)

(2.11)

5(r,0,cl)) = (1 -cy)i,(r)-t-
f 277 PIT

—) / iiT,e'A^)p(ieAy)-^i(3.(t>))smeded.^
477J J<v'^oJq'=o ^ ^ " V ■ )

(2.12)

Kcjuation (2.10) is the differential form of the RTF. It is an integro-izart.ial cliflei-
ent ial eciuat ion. because the direc:tional derivative d/dr involves partial deiicatives
with respect to spatial variables when it is written e.xplicitly for a specific cooidi-
nate svsteiu. and intensity appears under the integral sign of the souice function
(Eci. (2.12)). Therefore, the solution of equation (2.10) is very complex, even for 1-D
case. If the .sourc:e function is known or assumed to be known, then equation (2.10)
can be integrated from the point of origin of the ray, r ^ 0 at the wall, to a point
T = r inside the enclosure to yield an integral lorin of the RTE given as

i(r, 0, ̂) = z(0,0,4>) exp(-r) + ̂  ̂(t , 0 , ) exp(-(r — r )) dr (2.13)
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and it dnpciids explicitly upon the local toinperatufe. T. of the medinni. This

Planck s hlackhody intensity is related to blackl)od\' emissive power as /p, = tt//,.

where

rrT-'
C-M)'I,

77

The function p{il —^ il) is called scattering phase function. This direct ional distri

bution function re]jrcscnts the jtrobability distribution of the encrg\' scattered into

the direction Q from the rays traversing the elemental volum(> from all othei direc

tions, . To be more explicit, p(f2' —> ri) d^LjAm represents the probability that,

a ra\- i)roiragating in the direction confined within the solid angle d^/ will get

scattered into the solid angle dQ around by the direction Since the stim of the

probability over till directions must be unit v. w(; have

— I p{n' Q) dQ' = 1
-1/1 jQ' = \7r

which implies that the phast" function is normalized to unity.

The change in the magnittide of intensity from the location .s t,o .s -|- d.s. in Fig. 2.2.

is found by summing the contributions from emkssion, absorption, out-scattering,

and in-scattering, along the patli f/.s. as follows

xt i iirtion as per Ho 11 ge i - I f ee i s law

(.s -I- (Is. Q) — r (.s. fi) = —ds — K. b,(s) ds — k i{s. Q) ds — rt, /.{s. Q) d>
OS

a 1 )soi- iDt i f»i t o 111. - S( a t t e I a 11 g

+ {—] f i{s.Q')p{Q' Q)dn'
,477/ Ju'.=4t;

(2.G)

in scatt ei i iig

Equation (2.6) can be written in the form

= K-ib(s) -/3i(s,n) + i{s,Q')p{Q' ̂ Q)dQ' (2.7)

riie ((jefhcient 0. in the above eciuation, represents the extinction coefficient of

th(> medium, in accoidance witli r3ouger-neer relation, and is (xpial to s -t- tt,. In

gas radiation, it is common to exjuess intensity, heat llux. etc., as functions of a

diimuisionless jtarameter. called optical thickness which is defined as

= / (k + cr,.) (Is = [
Jo Jo

li (Is (2.8)

2.3 Discrete Tansfer .Met hod 25

This paranuuer is a measure of the extent to which the medium participates in the

radiative heat transfer process.

Eciuation (2.7) may be written in terms of optical thickne.ss. r, as

= -1(7, n) + (1 - it(T) + (T) /, !(-. n');/(«' ̂  fi) rfn' (2.9)
dr \4nJ Jq =4tt

Here, in rxiuation (2.9), :c is scattering albedo and is ecjual to Value of UJ — 0.0

indicat(\s no scattering by the medium, whercxvs its limiting value 1.0 implies only

.si:attering and no absorption-emission by the medium.

E(|ualion (2.9) can be written in a more compact and convenicuil form as

dl{T,Q)
i (2

dr
.{T,Q)  -- S{tM)

where the source function

5(-.fi) = (1 -a;)/:,,(T) + I iiT.Q') p{Q' -^n)dQ'
\4TtJ Jn' An

Writing (equation (2.11) in terms of 0 and T gives:

.10)

(2.11)

S{t. 0, T) (1 - cu) kir)
UJ \ r2n

Itt
W ̂r i{T, 0'. $') p ((0', 'I^') ̂  ((->• ̂ )) 0'd0'ri<5>'

(2.12)

K(|uation (2.10) is the diff(>rential form of the PTE. It is an int(\gro-par(,ial difiei-
ential eciuat ion. because the dircK.'tional derivative d/dr involves partial d(ui\/itives
with respect to spatial variables when it is writt.en e.xplicitlv for a specific cooidi-
nate system, and intcuisity appears under the integral sign of the source function
(Ecg (2.12)). Therefortc the solution of equation (2.10) is vei y complex, even for 1-D
cases If the .source function is known or assumed to be known, then equation (2.10)
can be integrated from the point of origin of the ray, r - 0 at the wall, to a point
T = T inside the enclosure to yield an integral form of the RTE given as

2(r, ©, <I>) = i(0, 0, $) exp(—r) + j S'(r , 0 , $ ) exp( —(r — r )) dr (2.13)
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26 F(jriiiulati(Jii

It siiould l)e noted tliat equation (2.13) i.s a third-order integral eciuation in int (Misit.\'.

dT. (-). 'I>). h'or its evalnalion. the integral (jver tin.' source inncticai ninsl he carried

onl ()\'er the opt ical thickne.ss. Btit the source runct if)n itself is an nid'Cnown func

tion of intensity (Ftp (2.12)) which has to ije integrated over two dircM-t ions. (-) atid

<1>. rnrtherniore. tistially the temperattire and, thertdbre. the hiac.kitody inttuisity

terms in the source function are not known, and these nnist be foitnd in conjunc

tion with the equation of the overall conservation of eiKUgy, Eq. (2.1), tints ftirt her

complicating the situation.

In e(niation (2.13). /((). (-), <!') = ?'(0) (for difftise botindarv emission), is t he intensity

(unanating from the boundary of the (uiclostire. If the (uiclostire wall is asstimed

difftise-gray. then intensity. /(()), emanating from the boundary wall having tempei-

ature T„. ;md emissivity f„, i.s given by

t(().d.p) = f, -t- — I I ̂ 'i(0. <1>) cos 0 sin 0 r/0 (M>
TT y<I> = () 70 = 0

'•27.-

(3111 it. tod

(2.M)

diffusely reflected

2.3.3 Divergence of Radiative Heat Flux

In ;t given control \olume. RTE gives the conservation of radiative energy along a

given ray direction. However, the equation for constuwation of total etiergy (Ed-

2.1) is based on net energy balance in a control volume. Radiation, being 3-1)

pluuiomena, RTE can not fully describt; radiative comiKuient in energy e(ination. do

accommodatt! conservation cjf radiative eiuugy in a c.jiitr.d volume, it, is necessary

to integrate RTE over the control volume. This results in diveigence ol radiative

heat flux. How the divergence of radiative heat flux enters in calculation in overall
energy equation is already nuuitioned section 2.2. Divergtuice of ra(liativ(> flux gives a

measure of net radiative energy absorbed or emitted in a control volume. Important

phenomena such as radiat ixc and iKUi-radiat.ive equilibrium situations are i)erlecHy

described l,y divergence of radiative heat flux.

In I he DdWl as well as for (jt h(>r methods also, divergence of radiative h(!at flu.x can be

1

2.3 Di.scr(!tc Tiansfcr Method 27

found from the RTE. The RTE is a energy balance for radiation for an infinitesimal

pencil of rays. Thus, in order to get a volume l)alanc<> which is the diverg(uic(! of

radiative h.aU flux, we have; to integrate^ this e(|uati(jn ovei' all solid angles. This

derivation of divergence of radiative heat flux V • f/„> for the DTM is same as for the

most of the methods and is available in many of the text books [1,35] and luuice is

not (hndved here. The expression for V • qn for the DTM is given by,

■ (JR = K- [^TT 4 - G] (2.15)

or.

V • r/ft = K, [4a T ' - G

wIku'c C i.s lli(^ iiicidcMit radiation gix'cai by

(2.16)

G' =- r /((-). T) r/0
7(/,={) ./0=(j

(2.17)

The divergence of radiative heat flux can also be expre.ssed in terms of optical

coordinate by dividing Eq. (2,16) with e.xtinction coefficient .1 as

V • g/e = I [4a r' - G] = (1 - a;) [4a - C] (2.18)

It is to be noted that in Eq. (2.16), V = ̂  and in Erp (2.18), ̂  ^

2.3.4 Solution Methodology for the DTM

.Xumerical integral ion of Eri-s. (2.17) require that a linit.e nnniber ol directir)ns (0. T)
be considered and the intensity at the point of interest be known in all these finitt"
directions. Since intensity depends on the source function which itself is a function
of the intensity (Eq. (2.12)) and also the unknown temperature, an intensity at the
point of interest can not be calculated in one step. The DTM considers a finite
number of discrete directions and in each direction it find.s intensity in a nuinbei

of discrete steps. In the following paragraphs, the methodology of the DTM is
described for a 2-D rectangular enclosure. Details about the DTM can be tound
in [18,24,29,114-116],
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It slioulcl be not(Hl that eciuation (2.13) is a third-order integral ('(luation in intcnisity.

/(t. (-). <[>). For its evalnation. the integral over the sonree fnncticni innst be carried

out ()\er the 0]jtieal thickness. Bt.it the sotirce i'nnet ion itself is an nid'Cnown l i ine-

tion of intensity (Fcj. (2.12)) which lias to be integrated over two dirta-tions. H and

(]>. rtirtherinore. tisnally the temperattire and, t.hendore. the blaekbody intensity

terms in the sotiree function are not known, and these must be found in conjttne-

tion with tlie equation of the overall conservation of energv, Eq. (2.1), thus further

complicating the situation.

In e(|uation (2.13). /(O. (-). <!') = /(O) (for diffuse lioundarv emission), is t.h(> inttnisiry

(Miianating from the botmdary of the enclostire. If the enclostirt^ wall is assumed

difftise-gray. then intensity. /(O). emanating fnun the boundary wall having temper

attire T„. and enii.ssi\ity e„. is given by

z(0. 0. o) =
<77:,'

-b
TT

emitted

TT

/  / ' z(0, cos 0 sin 0 r/0 dA^
Jcl>rz() 70 = 0

(2.14)

diffusely reflected

2.3.3 Divergence of Radiative Heat Flux

In a gi\en control \-olume. RTE gives the conservation of radiative energy along tt

given ray direction. However, the ecjuation for con.serva.tion of total en<ngy (Eq-

2.1) is based on net energy balance in a control volume. Radiation, being 3-E

phenomena. RTE can not full,y describe radiative component in einngy (vitiation, ho
acconmujdate conservation of radiative energy in a control volume, it. is necessar.v

to integrate RTE over the control volume. This results in divergence ol radiative

heat fltix. How the divergence of radiative heat flux enters in calctilat.ion in overall
energv ecjtiation is alreadv mentioned section 2.2. Divergence of radiative flux gives ;i

measure of net radiative energy absorbed or emitted in a control \'oltime. Importtint

phenomena such as radiati\c and non-radiat.ive ('(.itiilibriitm sit,ual,ions are perlecl l.v

described 1 y divergence of radiative heat flux.

In the DT.M as well as for ot her methods also, divergence of radiative heat flux can be

2.3 Discrete Tiaiisfer Method 27

found from the RTE. The RTE is a energy balance for radiation for an infinitesimal

pencil of rays. Thus, in order to get a volume balance which is the divergence! of

radiativv- luad flux, we have to integrate this ecination over all solid angles. This

derivation of divergence of radiative heat flux V • (/,,• for the DTM is same as for the

most of the methods and is available in many of the t(>xt. books [1.35] and hence is

not (hn'ived here. The expression for V • qn for the DTM is given by.

^ ■ qR = K' [47r io - G] (2.15)

or.

^ ' <]R = 1^'' T ' — <j]
where G is the incident radiation gi\'(ai bv

G  r /{(-).']>) dt) (l<\>
./0=tO

(2.16)

(2.17)

Th(> divergence of radiative heat flux can also be e.xpresscxl in terms of optical

coordinate by dividing Eq. (2.16) with extinction coefficient R as

V • q,i = ̂  [4(7 r' - G] = (1 - ai) [4(7 T' - G]

It is to be noted that in Eq. (2.16), V = ̂  and in Ecp (2.18), V = ̂

(2.18)

2.3.4 Solution Methodology for the DTM

Numerical integrat ion of Ecjs. (2.17) require that a finite number ol direct ions ((-).T)
be considered and the intensity at the point of int.er(>st be known in all these finite
direc tions. Since intensity depends on the source function which itself is a function

of the intensitv (Ecg (2.12)) and also the unknown temperature, an intensitv at the
point of interest can not be calculated in one step. The DTM considers a finite
number of discrete directions and in each direction it fiiu-ls intensity in a number

of discrete steps. In the following paragraphs, the methodolog.v of the DTM is
described for a 2-D rectangular enclosure. Details about the DTM can be found

in [18.24.29.114 116].
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28 Foriiml;it.ioii

Shown in Fig. 2.3 i.s a 2-D rectangular enclosure with dinicnsions L, hiuI in tlu^

./■ and y directions, respectively. The temperatures T and einissivities r of the four
bouiularies arc shown in the figure. Temperature and/or emissivit.y m;iy vary along
the boundaries. However, within a control surface, at a given time level, lh(\v ar(>
constant.

Since radiative heat transfer is coupled with conduction and/or convection, the
computational grids used in the radiative transfer module are the same as th(js(> for

the eonfluction and/or convection modes of heat transfer. In Fig. 2.3, for the sake
of explanation, uniform rectangular grids have been shown.

To find out the radiative information V-g/; required for the (mergy equation (F(| . (2.1)).
intensity d stributions are to be found at all the grid points including those at the
boundaries. For this, at every grid point, over the spherical space (0 < 0 < 7r,0 <
<h < 2:7). intensities are considered in som(! finite number of discrete (0, <^h) direc
tions. In Fig. 2.3. five token intensities are shown. Ove.r a hemispherical si)a('e

I'i '.j)

Figure 2.3: 2-D rectangular enclosure showing uniform grids and five sample inten
sities i(0. focused at point p{i,j).

2.3 Discrete Tiansfer Method 29

(0 < 0 < 7r/2.() < <I> < 27r), for grid point p{i.j), a typical intensity in the direc
tion (0. <h) can be seen from Fig. 2.3. Every intcnsit.y is considcKal centered in the
sub-solid angle AQ. Intensities are assumed uniformly distributed over the spherical
space.

.-\t any grid point p(i,j) in the direction (0,d>). an intensity is assumed to originate
from the boundary. Since from the point of origin to the grid-jioint p{i.j) of interest,
the distribution of the source function over the length is unknown (Eq. (2.12)),
intensity can not b(> calculated in one step. Intensity at j)oint p{i.j) is found in
th(^ linite number of st.(>ps by dividing the ent ire geometric length. For a typical
intcmsity i\ . how this is done has been shown in Fig. 2.3.

To arrive at the destination grid-point/j(i, y) from its origin 0 at the north boundary,
intensity is crossing many control volumes. In one st.ep, the intensity is assumed
to travel length (a|ual to the distance between the two faeces ot a control volum(\
The number of control volumes are chosen in such a way that the distance between
the control volume faces are small enough and the source function over this length

>d to be constant. With this assumption, for a given direction (©,$).can be assume

Ecj. (2.13) can be written as

b, + i(r) = /„exp(-r) -h ,9[1 -exp(-r)| (2.19)

where in the direction of travel, {n + 1) is the downstream point and n is the
upstream i)oint. Both these points always lie on the Iac(\s of same control volume.
In a control volume, for a particidar intensity, the source function S given by Eq.
(2.12) is constant ewer the path-leg between the i)oints {n -I- 1) and n,. It should be
noted that within a control volume, the sourc(> function S is dillcrcnt lor different
rays.

.As shown in Eig. 2.3. intensity i\ crosses four control volumes to n^ach the desti
nation point p(i. j). The locations at which it crosses the control \olume faces aie
shown in the figure. Therefore, to got the intmisity value al /;(/. y). Eci. (2.19) has
to be recursively used four times. The optical path-leg r between any two points
(0. 1). (1.2), (2,3) and (3,4) are assumed small enough so that the source^ function
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Shown in Fig. 2.3 is a 2-D rectangular enclosure with dinicnsions and L,, in tlu^

and y directions, resi^ectively. Tin,' temperatures T and ernissivities < of the four

bouiularies arc shown in the figure. Temperature and/or emissivil.y may vary along

the boundaries. However, within a control surface, at a given tiirn- level, l luw are

constant.

.Since radiative heat transfer is coupled with conduction and/or conveeticjii. the

computational grids used in the radiative transfer module are the; same as t hos(> for

the eoiifluction and/or convection modes of heat transfer. In Fig. 2.3, hjr the sake

of (explanation, uniform rectangular grids have been shown.

To find out the radiative information '^■qa required for the energy eciuation (hai . (2.1)).
intensity d stributions are to be found at all the grid points including tho.-^e at the
boundaries. For this, at every grid point, over the spherical space (0 < 0 < 7r,U <
(J) < 2~). intensities are considered in some finite numb(!r of discret(> (0. <1>) direc
tions. In Fig. 2.3. five token intensities are shown. Over a hcnnspherical space

Tn En

Figure 2.3: 2-D rectangular enclosure showing uniform grids and five sample inten
sities i(©,^>) focused at point p{i,j).

I

(0 < 0 < 7r/2.() < <I> < 27r), for grid point a typical intensity in the direc
tion (0. T) can be seen from Fig. 2.3. Every intensity is considered centered in the
snlvsolid angle AD. Intensities are assumed uniformly distributed over the spherical
space.

.-\t any grid point p{i,j) in the direction (0,$), an intensity is a.ssumed to originate
from the boundary. Since from the point of origin to the grid-])oint p{i,j) of interest ,
the distribution of the source function over the length is unknown (Eq. (2.12)),
intensity can not be calculated in one stej). Intensity at point p{i■ j) is found in
th(^ linite number of st(>i)s by dividing the entire geometric length. For a typical
intensity / | . how this is dom^ has l)een shown in Fig. 2.3.

To arrive at the dest ination grid-i:)oint/j(i, y) from its origin 0 at the north l)oundary.
intensity is crossing many control volumes. In one stej), the intensity is assumcfl
lo travel hmgth eciiial to tlie distance between the two faces of a control volume.
The number of control volumes are chosen in sucli a waj' that the distance between
the control volume faces are small enough and the source function over this length
can be assumed to be constant. With this assumption, for a given direction (0. <F).
Fc], (2.13) can be writtcm as

In + \{r) = /nexp(-r) -h 5[1 - exp(-r)] (2.19)

where in the direction of travel. {ri + 1) is the downstream point and ii is the
upstream j^oint. Both these points always lie on the fac(\s of same control volume.
In a control volume, for a particular intensity, the source function S given by Eq.
(2.12) is constant over the path-leg between the i)oints (n -I 1) and ii. It should be
noted that within a control volume, the source function S is diflercnt for different
ravs.

.As shown in Eig. 2.3, intensity i\ crosses four control volumes to reach th(> d(\st.i-
nation point p[i. j). The locations at which it crosses th(> control \"olume faces are
shown in the figure. Therefore, to get the intcnsil.y value t, al /'('-j)- Ecg (2.19) has
to be recursively used four times. The optical path-leg r between any two points
(0, 1), (1.2), (2,3) and (3,4) are assumed small enough so that the source function
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given by Eq. (2.12) is constant oven' the ])at,h. For a particniar lay, ov(>r the Icngtii

(i,J + l) (i+l,j+l)
•  "

Source function is calculated here

An Intcnsi^/ray

n+1
(i+l,j)(i.j)

Fignre 2.4: .A typical control volnnic for evaluation of sonrcc ftincl ion

T  Itetween the points (tt + 1) and n, the constant value of the S is assunnal to be

its value at the middle of the path-length r. Angtdar distributions of intensities are

known at the grid points only. Thus with known angular distributions of the inten

sities. the .>• )urce functions S are computed at the four corners of l,he control volume

ol interest. W itli S values known at the corner points, its value at the middle point

is found using the bilinear interpolation as shown in Fig. 2.4. The first iteration
starts with the gue.ss \'alne of the S.

With S known at all the grid points from the previf)us it.(uation, F(|. (2.14))

recursi\'ely used to compute t,he intensity at lAiuation (2.1!)) is used lor all
the selected directions.

Fcu' a i^articular intensity, when Eq. (2.19) is used for the first time, the upstiamm

point n lies on the boundary. This requires information about the int.ensity /o iu

(2.19). For a diffuse-gray boundary with temperature T,u and emissivity this is

coni])Uted from Ecp (2.14).

Once the intensitv (list ril)Ut if)n.s are known at all tlie grid-yxjints. incident radiat ion

2.3 Discrete Tiaiisfcn' Method 31

G (Ecp (2.17)) and the net heat flux qn are numerically computed from the following:

G — I I 2(0, 4>) sin © dd>
y<i>=o Je=o
A/„. A/b

X; E sin( A0) AT
A: = l /=1

(2.20)

'In =  I [ 2(T,0)sin0 cos0(/0(/T
yci.=o Je-o

7(0fc, T,) COS ©A; sin ©A- sin( A©) AT (2.21)
A—1 l^\

where A/h and M,\, are the number of © and T directions considered over the com
plete span of © (0 < © < Tt) and T (0 < (^ < 27r). respectively. In Eq. (2.14)
for the bonndary intensity, integration over the ])olar angle © is j)eriormcd ovei
(0 < © < 7r/2). therefore, in this case, the number of direction consideied ovei
© direction is In the case of problems dealing with 1-D planar medium,
radiation is a/.iinuthally symmetric, i.e., /(©.T) = /(©)■ 1 Ids azimuthally symmet
ric radiation brings lots of simplifications - intensities need to be traced only over
th(> j)olar angle and hence integrations have to be perform(>d over this angle only.
Further, to calculate the source functioir at the middle of the path-leg, the bilinear
interpolation is not recyuired. The source function S in this case is just the aveiage
of its values at the upstream (n + 1) and the downstream n points.

With the divergence of radiative heat flux V •(//,' informat ion known with the DTM.
the energy equation (Ecy. (2.1))is solved using any of th(> numerical solveis such as
the fi nite difference method or the fi nite volnme method.

In th(^ first iteration, with the gness or the known values ot bonndary temyxnatmes
and with the gue.ss value of the source function. is com|)Ute(l at all the int(unal
grid-points. Wdth the solution of the energy equation (along with continuity and
momentum equations), a new temperature field is obtained with which again V ■ Qr
is comy)ntcd. This yxoccdure is reyjcated till the LeinyAeratur(> values at all points
have reached the convergence. These steyAS are explained with the flow chart shown
in Fig. 2.").
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given In" Eq. (2.12) i.s constant over the path. For a particular ray, over tii(> lengt.h

f

(i+l, j+1 )

Source function is calculated here

An Intensit

(i.j)
n+1 (i+hj)

Fignrt^ 2.4; A typical control volnrnc for evaluation of sonrce function

r  Itetweeii the points {ii + 1) antJ n, the constant value of the 5 is assunnal to be
its value at the initldle of the path-length r. Angular distributions of intensities au
known at the grid i)oints only. Thus with known angular distributions of the inten
sities. the aurce functions S are computed at tfie four ccuners of the control volunu
of interest. With 5 values known at the corner points, its value at the middle point

is found using the lulinear interpolation as shown in Fig. 2.4. The first ilciation
starts with the guess \'alu(> of the S.

\\'ith S known at all the grirl points from tlu; previous itera,t,ion. lv(|. (2.19) is
recursi\'el\' used to ((unpute t,hc; intensity iil pi'", j)- lt(iuat,ion (2.19) is used lot all
the selected directions.

For a particular intensity, when Eq. (2.19) is used for the first time, the uj)stieaiu
point I) lies on tfie boundary. Tliis recpiires information al)otit the intensity /o in Fai.
(2.19). For a diffuse-giav boundary with temperature T,„ and emissivity e,„, tliis is
comijuted from Ecj. (2.14).

Once the intamsitx' (list ril)Ut ions are known at all thc! grid-pcunts. incident radiation

I

2.3 Discrete; Tiaiishn' Me.'thod 31

G (Ecg (2.1 ()) and the net heat flux qn are numerically computed from the following:

r'iTT /'TT

G = I I sin Q clQ
7ti>=o 70^0
A/.,. A/0

2(ei.,T,)sin(-)A,. .sin(Ae) AT
A: = l l=\

(2.20)

/  [ /'(T, 0) sin 0 cos 0 dQ d<t>
y<i>=o 20=0

<lii

A/<i> Me

EE 7;(0fc, T,) cos 0A,. sin 0fc ,sin(A0) AT
A--1 l=\

(2.21)

where Mq and M,\, are the number of 0 and T directions considered over tln^ com

plete span of 0 (0 < 0 < tt) and T (0 <(?!>< 27r). respectively. In Eq. (2.14)
for the boundary intensity, integration over the ])olar angle 0 is ];)erformed ovei
(0 < 0 < n/'2). thendbre. in this case, the number of direction considered ovei
0 direction is Mq)/'2. In the case of problems dealing with i-D planar medium,
radiat ion i.s a/iinuthally synnnelric, i.e., /(0, T) = a(0). This azinuithally symmet
ric radiation brings lots of simplifications - intensities need to be traced onh over
t h(> polar angle and hence integrations have to be performed over this angle only.
Further, to calculate the source function at the middle of the path-leg, the Ivilinear

interpolation is not reciuired. The source function S in this case is just the average

of its values at the upstream (n -t- 1) and the downstream 7i points.

With the diverg(Mice of radiative heat flux V •(//,' information known with the DTM.
the energy equation (Fcj. (2.1))is .solved using any of the numerical solvers such as
the finite difference method or the finite volume method.

In the first iteration, with the guess or the known values of l)onndary t(mip(natui(\s

and with the guess value of the source function. V-c/^ it^ computed at all the inteinal
grid-points. With the solution of the energy ecjuation (along with continuity and
moimmtum equations), a new temperature field is obtained with which again V qft
is computed. This procedure is repeated till the tcnnperal ure values at all points
have reached the coinergence. These steps are explained with the flow chart shown
■  -dg. 2.0.in
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ForinuUition

START

^

Guess the temperature profile

and the source function

Update the source function

(from 2nd iteration onwards)

Calculate the divergence
of radiative heat flux

Solver:

COM or DTM

Solve the energy equation
Solver: ^

Finite Difference Method

Converged ?

Figtuo 2.5: A flow chart showing the solution procedure

2.4 Collapsed Dimension Method

2.4.1 Introduction

The collapsed diinension method (CDM) is a relatively new method to c.orninite la-
diati^■(> lieat transfer in comparison to the other methods. Lmlike other methods this
method viewed radiation differently. This method transforms radiative information
from a 3-D space ttj a 2-D phine. So, in case of a 2-D problem, rat.liative intensity
has to be traced only in a 2-D plane unlike other ray tracing methods where the
radiative intensity has to be traced in a 3-D plane. The formulation of l.his method
is entirely rlifferent from rest of the methods.

2.4 Collapsed Diiiieusiori Method 33

Effective intensity(El) and the collapsing coefficient (CC) are two important param
eters involved in the CDM. RI is defined in the 2-D [jlaiie and is a ([uantity analogous

to the 3-D intensity for other methods like the DTM. CC is the parameter which
enables translation cd' 3-D radiative cjuantities to a 2-D plane. In the subsefquent
sections, we will discuss the methodology involved in its formulations. The RTE
and the divergence of radiative heat flux are also evaluated.

2.4.2 The Methodology

W-—^ E
I
S plane 1■

planar angle;

0 < a < 71

— plane 2

flSplane 3

Figure 2.6: Discretization of hemisphere into longitudinal planes.

Consider Fig. 2.G to (hdinc an El in case of the CDM. As shown in this figure, south
bound hemisphere is centered at point P of the elemental area clA. The base of
the hemisphere coincide with the elemental area dA and lies on the A' — \ plane.
The diameter I2 of the hemisphere coincide with the 1' axis. The A axis is
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Finite Difference Method
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Figure 2.5: A flow chart showing the solution procedure

2.4 Collapsed Dimension Method

2.4.1 Introduction

The collapsed dimension nnethod (CDM) is a relatively new method to c.ornpnte la-
diati\'e lieat transfer in com]rarison to the other methods. Unlike other methods this
method viewed radiation differently. This method transforms radiative information
from a 3-D s]jace to a 2-D plane. So, in case of a 2-D problem, radiative intonsit\

has to be traced only in a 2-D plane unlike other ray tracing methods where the
radiative intensity has to be traced in a 3-D plane. The formula,tion of t.his method
is entirely diffcn-ent from rest of the methods.

2.4 Collapsed Diinension Method 33

Effective intensity(EI) and the collapsing coefficient (CC) are two important param

eters involved in the CDM. El is defined in the 2-D [jlarie and is a (jnantity analogous

to (he 3-D intensity for other methods like (.he DTM. CC is the parameter which

enables translation of 3-D radiative cjuantities to a 2-D plane. In the subseciuent

sections, we will discuss the methodology involved in its formulations. The R.TE

and the divergence of radiative heat flux are also evaluated.

2.4.2 The Methodology

planar angle:

0 < a < 71

plane 1 ■

plane 2

Figure 2.6: Discretization of hemisphere into longitudinal planes.

ConsidcT' Fig. 2.G l.o define an El in case of the CDM. vKs shown in this figure, south

bound hemisphere is centered at point P of the elemental area dA. The base of

the hemisphere coincide with the elemental area dA and lies on the X - Y plane.

The diameter V'l f 2 of the hemisphere coincide with the Y axis. The Z axis is
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normal to the elemental area dA. The hemisphere is now divided into a nnmher

of longitudinal jrlanes. Each plane has inhnitesimal angular thickness depict,ed by

the shaded regions around the plane and contains an infinite number of intensities

The bases of all such planes are coincident, with V'l VT These longit.udinal

planes are termed as discrete planes. In this figure, three such discrete planes are

shown. Orientation of discrete plane is measured from the surface of the elemental

area. The angle representing the jrosition of the discrete plaiK! from the elemental

area is calL-d the planar angle a.

In Fig. 2.6. south bound hemisphere has been discretized in such a way that the di.s-

crete planes are along Vj The way in which the hemis])h(!re has to be; diseretizcal

is problem specific - it is mainly governed by the orientation of the solution plane.

To make this point clear, let us consider a rectangular (2-D) control volume ADCD

in Fig. 2.7. This control volume is inhnite in the V'-dir(!Ction. Let us consider' n,,

s. f and b as the central points on the north, south, front and the back faces of
the control volume. These points are designated as control volume surface central

points (CT'SCPs). Radiative informatirm are desired at tlnrse points. A plane which
passes through these points is termed as the solution plane.

For determination of south bound heat flux through the north face of the control

volume at the CVSCP n, we need to consider a hemisphere of south bound rays

centered at CVSCP n (Fig. 2.6). In this figure, north face corresponds to elemental
area dA and CVSCP //, cori'es]jond.s (o point P. Tin; hemisphere is discaetized in

such a way that the base of the rliscrete planes will coincide with the I axis, in

other words, will be normal to the solution plane.

--V discr(4,e plane with intensities and FI is shown in Fig. 2.8. The angular orientation

of th(> Fl is also sliown in both the figures. In actual practice, a discret(> plane

contains infinite number of intensities i(©, <I>), each focused at point /?., as shown
in Fig. 2.8(a). At this stage, in the CD.Vl, it is assumed that in ea,ch discribe

]ilan(\ it is possible to define an FI /(a) which stores the information of all the

intensities (i(©,T), lying in the discrete plane and focused at the point of interest

)i and it pi aduces the same effect as that by a conglomeration of intensities of that

2.4 Collapsed Dinicnsion Method

solution plane

north face

front face

west face

z - _i£

■a ■

•u K.V. - -0-J

south face.

east face

2-D control volume

back face

Figure 2.7; Solution plane and the 2-D control volume.

plane. The physical significance of this assumption is that it should be possible to
translate the effect of a plane of intensities in terms of a single FI. Since we are
finally interested in reducing the 3-D radiative problem to a 2-D solution plane, this
kind of translation from a plane of intensities to a single FI will be useful only if
this FI lies on the solution plane. This essentially means that. El must lie along the
intersection of the discrete plane and solution plane. The angular location of td
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normal to the elemental area dA. The hemisphere is now divided into a nnmber

of longitudinal planes. Each plane has inhnitesimal angular thickness depicted by

the shaded regions around the plane and contains an infinite number of intensities

/((-), T). The bases of all such idancs are cchricident with V'l VT These longil.udinal

planes are termed as discrete planes. In this hgure, three such discrete planes are

shown. Orientation of discrete plane is measured from the surface of the (elemental

area. The angle re])resenting the position of the discrete plane; from the elemental

area is ealL'd the planar angle o.

In Fig. 2.6. south bound hemisphere has been discretized in such a way that the dis-

cred.e i)lane.s are along Vj The way in which the hemis])hcre has to b(> diseretize.d

is problem specific - it is mainly governed by the orientation of the solution plane.

To make this point clear, let us consider a rectangular (2-D) control volume ADCD

in Fig. 2.7. This e(mtrol volume is infinite in the V'-dir(!ction. Let us consider /y

•s. / and b as the central points on the north, south, front and the back faeces of

the control volume. These points are designated as control volume surface central
points (CT'SCPs). Radiative information are desired at th(!se points. A i)lane which
passes through these points is termed as the solution plane.

for detcHTnination of south bound heat flux through the north face of the control

volume at the CVSGP n, we need to consider a hemisphere of south bound rays

centered at CVSCP n (Fig. 2.6). In this figure, north face corresponds to elemental
area dA and CVSCP n. ccjrresponds to point P. Tin; h(!inispherc is discretized in

such a way that the base of the discrete planes will coincide with the 1 axis, in

other words, will be normal to the solution plane.

A discrete plane with intensities and El is shown in Fig. 2.8. The angular orientation
of the El is also shown in both the figures. In actual practice, a discrete plane

contains inhnite number of intensities f(0,d>), each focused at point n. as shown
in fig. 2.8(a). .Vt this stage, in the CDM, it is assumed thai, in (vxch discrdc

plaiKV it is possible to define an El /(a) which stores the information of all the

intensities i(0,(I)), lying in the discrete plane and focused at the point of interest
n and it pi jduces the same effect as that by a conglomeration of intensities of that

2.4 Cellaiised Dinunision Method

solution plane

north face

front face

west face

•u LC _ J

south face/

east face

2-D control volume

back face

Figure 2.7: Solution plane and the 2-D control volume.

plane. The physical significance of this assumption is that it should be possible to

translate the effect of a plane of intensities in terms of a single El. Since we are

finally intcrcst-cd in reducing the 3-D radiative problem to a 2-D solution plane, this

kind of translation from a plane of intensities to a single El will be useful only if

this El lies on the solution plane. This essentially rneaus that El must lie along the

intersection of the discrete plane and solution plane. The angular location of El
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discrete plane

effective intensity
1(a)

real intensities

i(0. OJ)

Y  X

Z

solution plane

Figure 2.8: (a) Intensities 7■(0,(^) and El I {a) in a representative discrete plane, (b)
Discrete jdane when viewed from Y axis towards X — Z plane.

/(a) in a discrete jilane is given by the angular orientation of line of intersection of
the discrete plane and the solution plane.

The hils can be defiiKxl only with a planar angle a in case of the CDM as the fi-Is lie
only in a 2-D si^hilion plane. (!oi'res])onding to a h(nnis|)here ol int.ensil i(\s /((). *h)
(0 < (-) < 7r/2) and (0 < d> < 27r). in case of the, DTM and other nietlnxls. in the
C'DM. iher(> will be a semi circle of Els with j^lanar angle cv in the range 0 s o < tt.

In actuality, in a semi circle, there will be an infinite number of Els coria^sponding
to an infinite number of discrete planes of the hemisphere. But in actnial analysis,
we will be dealing with a finite number of Els. Thus each El is a.ssuined to have
its uniform influence over some angular span corresponding to the angular thickness
of the (liserete plane. For e.xaniple, in Fig. 2.9, over a semi circle, seven represen
tative Els have been shown, and each intensit.y is shown acting over some angiilai
s])an. Here, each FT corresponds to a discrete plane and the shaded angular sections
reiiresents the thickness of the respective discrete plane.

2.-1 Collapsed Dimension Method 37

da

0 < a < 71

solution plane

effective intensities/rays
N

Y

an area element dA
on north face of the
2-D control volume
of Fig. 2.7

Figure 2.9: Some representative south bound Els spanned over 0 < q < 7r

Hence, with this understanding. El can be definetl as the energy flow rate per unit
area normal to the ray direction O' per unit differential planar angle. Mathematically.

/(o) - (lApdct c/.'l sin fv r/ft
(2.22)

Where 6C} is the difhu'ential energy fl ow rate and dAr is the projected area on a
plane normal to the El. Following above definition of the El, the e.xpression for south
l)ound heat fl ux, in the CDM is given by

(2.23)P = / /(o )sino r/o
Jn=0

and the effective incident radiation G' is given by,
f2lT

0 = / I{a)d.a (2.24)
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discrete plane

Effective intensity

>->..>r^X^real intensities
1(0, O)

solution plane

Figure 2.8; (a) Intensities ?i(0, and El /(a) in a representative discrete i^lane, (h)
Discrete plane when viewed from Y axis towards X — Z plane.

/(a) in a discrete plane is given by the angular orientation of line of inteisection of
the discrete plane and the solution plane.

The Els can be dohned only with a planar angle cv in case of the COM as the Els lie
only ill a 2-D solution plane. Corresponding to a heniisiDhere of intensilT^s /((), T)
(0 < (-) < 7r/2) and (0 < T < 27r). in case of the DTM and other methods, in the
COM. th(>re will be a semi circle of Els with planar angle cv in th(> range 0 < o < tt.

In actuality, in a semi circle, there will be an infinite number of Els coiiesponding
to an infinite numlier of discrete planes of the hemisphere. But in actual analysis,
we will be dealing with a finite number of Els. Thus each El is assumed to ha,ve
its uniform influence over some angular span corresponding to the angular thickness
of the discrete plane. For example, in Fig. 2.9, over a semi circle, seven represen

tative Els have been shown, and each intensity is shown acting over some angular

span. Here, each El corresponds to a discrete plane and the shaded angular sections

represents the thiclsness of the respective discrete plane.

2.4 Collaji.sed Diineiisiuu Method

0 < a < 71

/Solution plane

effective intensities/rays

an area element dA
on north face of the

2-D control volume

of Fig. 2.7

Figure 2.9: Some representative south bound Els spanned over 0 < a < tt

Hence, with this understanding. El can be defined as the (>nergy flow rate per unit

area normal to the ray direction <y. per unit differential planar angle. Mathematically,

/(o) = (2.22)
dAjj d(Y (lA sin rf d.(v

\\'here 5Q is the differential energy flow rate and dAp is the projected area on a

plane normal to the El. Following above definition of the El, the expression for south

bound heat flux, in the CDM is given by

Qs p — [ I(a) And da (2.23)
Ja=Q

and the effective incident radiation G' is given by,
f2lT

? = / I{a)dc
J a=D

(2.24)
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2.4.3 Collapsing Coeflficient

In the C'DM. apart from the crtcftive intensity (El), the other most important pa

rameter controlling the method is the collapsing coefiicient (CX')- In tact. (X ' scah's

the radiative properties from a 3-D domain into a 2-D solution plane. In this section

a brief description of CC is presented.

Deterndnation of heat flux and temperature at any location strongly dcqrcmds on the

optical depth r that the intensities encounter. These quantities ar(^ the integrated

(dfecis of intensities. To arriv(! at a sp(!cific location, intensities travel different

geometric lengths. .A.s a result, optical dei)th encountered by each intensity will be

different. In th(> C"DM. all the intensities /(©, <!>) in a discrete jjlane are replac(>d
Iw an equivalent El /(o) which is contained in the discrete plane as well as in the

solntion ])lan(\ Hence, information about the optical de])ths of all tlu! intensit ies arc

to be taken care by an equivalent optical d(;pth to be encotuitered by the hd. This
is achieved bv CC.

1 he CCs for a given s(>t of ladiative pararnel.ers is fottnd by comparing heat fhtx by
the ('DM witli that of a reference method for 1-D ])lanar medium. I he reference

method can be experimental or exact numerical method. Mishra [lit] has t;d\en
exact method to be the reference method. .Vnalytical exjjic^s.sitJii ol lumt, flux in t h(
C DM contains CC (E) ;ts an nnknown variable (right hand sidt; of Ecp (2.2G)). Tints
by ecinating the expressions of heat flux in the CDM and the. reference method, foi
a gi\'en set of radiative parameters in a 1-D [)lanar medium, CC is calcuhit.ed as
follows [117],

^exact — "^CDM (2.25)
or,

1

'/ I'

2 ̂  d>(r')/v2(r')f/r -I- jo
(2.26)

sin ci' J \sin a

where <1> is the non-dimtnisional emissive ])Ower, T is the non-dimensional lietit lltix

and E) and C3 are the expomnit ial integrals of order 2 and 3 r(>sp(H t.ivel\-. In Kq.

2.4 Collapsed Dirnensioii Method 39

(2.26). b,n is the integral angle factor, which is given by

^  PTT12

I'm = I
771— 1

\vluM"(^

-  PTT/Z

=  si
.rXi 'n -0

sin o do

l>,„ =
.  /(2m - l)7r\ . /(2/n - 3)7r

V2(2:V-l)j " (2(2.v- 1), in 2.3.

(2.27)

(2.28)

In th(> above equations, N is the number of Els over a quadrant of circle (0 < o <

71/2)

Since in Ecp (2.26). and are known from the reference method, the only

tmknown is the CC (h). The Eq. (2.26) can be expre,ssed as

/(n = 0

.'hich can he solved by any root finding technieiuc!.w

hollowing the above procedure, for both radiative equilibrium and non-radiative

equilibrium, the CCs for 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropically medium

can be found out [I IT]- The CCs found for 1-D planar geomel.rv can eciually be

applied to any 2-D Cartesian Geometry. For othcu" multidimensional geometries like

cvlindrical. L-shaped etc. the CCs found for tlx; 1-D planar geometry can be applied

by multii)lying the CCs with a geometric factor [30].

In Ajipendix, CC expressions arc presented for iroth radiative and noii-radiative

ecpiilibrium situations. These expressions have been taken from [117].

2.4.4 Radiative Transfer Equation

The derivation of radiative transfer equation (RTE) for the CDM is similar to that

of the DTM. I.et us consider an effective intensity (El) I (.s„..a) omitted from the

(uiclosure boundary and travelling along a. straight path from .s to s + r/.s- at an angle
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2.4.3 Collapsing Coefficient

In the CDM. apart from tlic effective intensity (El), the other most im])cntant i)a-

l anuMcr conf rolling the method is the collapsing coefficicnit (C('). In fact.. ('(" scales

the radiative properties from a 3-D domain into a 2-D solntion plane. In this section

a brief description of CC is presented.

Determination of heat flux and temperature at any location strongly depenids on the

optical depth r that the intensities encounter. These ciuantities art^ the integrated

effects of intensities. To arrive at a s[)(!cific location, intcnisities travth diffeixnit

geometric lengths. As a residt, optical dei)th cncounteixtd by each int.ensit\' will be

diffeicnt. In th(> CDM. all the intensities /(0, T) in a discrete jdane .ire replaccHl

Iw an ec]nivalent Fd /(n) which is contained in the discrete plane as well as in the

solution plains Hence, information about the o]rtical de|>ths of all tint intnnisities a,r(>

to be taken care by an eciuivalent optical depth to be encountered by the hd. This
is achieved bv CC.

1 he ( Cs for a gi\'en set of ladiative ])araine(.er.s is found by comparitig heat flux by
the C DM with that of a reference method for 1-D ])lanar medium. 1 he reterein e

method can be experimental or exact numerical method. Mishra [lit] has t;d<en
exact nnuliod to be the reference method. Analytical exprt'ssion of heat flux in the

CtDM cont ains CC (F) as an nnknown variable (right hand sid(; of Ep. (2.2G)). Thus
by ecjuating the exjrressions of heat flux in the CDM and the reference method, foi
a given set of radiative parameters in a 1-D i)lanar rnedinrn, C^C is calcuhitial as
follows [117].

^exact = ̂CDM (2.25)
or,

2  <h(r')C2(r')t/r' -t-

(<I.(rV(^™") ■r) exp.  . . .. . . , (2.2G)
\  TT / / \H\nn J \sm(y/

where <1> is the non-dimensional emissive ])0wer, T is the non-dimensional heat Ilnx
and E) and C:j are the (exponential integrals of (jrder 2 and 3 respectively. In Va\.
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(2.2G). bin is the integral angle factor, which is given by

^  rn/2
Y] bm = / sin
m=l

wh(ere

rv (Icy

bin = sin
(2?n - 1)77\ . /{2in — 3)7r

sm

- ^) V2(2iV - 1) m. - 2. 3.

(2.27)

(2.28)

In th(> above equations, N is the number of Els over a quadrant of circle (0 < ta <
77/2)

Since in Ecj. (2.2G). and d' are known from the reference method, the only
nnknown is the CC (F). The Eq. (2.26) can be expressed as

/(E) =0

which can l)e solved by any root finding technique.

(2.29)

Imllowing the above- procedure, for both radiative eciuilibriuin and non-radiative
eciuilibrium. the CCs for 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropically medium
can be found out [117]. The CCs found for 1-D planar geoinet.ry can equally b(-
a])i)lied to any 2-D Carte-sian Geometry. For otlu-r multidimensional geometries like
cvlindricivl. F-shapc-d etc. the CCs found for the- 1-D planar geometry can be applied
by multiplying the CCs with a geometric factor [30].

In AiJpendi.x, CC expre.ssions arc presented for both radiat ive and non-radiative
ecinilibrium situations. These expressions have been taken from [117].

2.4.4 Radiative Transfer Equation

The derivation of radiative transfer equation (RTF) for the CDM is similar to that
of the DTM. Let us consider an effective intensity (El) I (.s„,.o) emitted from the
enclosure boundary and t.ra\'elling along a straigiit path from to s + ds at an angle
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n on a solution plane .Y - Z. Here is the coordinate of the path at the wall.

Different t( rnis that contribute t(j the radiation as El travels from .v to .s I <Ls can

be written in terms of El as,

(i) Differential change in El through ds:

dl{s, a)
ds dA

(ii) T.oss of rafliant (uiergv b}' absorption:

(k q) I{s, a) ds dA

(iii) Loss of radiant energy by out-scattering:

-{as Tj) I{s, a) ds dA

(iv) Emission from the medium in a direction:

{k 7/) /6(.<;) ds dA

(v) In-scattering from all directions a to a\

2tT / 7a'-27r
p{d -> a) I{s,d) d.d ds dA

In the above, in emission term (item iv), is the blackbody effective intensity
lunet ion. il, is i(>la(ed to temperature as

/ ̂  dH (2.30)
'' 2

riu^ explanation of the abo\'e expressions (item i-v) are same as we discussed ahead}
in conjunction with the RTE of the DTM and hence not repeated here. Idkmvise

in Ecj. (2.5). here also the phase function must satisfy the conservation of scattered
energy leading to the following equation.

27r Ja =2-k
(2.31)

2.4 Collapsed Diinensiuii Method

Considering the energy balance (item i-v), the following relationship is obtained.

= (^r) h{s) - (dL) /(s,a) + %^ l\ I{s,o')p{a' ̂  a) da' (2.32)
ds 27r Ja=2-K

The Eq. (2.32) can be expressed in terms of scattering albedo a; and effective optical

thickness f

dI{T,a) ̂  + (1 - co)It,{r) + ̂  I, I{f, a') p{a' ̂  a) da (2.33)
dr Ztt Ja =2-k

whei-r> f = tT

It should be noted in eq. (2.33) that the argument for //, has been taken to be r

rather than f. This is for the reason that this argument is essentially indicative of

the i)oint in the solution plane at which has to be computed. This argument has

no other implication here.

The Eq. (2.33) is written in compact form as

dl{f, a)
+ /(f, a') = S' {r, a) (2.34)

where the source function

S'{t, cy.) ̂  [l - oj)Ii,{t) + I [{f,a)p{o a) da (2.35)
ZtT Ja

Eclualion (2.34) is the differential form of the RTE for the CDM. In integral form it

can be expressed as

/(f, cv) = 7(0. cv) exp(-f) + / S {f , a) exp | —(7 7 )} d(r ) (2.30)

2.4.5 Divergence of Radiative Heat Flux

In case of the DTM, the meaning for the divergence of the radiative flux V • cjr has

already been explaimal. The V ■ qn for the CDM can also Ix^ found in the same way

as for the DTM and is shown below.
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n oil a solution plane .V — Z. Here .SV' is the coordinate; of tin; jiatii at tii(> wall.

Different t( rins that eontiibnte to the radiation as El travels Ironi s to s I r/.s can

he wiitt(;n in terms of El as,
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Considering the energy balance (item i-v), the following relationship is obtained.

= (kD 4(s) - (.JD I{s,a) + I Hs,o'}„{a -* a) da (2.32)
CIS ZTC Ja=27T

(1) Differential change in El through ds:

01 {s, a)

Os
ds dA

(ii) boss of radiant energy by absoiption:

— (nq) I{s,a) ds dA

(iii) loss of radiant energy by out-scattering:

— {os q) I{s, a) ds dA

(iv) Emission from the medium in o direction:

(k q) /f,(.s) ds dA

(v) In-scattering from all directions a' to a:

( f p{a' a) [{s, a) dec ds dA
\2lX J ■ln'=2TT

In the above, in emission term (item iv), It is the blackbody effective intensity
Inncl ion. it is related t,o temperature as

I,, =
a rp\

2
(2.31)}

riie e.xplanation of the above expressions (item i-v) are same as we discussecl aliead.\
in conjunetion with the RTE of the DTM and hcmce not repisvted henv bik(avis(>
in E(| . (2.5). here also the j^hase function must satisfy the conservation of scattered
energy leading to the following equation.

(x) da I
ZTT Ja =2tt

(2.31)

Th(> Ecj. (2..32) can be expressed in terms of scattering albedo aj and effect ive optical
t hickness f

dd {f. a)
df

wh(>re r = rb

= -/(r. a) -1- (1 - oj)/^(r) + ^ I I{t, a) p{a —>• a) da (2.33)
27r 2a'=271

It should be noted in ecp (2.33) that th(> argtunent for fi, has betm taken to be r
rather than f. This is for the reason that this argument is (>ssentially indicative of
the point in the solution plane at which has to be comiaitcd. This argument has
no other implication herix

The Eq. (2.33) is written in compact form as

d/(f, a)
df

-f /(f. o) = S (f. a) (2.34)

where the source ftuiction

S [f^a) = ^ I I{f.cy)p{a a) da (2.35)
ZTT Ja'

E(iualiuii (2.34) is (liircrcaiUal ronii of the RTE for tlu^ C'DM. In iiitc^gral loriii it
can 1)0 expressed as

/(f.o) = /((). o) exi)(-f) + I s'{f ,o) exp|-(f -- r )) d{f )
Jo -■

(2.3G)

2.4.5 Divergence of Radiative Heat Flux

In case of the DTM, the meaning for the divergence of the radiative flux V • tjn has
already been explaiinxl. The V • (//? for the COM can also b(> found in the same way
as for the 1) r.M and is shown below.
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To (icrive the relcition defining V -cjn for the case of tiie CDM, we c:onsider I lie RTF

(Eq. (2.32)) in the ibllowing f(.)rni [42]

dl{s,a)

(Is
= n = (kT) his)-(fir) Ks.ry)

+
(<7,, r) /•/

27r
 /(.s,o; ) p{(y —> o) do (2.37)

Ja =2T!

or.

''1 = o • V/ = (kT) h - (/3r) 7+
CIS 'In

f  I{(.\ ) p{(\ —>• o) do (2.38)
J a —2nJa

Operating both sides of the ('(luation (2.38) by the operator X,^27r' '>'>Run

o • V/do = ̂  (kT) hda
Ijm l(„)4n + ̂  £ (/,„£('.■) /'("■ - ") <'"■) <l"

(2.39)

da

Rewriting the alxwe ecpiation in the form

V • /' In da = 27r(Kr)/,, - (/^E) / /(c^) da
J'2iT J2tt

Also, fnjin ecjnation (2.31)

— / p{(\' rv) do = 1
2 7T J(\ — '2i'n

Therefore, equation (2. 10) becomes

V • r/,^ = 27r(Klb/,, - (a. P + rrd") / 7 (rv) do + (rr, i£ / I {((') dry
J'Att

Defining 7/, the effective incident, radiation as above erination
can be written as

(2. 1 1 )

(2. 11)

V • cm = (k,I£ [27r76 - G'] = (kE) [noT^ - C' (2.42)

or, in terms of optical coordinate (similar to Eq. (2.18) in case of the DTM)

V • r//; = (1 - a;)l naT'^ — G

I

2.4 Collap.sed Diineiisioii Method 43

Erination (2.421 is th(> desired equation for conservation of radiative energy in the
CDM. In this equation, the term 'InlhtcT rei>resents the ladiation emitted, wfiile

G kY is the radiation absorbed by the matter per unit time per unit volume. At this
stage, it is worth noting the fi nal form of the equations (2.15) and (2.42) representing
conservation of radiative energy in the DTM and CDAI, resjiectively are very similar.

2.4.6 Solution Alethodology for the CDM

In the ])revious sections, we have discvtssed about th(> RTE and the divergence of
radiat ive heat, llu.x for th(> CDM. Tlie solution ;)roc(>dure for the CDM is same as

for the DTM since in both the methods intensiti(>s/rays have to be traced from the
boundaries. Only dilfercnice between the two is that in case of the DTM rays have
|,o b(> t,raced in a 3-D space whereas in case of the CDM, ray tracing is done only in
the 2-D solution plane.

Eor the evaluation of the V ■ qn, effective incident radiation G has to be calculated.
This is given by

G' = [ 7(a) da (2.44)
J'Itt

With similar arguments to those given for the DTM, in tlie CDM the recursive
relation for fi nding the effective intensity 7* at any downstream point (n-f 1) in the
dir(>ction a in the solution plane can be found from the E(|. (2.36). If the source
function is assumed to be constant over a small optical path between the points n
and // -1- 1, E(i. (2.36) can be e.xpressed as

7„ i 1 = 7,, e\'p(-rE) -I- .^'[l - exp(-rr~)]

where the source function S is given bv

-■1 J  r 2 7T ^ ^ ,
— / I{K.a )p{(\ —> a )da
n Jn'=0

(2.46)

It is to be noted that the expre.ssions for the source function in the CDM (Ec[. (2.46))
is different from that of the DTM (Eq. (2.12)). .Also, the El I exists only in the 2-D
plane and hence, the planar angle cv varies from I) < a < 'In. In the DTM. intensity
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To (Icrive tlie relation defining V •<'//; for the case of the CD\I. we consider the IfTl^

(Eq. ('^.32)) in the following fc^rni [42]

dl{s, a)

r/.s-
=  (kT) h{s)-{f^r) lis.cv)

-I-

(a.r) II
271

 /(.b',cT ) jj{(y —> (i) (l(\ (2.37)
2t/=27r

or.

(II
= o_  . V/ = (k-T) - (BV) I + f I{(x) pin' <y) do' (2.38)

r/.s ^ 27T Ja=27T

Operating both sides of the ecjuation (2.38) by the operator X,^27r'

r> • V/r/rv = ̂  (kE) hdo
- [ (/:ir) /(ri)r/r> + / f/, /(o')/;(rv' rr) drv3 do

J 277 2j7T J'Itt \./a —27r
(2.39)

Rewriting the above erpiation in the form

V • I I ndn = 27r(Kr)/,, - (/^E) / I [a) d.n
J'27t 227r

+  /„■=., (s /«=/;:'" " ""
.A.lso. from equation (2.31)

\  C '— / p(^'' —^ •''0 1
27r Jt^-2-n

Therefore, equation (2. 10) becomes

V • r/,y 27r(KE)/,, - (r.E + rrj') / / (rv) r/r» + (rr, E) / /(o')r/rr
Defining Tr . the efl'ective incident radiation as J.^tt above ecination
can he written as

V • r/H = (k.E) [27r/,, - G'] = (kE) [tioT^ - C']
or, in terms of optical coordinate (similar to Eq. (2.18) in case of the DTM)

(2.40)

V • ry/f — (1 — iO) 1 TrrrT' — G

(2. 11)

(2. 11)

(2.42)

(2.43)

2.4 Collai)SC!d Diuuai.sioii Method 43

Erpiation (2.421 is tiu> desired equation for conservation of radiative energy in the
C'DM. In this equation, the term 27r/(,K.E rei^rescmts tlu! radiation (unitted, while
G kY is th(> radiation absorbed by the matter per unit time per unit, volume. At this
stage, it is worth noting the final form of the equations (2.15) and (2.42) representing
comservation of radiative energy in the DTid and CDM, respectively are very similar.

2.4.6 Solution Methodology for the CDM

In the previous sections, we have discu.ssed about the RTE and the divergence of
radiative luvit flux for the (IDlM. The sohition j>rocedure for the (IDM is same as
for the DTM since in both the methods intensities/rays have to be trac(M from the
boundaries. Only difference between the two is that, in case of the DTM rays have-
to be traced in a 3-D space; whereas in case of tlie CDM, ray tracing is done oidy in
the 2-D solution plane-.

Fe)r the e-vahtatietn e)f the V ■ qn, effective incieie-nt radiatiem G has to be calculated.
This is given by

G' ^ [ /(a) do (2.44)
J2ir

With similar arguments to those given for the DTM, in the CDM the recursive
relation for finding the effective intensity I* at any downstream point. (n + 1) in the
elire-e tie)n o in the solution plane can be found from the E(|. (2.36). If the source
function is assumed to be constant over a small optical path between the points n
and // -I- 1, E(i. (2.36) can.la- expressed as

E, I 1 = /■„ exp(-rE) 4- .9'[l - exp(-rE)l (2.45)

wh(-r(- tin- source- function S' is given by
^27r/  cy jL laJ5'(r- f>) = (1 - + TT I , lihy.(\)pin n)dn

2  27r 7a'=0
(2.46)

It is to be noted that the expressions for the source function in the CDM (Ecj. (2.46))
is different, from that of the DTM (Ecp (2.12)). Also, the El / exists only in the 2-D
plant- and hence the planar angh- n: varies from 0 < ft < 27r. In the DTM. intensity
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I  lies ill the 3-D space and is identified with two angle, viz. the polar angle (-) and

the aziniut'ial an^h' (Fig. 2.1).

It' anisotropy of the inedinni is approximated by linear anisotropic- [ihasc^ fimetion

(p(o —>■ n) = 1 -r r/isinrtsino ). the source function S in terms of th(> eff(>c:tive
incident radiation G and th(> net radiative heat flux qn is given by

6 = (1 - a,')—^ + 77" )
2  27r ^ ^

(2.47)

w" here uj is the anisotropy factor. It lies in the range —1 < Ui < -f-i. For rii < 0,
medium is backward scattering and for ai > 0, it is forward scattering. For Ui = 0.0,
meditim is isotropieally scattering.

In th(> C'DM. the net radiativi^ heat flux q/^ is given by
1  r rr. r-^TTI  /(UK

(2.48)o) sin o r/o — / /(o) sin o do:
_J (\—() J(y — 7T

Lik(> the DTM. in the CDM too. the intensities are always traced from the liound-
ari(\s. If in E([. (2.45), for the given direction o, if the upstream point, n lies on the
boundary. th(>n /„ = Iq. and its values have to be found using the radiativ(> liound-
ary condition. For a diffuse-gray boundary with temiierature and (iinissivity c,,,.
the boundary effective intensity in the CDM is given by

/n =
.crT^,. 1 - (-w r , ■ I-j / / Sin a (la

2  J a — 0
(2.49)

where the first, and the six.ond t.iuins on tin; right-hand side, rcnuesent the (unitted
and reflected comiionents of the boundary effective intensity, respectively.

For the evaluation of G'' and qn. Ecis. (2.44) and (2.48) are numerically integrated
as

G' = I{(y) (la ^ V /(a„) Ao
■'0 „ ,

M

11

(2.50)
- 1

UK = /(o ) sill ri r/o — I /(o ) sill r/o'
A //2 AI

n M/2n - I

(2.51)

1

L

2.5 Suniniarv 45

where the weight factor is

c„ = cos I Q,, -f-
Ao

2

Ao
cos n„ — (2.52)

In Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51), M is the number of effective intensities spanned over
0 < n < 2-, and in Eq. (2.52). An,, is the rliscrete angle in the 2-D plane over
wliieli t,li(> ntii effective intiMisity is assumed to lie isotropic. In all problems where

the CDM has liceii used to find the radiative information. An,, is the same for all

the effectivi- intensities.

2.5 Summary

A general procedure to solve heat transfer problems involving radiation, conduction
and/or convection was discussed. The overall energy eciuation reciuires information
about the divergence of ladiative heat ffux V-r//?. In the present work, the DTM and
the CDM have been used to compute this information. Therefortx the methodologies
i)f tlie DTM and the CDM to compute the radiative information V ■ qn required for
the energy eciuat ion were described. In the subseciuent chapters, cither the CDM or
the DTM is used to solve combined radiation, conduction and/or convection mode
problems.
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t  lies in tiie 3-D space and is identified with two angle, viz. the polar angle. (-) and

the aziniuthai angle (Fig. 2.1).

If anisotroiw of the rnedinni is appioxitnated by linear anisotropic [)hase funct ion

(p(o ^ n) = 1 -r U] sin n sin o ). the source ftinction S' in terms of t.h(> effective
incident radiation G and the net radiative heat flux qn is given by

S' = (1 - -i- ̂  io' + ai sin a qn) (2.47)
2  ZTT ^ ^

where is the ani.sotropy factor. It lies in the range -1 < a\ < 4-1. For (i\ < 0.

medium is backward .scattering and for ai > 0, it is forward scattering. For r/.i = 0.0,

medium is isotropically scattering.

In the C'DM. the net radiati\-e heat fitix ([n is givtm by

<lii = /(o) sin o r/o rJ a —7T / (o) sin cv (I(\ (2.48)

Like the DTM. in the COM too. the intensities are always traced from th(> Itound-
aries. If in Ec[. (2.45). for the given direction ex, if the u[>.streai7r point, n lies on the
boundary, then /„ = Iq, and its values have to be found using the radiative iMtund-
ary condition. For a diffuse-gray boundary with temperature l\u and emissivity Ci,.-
the boundary effective intensity in the COM is given by

/o
1  G
2  Ja^-O

sin (X (Icy (2.49)

where the first and the second terms on th(! right-hand side repix^sent. the emitted
and rcdlected components of the boundary effective intensifv', respectively.

For the evaluation of C' and qu, Ecjs. (2.44) and (2.48) are numerically integrated
as

G' = [ l{(x) (Icy ̂  ̂  f(o„) Arv,, (2.;)(>)
40 n-l

1

2.5 Siuuinarv 45

where the weight factor is

cos a„
Ag,;

2
- cos a

A O',,

(2.52)

In Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51), M is the number of effective intensities spanned over

0 < < 2", and in Eq. (2.52). Ao„ is the fliscrete angle in the 2-D plane over

which th(> /Mh effecti\e iiitcmsity is a.ssumed to be i.sotropic. In all problems where?

the C'DM has l)een used to find tlu! radiative information. Ao„ is the same for all

the effective intensities.

2.5 Summary

A general procedure to solve heat transfer problems involving radiation, conduction

and/or convection was discussed. The overall energy equation requires information

about the divergence' of ladiative heat flux V-r//?. In the pres(?nt work, the DTM and

the C'DM have been used to compute this information. Therefore, the methodologies

of the DTM and the C45M to compute the radiative information V • t//,> required for

the energ\' e([uat ion were described. In the sul)sec[ucnt chapters, cither the CDM or

the DTM is used to solve combined radiation, conduction and/or convection mode

problems.

'Jii = ^  /(o) sill or/n - /(o) sin rvr/a
A //2 AI

53 4('in) - 53 4(o„)
n — 1 n M / 2

(2.51)
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Chapter 3

1-D Steady State

Conduction-Radiation with Flux

Boundary

3.1 Introduction

Combined conduction and radiation heat transfer for steady [29,51,54,118,119] and

unsteady [40,61,63,66,120,121] cases has been the subject of interest for many

researchers. Although most of the steady and unsteady state studies were associ

ated with temperature boundary conditions [29,55,61,63]; some of the papers dis

cussed the problems with flux boundary conditions [20,51,58,118-120]. Barker and
Sutton [120] studied unsteady combined conduction and radiation problem for an

isotropically scattering medium with externally heated semi-transparent boundaries.

Mathews et al. [51] discussed the same problem with quasi-isotropic scattering. They

us(;d a two-Hux model to solve the radiative part of the problem. Lin and Tsai [119]

discussed the steady conduction-radiation problem for an isotropically scattering
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48 1-D Steady State Couduetioii-Radiatioii with Flux Boundary

medium with constant temperature at one end and a constant net lieat flux at the

otlier end. Ho and Ozisik [58] also discussed tlic combined conduction-radiation

l)rol)lem for a two-layer planar medium subjected to flux boundary condition. Fcr-

n;md(^s and Francis [118] and Sokman and Razzaque [20] have analyzed the combined

conduction-radiation problem using the finite element method. They considered the

problem for an isotropically scattering medium with constant temperature at one

end and a constant total heat flux at the other end of the boundary.

In the i^nwious works, the CDM [29,31,40-42,46,117,122] was applied to many
prol)lem.s. It was found to provide satisfactory results for both pure radiation [31,

42,122] and conduction-radiation problems [29,46]. In earlier works on the conjugate

mode problems, the CDM was applied to the problems in which the boundaries were

subjected to the specified temperatures. It is obvious from the literature review

t iiat there are many situations in which the system boundaries are subjected to the

six'cified flux. Therefore, in the subsequent chapters where the CDM is applied to

more complex situations, the need has been felt to see how this method works for a

new cla.sH of problems.

In this chapter, the CDM is used for the analysis of steady-state radiation and

conduction heat transfer in an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering 1-D
|)lanar medium. One boundary of the medium is assumed at specified temperature
wliile tin; other is maintained at specified heat flux. To validate the accuracy of
(he method, first an inverse proljicm is solved in which, with the predicted wall

(cmpcMat lire from the direct method, the unknown boundary heat flux is determined

ami temperature profiles in the direet and inverse methods are compared. Next,

tenqjerature, radiative heat flux and conductive heat flux information are found

ov(!r th(> rang(! of values for the boundary temperature, imposed heat flux, enclosure

optical dei)th, conduction-radiation parameter, boundary emissivity and scattering

albedo. For some sample cases, results are compared with those available in the

literature.

3.2 Foriiiulatioii 49

3.2 Formulation

Shown in Fig. 3.1 is a i-D graj' planar medium. Medium is absorbing, emitting and
anisotropically scattering. Its thermo-physical and optical properties are constant.
South boundary is subjected to a constant total heat flux, while the north boundary
is maintained at a constant temperature. The south and the north boundaries of

the medium are diffuse-gray with emissivities €5 and eyv, respectively.

North boundary

^ L or Lz

X or z

South boundary

Figure 3.1: 1-D planar medium under consideration with physical/optical coordi
nates.

In the absence of convection and heat generation, 1-D steady state equation for
conservation of total energy in z-direction is written as

dz^ dz

This ociuation is uon-dimensionalizcd by the following parameters:

T = Pz, ^n=
T

(3.1)

re/ oTf,,
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iiiediuiii with constant temperature at one end and a constant net heat flux at the

other (uid. Ho and Ozisik [58] also discussed the combined conduction-radiation

]nol)lcm for a two-layer planar medium subjected to flux boundary condition. Fcr-

nand(\s and Francis [118] and Sokman and Razzaque [20] have analyzed the combined

conduction-radiation problem using the finite element method. They considered the

proi)leni for an isotropically scattering medium with constant temperature at one

end and a constant total heat flux at the other end of the boundary.

In th(> i^rcvious works, the CDM [29,31,40-42,46,117,122] was applied to many

l)roblem.s. It was found to provide satisfactory results for both pure radiation [31,

42,122] and conduction-radiation problems [29,46]. In earlier works on the conjugate

mode ])roblcms, the CDM was applied to the problems in which the boundaries were

sul)jcctcd to the specified temperatures. It is obvious from the literature review

tliat there are many situations in which the system boundaries are subjected to the

s|)ccilicd flux. Therefore, in the sub-sequent chapters where the CDM is applied to

more c:oini)lex situations, the need has been felt to see how this method works for a

new class of problems.

In this chapter, the CDM is used for the analysis of steady-state radiation and

conduction heat transfer in an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering 1-D
planar medium. One boundary of the medium is assumed at specified temperature
wliilc the other is maintained at specified heat flux. To validate the accuracy of

the method, first an inverse problem is solved in which, with the predicted wall

((•ni])ci at lire from the direct method, the unknown boundary heat flux is determined

and tcmi)erature profiles in the direct and inverse methods are compared. Next,

tcm|;(>rature, radiative heat flux and conductive heat flux information are found

over the rang(; of values for the boundary temperature, imposed heat flux, enclosure

optical depth, conduction-radiation parameter, boundary emissivity and scattering

albedo. For some sample ca.ses, results are compared with those available in the

literature.

3.2 Foriiiuhitioii 49

3.2 Formulation

Shown ill Fig. 3.1 is a 1-D gray planar medium. Medium is absorbing, emitting and
anisotropically scattering. Its thermo-physical and optical properties are constant.
South boundary is subjected to a constant total heat flux, while the north boundary
is inaintained at a constant temperature. The south and the north boundaries of

the medium are diffuse-gray with emissivities es and cyv, respectively.

North boundary

^ L or Lz

X or z

South boundary

Figure 3.1: 1-D planar medium under consideration with physical/optical coordi
nates.

In the absence of convection and heat generation, 1-D steady state equation for
conservation of total energy in z-direction is written as

dz^ dz

This ecjuation is noii-dimensionalized by the following parameters:

(3.1)

6
T

Tref
■, T = 0Z, ^it = (in
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wlunc 0 is die non-dimensional temperature, r is the optical depth, *1'/? is the non-

diiiKMisional radiative heat flux and Tref is the reference temperature. The resulting

iion-dimensionali'/ed equation is

(fO 1 (3
dr'^ 4N dr

where iV is the conduction-radiation parameter defined ixs

kp
N

.2)

 =
AaT^ef

It is txj he noted here that the conduction-radiation parameter N describes the rela-

t.ive role of conduction and radiation heat transfer. If is high, the heat transfer is

mainly due to conduction and if lower, it signifies radiation dominated heat transfer.

The limiting values N' = 0 is the Ccise with only radiation and = 10 is the case

with only conduction.

For the problem under consideration, boundary conditions in non-dimensional form
are

d9^
= ̂r(O) — 4iN j —j—

dr
and 0{TrP = 9N (3.3)

T—0

For the CDM, the divergence of radiative heat flux is given by Eq. (2.43) of chapter

2. rh(> £([. (2.43) for 1-D planar medium can be expressed as follows:

dqii r{l
dr

- uj){naT' - G )

The above ecjuation is non-dimensionalised to get the desired divergence of radiative
heal I lux in non-dimensional from as

g'

dr
= r(l-a;)

a
/y^4

TT

"V.s

d'if n

dr
=:r(l-u;) TT^ - (3.4)

where F is the collapsing coefficient, w is the scattering albedo and O' is the non-
diineusiona.l effective incident radiant energy which in the CDM is given by

a' r2nG'- d (3= ̂ =j"na) a .5)

i

I

3.3 Calculations and Results 51

In the above equation, the effective intensity is non-dimensionalized as

I
r  =

crT'^
SL

(3.6)

With justification given in Section 2.4.G, the recursive relation for calculating the
non-dimensional effective intensity is given as

/„V, = /,: exp(-rr) -t- S'*[l - exp(-rr)] (3.7)

The non-dimensional form of source function at the middle of the point n and n -t-1

becomes

u>

2tt
S" = (1 - + p (g" + 2ai sin a "Pb) (3.8)

In the above equation, scattering is considered to be linearly anisotropic.

To solve energy Eq. (3.2), the V • given by Eq. (3.4) is substituted in Eq. (3.2).

This yields the desired governing integro-differential equation to be solved in the

CDM.
d'^9 1

4A^^^^ TTtr -
G

(3.9)

3.3 Calculations and Results

For getting distributions of temperature 9, radiative heat flux and conductive

heat flux fhe medium is divided into n control volumes constituting (n -F 1)
control surfaces including those at the boundaries. Since temperature is known only

at one location (north boundary), for getting n unknown temperatures, n numbers
of algebraic equations arc required. Out of n equations, (n — 1) equations arc found
from the energy equation and the remaining one is developed from the flux boundary

condition.

To solve Eq. (3.9), it is written in the finite difference form as

9n-l — 29ji -f 9n+i 1

At'^ 4N
r(l-u;) n9t

G'
(3.10)
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wluMc 0 is die non-dimensional temperature, r is the optical depth, is the non-

dimensional radiative heat flux and T^e/ is the reference temperature. The resulting

iion-dimensionalized equation is

cPe 1 c/^/? (3
cIt'^ an (It

where /V is the conduction-radiation parameter defined its

kj3
N

.2)

AaT^^j

It is tcj be noted here that the conduction-radiation parameter N describes the rela-

l.ive role of conduction and radiation heat transfer. If N is high, the heat transfer is

mainly due to conduction and if lower, it signifies radiation dominated heat transfer.

The limiting values N' = 0 is the case with only radiation and = 10 is the case

with only conduction.

For th(> problem under consideration, boundary conditions in non-dimensional form
are

n{0) - 4A^ (^) ~
For the CDM, the divergence of radiative heat flux is given by Eq. (2.43) of chaptei
2. Th(> Ef). (2.43) for 1-D planar medium can be expressed as follows:

dqn

d,r
= V{l-uj){nGT'' -G)

The above ecjuation is non-dimensionalised to get the desired divergence of radiative
heat flux in non-dimensional from as

(It
r(l-a;) TT

(jT

"'C/

(H*.

dr
= r{i-uj) (3.4)

where F is the collapsing coefficient, uj is the scattering albedo and G is the non-

dimensional (dlective incident radiant energy which in the CDM is given by

G =.-pfT- = / ^ (")
Tef Jo
2

2n

da (3.0)

f
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In the above equation, the effective intensity is non-dimensionalized as

I
r  = (3.6)

With justification given in Section 2.4.G, the recursive relation for calculating the

non-dimensional effective intensity is given as

/,*+! = + 5'*[1 - exp(-rr)] (3.7)

The non-dimensional form of source function at the middle of the point n and n + 1

becomes

S = (1 — u)$'^ -f — (g' -f 2ai sino; (3.8)

In the above equation, scattering is considered to be linearly anisotropic.

To solve energy Eq. (3.2), the V • given by Eq. (3.4) is substituted in Eq. (3.2).
This yields the desired governing integro-differential equation to be solved in the

CDM.
d^O 1

dr^ 4N '
7r6''' - (3.9)

3.3 Calculations and Results

For getting distributions of temperature 0, radiative heat flux 'I'r and conductive

heat flux 4/c, the medium is divided into n control volumes constituting (n -f 1)

control surfaces including those at the boundaries. Since temperature is known only

at one location (north boundary), for getting n unknown temperatures, n numbers
of algebraic equations are required. Out of n equations, (n — 1) equations are found
from the energy equation and the remaining one is developed from the flux boundary

condition.

To .solve Eq. (3.9), it is written in the finite difference form as

dn-X 2()n-\-0n+\ 1 . ,

Ar'^
Kdt - ̂ (3.10)
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52 1-D Steady State Conduetion-Radiatioii with Flux Boundary

Initially, a liiu^ar temperature profile is guessed for tlie rigiit hand side of Ecj. (3.10).

Witli tliis guess value of 6, incident radiation G * is calculated. For evaluation of
G . intensities are found from Eq. (3.7). The calculation of intensity starts from the

Oomulary. The boundary intensity Iq for a diflu.se-gray boundary having enii.ssivity

f,„ and temi)erature Tyj is found from

r» 1

°  ̂ 2
f  I* (cr) sin cy da.
Ja=0

(3.11)

In E<|. (3.11), - suffix over I* indicate that these are the effective intensities incident

on the concerned boundary from where the bounding effective intensity /*(0) is

being found. At any point on the concerned boundary, these effective intensities are

S|)amied over a semi-circle, 0 < a < tt.

\\ ith f h(^ right hand side of Eq. (3.10) known, left hand side is solved for On using

I he I honias algorithm. Under-relaxation is used in some of the cases. Depending

upon the radiative parameters, for accuracy, control volumes considered have been

in the range of 300-500. A maximum of 32 effective intensities have been found

sufficient enough to predict correct temperature and heat flux distributions.

To establisli the validity of the results generated in the present work, first the prob-
l<;m has been solved for temperature boundary conditions [29] which is referred here
as an inverse method. In the inverse method, for given thermo-physical proper

ties of tli(> medium, with both the boundary temperatures {9s and 0/v) specified,
total heat Ilux at one of the boundaries is predicted (for the chosen problem,

fl̂ / (r)=constant at all r, including the two boundaries). Then in the direct method
(with flux boundary condition), keeping other conditions same, one of the bound
aries is sulyjected to the predicted heat flux, and temperature at that boundary is
calculatcal. Ultimately, temperature values in the two approaches have to be the
sain(> which is one validation of the present work. As a second validation, the results
have been compared with those available in the literature. For example, for ̂ yv=0.5,

f (c.v=f.s) = 1.0, A^=0.1, Tl=:1.Q and tu=0.0, with 6's = l-0, total heat flux found
to be 0.77785. Keeping other parameters unchanged, if the south boundary is sub
jected to — 0.77785, temperature at this boundary Os is found to be 1.0003.

1 his t hus establishes the validity of the results. In fact, in the two approaches,

3.3 Calculations and Results 53

temperature should not only match at one boundary, rather it should match at all

locations in the medium. This very fact has been proved through the results pre-

.sented in Fig. 3.2. In this figure, lines represent temperature distributions found

using the direct method and the markers represent the same obtained using the

inverse method. These temperature results have been found to exactly match with

the results presented in [29].

In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the CDM results for 9 and n have been compared with the

results reported by Fernandes and Francis [118] and Lin and Tsai [119]. In Table 3.1,

with = 1 and f/v = 0.1, for isotropic scattering with uj = 0.5, 0 values have been

compared at locations rjTi^ = 0 and 0.5. Enclosure boundaries have been assumed

to be black. For three values of N, comparisons have been made for four different

values of the imposed boundary flux It is clear from this table that the CDM

results for temperature compare very well with the results reported in the literature.

In Table 3.2, the CDM results for radiative heat flux are compared with

that reported by Fernandes and Francis [118] and Lin and Tsai [119]. Here com

parisons have been made at three locations, i.e, at the two boundaries and in the

Direct method : Lines

Inverse method [29] : Markers

N=0.01,0.1, 10

0  0.8

Xl = 1.0, On =0.5, (0=0.0, e=1.0

Figure 3.2: Variation of non-dimensional temperature 0 with normalized optical
depth t/ti\ comparison between the direct method and the inverse method.
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Initially, a linear temperature profile is guessed for the right hand side of Ecp (3.10).

With this guess value of 0, incident radiation G * is calculated. For evaluation of

G '. ini.ensities are found from Eq. (3.7). The calculation of intensity starts from the
boundary. The boundary intensity' /g for a diffuse-gray boundary having emissivity

f„, and temj^erature T^,, is found from

€  1 — €

^0 — rp4
^ ref f./q=0 I* (o;) sin o: r/o: (3.11)

In E(i. (3.11), - suffix over I* indicate that these are the effective intensities incident

on the concerned boundary from where the bounding effective intensity /*(0) is

being found. At any point on the concerned boundary, these effective intensities are

si)aimed over a semi-circle, 0 < a < tt.

With ( he right hand side of Eq. (3.10) known, left hand side is solved for On using

the riiomas algorithm. Under-relaxation is used in some of the cases. Depending

upon the radiative parameters, for accuracy, control volumes considered have been

in the range of 300-500. A maximum of 32 effective intensities have been found

sufheient. (uiough to predict correct temperature and heat flux distributions.

To est ablisli the validity of the results generated in the present work, first the prob
lem has be(!n solved for temperature boundary conditions [29] which is referred here
as an inverse method. In the inverse method, for given thermo-physical proper-
l i(\s of the medium, with both the boundary temperatures {Os and 0/v) specified,
total heat flux at one of the boundaries is predicted (for the chosen problem,

d'/ (r)=constant at all r, including the two boundaries). Then in the direct method
(with flux boundary condition), keeping other conditions same, one of the bound
aries is sul)jccted to the predicted heat flux, and temperature at that boundary is

ealculat(Hl. Ultimately, temperature values in the two approaches have to be the

same which is one validation of the present work. As a second validation, the results
have been compared with those available in the literature. For example, for ̂ ;v=0.5,

(''.v=''.s)=^10> A^=0.1, rx,=1.0 and tu=0.0, with 05=1.0, total heat flux ̂ 7^ is found
to be 0.77785. Keeping other parameters unchanged, if the south boundary is sub-
jcH'tcd to Vy = 0.77785, temperature at this boundary Os is found to be 1.0003.

This t hus establishes the validity of the results. In fact, in the two approaches.

1

L
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temperature should not only match at one boundary, rather it should match at all

locations in the medium. This very fact has been proved through the results pre

sented in Fig. 3.2. In this figure, lines represent temperature distributions found

using the direct method and the markers represent the same obtained using the

inverse method. These temperature results have been found to exactly match with

the results presented in [29].

In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the CDM results for 0 and have been compared with the

results reported by Fernandes and Francis [118] and Lin and Tsai [119]. In Table 3.1,

with = 1 and 0/v = 0.1, for isotropic scattering with a; = 0.5, 0 values have been

compared at locations t/tl = 0 and 0.5. Enclosure boundaries have been assumed

to be black. For three values of N, comparisons have been made for four different

values of the imposed boundary flux It is clear from this table that the CDM

results for temperature compare very well with the results reported in the literature.

In Table 3.2, the CDM results for radiative heat flux are compared with

that reported by Fernandes and Francis [118] and Lin and Tsai [119]. Here com

parisons have been made at three locations, i.e, at the two boundaries and in the

Direct method : Lines

Inverse method [29] : Markers

N=0.01, 0.1, 10

0  0.8

Xl = 1.0, On =0.5, (0=0.0, £ = 1.0

Figure 3.2: Variation of non-dimensional temperature 6 with normalized optical
depth t/tz,; comparison between the direct method and the inverse method.
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ini(ldl<> of 'lie medium. For results presented in Table 3.2, values of uj,tl and 9^

are t he same as that for the cases given in Table 3.1. However, in this case, both

t he iKumdaries are gray with — es — 0-5- combinations of and TV, the

CDM results for ̂  ji/A.QN are found to compare very well with the existing results.

Effect s of various parameters like 0yv, N, e and oo on variations of temperature 0,

conductive heat flux and radiative heat flux with normalized optical depth

TIri^ are shown in Figs. 3.3 - 3.5. In all these figures, emissivity values of both

t.h(> boundaries are taken same, i.e, e.s = e,v = e. Further, in all these figures,

except, the parameter whose effect is studied, the remaining five parameters remain

unchanged. For example, in Fig. 3.3(a), effect of the north boundary temperature 9^

on variations of non-dimensional medium temperature 9 has been studied, whereas

in fig. .3.3(b), effect of the imposed heat flux ^ been studied. In both

Tabl(> .3.1: Comparison of temperature for isotropic scattering with oj — 0.5 and tl,
= 1.0. = 1.0 and for N = 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05.

the figures, remaining parameters are the same.

It is seen from Figs. 3.3(a) and (b) that for the given values of radiative parameters,

with decrease in the values of 9^ or 'I'r, at any r/r^,, 9 decreases. Fig. 3.3(a)

shows the temperature distribution inside the medium for different 0/v- Since the

flux is constant, a decrease in the value of decreases the temperature of the whole

medium. A higher temperature of the north boundary {9^ — 1-0) produces higher

radiative flux from that boundary which results in a flat temperature profile. On

the other hand, a zero temperature of the north boundary, produces zero emission

from that boundary which decreases the radiative flux of that boundary and results

a relatively linear temperature profile .

Effects of optical thickness conduction radiation-parameter N, boundary emis

sivity € and scattering albedo u) on 9 are shown in Figs. 3.3(c)-(f), respectively.

It is .seen from the.se figures that temperature at the north boundary is always the

same. This is true, because the north boundary is at specified temperature and

Temperature 9 at

q
d

II

rfrL = 0.5

N = 0.5

A'r Ref. [118] Ref. [119] Present Ref. [118] Ref. [119] Pre.sent

2 0.961 0.961 0.961 0.546 0.546 0.546

-1 1.425 1.425 1.426 0.835 0.835 0.835

G 1.70G 1.707 1.708 1.043 1.044 1.044

8 1.909 1.910 1.911 1.211 1.212 1.213

N = 0.1

O.'l 11  0.786 0.786 0.786 0.475 0.475 0.475

0.8 1.059 1.060 1.060 0.677 0.677 0.677

1.2 1.226 1.227 1.228 0.821 0.822 0.822

l.G 1.350 1.351 1.351 0.936 0.937 0.937

II

o

05

0.2 0.701 0.701 0.701 0.439 0.439 0.439

O.-l 0.919 0.919 0.920 0.610 0.611 0.611

O.G 1.054 1.055 1.055 0.732 0.733 0.733

0.8 1.155 1.157 1.156 0.828 0.8.30 0.829

Table 3.2: Comparison of radiative heat flux distribution for isotropic scattering
with Tl = 1-0, 9[^ = 0.1, (jj = 0.5 and = ts = 0.5 for several values of N.

Radiative heat flux 4"rt/A.ON at
T

II

o
o

T

II

o

T

q
r-H

II

N = 0.5

4't Ref (118) Ref. (119) Present Ref. (118) Ref. (119) Present Ref. (118) Ref. [119] Present

2 0.143 0.144 0.143 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.064 0.064 0.064

4 0.687 0.689 0.689 0.747 0.747 0.747 0.314 0.313 0.314

6 1.394 1.398 1.398 1.552 1.552 1.553 0.661 0.661 0.661

8 2.158 2.165 2.164 2.452 2.451 2.454 1.060 1.060 1.061

N = 0.1

0.4 0.314 0.315 0.315 0.349 0.348 0.348 0.149 0.149 0.148

0.8 1.019 1.022 1.022 1.164 1.164 1.165 0.507 0.506 0.507

1.2 1.799 1.805 1.805 2.106 2.106 2.108 0.939 0.939 0.940

1.6 2.604 2.613 2.612 3.097 3.096 3.096 1.414 1.414 1.414

N - 0.05

0.2 0.393 0.394 0.393 0.445 0.445 0.445 0.193 0.193 0.192

0.4 1.135 1.139 1.139 1.326 1.326 1.326 0.590 0.590 0.590

0.6 1.932 1.938 1.938 2.303 2.302 2.305 1.056 1.056 1.058

0.8 2.748 2.755 2.757 3.313 3.312 3.317 1.563 1.563 1.567
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middle of 'he medium. For results presented in Table 3.2, values of and 0yv

are the same as that for the cases given in Table 3.1. However, in this case, both

t he boundaries are gray with = cs = 0.5. For all combinations of and N, the

CDM results for <l>fi/4.0N are found to compare very well with the existing results.

Effect s of various parameters like ^ and u> on variations of temperature 9,

conductive heat flux and radiative heat flux with normalized optical depth

r/r/, are shown in Figs. 3.3 - 3.5. In all these figures, emissivity values of both

t,h(> boundaries are taken same, i.e, e.s- = eyv = Further, in all these figures,

excej)! the parameter whose effect is studied, the remaining five parameters remain

unchanged. For example, in Fig. 3.3(a), effect of the north boundary temperature 9^
on variations of non-dimensional medium temperature 9 has been studied, whereas

in fig. .3.3(b), effect of the imposed heat flux 4/t ^ been studied. In both

Table 3.1: Comparison of temperature for isotropic scattering with to — 0.5 and T/,
= 1.0. fyv- = = 1.0 and for N = 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05.

1
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the figures, remaining parameters are the same.

It is seen from Figs. 3.3(a) and (b) that for the given values of radiative parameters,

with decrease in the values of 0/v or at any r/rf,, 9 decreases. Fig. 3.3(a)

shows the temperature distribution inside the medium for different Since the

flux is constant, a decrease in the value of 0Af decreases the temperature of the whole

medium. A higher temperature of the north boundary (0yv = 1.0) produces higher

radiative flux from that boundary which results in a fiat temperature profile. On

the other hand, a zero temperature of the north boundary, produces zero emission

from that boundarj' which decreases the radiative flux of that boundary and results

a relatively linear temperature profile .

Effects of optical thickness ti, conduction radiation-parameter N, boundary emis

sivity e and scattering albedo uj on 9 are shown in Figs. 3.3(c)-(f), respectively.

It is seen from these figures that temperature at the north boundary is always the

same. This is true, because the north boundary is at specified temperature and

Temperature 9 at

II

0
b

t/ta - 0.5

01
0

11

4<r Ref. [1181 Ref. [119] Present Ref. [118] Ref. [119] Present

2 0.961 0.961 0.961 0.546 0.546 0.546

I 1.425 1.425 1.426 0.835 0.835 0.835

G 1.70G 1.707 1.708 1.043 1.044 1.044

8 1.909 1.910 1.911 1.211 1.212 1.213

N = 0.1

O.d 1  0.786 0.786 0.786 0.475 0.475 0.475

0.8 1.059 1.060 1.060 0.677 0.677 0.677

1.2 1.226 1.227 1.228 0.821 0.822 0.822

l.G 1.350 1.351 1.351 0.936 0.937 0.937

N = O.i05

0.2 0.701 0.701 0.701 0.439 0.439 0.439

0.4 0.919 0.919 0.920 0.610 0.611 0.611

O.G 1.054 1.055 1.055 0.732 0.733 0.733

0.8 1.155 1.157 1.156 0.828 0.830 0.829

Table 3.2: Comparison of radiative heat flux distribution for isotropic scattering
with Ti, = 1.0, 9;^ = 0.1, ui = 0.5 and cat = €5 = 0.5 for several values of N.

Radiative heat flux n/4.0N at
r

0
b

II

r/rt = 0.5 r/tl = 1.0
N = 0.5

4*7' Ref (118) Ref. (119) Present Ref. (118) Ref. (119) Present Ref. (118) Ref. (119) Present

2 0.143 0.144 0.143 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.064 0.064 0.064

4 0.687 0.689 0.689 0.747 0.747 0.747 0.314 0.313 0.314

6 1.394 1.398 1.398 1.552 1.552 1.553 0.661 0.661 0.661

8 2.158 2.165 2.164 2.452 2.451 2.454 1.060 1.060 1.061

N = 0.1

0.4 0.314 0.315 0.315 0.349 0.348 0.348 0.149 0.149 0.148

0.8 1.019 1.022 1.022 1.164 1.164 1.165 0.507 0.506 0.507

1.2 1.799 1.805 1.805 2.106 2.106 2.108 0.939 0.939 0.940

l.G 2.604 2.613 2.612 3.097 3.096 3.096 1.414 1.414 1.414

N = 0.05

0.2 0.393 0.394 0.393 0.445 0.445 0.445 0.193 0.193 0.192

0.4 1.135 1.139 1.139 1.326 1.326 1.326 0.590 0.590 0.590

0.6 1.932 1.938 1.938 2.303 2.302 2.305 1.056 1.056 1.058

0.8 2.748 2.755 2.757 3.313 3.312 3.317 1.563 1.563 1.567
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I'iguro 3.3: Variation of non-dimensional gas temperature 0 with normalized optical
deptii r/r/^.

t he i)oundary condition has to be satisfied. From Fig. 3.3(c), it is seen that with

decrease in B decreases. It is important here to define the physical significance of

the (jj^tical tliickness r. r can be physically defined as the inverse of the mean free
path of radiation. If the r is high, then the mean free path of radiation decreases

and the ra liative energy get absorbed or scattered in a very short distance. This

decreases the radiative flux within the medium. On the other hand for a low optical

3.3 Calculations and Results 57

thickness medium, more and more energy can be transported through the medium

without getting absorbed or scattered by the medium. Hence for the same condi

tions, the heat flux in an optically thin medium is higher than a thick medium. In

the present case, since the total heat flux is constant, the decrease in the optical

thickness reduces the conductive heat flux (since radiative heat flux increases) which

in tern gives a flat temperature profile in the medium. However, reverse trends are

observed for the effects of N (Fig. 3.3(d)) and e (Fig. 3.3(e)). In these figures,

with increases in their values, d values decrease. With increase in N values, medium

becomes more conducting and temperature distribution becomes more linear. With

increase in e values, boundaries become more and more absorbing; radiative energy

reflected back to the medium decreases which in turn decreases the medium tem

perature. It is seen from Fig. 3.3(f) that u> is not having much effect. For u) =1, 9

profile is that for the case of a pure conduction problem. The reason for this type

of trend at tu = 1 is that in this situation, the medium is not capable of emitting

and absorbing radiation and thus transforms radiant energy into thermal energy.

This very fact is also mathematically established from Eq. (3.4). Here, for w = 1,

dfl/fi/dr = 0 and the energy equation becomes independent of radiation.

In Figs. 3.4 (a)-(d), effects on the variations of and 'I'c are given for Bj^ and

vf/-/-, whereas the same are given for tl, N, t and oj in Figs. 3.5 (a)-(h). It is

seen from Figs. 3.4(a) and (b) that with increase in B[^, increases, whereas

4'c,' decreases. This can be explained with the help of Fig. 3.3(a). It is seen from
Fig. 3.3(a) that as Bj^ decreases, the slope of B profile increases. Hence the

(Fig. 3.4(b)) increases with decrease in 0yv. Consequently, to keep total heat flux

4^7- constant, the opposite trend is seen in case of 4*/^ (Fig. 3.4(a)). Again as in

the case of B variations, and are more influenced near the north boundary

where the temperature Bp^ is changed. In case with the effect of (Fig. 3.4(c) and

(d)), with decrease in its value, both 4'^ and 4*0 are found to decrease. This is

obvious because 4'^ is the summation of and Therefore, with decrease in

4*7', both ̂ R and 4'c decrease. The corresponding change is more in the 4^^ values.

4'/f values are minimum at the two boundaries. Opposite is the case with 4^0 values.

This trend in 4^(7 is because of the fact that near the solid boundary, conduction is

always dominant.,
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I'iguro 3.3: Variation of non-dimonsional gas temporature 0 with normalized optical
depth

the boundary condition has to be satisfied. From Fig. 3.3(c), it is seen that with
decrea.se in r^,, 0 decreases. It is important here to define the physical significance of

the optical thickness r. r can be physically defined as the inverse of the mean free
path of radiation. If the r is high, then the mean free path of radiation decreases

and the ra liative energy get ab.sorbed or scattered in a very short distance. This

decreases the radiative flux within the medium. On the other hand for a low optical

I
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tiiickncss medium, more and more energy can be transported through the medium

without getting absorbed or scattered by the medium. Hence for the same condi

tions, the heat flux in an optically thin medium is higher than a thick medium. In

the present case, since the total heat flux is constant, the decrease in the optical

thickness reduces the conductive heat flux (since radiative heat flux increases) which

in tern gives a flat temperature profile in the medium. However, reverse trends are

observed for the effects of N (Fig. 3.3(d)) and c (Fig. 3.3(e)). In these figures,

with increases in their values, d values decrease. With increase in N values, medium

becomes more conducting and temperature distribution becomes more linear. With

increase in e values, boundaries become more and more absorbing; radiative energy

reflected back to the medium decreases which in turn decreases the medium tem

perature. It is seen from Fig. 3.3(f) that to is not having much effect. For uj =1, 9

profile is that for the case of a pure conduction problem. The reason for this type

of trend at a; = 1 is that in this situation, the medium is not capable of emitting

and absorbing radiation and thus transforms radiant energy into thermal energy.

This very fact is also mathematically established from Eq. (3.4). Here, for u; = 1,

d^ji/dr — 0 and the energy equation becomes independent of radiation.

In Figs. 3.4 (a)-(d), effects on the variations of and ^*(7 are given for a^nd

vkr, whereas the same are given for tl, N, c and u in Figs. 3.5 (a)-(h). It is
seen from Figs. 3.4(a) and (b) that with increase in increases, whereas

<lic decreases. Tliis can be explained with the help of Fig. 3.3(a). It is seen from

Fig. 3.3(a) that as decreases, the slope of 6 profile increases. Hence the
(Fig. 3.4(b)) increases with decrease in 0/^. Consequently, to keep total heat flux
vl/7^ constant, the opposite trend is seen in case of (Fig. 3.4(a)). Again as in

the case of 9 variations, and ̂ (7 are more influenced near the north boundary

where the temperature 9]<^ is changed. In case with the effect of (Fig. 3.4(c) and

(d)), with decrease in its value, both and "Fc are found to decrease. This is

obvious because is the summation of and 'Fc- Therefore, with decrease in

vl'7-, both 4';^ and 4'(7 decrease. Tiie corresponding change is more in the values.

values are minimum at the two boundaries. Opposite is the case with 'Fc values.

This trend in is because of the fact that near the solid boundary, conduction is

always dominant.,
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Mgiiic .3.4: Variation ot radiative heat flux d'/;, conductive heat flux 'I'c' with nor-
niali-/(>d optical depth r/r^r^ for variou,s parameters.

Eflect.s of T/, on and are shown in Figs. 3.5(a) and (b). Here it is seen
that with increase in increases whereas fl/c decreases. With increase in Tl,

medium l)ecomes more and more participating and thus radiative contribution to
the total heat flux increases. As far as the boundary values of the two fluxes are

concerned, trends similar to the previous cases are also observed here.

Eflects of N on and have been studied in Figs. 3.5(c) and (d). Here, with

increase in yV, is found to decrease. Opposite is the case with fl/c- If increases

with increase in N. With increase in N^ radiative contribution to the total heat

flux decreases. Hence, medium becomes more conducting. Variations of and c

with f are shown in Figs. 3.5(e) and (f). The same is given for effects of uj in Figs.

3.5(g) and (h). Here, with decrease in e, decreases and increases. For both

and effects are much more pronounced at the boundaries. In the central
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zone, not much effect is observed.
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Figure 3.5; Variation of radiative heat flux T;?, conductive heat flux Tc with nor
malized optical depth t/ti for various parameters.
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niali'/ed optical depth r/r/^ for various parameters.

Effects of T on and d'c are shown in Figs. 3.5(a) and (b). Here it is seen
tliat with increase in increases whereas decreases. With increase in T/,,

medium becomes more and more participating and thus radiative contribution to
the total heat flux increases. As far as the boundary values of the two fluxes are

concerned, trends similar to the previous cases are also observed here.

Eflects of N on and d'c have been studied in Figs. 3.5(c) and (d). Here, with

increase in N, is found to decrease. Opposite is the case with d/c'. It increases
with increase in N. With increase in N, radiative contribution to the total heat

flux decreases. Hence, medium becomes more conducting. Variations of and d>c

with f are shown in Figs. 3.5(e) and (f). The same is given for effects of uj in Figs.
5-5(g) and (h). Here, with decrease in e, T/? decreases and d'c increases. For both

d'c and d^'/i, effects are much more pronounced at the boundaries. In the central
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zone, not much effect is observed.
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Figure 3.5; Variation of radiative heat flux conductive heat flux with nor
malized optical depth t/ti for various parameters.
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3.4 Conclusions

l  lic problcMii of combined conduction and radiation heat transfer in a 1-D pla
nar absori)ing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray medium was investigated.
Medium l)oundaries with specified temperature and heat flux were considered. The
COM wa.s applied to get the radiative information required for the energy equation.

Effects of enclosure optical thickness, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering

albedo, boundary emissivity, temperature of the north boundary and the imposed
heat flux were studied on the variations of medium temperature and conductive and

radiative heat fluxes. Validity of the method Wcis proved by solving a problem using
t he inverse method. Comparison of results obtained in the present work with those
available in the literature showed a very good agreement.

Chapter 4

1-D Transient

Conduction-Radiation with Heat

Generation

4.1 Introduction

Analysis of transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in a radiatively partic

ipating medium has got numerous engineering applications. Some important works

ill this area have been reported in [51,61,63,66,120,121,123 130]. A brief literature

review on this subject is presented in the next paragraphs.

Tan and Lallemand [131] examined the transient temperature distribution in a

glass plate subjected to various boundary conditions. The transient heating of

an absorbing, emitting, and scattering material with different black plate bound

ary conditions was studied by Yuen and Khatami [132]. They used a semi-explicit

finite-difference scheme to generate numerical solutions. The effect of anisotropy
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3.4 Conclusions

I  lic i)i()l)Iein of fxjinbined conduction and radiation heat transfer in a 1-D pla

nar al)sori)ing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray medium was investigated.
M(Hliuni boundaries with specified temperature and heat flux were considered. The
CDM was applied to get the radiative information required for the energy equation.
Effects of enclosure optical thickness, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering

albedo, boundary emissivity, temperature of the north boundary and the imposed
iieat flux were studied on the variations of medium temperature and conductive and

radiative^ heat fluxes. Validity of the method was proved by solving a problem using
the inverse method. Comparison of results obtained in the present work with those
availaljle in. the literature showed a very good agreement.
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Chapter 4

1-D Transient

Conduction-Radiation with Heat

Generation

4.1 Introduction

Analysis of transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in a radiatively partic

ipating medium has got numerous engineering applications. Some important works

in this area have been reported in [51,61,63,66,120,121,123 130]. A brief literature
review on this subject is presented in the next paragraphs.

Tan and Lallemand [131] examined the transient temperature distribution in a

glass plate subjected to various boundary conditions. The transient heating of

an absorbing, emitting, and scattering material with different black plate bound

ary conditions was studied by Yuen and Khatami [132]. They used a semi-explicit
finite-difference scheme to generate numerical solutions. The effect of anisotropy

I
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G2 1-D Transient Conduction-Radiation with Heat Generation

on transient conduction-radiation problem was studied by Tsai and Lin [125] and

Sic^wcrt [128]. For solving the transient energy equation, Tsai and Lin [125] used the

Crank-Nicholson scheme and the radiative part was solved by the nodal approxinia-

t.ion technique. Tong et al. [123] analyzed transient radiation heat transfer through
semi-i.sotroi)ic scattering planar porous materials. They solved the radiative part

using a two-flux model.

The t ransient cooling problem with isotropic scattering in a cylindrical geometry

was analyzed by Back et al. [127]. For solving the radiative part, they used discrete

ordinate method and a finite difference scheme was used to solve the transient energy

cfiuation. Tsai and Nixon [124] considered a multilayered geometry without the
effect of isotropic scattering. Halm et al. [129] examined the transient heat transfer
using a multi-flux model to solve the radiative part. They analyzed the transient

sl ate of heat transfer in a layer of ceramic powder during laser flash measurements

of th(uinal diffusivity. Here also the effect of scattering was not included. Matthews

et al. [51] discu.ssed the steady and unsteady combined conduction-radiation heat

transfer heated by a highly concentrated solar radiation. A two-flux model was

used to solve the radiative part. Transient cooling of a semi transparent material
was examined by Siegel [126]. A finite difference procedure was adopted to obtain
a highly accurate temperature distribution across the layer. Yao and Chung [130]
.so1v(h1 a similar type of problem using an implicit finite volume scheme. The integral
('(jual ion for radiative heat flux was solved by a singularity subtraction technique and
CFaussian quadrature. Recently, studies related to this subject have been reviewed
in d(>tail by Siegel [133],

As far as transient conduction and radiation problems are concerned, none of the
l)revious works have discussed the effect of heat generation. In this chapter, the
(dfect of heat generation on temperature and heat flux distributions are studied
for transient conduction and radiation problem. The study is done for 1-D gray

l)lanar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering medium. The radiative part

in (he emirgy equation is solved using the collapsed dimension method (COM).
Fnclosure ooundaries are assumed at specified temperatures. Heat generation rate

is <'ousidered uniform and constapt throughout. Results are compared with the data

1

L

4.2 Foniiulation 63

reported in the literature. Excellent agreement has been found.

4.2 Formulation

Let us consider a 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray

medium (Fig. 3.1). Thermal conductivity of the medium is k and is assumed

constant. Extinction coefficient of the medium is also assumed constant. Initially

the complete system is at uniform zero temperature and for times greater than zero,

the south boundary is maintained at temperature Ts- Emissivities of the south and

the north boundaries are (s 3iid e;V) respectively.

In the absence of convection, for 1-D geometry considered, unsteady state energy

eciuatioii is written as

+ Q"' (4.1)
dt dz^ dz

where Q is the volumetric heat generation rate and t is the time.

With the south boundary temperature Ts as the reference temperature, Eq. (4.1)

is iion-diniensionalizcd with the following parameters.

T

Ts'
iTr Q t  kP'^t

4(7T|' an' kTs0^' ̂  pC,

where Q is the non-dimensional volumetric heat generation rate and ̂  is the
non-dimensional time. The resulting non-dimensionalized equation is

de _ d^d 1
+a

m *

(4
(9r2 AN- dr

.2)

In Eq. (4.2), r is the optical thickness (optical depth). It is measured from the
south boundary of the enclosure. Corresponding to the finite distance between the

south and the north boundaries, enclosure optical depth is t^.

In the pre.sent work, vohunotric heat generation rate Q'"* is considered constant and

uniform throughout the optical depth r. Its value for the present case is taken as
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on transient conduction-radiation problem was studied by Tsai and Lin [125] and

Siewert [128]. For solving the transient energy equation, Tsai and Lin [125] used the
Crank-Nicholson scheme and the radiative part was solved by the nodal approxima

tion technifiue. Tong et al. [123] analyzed transient radiation heat transfer through
semi-i.sotroi)ic scattering planar jiorous materials. They solved the radiative part

using a two-flux model.

The transient cooling problem with isotropic scattering in a cylindrical geometry
was analyzed by Back et al. [127]. For solving the radiative part, they used discrete
ordinate method and a finite difference scheme was used to solve the transient energy

e(iuation. Tsai and Nixon [124] considered a multilayered geometry without the
effect of isotropic scattering. Halm et al. [129] examined the transient heat transfer
using a multi-flux model to solve the radiative part. They analyzed the transient

state of heat transfer in a layer of ceramic powder during laser flash measurements
of thermal diffusivity. Here also the effect of scattering was not included. Matthews
et al. [51] discussed the steady and unsteady combined conduction-radiation heat
transfer heated by a highly concentrated solar radiation. A two-flux model was
used to solve the radiative part. Transient cooling of a semi transparent material
was examined by Siegel [126]. A finite difference procedure was adopted to obtain
a higlily accurate temperature distribution across the layer. Yao and Chung [130]
solv(>d a similar type of problem using an implicit finite volume scheme. The integral
e<iuat ion for radiative heat flux was solved by a singularity subtraction technique and
Gaussian quadrature. Recently, studies related to this subject have been reviewed
in dcl.ail by Siegel [133].

As far as transient conduction and radiation problems are concerned, none of the
previous works have discussed the effect of heat generation. In this chapter, the
effect of heat generation on temperature and heat flux distributions are studied
for transient conduction and radiation problem. The study is done for 1-D gray
planar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering medium. The radiative part
in the (>nergy equation is solved using the collapsed dimension method (COM).
Fnclosure ooundaries are assumed at specified temperatures. Heat generation rate

is considc!r(!d uniform and constant throughout. Results are compared with the data

I

reported in the literature. Excellent agreement has been found.

4.2 Formulation

Let us consider a 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray

medium (Fig. 3.1). Thermal conductivity of the medium is k and is assumed

constant. Extinction coefficient /? of the medium is also assumed constant. Initially

the complete system is at uniform zero temperature and for times greater than zero,

the south boundary is maintained at temperature Ts- Emissivities of the south and

the north boundaries are 65 and respectively.

In the absence of convection, for 1-D geometry considered, unsteady state

equation is written as

dt -'■oJ ~-gT
where Q is the volumetric heat generation rate and t is the time.

energj'

(4.1)

With the south boundary temperature Ts as the reference temperature, Eq. (4.1)
is non-dimensionalized with the following parameters.

Ts' iaTf' =

Qr

aTf Q  =
Q'" . _L

kTsP^'
k^'^t
pC,

where Q is the non-dimensional volumetric heat generation rate and ^ is the
non-dimensional time. The resulting non-dimensionalized equation is

d^9 1 d<l!R
dr2 AN- dr + Q

/// * (4.2)

In Eq. (4.2), r is the optical thickness (optical depth). It is measured from the
south boundary of the enclosure. Corresponding to the finite distance between the
south and the north boundaries, enclosure optical depth is

In the present work, volumetric heat generation rate Q '* is considered constant and
uniform throughout the optical depth r. Its value for the present case is taken as
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unity. For the problem under consideration, boundary and initial conditions are the

following;

Boundary conditions: = Os = 10; = 0^ — 0.0

Initial condition: 0{t,O) = 0.0 (^-3)

For solving energy equation (Eq. (4.2)), information about divergence of radiative
heat flux d'^Rjdr is required.

In the CDM, divergence of radiative heat flux dqRjdr is given by (Eq. 2.43). In
non-dimensional form it can be expressed as

R

dr
= r(l-a;) -

G (4.4)

The incident radiation, intensity and .source function are non-dimensionalized with
i(>spect to the south boundary temperature Tr (Similar to the Eq. (3.5) and (3.6)
\vli(U(' it is iioii-cliiiieiisioiialized w .r.t Tre/).

To solve energy Eq. (4.2), divergence of radiative heat flux d'^Rjdr given by Eq.
(4.4) is substituted in Eq. (4.2). This yields the desired governing integro-differential
(•(piation

d'^edO a
+ Q (4;r(l -w) —

.5)
dr'^ 4N

It should be noted that Eq. (4.5) is subjected to the boundary and initial conditions
giv(Mi by Eq. (4.3).

The transient energy equation given in Eq. (4.5) is solved using the Crank-Nicholson
scheme. For n number of control volumes, it constitutes n -f- 1 algebraic equations
with n -1- 1 unknowns. These equations are .solved using Thomas algorithm. In
the present work, for enclosure optical thickness r/, > 1, computations have been
I)erformed with 500 control volumes for achieving maximum accuracy. For tl < I,
100 control volumes have been found suflicient. All computations have been per
formed in double preci.sion. Although the Crank-Nicholson scheme is uncondition

ally stable, for achieving good accuracy, computations have been performed with
non-dimensional time step = 0.0001.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Transient Conduction-Radiation without Heat

Generation

In Table 4.1, the CDM results for temperature are compared with the results re

ported by Lii and Ozisik [61], Barker and Sutton [120], Sutton [121] and Tsai and

Lin [125]. Here comparisons have been made for transient conduction-radiation

problem without heat generation. At time ̂  = 0.05, values of non-dimensional gas

temperature 0 are given at three positions along normalized optical depth, viz. r/ri,

= 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Results are presented for isotropic scattering with u = 0.5,

conduction-radiation paranietcr = 0.1 and enclosure optical thickness tl = 1.0.

Table 4.1: Comparison of transient temperature 6 at time = 0.05 for Ti = 1.0, uj
= 0.5 and yV = 0.1 and two sets of boundarv reflectivities.

Transient temperature 9 at
f.v Investigators '''/tl = 0.25 r/r£, = 0.50 t/tl = 0.75

1.0 1.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 0.4617 0.1474 0.0277

Barker and Sutton [120] 0.4893 0.1775 0.0588

Sutton [121] 0.4888 0.1778 0.0591

Tsai and Lin [125] 0.4889 0.1773 0.0588

CDM, 4 rays 0.4889 0.1777 0.0594

CDM, 8 rays 0.4898 0.1772 0.0583

CDM, 16 rays 0.4892 0.1768 0.0584

CDM, 20 rays 0.4892 0.1768 0.0585

1.0 0.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 0.4716 0.1630 0.0545

Barker and Sutton [120] 0.5035 0.2003 0.0831

Sutton [121] 0.5030 0.2005 0.0833

Tsai and Lin [125] 0.5031 0.2001 0.0830

CDM, 4 rays 0.5030 0.2001 0.0826

CDM, 12 rays 0.5033 0.1993 0.0822

CDM, 16 rays 0.5033 0.1994 0.0824

CDM, 32 rays 0.5033 0.1995 0.0824

I
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unit.v. For the problem under consideration, boundary and initial conditions are the

following:

Boundary conditions: = Os — 10; = 0^4 — 0.0

Initial condition: 0(r, 0) = 0.0 (^-3)

For solving energy equation (Eq. (4.2)), information about divergence of radiative
heat Hux d'^lijdT is required.

In the COM, divergence of radiative heat flux dqajdr is given by (Eq. 2.43). In
non-dimensional form it can be expres.sed as

R

dr
= r(l-u;) -

G (4.4)

The incident radiation, intensity and .source function are non-dimensionahzed with
r(\spect to the south boundary temperature Ts (Similar to the Eq. (3.5) and (3.6)
where it is non-dimensionali'zed w.r.t T^e/).

To .solve energy Eq. (4.2), divergence of radiative heat flux rIOt given by Eq.
(4.4) is substituted in Eq. (4.2). This yields the desired governing integro-differential
(•((uation

G

0^

d'^e
-r(l-a;) TxO'^ + Q (4.5)

AN

It should be noted that Eq. (4.5) is subjected to the boundary and initial conditions
giv(ui liy Eq. (4.3).

The transient energy equation given in Eq. (4.5) is solved using the Crank-Nicholson
scheme. For n number of control volumes, it constitutes n -F 1 algebraic equations

,, -g ] unknowns. These equations are solved using Thomas algorithm. In
the present work, for enclosure optical thickness r/, > 1, computations have been
|)erformed with 500 control volumes for achieving maximum accuracy. For tr < I,
100 control volumes have been found sullicient. All computations have been pei-
formed in double precision. Although the Crank-Nieholson scheme is uncondition
ally staiiie, for achieving good accuracy, computations have been performed with
non-dimensional time step A<^ = (l.OOOl.

L

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Ti'ansient Conduction-Radiation without Heat

Generation

In Table 4.1, the CDM results for temperature are compared with the results re

ported by Lii and Ozisik [61], Barker and Sutton [120], Sutton [121] and Tsai and
Lin [125]. Here comparisons have been made for transient conduction-radiation

problem without heat generation. At time ̂  = 0.05, values of non-dimensional gas

temperature 0 are given at three positions along normalized optical depth, viz. r Jtr

= 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Results are presented for isotropic scattering with uj = 0.5,

conduction-radiation parameter N — 0.1 and enclosure optical thickness ti, = 1.0.

Table 4.1: Comparison of transient temperature 6 at time ̂  — 0.05 for tl, = LO, u
— 0.5 and N = 0.1 and two sets of boundary reflectivities.

Transient temperature 6 at
(S CA' Investigators TjTL = 0.25 rjTL = 0.50 r/rz, = 0.75

1.0 1.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 0.4617 0.1474 0.0277

Barker and Sutton [120] 0.4893 0.1775 0.0588

Sutton [121] 0.4888 0.1778 0.0591

Tsai and Lin [125] 0.4889 0.1773 0.0588

CDM, 4 rays 0.4889 0.1777 0.0594

CDM, 8 rays 0.4898 0.1772 0.0583

CDM, 16 rays 0.4892 0.1768 0.0584

CDM, 20 rays 0.4892 0.1768 0.0585

1.0 0.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 0.4716 0.1630 0.0545

Barker and Sutton [120] 0.5035 0.2003 0.0831

Sutton [121] 0.5030 0.2005 0.0833

Tsai and Lin [125] 0.5031 0.2001 0.0830

CDM, 4 rays 0.5030 0.2001 0.0826

CDM, 12 rays 0.5033 0.1993 0.0822

CDM, 16 rays 0.5033 0.1994 0.0824

CDM, 32 rays 0.5033 0.1995 0.0824
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G6 1-D Transient Conduction-Radiation with Heat Generation

Two different sets of boundary emissivity are considered and only diffuse reflection

is taken into account. The CDM results have been presented for different number of

rays. It is seen that the CDM results with only 4 rays arc in good agreement with
the existing results.

In Table 4.2, results for non-dimensional radiative heat flux T/j from the present

work are compared with the results reported by Lii and Ozisik [61], Barker and
Sutton [120], Sutton [121], and Tsai and Lin [125]. At three locations viz. r/r^ =
0.0. 0.5 and 1.0, comparisons are done at non-dimensional time ̂  = 0.05. Values
of A', CO and tl are taken as 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. Here also two different
sets of boundary emissivity are considered. It is seen from this table that the CDM

Table 4.2: Comparison of transient net radiative heat flux distributions with
isotropic scattering at time ̂  = 0.05 for r/, = 1.0, 0/v = 1-0, 6s — 0.0, to — O.o
and N = 0.1 and two sets of boundary reflectivities.

Investigators

Lii and Ozisik [61]
Barker and Sutton [120]
Sutton [121]
Tsai and Lin [125]
CDM, 4 rays

CDM, 8 rays

CDM, 12 rays

CDM, 20 rays
CDM, 32 rays

Lii and Ozisik [61]
Barker and Sutton [120]
Sutton [121]
Tsai and Lin [125]
CDM, 4 rays

CDM, 8 rays

CDM, 12 rays

CDM, 24 rays

CDM, 32 rays

Net radiative heat

jrj, — 0.0 r/r^ — 0
1.6436

1.9300

1.9304

1.9328

1.8932

1.9059

1.9149

1.9212

1.9238

1.4000

1.6261

1.6279

1.6308

1.6211

1.6229

1.6236

1.6276

1.6286

1.2529

1.3314

1.3305

1.3292

1.2931

1.1996

1.3081

1.3181

1.3216

0.9084

0.8643

0.8639

0.8629

0.8576

0.8533

0.8560

0.8613

0.8622

at

.5 r/r/, = 1.0
0.9746

0.8335

0.8332

0.8321

0.7816

0.7992

0.8131

0.8188

0.8202

0.3411

0.0000

0.0000

0.0001

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
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results for radiative heat flux compare very well with the results reported in the

literature.

In Figs. 4.1(a)-(d), variations of non-dimensional gas temperature 6 with normalized
optical depth r/r/, are given. For = 1.0, temperature distributions are given for

three values of scattering albedo, i.e. uj = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. For results presented

in Figs. 4.1(a), 4.1(b), = e = 0.1 and conduction-radiation parameter
jV = 0.01, whereas for results presented in Figs. 4.1(c), 4.1(d), boundaries are
assumed black and conduction-radiation parameter N has been taken as 0.1. In

Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.1(c), for the three values of te, results are presented at ̂ =0.001

N=^0.01.t 1^^1.0, E=0.1 N=0.1, T, =1.0, e=1.0 I

t =0.001

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

£=0.001

0.2 0.4 0.6

N=0.01. T,^ = I.O. E=0.|

o>=0.0 —

03=0.5 - ■

co=1.0 -
0.8 f \

N=0.1, 1^^=1.0, e=1.0

Steady ti>=0.0
state ^^5

03=1.0

O '* ■ £=0.05^^' £=0.05-

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 4.1: Variation of gas temperature 9 with normalized optical depth r/r^ at
different time ̂  for N =0.01 and 0.1.
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Two (lifrercnt sets of boundary emissivity are considered and only diffuse reflection

is taken into account. The CDM results have been presented for different number of

rays. It is seen that the CDM results with only 4 rays are in good agreement with

the existing results.

In Table 4.2, results for non-dimensional radiative heat flux ̂ u from the present

work are compared with the results reported by Lii and Ozisik [61], Barker and
Sutlon [120], Sutton [121], and Tsai and Lin [125]. At three locations viz. r/rz, =
0.0. 0.5 and 1.0, comparisons are done at non-dimensional time ̂  = 0.05. Values
of A . uj and are taken as 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, respectiveljc Here also two different
sets of boundary cmi.ssivity are considered. It is seen from this table that the CDM

Table 4.2: Comparison of transient net radiative heat flux distributions with
isotropic scattering at time ̂  = 0.05 for t/, = 1.0, On — l-O) ~ ^
and N = 0.1 and two sets of boundary reflectivities.

Net radiative heat flux at

<'.S- ''/V Investigators T Jtj, — 0.0 r/rz, = 0.5 r/rz, = 1.0

1.0 1.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 1.6436 1.2529 0.9746

Barker and Sutton [120] 1.9300 1.3314 0.8335

Sutton [121] 1.9304 1.3305 0.8332

Tsai and Lin [125] 1.9328 1.3292 0.8321

CDM, 4 rays 1.8932 1.2931 0.7816

CDM, 8 rays 1.9059 1.1996 0.7992

CDM, 12 rays 1.9149 1.3081 0.8131

CDM, 20 rays 1.9212 1.3181 0.8188

CDM, 32 rays 1.9238 1.3216 0.8202

1.0 0.0 Lii and Ozisik [61] 1.4000 0.9084 0.3411

Barker and Sutton [120] 1.6261 0.8643 0.0000

Sutton [121] 1.6279 0.8639 0.0000

Tsai and Lin [125] 1.6308 0.8629 0.0001

CDM, 4 rays 1.6211 0.8576 0.0000

CDM, 8 rays 1.6229 0.8533 0.0000

CDM, 12 rays 1.6236 0.8560 0.0000

CDM, 24 rays 1.6276 0.8613 0.0000

CDM, 32 rays 1.6286 0.8622 0.0000

4.1] Results and Discussion 67

results for radiative heat flux compare very well with the results reported in the

literature.

Ill Figs. 4.1(a)-(d), variations of non-dimensional gas temperature 0 with normalized

oi)ti(:al depth r/r/^ are given. For ti = 1.0, temperature distributions are given for
three values of scattering albedo, i.e. u = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. For results presented

in Figs. 4.1(a), 4.1(b), 65 = = e = 0.1 and conduction-radiation parameter
N = 0.01, whereas for results presented in Figs. 4.1(c), 4.1(d), boundaries are
assumed black and conduction-radiation parameter N has been taken as 0.1. In

Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.1(c), for the three values of uj, results are presented at (^=0.001

a)=().0

a>=0.5

(0=1.0

^=0.001

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

( N=0.1,Tl = 1.0, e=1.0]

l\
I  1

a>=0.0

\ co=0.5

\
CD=1.0 - - -

■ V ^=0.01 -

■ V At ^=0.001

.

0.2 0.4 0.6

(c)

0.8

I

0.8

0.6

I

0.4

0.2

0

[ N=0.01.Tt^ = !.0.
,

— Steady G>=0.0

■

- _state
(0=0.5

A vy'--- (0=1.0 - - -

^=0.05-^ ^ X  ■

-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

t/Tl

(b)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

[ N=0.1, e=rF]
Steady co=0.0
state (0=0.5

(O=1.0 - - -

"5=0.05^

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

(d)

P'igurci 4.1: Variation of gas temperature 9 with normalized optical depth r/r^ at
different time for N =0.01 and 0.1.
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and 0.01. In Fig. 4.1(b) and Fig. 4.1(d), the same are presented for C =0.05 and
steady state condition. It is seen from these figures that in the early period of
I ransienco, uj is not having any effect on Q. This is because of the fact that in the

earlv period, the medium temperature is low and hence the radiation effect is not
prominent. As a result of which tu effect is very less. Further, in the early period,
0 has a sharp variation near the hot (south) boundary. As the time increases, lu
is seen to have prominent effect on 6 values as the radiation domination increases.
With increase in time, variation in 9 is also seen to decrease near the hot (south)
boundary.

Variations of conductive heat flux *Fc', radiative heat flux and total heat flux
vh-y along normalized optical depth r/r/, at different time ̂  are given in Fig. 4.2.
For all the results presented in Fig. 4.2, values of conduction-radiation parameter
N and enclosure optical depth n. are considered 0.1 and 1.0, respectively. Both the
bounding boundaries are assumed black, es = ^ Figs. 4.2(a) and
4.2(b), results are presented for absorbing-emitting situation, a; = 0. Results are
presented for absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering situations, u) ̂  0, m
Figs. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d). Here a;=0.5. In Figs. 4.2(e) and 4.2(f), results are presented
for 100% isotropically scattering situation, w = 1. In Figs. 4.2(a), 4.2(c) and 4.2(e),
variations of heat fluxes are given at <^=0.001 and 0.01. In Figs. 4.2(b), 4.2(d) and
4.2(f), the same are given at (f=0.05 and steady state conditions. In these figures S.
.S. stands for steady state.

It is seen from Figs. 4.2(a), 4.2(c) and 4.2(e) that in the early period of transience,
i.e. at ̂  = 0.001, near the hot (south) boundary, there is a sharp variation in the
conductive heat flux. This is because of the large temperature gradient found near
the boundary as also seen from Fig. 4.1(a),(c). Near the hot (south) boundaiy,
contributions to the total heat flux from radiation is very less. During this early
period of transience, contribution is primarily from conduction. As r/r/, increases,
relative contribution from conduction decreases. Further, it is observed from these

fignr(\s that is higher at the hot (south) boundary and lower at the cold (north)
iioundary. It is also observed from these figures that with the passage of time, the
gradient in 4/c' and Tj- decrease slowly. At the steady state, in the absence of heat

4.3 Results and Discussion

generation, total heat flux has to be constant (see energy equation (4.2)), and

[ N=O.I, (Q=0.0, Tl = I.O, £=1.0 J

^=0.00!

■ 4=0.01

— Vr at 4=0.001 and 0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 O.i

T/T,

N=0.1, o)=0.0, Tl = '-0, e=1.0|

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

T/Tl

4=0.001

4=0.01

— 4=0.001,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 O.f

T/Tl

N=0.1, o)=0.5, Tl = ' 0, E=I.O I

1.5 ^ ■ \:
'

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

I/T,

[ N-O.l, (0=1.0, Tl = 1.0, e=I.o1

4=0.001

4=0.01

— 4=0.001,0.01

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

T / T,

N=O.I, (O=1.0, Xl = 1.0, e=1.0

0.5 IVr at 4=0.05 and S. S.

Figure 4.2: Variation of conductive heat flux radiative heat flux and total
heat flux ̂ Fr with normalized optical depth r/r^ at different time C
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and 0.01. In Fig. 4.1(b) and Fig. 4.1(d), the same are presented for C =0.05 and
steady state condition. It is seen from these figures that in the early period of
transience, uj is not having any effect on 9. This is because of the fact that in the
earlv period, the medium temperature is low and hence the radiation effect is not
jrrominent. As a result of which u) effect is very less. Further, in the early period,
0 has a sharp variation near the hot (south) boundary. As the time increases, u
is seen to have prominent effect on 9 values as the radiation domination incieases.
With increase in time, variation in 9 is also seen to decrease near the hot (south)
boundary.

Variations of conductive heat flux Tc, radiative heat flux and total heat flux
vhr along normalized optical depth r/rz. at different time C are given in Fig. 4.2.
For all the results presented in Fig. 4.2, values of conduction-radiation parameter
N and cnc'osure optical depth are considered 0.1 and 1.0, respectively. Both the
bounding boundaries are assumed black, €5 = = e = 1- In Figs. 4.2(a) and
4.2(b), results are presented for absorbing-emitting situation, cu — 0. Results are
presented for absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering situations, a; 7^ 0, in
Figs. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d). Here a;=0.5. In Figs. 4.2(e) and 4.2(f), results are presented
for 100% isotropically scattering situation, ce = 1- In Figs. 4.2(a), 4.2(c) and 4.2(e),
variations of heat fluxes are given at ̂ =0.001 and 0.01. In Figs. 4.2(b), 4.2(d) and
4.2(f), the same are given at ̂ =0.05 and steady state conditions. In these figures S.
.S. stands for steady state.

It is seen from Figs. 4.2(a), 4.2(c) and 4.2(e) that in the early period of transience,
i.e. at ̂  = 0.001, near the hot (south) boundary, there is a sharp variation in the
conductive heat flux. This is because of the large temperature gradient found near
the boundary as also seen from Fig. 4.1(a),(c). Near the hot (south) boundaiy,
contributions to the total heat flux from radiation is very less. During this early
jieriod of transience, contribution is primarily from conduction. As t increases,
relative contribution from conduction decreases. Further, it is observed from these
figures that n is higher at the hot (south) boundary and lower at the cold (north)
boundary. It is also observed from these figures that with the passage of time, the
gradient in Tc; and Tx decrease slowly. At the steady state, in the absence of heat

4.3 Results and Discussion

generation, total heat flux T-j- has to be constant (see energy equation (4.2)), and

^ N-O.I. (0=0.0, 1^ = 1.0, E=l.ol

5=0.001

5=0.01

— Vr at 5=0.001 and 0.0 i

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

T/T,

N=0.l, (0=0.0, Tl = 1.0, e=1.0|

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

t/t.

N=O.I, (0=0.5, T, =1.0, E=I.oJ

5=0.001

5=0.01

— 5=0.001, 0.0!

0,2 0.4 0.6 0.1

N=0.1, (0=0.5, T, =1.0, E=I.O

5 - ' \
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15 1 ̂ VO.OOl
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— 5=0.001,0.01
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3 I- p 5=0.05

0.5 ("Vr at 5=0.05 and S.S

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 4,2: Variation of conductive heat flux radiative heat flux and total
heat flux with normalized optical depth r/rz, at different time
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this very fact is being observed from Figs. 4.2(b), 4.2(d) and 4.2(f). Further in

Fig. 4..3(f), apart from total heat flux, the conductive and the radiative heat flux is
also lanistaiiL. In this particular case, a; = 1 and hence the radiation is decoupled

(Fcj. 4.4) from the energy equation. The Tbecomes constant as seen from Eq. 4.4
which imi)lies that is also constant (since T7^(= + Tc) is constant for this
situation).

So far we h ivc presented results for the variations of 6, Tc, ̂r and with normal
ized optical depth r/r/, for specific values of iV, uj and r^,. To see how 9 and T vary
wit h t/t/, and over a range of values for a;, N and r/,, some results are presented.

Figures 4.3(a)-(c) represent variations of temperature 9 along r/r/, and one of the
parameters like iV, a; and All these results are presented for black boundaries
and steady state conditions. In Figs. 4.3(a)-(c), 9 variations over entire optical
depth rlr,^ are respectively given for (a) conduction-radiation parameter N in the
range [0.01, 1.0], (b) scattering albedo uj in the range [0.1, 1] and (c) enclosure optical
thickness r,, in the range [0.001, 5], respectively. For results presented in Fig. 4.3(a),
the medium is considered absorbing-emitting, cu = 0 and enclosure optical thickness
r/, has been taken as unity. In Fig. 4.3(b), results are presented for N — 0.01 and
T,, = \. In Fig. 4.3(c), N and cj values have been taken as 0.1 and 0.0, respectively.

It is observed from Fig. 4.3(a) that as N increases, temperature profile becomes
linear, indicating a conduction dominated situation. At higher values of N, this
trend has been found true for all values of u. However, here results have been
shown only for ui = 0.0. On the other hand, for N = 0.01, which is a highly
radiation dominated situation, temperature profile deviates a lot from the linear
one. It is seen from Fig. 4.3(b) that for given values of tl and N, for a; ̂  1, ̂
profile is nonlinear. However, for cu = 1, the 9 profile is linear. For the chosen planar
geometry, this profile is obtained in pure conduction heat transfer. The reason for
this tyiie of trend at cu = 1 is that in this situation, medium is not capable of
emitting and absorbing radiation and thus transforms radiant energy into thermal
energy . This fact is also explained in chapter 3. In Fig. 4.3(c), variation of optical
thickness(r'J is shov/n at different t/tl- It is worthwhile to mention here that

4.3 Results and Discussion

co=0.0, E=1.0

N=0.01,i:l = 1.0, e=1.0

N=0.1, 01=0.0, E=1.0

Figure 4.3; Steady state temperature 9 distributions with varying (a) r/r^ and A,
(b) 7"/r/, and to, and (c) r/r/ and other radiative parameters fixed.
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this very fact is being observed from Figs. 4.2(b), 4.2(d) and 4.2(f). Further in
Fig. 4..3(f), apart from total heat flux, the conductive and the radiative heat flux is
also constant. In this particular case, uj = 1 and hence the radiation is decoupled
(Fc]. 4.4) from the energy equation. The T/? becomes constant as seen from Eq. 4.4
whic h imi)lies that Tc is also constant (since Tr(= A'h + ̂c) is constant for this
situation).

So far we h ive presented results for the variations of 0, Tc, and Tt with normal
ized optical depth r/r^, for speciflc values of A'', cu and To see how 9 and T vary
with tItl and over a range of values for a;, N and some results are presented.

Figures 4.3(a)-(c) represent variations of temperature 9 along rln^ and one of the
parameters like iV, cu and rz,. All these results are presented for black boundaries
and steady state conditions. In Figs. 4.3(a)-(c), 9 variations over entire optical
depth rlr, are respectively given for (a) conduction-radiation parameter iV m the
range [0.01, 1.0], (b) scattering albedo uj in the range [0.1, 1] and (c) enclosure optical
thickness rz. in the range [0.001, 5], respectively. For results presented in Fig. 4.3(a),
the medium is considered absorbing-emitting, cu = 0 and enclosure optical thickness
rz. lias been taken as unity. In Fig. 4.3(b), results are presented for N = 0.01 and
T, = 1. In Fig. 4.3(c), N and uj values have been taken as 0.1 and 0.0, respectively.

It is observed from Fig. 4.3(a) that as N increases, temperature profile becomes
linear, indicating a conduction dominated situation. At higher values of N, this
trend has been found true for all values of uj. However, here results have been
shown only for uj = 0.0. On the other hand, for N = 0.01, which is a highly
radiation dominated situation, temperature profile deviates a lot from the linear
one. It is seen from Fig. 4.3(b) that for given values of tl and N, for uj ̂  I, 9
profile is nonlinear. However, for cu = 1, the 9 profile is linear. For the chosen planar
g(-()metry, this profile is obtained in pure conduction heat transfer. The reason for
this type of trend at a; = 1 is that in this situation, medium is not capable of
emitting and absorbing radiation and thus transforms radiant energy into thermal
energy . This fact is also explained in chapter 3. In Fig. 4.3(c), variation of optical
thickne.ss(r'J is shovm at different t/tl- It is worthwhile to mention here that tz.

4.3 Results and Discussion

co=0.0, t. =1.0, e=I.O

N=0.01,tL = '-0. E=1.0

N=0.1, co=0.0, E=1.0

Figure 4.3: Steady state temperature 9 distributions with varying (a) t/tl and N,
(b) r/rz and to, and (c) r/rz and tz; other radiative parameters fixed.
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is total optical depth of the medium and r/r^, is the normalized optical distance

from the south boundary, it is seen that, for lower values of tl, temperature profile

becomes linear. This is because at lower values of medium participates less and

thus influence of radiation is reduced. When = 0, medium does not participate

at all and it becomes a case of surface radiation. This trend has been observed

irresiK'ctive of any values of N.

In Figs. 4.4-4.5, variations of Tj-, Tc and arc presented for different combina

tions of radiative parameters. For results presented in these figures, both boundaries

have been assumed black. The steady state condition has been assumed in all these

cases. In Figs. 4.4(a)-(c), variations along and co are respectively given for Tv',

Tc; and T/e, respectively. Here N = 0.01 and tl = 1-0. It is seen from Fig. 4.4(a)

that Ty decreases with increase in the values of uj, although for a particular u, its

value is constant along r This is evident for the steady state situation without

heat generj tion - total heat flux Ty (=vl/c'-f is constant. It is also observed that

Tf; values arc high at the two boundaries (Fig. 4.4(b)) whereas Tyy is low at the two
boundaries (Fig. 4.4(e)). The reason why Tc is higher and T/y is lower at the two
boundaries (Fig. 4.4(b)-(c)) than in the medium adjacent to the boundaries is that
( he conduction forces the medium temperature in the vicinity of the boundaries to
(Hiual the boundary temperature. Further, the observed variations in Tc and T/y at

the two boundaries with change in u) values can be explained very well with the help
of Fig. 4.3(b). It is clear from Fig. 4.3(b) that with increase in a;, the temperature
gradients at the two boundaries decrease and at a; = 1, the gradient is the same
throughout. It is a pure conduction-like situation. Hence, the variation of Tr: and

Ty is seen to be less near the boundaries as uj is increased.

For TV = 0.1 and a; = 0, variations of Ty, Tc and Ty with r/ry and ry are given
in Figs. 4.5(a)-(c). Here ry values are ranging from 0.1 to 5.0. It is seen from these
figur(>s that for lower optical thickness, Ty and Ty values are high. For low optical
thickne.ss, except at and near the boundaries, 4/^ values are almost constant. Hence,

from Figs. 4.4-4.5, it can be concluded that lower values of uj and ry produce more

4.3 Results and Discussion
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Figure 4.4: Steady state variations of (a) total heat flux 4/y, (b) conductive heat
flux and (c) radiative heat flux Ty with r/ry and w; ry = 1.0 and N = 0.01.
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is total optical depth of the medium and r/r/, is the normalized optical distance

from the soutli boundary, it is seen that, for lower values of temperature profile

becomes linear. This is because at lower values of tl, medium participates less and

thus influence of radiation is reduced. When T[, = 0, medium does not participate

at all and it becomes a case of surface radiation. This trend has been observed

irresirective of any values of N.

In Figs. 4.4-4.5, variations of T7-, Tc and T/j are presented for different combina

tions of radiative parameters. For results presented in these figures, both boundaries

have Ix^en assumed black. The steady state condition has been assumed in all these

cases. In Figs. 4.4(a)-(c), variations along r/r/, and a; are respectively given for Ty-,

Tc; and T/e, respectively, ffere N = 0.01 and = 1.0. It is seen from Fig. 4.4(a)

that Ty decreases with increase in the values of w, although for a particular u), its

value is constant along r/r/,. This is evident for the steady state situation without

heat generr tion - total heat flux Ty is constant. It is also observed that

Ty values are high at the two boundaries (Fig. 4.4(b)) whereas T/j is low at the two

boundaries (Fig. 4.4(c)). The reason why Ty- is higher and T/;; is lower at the two
boundaries (Fig. 4.4(b)-(c)) than in the medium adjacent to the boundaries is that
the conduction forces the medium temperature in the vicinity of the boundaries to

e(|ual the boundary temperature. Further, the observed variations in fl/c and at

the two boundaries with change in uo values can be explained very well with the help
of Fig. 4.3(b). It is clear from Fig. 4.3(b) that with increase in w, the temperature
gradients at the two boundaries decrease and at cu = 1, the gradient is the same

throughout. It is a pure conduction-like situation. Hence, the variation of Tc and
T/f is seen to be less near the boundaries as ce is increased.

For N — 0.1 and c<j = 0, variations of Ty, Tc and r with r/ry and ry are given

in Figs. 4.5(a)-(c). Here ry values are ranging from 0.1 to 5.0. It is seen from these
figur(\s that for lower optical thickness, Ty and values are high. For low optical
thickne.ss, except at and near the boundaries, Ty values are almost constant. Hence,

from Figs. 4.4-4.5, it can be concluded that lower values of 00 and ry produce more

heat flux.

4.3 Ro.sults and DisciiH-siou
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Figure 4.4: Steady state variations of (a) total heat flux Ty, (b) conductive heat
flux Tc and (c) radiative heat flux Tr with rjrt and w; ry = 1.0 and N = 0.01.
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In Figs. 4.6(a)-(f), variations of and r with time ̂  are given at three

different spatial loeations, viz. r/r/, = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Results in these figures

arc fur three different values of oj {— 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0). Boundaries are assumed

black. For all the cases, results are presented from the initial time to the steady

stat(> conditions. For results presented in Figs. 4.6(a)-(c), A'' = 1 and that for Figs.

4.(i(d)-(f), N = 0.01. The enclosure optical thickness ti^ is unity for all the cases.

For the eonduetion dominated situation (TV = 1) it is seen that at all times, the

ma jor eoiitribution to ^'7- is mainly from At all locations, magnitude of ̂ a is

N=0.01,i:l = ' 0' e=I.OJ

-c/Tl =0.25

T / Ti =0.5

t/Tl =0.75
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figure 4.7: Effect of scattering on total heat flux A't at r/r/^
with e. - (a) TV = 0.01 and (b)TV = 0.1

= 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75

4.3 Results and Discussion yy

less and is almost constant with time. However, in radiation dominated situation

(TV = 0.01), the major contribution to the total heat flux comes from radiation.

It is observed further that trends for all three types of heat fluxes are the same for

all u). It is also seen that the f'j' values become same at all the locations as soon as

it reaches the steady state. This is because, as mentioned earlier, is constant at

the steady state when there is no heat generation.

For Tl = 1.0 and values of TV = 0.01 and 0.1, at three locations. Figs. 4.7(a)-(b)
show the effect of lo on 'I't-. One interesting point to be noted from Fig. 4.7(a) is
that as the value of uj increases, time to reach the steady state also increases. For

u = 0, the steady state is reached first, whereas for a; = 1, it takes longer time
to reach the steady state. The reason for this is that at lower values of cu, more
radiative and combined radiative and conductive heat fluxes are transported from

the hot region to the cold region than that at higher values of oj. This results in

a faster balance in energy. In Fig. 4.7(b), this effect is not much, because here

conduction contribution is more than the case with Fig. 4.7(a).

4.3.2 Transient Conduction-Radiation with

Heat Generation

In the following sections, for various radiative parameters, effects of heat generation

on temperature 0, conductive heat flux radiative heat flux and total heat

flux 4/t- are examined. As in the earlier case, here too initially the entire system is

at zero temperature and at time ̂  = 0; the south boundary is subjected to uniform

temperature T5. Non-dimensional heat generation rate Q "* is taken as unity.

In Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), the effect of heat generation on temperature distributions
has been shown. Here the boundaries are assumed black, the enclosure optical

thickness ti = 1 and the medium is considered absorbing, emitting and isotropically

scattering with to = 0.5. For results presented in Fig. 4.8(a), TV = 0.1 whereas in Fig.
4.8(b) results are presented for TV = 0.01 . It is seen from these figures that the effect

of heat generation is not much in the early stage ̂  = 0.01. As the time increases,
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In Figs. 4.6(a)-(f), variations of and with time ̂  are given at three

different spatial locations, viz. r/r^, = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Results in these figures

are for three different values of u) (= 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0). Boundaries are assumed

black. For all the cases, results are presented from the initial time to the steady

state eonditions. For results presented in Figs. 4.6(a)-(c), = 1 and that for Figs.

4.()(d)-(f), N = 0.01. The enclosure optical thickness r/, is unity for all the cases.

For the conduction dominated situation {N = 1) it is seen that at all times, the

major contribution to is maiidy from \Fc- At all locations, magnitude of 4/ is
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Figure 4.7; Effect of scattering on total heat flux 4/7- at r jri,
with (a) N = 0.01 and (b)7V = 0.1

= 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75
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less and is almost constant with time. However, in radiation dominated situation

(A'' = 0.01), the major contribution to the total heat flux 4>7^ comes from radiation.

It is observed further that trends for all three types of heat fluxes are the same for

all cj. It is also seen that the 4>r values become same at all the locations as soon as

it reaches the steady state. This is because, as mentioned earlier, 4>r is constant at

the steady state when there is no heat generation.

For Ti, = 1.0 and values of A'' = 0.01 and 0.1, at three locations. Figs. 4.7(a)-(b)
show the effect of u on 4^7-. One interesting point to be noted from Fig. 4.7(a) is

that as the value of uj increases, time to reach the steady state also increases. For

Lo = 0, the steady state is reached first, whereas for ce = 1, it takes longer time

to reach the steady state. The reason for this is that at lower values of w, more

radiative and combined radiative and conductive heat fluxes are transported from

the hot region to the cold region than that at higher values of cu. This results in

a faster balance in energy. In Fig. 4.7(b), this effect is not much, because here

conduction contribution is more than the case with Fig. 4.7(a).

4.3.2 Transient Conduction-Radiation with

Heat Generation

In the following sections, for various radiative parameters, effects of heat generation

on temperature 6^, conductive heat flux 4^(7, radiative heat flux 4^/^ and total heat

flux 4/7- are examined. As in the earlier case, here too initially the entire system is

at zero temperature and at time ̂  = 0; the south boundary is subjected to uniform

temperature T5. Non-dimensional heat generation rate Q "* is taken as unity.

In Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), the effect of heat generation on temperature distributions
has been shown. Here the boundaries are assumed black, the enclosure optical

thickness = 1 and the medium is considered absorbing, emitting and isotropically

scattering with u> = 0.5. For results presented in Fig. 4.8(a), N — 0.1 whereas in Fig.

4.8(b) results are presented for N — 0.01 . It is seen from these figures that the effect

of heat generation is not much in the early stage ̂  = 0.01. As the time increases.
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hlgiiie 4.8: Variation of temperature 6 along optical depth r/r/, with and without
heal generation at different time steps; (a) = 0.1 (b) N = 0.01.

the difference in temperatures with and without heat generation increases. The

al)o^'e trend is because heat generation takes some time to influence the temperature

profile. I herefore, in the early period of transience, difference in 6 profiles with and

without heat generation is less. However, at the boundary, temperatures are always

the same for the two cases to satisfy the boundary conditions. Moreover, if the
heat generation is intensified, it has been observed that difference in 9 profiles at

a gTaai time ̂  increases (results not shown). It is further observed that for lower

valu(> (4 /V, i.e. at V = 0.01, the'effect of Q'"* on temperature distribution is less

4.3 Results and Discussion

N=0.1, cl>=0.5, t,=1.0, e=1.0|

With heat Generation

Without heat generation

Figure 4.9: Variation of conductive heat flux ^Ci radiative heat flux and total
heat flux with normalized optical depth t/t/, at steady state with and without
heat generation.

because of radiation domination. This can be explained with Eq. (4.2). When N

is high (conduction dominated), is small and the temperature profile largely
depends on Q . But for lower values of N (radiation dominated), is high
and the temperature profile does not depend much on Q" .

Figure 4.9 shows the effect of heat generation Q'"* on and at the steady
state. These results are presented for V = 0.1 and u) — 0.5. It is seen from this figure
that Q has less effect on T/j than Tc- With the introduction of Q "*, decreases
near the hot (south) boundary and increases near the cold (north) boundary. This
can be explained very well with the help of Fig. 4.8(a). From Fig. 4.8(a), it is seen
that with the introduction of Q'"*, the gradient of 9 decreases near the hot (south)
boundary and gradually it increases towards the cold (north) boundary. Since Tc is
proportional to the temperature gradient, the trend for Tc distribution will closely

depend on the 9 distribution. It is further seen from Fig. 4.9 that for the case

without Q IS constant throughout the optical depth, whereas it is not constant

for the case with heat generation (Q'"* 7^ 0). With Q'"* = 0.0, V.Tt = 0.0 ; in the
steady state, Tj- will be constant. With Q'"* 7^ 0, will have linear variations as

shown in Fig. 4.9. For N =0.1, oj = 0.5 and tl = 1-0, variations of Tc, Tr and

resjiectively, with time ̂  are given in Figs. 4.10(a)-(c.). For all the results presented

here, boundaries have been assumed black (e^ = cat = e = 1). In this case, for the
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iMgiirc 4.8; Variation of temperature 0 along optical depth r/r/, with and without
htvil generation at different time steps; (a) N = 0.1 (b) N = 0.01.

the difference in temperatures with and without heat generation increases. The
al)o\-e trtmd is because heat generation takes some time to influence the temperature

profile. I herefore, in the early period of transience, difference in 6 profiles with and

without heat generation is less. However, at the boundary, temperatures are always
the same for the two cases to satisfy the boundary conditions. Moreover, if the

heat generation is intensified, it has been observed that difference in 6 profiles at
a given time ̂  increases (results not shown). It is further observed that for lower

value of yV, i.e. at N = 0.01, the'effect of Q'"* on temperature distribution is less

4.3 Results and Discussion

N=0.1, a)=0.5, Tl=1.0, e=1.oJ

With heat Generation

Without heat generation

Figure 4.9: Variation of conductive heat flux radiative heat flux and total
heat flux T7- with normalized optical depth r/r^, at steady state with and without
heat generation.

because of radiation domination. This can be explained with Eq. (4.2). When N
is high (conduction dominated), is small and the temperature profile largely
depends on Q . But for lower values of N (radiation dominated), is high
and the temperature profile does not depend much on Q

Figure 4.9 shows the effect of heat generation Q "* on '^r at the steady
state. These results are presented for V = 0.1 and u = 0.5. It is seen from this figure
that Q has less effect on than Tc- With the introduction of Q decreases

near the hot (south) boundary and increases near the cold (north) boundary. This
can be explained very well with the help of Fig. 4.8(a). From Fig. 4.8(a), it is seen
that with the introduction of Q'"*, the gradient of 0 decreases near the hot (south)
boundary and gradually it increases towards the cold (north) boundary. Since Tc is
proportional to the temperature gradient, the trend for distribution will closely

depend on the 9 distribution. It is further seen from Fig. 4.9 that for the case
•  1 * •without Q is constant throughout the optical depth, whereas it is not constant

for the case with heat generation {Q'"* ̂  0). With Q'"* = 0.0, V.I't = 0.0 ; in the
steady state, Tj- will be constant. With Q'"* 7^ 0, will have linear variations as

shown in Fig. 4.9. For V =0.1, a; = 0.5 and tl = 1.0, variations of Tc, and
ies]iectively, witli time ̂  are given in Figs. 4.10(a)-(c). For all the results presented

here, boundaries have been assumed black (e^ = eyv = e = 1). In this case, for the
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Figure d.lO: Variation of (a) conductive heat flux (b) radiative heat flux 'Fr
and (c) total heat flux ̂ 7- with non-dimensional time

purpose of comparison, results are also presented for the situation with and without

heat generation. It is seen from Fig. 4.10(a) that as time ̂  increases, difference
Ijctween with and without heat generation increases and this difference is more
near the two boundaries. The difference is less in the center (t/tr = 0.5). Near

the cold (north) boundary {t/tl = 0.75), Tc with heat generation is more. The
revcuse is the case near the hot (south) boundary. At the center too, Tc is lower for

I,he heat gt aeration case. This trend already has been explained with reference to

results [jresented in Fig. 4.9. With regard to the variation of Tr with here too

the heat generation has effect, but compared with Tc it is less. The effect of heat

generation on is shown in Fig.' 4.10(c).

4.4 Conclusions

4.4 Conclusions

Transient conduction-raoiation problem with and without heat generation was solved.

1 he radiative ]3art was solved using the CDM. With the radiative term known, the

Crank-Nicholson scheme was used to solve the energy equation. Analysis was done

for a planar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray medium. Transient
and steady state temperature and heat flux distributions were found for various ra-

diali\'e parameters. Heat generation was found to have effect on temperature and

heat flux distributions. Comparison of results obtained in the present work with

tliose available in the literature, showed a very good agreement.
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purpose of comparison, results are also presented for the situation with and without

heal generation. It is seen from Fig. 4.10(a) that as time ̂  increases, difference
between with and without heat generation increases and this difference is more
near the two boundaries. The difference is less in the center (t/tt, = 0.5). Near

the cold (north) boundary {t/tr = 0.75), 4/c with heat generation is more. The
reverse is the case near the hot (south) boundary. At the center too, is lower for
( he hea(, gc neration case. This trend already has been explained with reference to

results presented in Fig. 4.9. With regard to the variation of 4//? with here too

the heat generation has effect, but compared with if is less. The effect of heat

g(uieratioii on is shown in Fig.' 4.10(c).

4.4 Conclusions

4.4 Conclusions

Transient conduction-radiation problem with and without heat generation was solved.

1 he rarliati\-e part was solved using the CDM. With the radiative term known, the

Crank-Nicholson scheme was used to solve the energy equation. Analysis was done

for a jjlanar absorbing, emitting and isotropically scattering gray medium. Transient

and steady state tenqierature and heat flux distributions were found for various ra-

diati\'e parameters. Heat generation was found to have effect on temperature and

heat flux distributions. Comparison of results obtained in the present work with

tliose available in the literature, showed a very good agreement.
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Chapter 5

Effect of Variable Thermal

Conductivity on 1-D
Conduction-Radiation

5.1 Introduction

III this chapter, transient conduction-radiation heat transfer with variable thermal

conductivity is discussed. In general, in the analysis of combined conduction-
radiation heat transfer, thermal conductivity is assumed to be constant and its
variation with temperature is generally neglected. However, if there is a large tem
perature difference within a medium, the assumption of constant thermal conductiv
ity is not appropriate. This variation in thermal conductivity becomes important in

case of most non-metallic materials subjected to intermediate or large temperature
difference [134].

Because of the increased complexities in solving the non-linear integro-differential
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energy ec[uation involved with the variable thermal conductivity, not much literature

is avaiiaijle. The two available works associated with the variable thermal conduc

tivity include both planar geometry [60] and tlic one-dimensional cylindrical gcom-

(dry [135]. Chu and Tseng [60] studied the effect of variable thermal conductivity

in an absorbing, emitting and scattering planar medium. They used the differential

discrete ordinate method for solving the radiative part. They found significant ef-

lec.ts of temperature dependent variable thermal conductivity on both heat flux and

temperature distributions. In cylindrical geometry, Krishnaprakas [135] analyzed

the effect of variable thermal conductivity using the discrete ordinate method.

The two works reported in references [60,135] are associated with the steady-state

situation only. As far as transient conduction and radiation heat transfer is con-

c-eriKxl, so far investigations have not been carried out to study the effects of tem-

p(uatur(^ flcpendent thermal conductivity. In this chapter, the effects of variable

thermal conductivity on transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in an ab

sorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering planar medium are studied. For

the steady state case, for the planar geometry, some important investigations not
co\'ered in [60] are also presented.

V\ hen the temperature dependent variable thermal conductivity is introduced, the

energy eciuation becomes a non-linear one, and this poses further complexity in

solving the energy equation. In the present work, the effect of variable thermal con-
diiclivity on transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in a planar medium is

invcvstigate 1. Thermal conductivity of the medium is assumed to vary linearly with
temp(nature, while the other thermo-physical properties and the optical properties
are assumed constant. Radiative transfer equation is solved using the DTM and
the non-linear energy equation is solved by an implicit scheme. Transient as well as

st(>ady state results are found for an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scatter

ing gmy medium. Thermal conductivity has been found to have significant effects
on both transient as well as steady state temperature and heat flux distributions.

Some steady state results are compared with the results reported in the literature.

5.2 Fonnulation

5.2 Formulation

Consideration is given to a 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scat-
tering gray medium (Fig. 3.1). Thermo-physical properties such as density p, spe
cific heat Cp and the optical property, extinction coefficient [3 are assumed constant.

Initially, the entire system is at some uniform temperature T, and at times greater
than zero, the north and the south boundaries are maintained at different temper
atures T/v and T5, respectively. Thermal conductivity of the medium is assumed to

vary linearly with temperature. Its variation is given by

k = K + -f'{T -Ts)

where kg is the reference thermal conductivity and 7' is the coefficient of thermal
conductivity variation. In the absence of convection, for planar geometry, the un
steady state energy equation is written as

^ _ d f dT
dt dz [ dz

Introducing the variable thermal conductivity term, the non-dimensional form of

the energy equation (Eq. (5.1)) becomes

l" -(1 , 7(g-i)\a'g , 7 (deV 1
\  N j dr^ N f c?r / 4N dr

With south boundary temperature T5 as the reference temperature, in Eq. (5.2),
the non-dimensional values of temperature (9, conduction-radiation parameter N,

radiative heat flux and time ̂  are defined as

T
0 = —, N

Ts' 4aT|' aTr pCp

In Eq. (5.2), 7 is another non-dimensional variable thermal conductivity parameter
defined as

_ j'TsN
ko

The initial temperature T of the medium is taken as half of the south boundary

temperature, which is also equal to the temperature of the north boundary T;v
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(uierj^v eciuation involved with the varial)lc thermal conductivity, not much literature

i.s available. The two available works a.ssociated with the variable thermal conduc

tivity include both planar geometry [GO] and the onc-dimcnsional cylindrical geom

etry [135]. Chu and Tseng [60] studied the effect of variable thermal conductivity

in an absorbing, emitting and scattering planar medium. They used the differential

discrete ordinate method for solving the radiative part. They found significant ef

fects of temperature dependent variable thermal conductivity on both heat flux and

temperature distributions. In cylindrical geometry, Krishnaprakas [135] analyzed
th(> effect of variable thermal conductivity using the discrete ordinate method.

The two works reported in references [60,135] are associated with the steady-state

situation only. As far as transient conduction and radiation heat transfer is con-

ceriual, so far investigations have not been carried out to study the effects of tem-

p(Mntur(^ dependent thermal conductivity. In this chapter, the effects of variable

thermal conductivity on transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in an ab

sorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering planar medium are studied. For
the steady state case, for the planar geometry, some important investigations not

covered in [60] are also presented.

V\ hen the temperature dependent variable thermal conductivity is introduced, the

energy eciuation becomes a non-linear one, and this poses further complexity in
solving the energy equation. In the present work, the effect of variable thermal con-

duclivity (ui transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in a planar medium is

invest igate l. Thermal conductivity of the medium is assumed to vary linearly with
tempcnature, while the other thermo-physical properties and the optical properties
are a.ssumed constant. Radiative transfer equation is solved using the DTM and
the non-linear energy equation is solved by an implicit scheme. Transient as well as
steady state results are found for an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scatter-

i'lg biRV niedium. Thermal conductivity has been found to have significant effects
on both transient as well as steady state temperature and heat flux distributions.

Some steady state re.sults are compared with the results reported in the literature.

5.2 Formulation

Consideration is given to a 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scat-
tering gray medium (Fig. 3.1). Thermo-physical properties such as density p, spe
cific heat Cp and the optical property, extinction coefficient (3 are assumed constant.
Initially, the entire system is at some uniform temperature T, and at times greater
than zero, the north and the south boundaries are maintained at different temper
atures Tn and T5, respectively. Thermal conductivity of the medium is assumed to
vary linearly with temperature. Its variation is given by

k = k„ + ̂\T-Ts)

where ko is the referenee thermal conduetivity and 7' is the coefficient of thermal
conductivity variation. In the absence of convection, for planar geometry, the un

steady state energy equation is written as

"df dz['dzj dz
Introducing the variable thermal conductivity term, the non-dimensional form of

the energy equation (Eq. (5.1)) becomes

— = (1 + 7(g- 1)\ d''9 7 (09
V  N I Ot^ N [ot

1 O'i! ft

4N Or

With south boundary temperature T5 as the reference temperature, in Eq. (5.2),
the non-dimensional values of temperature 9, conduction-radiation parameter N,
radiative heat flux and time ̂  are defined as

- ZL AT ^0/3 qu ^ t kopH

In Eq. (5.2), 7 is another non-dimensional variable thermal conductivity parameter
defined as

_ I'TsN
^  ko

The initial temperature T of the medium is taken as half of the south boundary

temperature, which is also equal to the temperature of the north boundary Tjf.

I
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Ill H ray tracing method like the DTM, to get the intensity information at any point
in the enclosure, rays are always traced from the boundaries of the medium. For

Whth justifications given in the section (2.3), non-dimensional intensities are calcu
lated as

<+i = exp(-r) -k - exp(-r)]

1 he non-dimensional source function appearing in the above equation can be sim
plified for a linear anisotropic phase function (p(0' ->©) = ! + ai cos 0 cos 0 )
as

■S"* = (1 — -f — [G* -h aiTT cos 7 \1/k] (5-6)

, non-

(5.5)

Initial condition: ^(r, 0) = 0.5, for 0 < r < tx.
Boundary conditions: — 6s = 1.0; — Sn = 0-^' ^ ^

where in tne above, r = 0 is indicative of the south boundary and r = is the
optical depth at the north boundary.

Radiative Transfer Equations in the DTM

For solving energy equation (Eq. (5.2)), information about divergence of radiative
heat flux jijdT is required. In the DTM, this is found by non-dimensionalizing
Ecj. (2.18) as,

= 4(1 - cu)
or ^ [ 471.

where G* is the non-dimensional incident radiation and u is the scattering albedo.
If radiation is assumed azimuthally symmetric, which is always true for a planar
geometry, G* is given by

G* = —3- = 27V f F(0)sin0 d© (5-^)

-Accordingly, for the problem under consideration, boundary and initial conditions
are the following:

8G Effect of Variable Tlicrmal Conductivity nn 1-D Conduction-Radiation

To solve the overall energy equation, the expression for from Eq. (5.3) is sub
stituted in Eq. (o.2), which results in the following equation to be solved.

V  N ) dr^ iVVarJ N 1 47r
Equation (o.ll) is a highly non-linear equation. Apart from non-linearity in the
ladiative teiin, because of the variable thermal conductivity, the first and the second
terms on the right hand side of Eq. (5.11) are also non-linear. To facilitate the

(5.11)

=  i (0dsin0x cosQj sinA0, (5.10)
j=i

where M is the total number of intensities/rays considered over 0 < 0 < tt, and
A0J is the angular span over which the jth intensity is assumed isotropic.

Foi numerical evaluation of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.8), spherical solid angle Q, is divided
into a finite number of sub-solid angles AQ, and in each sub-solid angle AQ, intensity
i  is assumed isotropic. For azimuthally symmetric radiation, i.e., i{Q,(f)) — z(0),
inst.ead of spherical solid angle fl, the spherical polar angle (0 < 0 < tt) is discretized
into a finite number of discrete polar angles A0. In this situation, G* and 'Fx? are
respectively found from

5.2 Formulation gy

calculating the intensity at a downstream point next to the boundary (n -f 1 = 1),
the information of intensity at the upstream point which is at the boundary (n = 0)
is required. For a diffuse gray boundary at temperature Tyj and emissivity in the
DTM, the non-dimensional boundary intensity Zq for a planar medium is given by

7r/2^0 = + 2(1 — e,u) ^ z*(0) sin 0 cos 0 d0 (5.7)
For azimuthally symmetric radiation, non-dimensional net radiative heat flux

appearing in Eq. (5.6) is given by

^^/? = 2 sin 0 cos 0 d© (5

(5.9)

.8)
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Accordingly, for the problem under consideration, boundary and initial conditions

are the following;

Initial condition: 9{t, 0) = 0.5, for 0 < r < r/.

Boundary conditions: = 9s = 1-0; = 9^ = 0.5, for > 0

where in tiie above, r = 0 is indicative of the south boundary and r = tl is the

optical depth at the north boundarjc

Radiative Transfer Equations in the DTM

For solving energy equation (Eq. (5.2)), information about divergence of radiative

heat Hux d'^nldr is required. In the DTM, this is found by non-dimensionalizing

Eci. (2.18) as,

^ = 4(1 - a.) [9^ - El (5.3)
dr I dTT.

where G* is the non-dimensional incident radiation and uj is the scattering albedo.

If radiation is assumed azimuthally symmetric, which is always true for a planar

geometry, G* is given by

C* = = 271 r z*(0) sin 0 dQ
fil Je=o

(5.4)

where i* is the non-dimensional intensity and 0 is the polar angle.

With justifications given in the section (2.3), non-dimensional intensities are calcu
lated as

in+i = C exp(-r) -f 5*[1 - exp(-r)] (5-5)
I he non-dimensional source function appearing in the above equation can be sim
plified for a linear anisotropic phase function (p(0 0) = 1 + aj cos 0 cos 0 )

5"* = (1 - u))9'^ -f — [G* -t- uiTT cos 7
47r

(5.6)

In a ray tracing method like the DTM, to get the intensity information at any point

in the enclosure, rays are always traced from the boundaries of the medium. For

5.2 Formulation

calculating the intensity at a downstream point next to the boundary (n -I- 1 = 1),
the information of intensity at the upstream point which is at the boundary (n = 0)
IS required. For a diffuse gray boundary at temperature and emissivity in the
DTM, the non-dimensional boundary intensity for a planar medium is given by

7r/2

"^0 = + 2{1 — e^) z*(0) sin 0 cos 0 d0 (5.7)

For azimuthally symmetric radiation, non-dimensional net radiative heat flux
appearing in Eq. (5.6) is given by

■JoJq=o
sin 0 cos 0 dQ

Foi numeiical evaluation of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.8), spherical solid angle fl is divided
into a finite number of sub-solid angles AD, and in each sub-solid angle AD, intensity
i  is assumed isotropic. For azimuthally symmetric radiation, i.e., z(0, 0) = z(0),
instead of spherical solid angle D, the spherical polar angle (0 < 0 < tt) is discretized
into a finite number of discrete polar angles A0. In this situation, G* and r are
respectively found from

G* — 2Tr^ i*{Qj) sin 0^ sin A0j
7=1

— 2 ^ i*{Qj) sin Qj cos Qj sin AQj (5.10)

where M is the total number of intensities/rays considered over 0 < 0 < tt, and
A0j is the angular span over which the jth intensity is assumed isotropic.

To solve the overall energy equation, the expression for from Eq. (5.3) is sub
stituted in Eq. (o.2), which results in the following equation to be solved.

9^ \ N J dr^ N [dr (5.11)

Equation (5.11) is a highly non-linear equation. Apart from non-linearity in the
radiative teim, because of the variable thermal conductivity, the first and the second
terms on the right hand side of Eq. (5.11) are also non-linear. To facilitate the
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solution of the nonlinear Eq. (5.11), time linearization technique is used, which
results in the following equation.

- 1)
N V

(1 - L4 _ G*'
N  . 4.TT. rn

(5.12)

In Ec|. (5.12), suffixes m, and m + 1 indicate the time steps. In this equation,
radiative term on the right hand side is evaluated at the mth time step. To solve
Etj. (5.12) by an implicit scheme, 0 values on the left hand side have to be evaluated
at {in + l)th step. In time linearization technique, 9 values in terms having suffix m
on the left hand side, are the guess values taken from the mth step, which are then
itera.t(ul to get the updated 9 values at the {m, + l)th step.

In solving Eq. (5.12), for grid and ray independent solutions, a maximum of 100
control volumes and 64 rays have been used. For the conduction dominated situ
ation, fewer rays have been required. In the following paragraphs, all results are
prescTited for grid and ray independent situations.

5.3 Results and Discussion

For an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering planar medium, results are
calculated and analyzed for both steady and transient situations. First, to validate
the present work, steady state results are compared with the work of Chu and
Tseng [60]. Next, for the steady state situation, with variable thermal conductivity,
the effects of various parameters on heat flux and temperature are analyzed. Last,
the transient situation is considered. In this case, at different instants, the effect of
variable thermal conductivity on temperature and heat flux are addressed.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Steady State Results

5.3.1.1 Results on Heat Flux

In the present conduction-radiation problem, at any location r/r/, in the medium,

including the two boundaries, the total heat flux is the summation of the con

ductive heat flux Tc and the radiative heat flux which is written as

Tc -f-
..rdO T
-AN— +

dr
(5.13)

In the steady state situation, total heat flux will be constant at all r/r/, locations.

When the north boundary temperature is half of the south boundary temperature

(6*^' = 0.5), it is shown in Table 5.1 that the values of radiative heat flux

conductive heat flux Tc and total heat flux Tr of the present work match with

an accuracy of ±0.0001 with that of the reference [60]. It is to be noted that for
the comparison of the present work with that of reference [60], here the thermal
conductivity variation has been taken as A; = /cq ± "f'T. For the two values of 7,

viz., 0.4 and -0.4, at five locations rjrL in the medium, these comparisons have
been made for extinction coefficient (5 = 1, conduction-radiation parameter N =

0.5 and boundary emissivities ts = Here, comparisons have been made

for (a) absorbing-emitting medium tu = 0, (b) absorbing, emitting and isotropically
scattering medium with u =; 0.5, and (c) isotropically scattering medium oj = 1.

In Fig. 5.1(a), results are shown for the variation of with coefficient of thermal

conductivity 7 ranging from -0.5 to 0.5. Extinction coefficient /5 of the medium is

1.0, conduction-radiation parameter N is taken as 0.5, and both the boundaries are

black. In this figure, Tj- variations with 7 are given for scattering albedo a; = 1.0,
0.5 and 0.0. It is seen from this figure that over the entire range of ca, Tt decreases

with the increase in 7 values. This decrease is because of the fact that the reference

thermal conductivity is taken at the south boundary where the temperature Ts

is maximum {9s = 1) and the second term of the right hand side of the equation
k = A:o±7 {T -Ts) is always negative for 7' > 0 and positive for 7' < 0. The higher
the value of 7, the lower the value of k, and hence for a given TV, the T7- will be

lower.
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solution of the nonlinear Eq. (5.11), time linearization technique is used, which
results in the following equation.

7(0-1) 7. ^
N \dTJ

_  (1 - ̂)
N ■

e" - — (5.12)

In Ec|. (5.12), suffixes m and m + 1 indicate tlie time steps. In this equation,
radiative term on the right hand side is evaluated at the mth time step. To solve
Eq. (5.12) by an implicit scheme, 0 values on the left hand side have to be evaluated
at {in + l)th step. In time linearization technique, 9 values in terms having suffix m
on the left hand side, are the guess values taken from the mth step, which are then
iterat(ul to get the updated 9 values at the {m, + l)th step.

In solving Eq. (5.12), for grid and ray independent solutions, a maximum of 100
control volumes and C4 rays have been used. For the conduction dominated situ
ation, fewer rays have been required. In the following paragraphs, all results are
l)resented for grid and ray independent situations.

5.3 Results and Discussion

For an absorbing, emitting and anisotropically scattering planar medium, results are
calculated and analyzed for both steady and transient situations. First, to validate
the present work, steady state results are compared with the work of Chu and
Tseng [60]. Next, for the steady state situation, with variable thermal conductivity,
the effects of various parameters on heat flux and temperature are analyzed. Last,
t he transient situation is considered. In this case, at different instants, the effect of
variai)le thermal conductivity on temperature and heat flux are addressed.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Steady State Results

5.3.1.1 Results on Heat Flux

In the present conduction-radiation problem, at any location r/r^ in the medium,

including the two boundaries, the total heat flux Ty is the summation of the con

ductive heat flux Tc and the radiative heat flux which is written as

— Tc; -f T/j — —4A^—— -f- Tyy
dr

(5.13)

In the steady state situation, total heat flux will be constant at all t/tl locations.

When the north boundary temperature is half of the south boundary temperature

{9j\' = 0.5), it is shown in Table 5.1 that the values of radiative heat flux

conductive heat flux and total heat flux Tr of the present work match with

an accuracy of ±0.0001 with that of the reference [60]. It is to be noted that for

the comparison of the present work with that of reference [60], here the thermal

conductivity variation has been taken as k = ko + 7'T. For the two values of 7,

viz., 0.4 and -0.4, at five locations t/tl in the medium, these comparisons have
been made for extinction coefficient /3 = I, conduction-radiation parameter N =

0.5 and boundary emissivities cs = c/v = 1. Here, comparisons have been made

for (a) absorbing-emitting medium cu = 0, (b) absorbing, emitting and isotropically
scattering medium with u = 0.5, and (c) isotropically scattering medium cj = 1.

In Fig. 5.1(a), results are shown for the variation of Tt with coefficient of thermal

conductivity 7 ranging from -0.5 to 0.5. Extinction coefficient p of the medium is

1.0, conduction-radiation parameter N is taken as 0.5, and both the boundaries are

black. In this figure, variations with 7 are given for scattering albedo cu = 1.0,

0.5 and 0.0. It is seen from this figure that over the entire range of m, Tr decreases

with the increase in 7 values. This decrease is because of the fact that the reference

thermal conductivity ko is taken at the south boundary where the temperature Ts

is inaximurn {9s = 1) and the second term of the right hand side of the equation

k — ko + ̂' {T — Ts) is always negative for 7' > 0 and positive for 7' < 0. The higher
the value of 7, the lower the value of k, and hence for a given N, the will be

lower.
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J able 5.1: Steady state heat flux results of present work with a difference of ±0.0001
with tiiat of reference [60]; Here N = 0.5, es = fN =

t/t/,
0.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

0.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

7^ / 4.0

fl̂ c/4.0
0.4061

0.3791

0.3876

0.4138

0.4480

0.0902

0.0739

0.0917

0.1203

0.1527

^/?/4.0
0.1374

0.1644

0.1559

0.1297

0.0955

0.1502

0.1668

0.1490

0.1204

0.0880

0.5

4^c/4.0 4^/t/4.0

1.0

4^c/4.0 ^77/4.0

0.4001

0.3858

0.3924

0.4101

0.4317

0.0878

0.0809

0.0951

0.1157

0.1368

0.1378

0.1520

0.1454

0.1277

0.1061

0.1481

0.1551

0.1409

0.1203

0.0993

0.4000

0.4000

0.4000

0.4000

0.4000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1000

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.5435

0.2406

0.5378

0.2360

0.5297

0.2297

For 7 = 0.01, -0.5 and -1.0, variations of fl'-r with N are given m Fig. 5.1(b). The
range of N is chosen from highly radiation dominated situation {N = 0.01) to highly
conduction dominated situation {N — 10). Emissivity of the south and the n
boundaries are taken as 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, and extinction coefflcient of the
medium /i = 1. It is seen from this figure that for any value of 7, with increase
jV, T/' values increase. Since increase of N increases the conductive heat flux c
(1st term of the left hand side of Eq. (5.13)), which in turn increases the total heat
flux T/-.

Figure 5.1(c) shows the variation of 4/r with (3 in the range [0.01, 5]. Here,
;V = 0.5, a; = 0.5, = 1 and e^v = 0.5; for 7 = -0.5,0.0 and 0.5, the effects of
anisotropy Ui on variation of Tt with (3 have been studied. It is seen fiom this
figure that for a given a value of 7, 4't decreases with increase in /3. Increase in
the extinction coefficient [j increases the optical thickness (r/, = f3L) of the medium
and as a result decreases for the reason described in the 4th chapter. Further,

5.3 Results and Discussion

P = 1.0, N = 0.5, Eg = 1.0, En= 1.0 P = 1.0, CO = 0.5, Es = 1.0, eN= 0.0

CO = 1.0, 0.5, 0.0

1.21 ' ' ' > 1 i 0^
-0.5 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0

Y =0.01,-0.5,-1.0

4  6

N

N = 0.5, co = 0.5, Eg = 1.0, En"' 0-5

V  7=0.5,0.0,-0.5
T

Figure 5.1: Steady state variation of total heat flux with (a) variable thermal
conductivity parameter 7, (b) conduction-radiation parameter N and (c) extinction
coefficient (3.

at low to medium values of /?, for a given value of 7, anisotropy oi does not have

any effect on 4^7-. Its effect becomes distinct only at high /3 values.

The effect of scattering albedo u) on the total heat flux is shown in Figs. 5.2(a)
and 5.2(b). In Fig. 5.2, results are presented for = 1, N = 0.5, £5 = cn = l-O-

In Fig. 5.2(a), 7 values are taken as -0.5, 0.0 and 0.5, whereas the same are -0.005,

0.0 and 0.005 in Fig. 5.2(b). In these figures, the effects of anisotropy ai are also
examined. In Fig. 5.2(a), for a given value of 7, the effects of ai for 100% forward
scattering (o.i — +1), isotropic sc:attering (ai = 0) and 100% backward scattering

(ai = — 1) are examined. In Fig. 5.2(b), the effects of three values of Oi are examined
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Table 5.1: Steady state heat flux results of present work with a difference of ±0.0001
with tliat of reference [60]; Here N = 0.5, es = = I, = 1.0, 0^ — O.o.

tItl
0.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

0.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

14.0

^c/4.0
0.4061 0.1374

0.3791

0.3876

0.4138

0.4480

0.0902

0.0739

0.0917

0.1203

0.1527

0.1644

0.1559

0.1297

0.0955

0.1502

0.1668

0.1490

0.1204

0.0880

0.5

xI>c/4.0 ^^^74.0
0.4001

0.3858

0.3924

0.4101

0.4317

0.0878

0.0809

0.0951

0.1157

0.1368

0.1378

0.1520

0.1454

0.1277

0.1061

0.1481

0.1551

0.1409

0.1203

0.0993

0.5435

0.2406

0.5378

0.2360
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0.1297

0.1297

0.1297

0.5297

0.2297

For 7 = 0.01, -0.5 and -1.0, variations of with N are given in Fig. 5.1(b). The
range of N is chosen from higlily radiation dominated situation {N — 0.01) to highly
conduction dominated situation {N — 10). Emissivity of the south and the nort
Ixumdaries are taken cus 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, and extinction coefficient of the
medium (3 = \. It is seen from this figure that for any value of 7, with increase in
iV, T/' values increase. Since increase of N increases the conductive heat flux Tc"
(1st, term of the left hand side of Eq. (5.13)), which in turn increases the total he
flux T'/'.

Figure 5.1(c) shows the variation of with 13 in the range [0.01, 5]. Here, fo
N = 0.5, a; = 0.5, €5 = 1 and e^v = 0.5; for 7 = -0.5,0.0 and 0.5, the effects of
anisot.ropy a\ on variation of Tr with (3 have been studied. It is seen fiom this
figure that for a given a value of 7, decreases with increase in /3. Increase in
the extinction coefficient f3 increases the optical thickness (r£, = [3L) of the medium
and as a result decreases for the reason described in the 4th chapter. Further,

5.3 Results and Discussion

(5= 1,0, N = 0.5, Es= 1.0, eN= 1.0 (3 = 1.0, CO = 0.5, £5= 1.0, En=0.0

T  CO = 1.0, 0.5, O.O

1.21—^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 0^
-0.5 -0.4 -0.2 O 0.2 0.4 0.5 0

Y =0.01,-0.5,-1.0

4  6

N

N = 0.5, co = 0.5, £5=1.0, £>1=0.5

Y=0.5, 0.0,-0.5

a,= -1,0, 1

Figure 5.1: Steady state variation of total heat flux 4't with (a) variable thermal
conductivity parameter 7, (b) eonduetion-radiation parameter N and (c) extinction
coefficient (3.

at low to medium values of /3, for a given value of 7, anisotropy oi does not have
any effect on Its effect becomes distinct only at high f3 values.

The effect of .scattering albedo u on the total heat flux 4'r is shown in Figs. 5.2(a)

and 5.2(b). In Fig. 5.2, results are presented for /3 = 1, N = 0.5, ts = (-n — 1-0.

In Fig. 5.2(a), 7 values are taken as -0.5, 0.0 and 0.5, whereas the same are -0.005,

0.0 and 0.005 in Fig. 5.2(b). In these figures, the effects of anisotropy ai are also
examined. In Fig. 5.2(a), for a given value of 7, the effects of a\ for 100% forward
scattering (ai = +1), isotrojiie scattering (n-i = 0) and 100% backward scattering

(ai = —1) are examined. In Fig, 5.2(b), the effects of three values of ai are examined
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CO

Figure 5.2: Steady state variation of total heat flux fl'r with scattering albedo tu for
different values of 7 with anisotropic effect.

for 7 = 0.005,0.0 and -0.005.

It is seen from Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) that for a given value of 7, for all ai = 1,
M'y decreases with increase in to. It is further observed that as uj approaches 0, for
a given 7, values for all ai values approach the same value. This is true, as for
uj = 0, that the medium is absorbing-emitting, and hence anisotropy ai will not
have any effect. It should be noted that for ai =0, for any value of 7, trends for
t lH> vuriation of Ty with ui given in Fig. 5.2 are consistent with the results given
in Fig. 5.1(a), where it can be noticed that for a given 7 value, Ty decreases with

5.3 Rc;Kults and Discussion

a| = -l, 0, 1

7=0.01

\

0.4

a, = -1,0, 1

Figure 5.3: Steady state variation of total heat flux Ty with north boundary emis-
sivity fA' for different 7 with anisotropic effect.

increase in uj.

With south boundary as black {es — 1), for 7 — 0.01, -0.5, and —1.0, Ty variations

with the north boundary emissivity ei\r are shown in Fig. 5.3. Here, again the effect

of anisotropy ai is also shown. For results presented in this figure, values of /5, u) and

N are taken as 1.0, 0.9 and 0.01, respectively. It is seen that for a particular value
of 7, total heat flux Ty increases with increase in the value of and it is maximum

for the black boundary (cac = 1.0). Another interesting point to be observed is that
the effect of anisotropy increases as e/v increases, and when the north boundary is

perfectly reflecting = 0), anisotropy does not have any effect.

5.3.1.2 Results on Temperature

In Figs. 5.4(a)-(c), for 7 = -1.0,-0.5,0.0 and 0.5, steady state temperature 9
distributions with r/r/, in the medium are shown for (3 = 0.1, 1.0 and 10, respectively.

These results are obtained for es = 1.0, cai = 0-5, a; = 0.5, ai = 0.0 and N — 0.5.

It is seen from these figures that for all values of (3, 9 values all along r/r^ are less
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Figure 5.2; Steady state variation of total heat flux with scattering albedo a; for
different values of 7 with anisotropic effect.

for 7 = 0.005,0.0 and -0.005.

It is .seen from Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) that for a given value of 7, for all ai = 1,
M'7' decreases with increase in 00. It is further observed that as to approaches 0, for
a given 7, values for all Ui values approach the same value. This is true, as for
cu = 0, that the medium is absorbing-emitting, and hence aiiisotropy a\ will not
have any effect. It should be noted that for ai = 0, for any value of 7, trends for
tiie variation of Ty- with u) given in Fig. 5.2 are consistent with the results given
in Fig. 5.1(a), where it can be noticed that for a given 7 value, decreases with

5.3 Results and Discussion

a, = -1, 0, 1

Y= 0.01

0.4

a, = -1, 0, 1

Figure 5.3: Steady state variation of total heat flux Tr with north boundary emis-
sivity fA' for different 7 with anisotropic effect.

increase in u.

With south boundary as black (^5 = 1), for 7 = 0.01, -0.5, and -1.0, Tr variations

with the north boundary emissivity are shown in Fig. 5.3. Here, again the effect

of aiiisotropy ax is also shown. For results presented in this figure, values of /5, to and
iV arc taken as 1.0, 0.9 and 0.01, respectively. It is seen that for a particular value

of 7, total heat flux Ty increases with increase in the value of cac and it is maximum

lor the black boundary (cac = 1.0). Another interesting point to be observed is that
the effect of anisotropy increases as ca^ increases, and when the north boundary is

perfectly reflecting = 0), anisotropy does not have any effect.

5.3.1.2 Results on Temperature

In Figs. 5.4(a)-(e), for 7 = -1.0,-0.5,0.0 and 0.5, steady state temperature 6
distributions with t in the medium are shown for j3 = 0.1, 1.0 and 10, respectively.

These results are obtained for 65 = 1.0, = 0.5, u = 0.5, ax = 0.0 and N — 0.5.

It is seen from these figures that for all values of p, 9 values all along r/ry are less
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7 =-1.0,-0.5,0.0,0.5

P = 1.0

7 = -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

P= 10.0

7= -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5 ~ -

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 5.4: Effect of tlieniial conductivity parameter 7 on steady state teinpeiatuie
0 variation with r/r^, for (a) {3 — 0.1, (b) (3 — 1.0 and (c) (3 — 10.0.

for lower values of 7, As the medium participates more (/? — 10), the influences of
both positive and negative values of 7 decrease.

In Figs. 5.5(a) -(d), the effects of 7 on temperature 0 distributions along r/r^ are
shown for conduction-radiation parameter N = 1.0, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.
Ilere, results are presented for (3 — 1.0 and to 0.0. Emissivities of the south and
north boundaries are 1,0 and 0.5, respectively. It is seen from these figures that
for lower values of TV, i,e, in radiation dominated situations, the 7 effect is more

5.:5 rtcsult.s and Di.scussioii

Y =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

x/T,

7 =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

T/T,

Y =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I

x/x,

N = 0.01

Y = -0.1, -0.05, 0.0, 0.01 -

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x/x,

Figure 5.5: Effect of tfiermal conductivity parameter 7 on steady state 9 variation
with rjri^ for conduction-radiation parameter (a) N — 1.0, (b) N = 0.5, (c) N =
0.1 and (d) N = 0.01.

pronounced. For conduction dominated cases (Fig. 5.5(a), 5.5(b)), 9 profiles for all

7 values are almost linear and hence, and in the medium, 9 values are close to one

another. But as radiation starts dominating, i.e., N is decreasing, influence of 7

increases.
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p = 0.1

y =-1.0.-0.5,0.0,0.5 "

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

P = 1.0

Y = -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

P= 10.0

Y= -1.0, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5 ~ ~ -cN; V

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 5.4: Effect of tlierinal conductivity paraiueter 7 on steady state teiiipeiatuie
f) variation with rjTi^ for (a) = 0.1, (b) /3 = 1.0 and (e) /3 = 10.0.

for lower values of 7. As the medium participates more (/3 — 10), the influences of
both positive and negative values of 7 decrease.

In Figs. 5.5(a) -(d), the effects of 7 on temperature 0 distributions along t/t/, are
shown for conduction-radiation parameter N = 10, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.
Here, results are presented for /3 = 1.0 and uj ~ 0.0. Emissivities of the south and
north boundaries are 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. It is seen from these figures that
for lower values of A/", i.e, in radiation dominated situations, the 7 efTect is more

.'.i Rc.sult.s and Discussion

Y =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Y =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

T/X,

Y =-0.1,-0.05,0.0,0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

X/T,

N = 0.0

y = -0.1, -0.05, 0.0, 0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x/x,

Figure 5.5: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on steady state 6 variation
with t/tl for conduction-radiation parameter (a) N = 1.0, (b) N = 0.5, (c) N =
0.1 and (d) N = 0.01.

pronounced. For conduction dominated cases (Fig. 5.5(a), 5.5(b)), 6 profiles for all

7 values are almost linear and hence, and in the medium, 6 values are close to one

another. But as radiation starts dominating, i.e., N is decreasing, influence of 7

increases.
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5.3.2 Unsteady State Results

5.3.2.1 Results on Temperature

In Figs. 5.6-5.9, the effects of various parameters on temperature 9 are given for the
unsteady state situation. In Figs. 5.6(a)-(c), 9 variations with rjrL in the medium
are given at non-dimensional time ̂  = 0.005,0.01 and 0.05, respectively. At each
instant for 7 = -0.01,0.0 and 0.01, 9 variations are given for [3 = 1.0, a; = 0.0,
y = 0.01, r.s- = 1.0 and = 0.5. It is observed from these figures that at an early

Y = 0.01, 0.0, -0.01

0  0.2 0.4 0.6
X/T,

Y = 0.01, 0.0, -O.OI

0  0.2 0.4 0.6

X/Xl

0.8 1

Y = -0.01, 0.0, 0.01

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

X/Xl

pdgiire 5.0; Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variation
with r/r/, at time (a) ̂  = 0.005, (b) C = 0.01, and (c) ̂  = 0.05.

5.3 Results and Discussion 97

period = 0.005 and 0.01) the influence of 7 is less compared with the later stage

(C = 0.05).

For a given value of cu, the effect of 7 on 0 variations with r/r^, at two instants, viz.

= 0.1 and steady state, are shown in Figs. 5.7(a)-(d). These results are presented

for P = \, N = 0.5, ts = 1.0 and e^v = 0.5. In Fig. 5.7(a), 9 distributions are given

at time E. = 0.1, whereas in Figs. 5.7(b)-(d), the same are given for the steady state

situation.

In Fig. 5.7(a), for u = 0,0.5, 1.0, 9 distributions are given for 7 = 0.5 and -1.0. It

CO = 0.0

CO =0.5

CO = i.o

Steady state [co - O.Qj

Y = -1.0 Y=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5

0,5^

0.4 0.6

x/x,
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Steady state lm=0A| Steady state [ co = 1.0)

Y=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5' 7 = -0.5, 0.0, 0.5

0-2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 0
x/x,

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

X/Xl

Figure 5.7: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variations
with Tjri for different scattering albedo cu at (a) ̂  = 0.1 and (b)-(d) steady state.
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5.3.2 Unsteady State Results

5.3.2.1 Results on Temperature

In Figs. 5.6-5.9, the effects of various parameters on temperature 0 are given for the
unsteacly state situation. In Figs. 5.6(a)-(c), 9 variations with r/r^ in the medium
are given at non-dimensional time ̂  = 0.005,0.01 and 0.05, respectively. At each
instant for 7 = -0.01,0.0 and 0.01, 0 variations are given for /i = 1.0, u = 0.0,
N = 0.01. f.v = 1.0 and eyv = 0.5. It is observed from these figures that at an early

Y = 0.01, 0.0, -0.01

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Y = 0.01, 0.0, -0.01

0  0.2 0.4 0.6

T/Tl

Y =-0.01, 0.0, 0.01 -\\

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
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Figure 5.6: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variation
with r/r/^ at time (a) ̂  = 0.005, (b) ̂  = 0.01, and (c) ̂  = 0.05.

5.3 Rc.sults and Discussion 97

period (1^ = 0.005 and 0.01) the influence of 7 is less compared with the later stage

(e = 0.05).

For a given value of cu, the effect of 7 on 0 variations with r/r^, at two instants, viz.

^ = 0.1 and steady state, are shown in Figs. 5.7(a)-(d). These results are presented
for = 1, A' = 0.5, 65 = 1.0 and cjv = 0.5. In Fig. 5.7(a), 9 distributions are given

at time ̂  = 0.1, whereas in Figs. 5.7(b)-(d), the same are given for the steady state

situation.

In Fig. 5.7(a), for lo = 0,0.5, 1.0, 9 distributions are given for 7 = 0.5 and -1.0. It

CD = 0.0

CD =0.5

CD = 1.0
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I  0.5 <-
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Figure 5.7: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variations
with t/tl for different scattering albedo u) at (a) .^ = 0.1 and (b)-(d) steady state.
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is scon from this figure that at this instant, for a given value of cu, the effect of 7 all
along r/r/^ is high. However, at the steady state, as seen from the Figs. 5.7(b-d),
t he effect of 7 for all u is almost the same.

For given values of ft, u), ai and N, for different values of 7 to see how fast temper
ature 0 reaches steady state at different locations in the medium, some results are
pr(>sented in Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b). Accordingly, in these figures, 9 variations are

/  „ ; N = 1.0
Y=o.o, 0.1,0.5

N = 0.01, Y=0 0

0 0.75

N= 1.0

Y=0.0, 0.1,0.5

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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given with time ̂  starting from the initial state to the steady state.

In Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b), the variations of 9 with time ̂  are given at two locations,
viz., r/rr, = 0.1 and 0.9. These two locations r/r^, = 0.1 and 0.9 are equidistant from
the south and the north boundaries, respectively. In both figures, 9 distributions

arc given for ft = 1.0, 00 = 0.0, cc,- = 1.0 and = 0.5.

In Fig. 5.8(a), at the two locations, 9 variations with time ̂  are given for N — 0.01
and 1.0. In Fig. 5.8(b), the same are shown for N = 0.01. For a given value of N,
the effects of 7 are also shown. It is seen from Fig. 5.8(a) that for N — 0.01 and
7 = 0.0, at both locations, temperature reaches steady state quickly as compared
with N = 1.0. This trend can be explained in the following way. In this problem,
compared with N = 1.0, the influence of radiation is more for N = 0.01. In this

situation, in establishing the temperature field, radiation will have more influence
than the conduction, although the resultant temperature field is the combined effect
of both of the modes. Radiation being the faster mode of heat transfer, for N — 0.01,
steady state is reached quickly.

It is seen from Fig. 5.8(b), that the influence of 7 is more near the north boundary.
This is because of the fact that the difference of (T - T5) increases near this region.
As a result thermal conductivity of the medium varies more in this region.

5.3.2.2 Results on Heat Flux

In Figs. 5.9(a)-(c), variations of radiative heat flux conductive heat flux

and the total heat flux with time ̂  are shown at a location close to the cold
boundary, Tjri, = 0,75. These results are presented for ft = l.Q, N = 0.5, 65 = 1.0
and cpi = 0.5. In these figures, for a given value of ai, the effects of 7 are also shown.

Figure 5.8: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variation
with time ̂  at locations r/rp = 0.1 and 0.9 for different values of conduction-
radiation parameter N.

From these figures it is seen that is more influenced by the anisotropy ay. For
any value ot 7, lorwa,rd scattering increases the value of 'k/y, whereas backward

scattering decreases Tyy, It is observed from these figures that the time to reach the
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is seen from this figure that at this instant, for a given value of cu, the effect of 7 all
along r/r/, is high. However, at the steady state, as seen from the Figs. 5.7(b-d),
( lie effec:t of 7 for all uj is almost the same.

For given values of ft, uj, 0.1 and N, for different values of 7 to see how fast tempei-
ature 0 reaches steady state at different locations in the medium, some results are
presented in Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b). Accordingly, in these figures, 9 variations are

/  " N = 1.0
Y=0.0, 0.1, 0.5
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Figure 5.8; Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on temperature 9 variation
with time ̂  at locations rjrL = 0.1 and 0.9 for different values of conduction-
radiation parameter N.
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given with time ̂  starting from the initial state to the steady state.

In Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b), the variations of 9 with time ̂  arc given at two locations,

viz., Tjri, = 0.1 and 0.9. These two locations t/tl 0.1 and 0.9 are equidistant from

the south and the north boundaries, respectively. In both figures, 9 distributions

arc given for ft = 1.0, uj = 0.0, = 1.0 and e^v = 0.5.

In Fig. 5.8(a), at the two locations, 9 variations with time ̂  are given for N — 0.01
and 1.0. In Fig. 5.8(b), the same are shown for N — 0.01. For a given value of N,
the effects of 7 are also shown. It is seen from Fig. 5.8(a) that for N = 0.01 and
7 = 0.0, at both locations, temperature reaches steady state quickly as compared

with N = 1.0. This trend can be explained in the following way. In this problem,
compared with N — 1.0, the influence of radiation is more for N = 0.01. In this

situation, in establishing the temperature field, radiation will have more influence

than the conduction, although the resultant temperature field is the combined effect

of both of the modes. Radiation being the faster mode of heat transfer, for N — 0.01,
steady state is reached quickly.

It is seen from Fig. 5.8(b), that the influence of 7 is more near the north boundary.
1 his is because of the fact that the difference of (T — increases near this region.
As a result thermal conductivity of the medium varies more in this region.

5.3.2.2 Results on Heat Flux

In Figs. 5.9(a)-(c), variations of radiative heat flux r, conductive heat flux
and the total heat flux with time ̂  are shown at a location close to the cold
boundary, r/r/, = 0.75. These results are presented for ft = 1.0, N = 0.5, 65 = 1.0
and = 0.5. In these figures, for a given value of ai, the effects of 7 are also shown.

From these figures it is seen that is more influenced by the anisotropy ui. For

any value of 7, lorward .scattering increases the value of ̂ r, whereas backward

scattering decreases r. It is observed from these figures that the time to reach the
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Figure 5.9; Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on variation of radiative heat
flux d'/e, conductive heat flux and total heat flux d'r at the location t/tl - 0-75.
with the effect of anisotropy.

.stcvidv .stat<^ decreases with the decrease in the value of 7.

Although anisotropy is not seen to have any effect on vl/^, effect of 7 on is more
prominent. Here, for all values of 7, in the early period of transience, compared
with values, there are more fluctuations in values. In the present conduction-
radiation problem, is the summation of r and For results presented in Fig.
5.9, for the chosen values of parameters, values are more than Therefore,
on tiie total heat flux Tt, the effect of 7 is more than the effect of ai.

j.lJ R(>.sult.s ;iiid Discussion

Y = 4).5,0.0. 0.5
CO = 0.0

CO = 0.5

CO = 1.0
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T/ X,
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X/ tL
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Figure 5.10: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on conductive heat flux Tc
for different u at time ̂  (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.1.

In Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, for given values of tu, the effects of 7 on Tc and d/Y? variations
with r/rY, have been studied. In both the figures, these effects have been studied at
three time levels, viz., ̂  = 0.01,0.05, and 0.1, respectively.

From Figs. 5.10(a)-(c), it is seen that at an early period, near the hot (south)
boundary, Tc values are high as compared with cold (north) boundary. This is due

to sudden change in boundary condition at the south boundary from 0.5 to 1.0. But

the north boundarj^ is maintained at the same 0.5 temperature, so Tc is almost zero

near that bounda,ry in the very early period. Further, the effect of scattering albedo

u! is not prominent in the very early stage. In Figs. 5.11(a)-(c), T/? variations have
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£

Figure 5.9; Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on variation of radiative heat
flux yV,i, conductive heat flux and total heat flux d'r at the location t/tl - 0-75.
with the effect of anisotropy.

steadv .state decreases with the decrease in the value of 7.

Although ani.sotropy is not seen to have any effect on effect of 7 on d'c is more
prominent. Here, for all values of 7, in the early period of transience, compared
with d'/, values, there are more fluctuations in values. In the present conduction-
radiation problem, 'Er is the summation of and d'c- For results presented in Fig.
5.9, for the chosen values of parameters, d'c values are more than d'^. Therefore,
on the total heat flux dij-, the effect of 7 is more than the effect of ai.

.U Rcisult.s ;uid Discussion

7 = ̂.5,0.0, 0,5
(0 = 0.0

CO = 0.5

CO = 1.0

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
T/ T,

CO = 0.0

CO = 0.5

CO = 1.0

Y = -0.5, 0.0, 0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
T/ T,

CO = 0.0

CO = 0.5

CO = 1.0

5, 0.0, 0.5

0.4 0.6 0.8

T/ Tl

Figure 5.10: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 on conductive heat flux d'c
for different u at time ̂  (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.1.

Ill Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, for given values ofcu, the effects of 7 on d'c cind d/^ variations

with t/tc have been studied. In both the figures, these effects have been studied at
three time levels, viz., ̂  = 0.01,0.05, and 0.1, respectively.

From Figs. 5.10(a)-(c), it is seen that at an early period, near the hot (south)
boundary, d'c values are high as compared with cold (north) boundary. This is due

to sudden change in boundary condition at the south boundary from 0.5 to 1.0. But

the north bonndary is maintained at the same 0.5 temperature, so d'c is almost zei'O
near that boundary in the very early ]Yeriod. Further, the effect of scattering albedo

LU is not prominent in the very early stage. In Figs. 5.11(a)-(c), r variations have
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y=-0,5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.0

0.4 for CD = 0.5

Y=-0.5"0.0, 0.5
0.2 for CD = 1.0

.Y=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.0

= 0.05"

Y=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.5

Y= -0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 1.0

0.4 0.6

•c/Tl

Y= - 0.5, 0 0, 0.5 for'cD = 0.0

0.6 = = = =

0.5 0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.5

'  Y=-0-5, 0.0, 0.5 for CD = 1.0
0.2 -

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
t/Tl

Figure 5.1;: Effect of thermal conductivity parameter 7 011 radiative heat flux <lf ji
for diflerciit u) at time ̂  (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.1.

l)een given. Here it is seen that at all times, compared tvith flfc? along r/r/,, fl//t
valuers are mueh lower. It is observed from Figs, 5,ll(a)-(c) that with increase in to
value.s, the effect of 7 on decreases. For oi = 1, at all time, value is the same
all along r/r^,. This behavior is true, because for a; = 1, divergence of radiative
heat, flux ̂  = 0 (.see Ec], (5.3)), and hence for all 7, and at all time, T/? will have
con.st.ant value throughout the medium.

5.4 Coiielu.sion.s

5.4 Conclusions

Transient conduction-radiation problem with variable thermal conductivity was in

vestigated for planar medium. Thermal conductivity was a.ssumed to be vary lin

early with temperature. The DTM was used to obtain the divergence of radiative

heat flux information required for the energy equation. Using the time linearization
technique, the non-linear energy equation was solved by an implicit scheme. For

both transient and steady state situations, for the variable thermal conductivity,

the effects of various parameters on temperature and heat flux distributions were

studied. For the steady state situation, some sample results were compared with

that available in the literature. The effects of variable thermal conductivity were

f(mnd to be significant in some cases.
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y=-o.5, 0.0, 0.5

V  for CD = 0.0
0.7 L---. f

'•'R 0.5 0 5 0.0, 0.5^"^
0.4 . for CD = 0.5

7=-0.5To.O, 0.5
0.2 for CD = 1.0

0.4 0.6

T/T,

. Y = -0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.0

= 0.05"

Y=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 0.5
0

Y= -0.5, 0.0, 0.5
for CD = 1.0

Y = -0.5, 0 0, 0.5 for'cD = 0.0
0.7 -

0.6

0.5 Y= - 0.5, 0.0, 0.5 "'"" -
0 4 ~

'  Y = -0-5, 0.0, 0.5 for CO = 1 0
0.2 -

°'o 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.i
T/Tl

Figure fnli : Effect of thermal coritluctivity parameter 7 on radiative heat flux
lor cliflc'icmt u) at time ̂  (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05 and (c) 0.1.

been given. Here it is seen that at all times, compared ■with fl/ci along T'/ry,, \F/y
values are much lower. It is observed from Figs. 5.11(a)-(c) that with increase in to
values, the effect of 7 on decreases. For w = 1, at all time, ff'n value is the same
all along r/ry,. This behavior is true, because for a; = 1, divergence of radiative
heaf fl ux ^ = 0 (see fllq. (5.3)), and hence for all 7, and at all time, will have
consl ant value throughout the medium.

5.4 Conclusions

5.4 Conclusions

Transient conduction-radiation problem with variable thermal conductivity was in-
\'estigated for planar medium. Thermal conductivity was assumed to be vary lin
early with temperature. The DTM was used to obtain the divergence of radiative
heat flux information required for the energy equation. Using the time linearization
technique, the non-linear energy equation was solved by an implicit scheme. For
both transient and steady state situations, for the variable thermal conductivity,
the effects of various parameters on temperature and heat flux distributions were
studied. For ihe steady state situation, some sample results were compared with
that available in the literature. The effects of variable thermal conductivity were
found to be significant in some cases.
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Chapter 6

Conduction-Radiation Heat

Transfer in Packed bed

6.1 Introduction

Ilrat transfer througli packed bed has remained a subject of major interest in me

chanical and chemical engineering. Most of the early studies with packed beds
were related to low to moderate temperature ranges, thus requiring consideration
of only the conduction and convection modes of heat transfer. However, in the re
cent past, the growing applications of the packed bed in energy conversion devices
have necessitated the study of heat transfer in the packed bed [81,83,136,137] at
high temperatures. In such devices, therefore, consideration of radiation along with
conduction and/or convection is essential.

Tien [83] and Kaviany and Singh [81] gave an overview of radiative heat transfer
in packed beds. Drolen and Tien [138] predicted the radiative extinction char-
act.mistics of independent and dependent scattering in packed beds. Singh and
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I\a\ iany [Idd] sinmlated tlie radiative heat transfer tlirough a packed bed of rela
t ively larg(! spherical particles by the Monte Carlo method and discussed the failure

of independent theory. They showed that dependent properties of opaque spheres

can be obtained from their independent properties by scaling the optical thickness

without changing the albedo and phase function. Nasr et al. [140] measured the
temiieratiire-dependent effective thermal conductivity of packed bed of large parti
cles and extracted the radiative conductivity from their experimental data. Karrii-

ut,(j e(, al. [8G] proposed a quasi-homogeneous model for packed-bed heat transfer at
high temperatures. They studied combined conductive and radiative heat transfer

within comparatively thin packed layers of cordierite bed and oxidized steel bed
both theoretically and experimentally. They utilized a correlated-scattering theory
hu' calculating the dependent properties of large particles from their independent
proi:)erties. In addition, they also showed that results based on uncorrelated scat
tering theory always overestimate the total effective thermal conductivities of such
beds. For the steady state situation, VVu and Chu [137] discussed the combined con
ductive and radiative heat transfer in a plane-parallel packed bed using Kamiuto s
correlated scattering theory. They considered four different porosity distributions
and studied their effects on total effective thermal conductivity and the radiative

heat flux distributions. For solving the radiative part, they used approximation.

It is evident from the literature that for a packed bed, analysis of transient conduc
tion combined with radiation has not been done. Further, it has been found that for

deju'iident scattering, researchers have been using Kamiuto's correlated scattering
theoi v [86] and Kaviany's scaling factor [81] independently, and no works has been
reported for the comparative study of the two scattering theories. Also, even for the
steady state situation, not enough investigations have been done on the predictions
of total effective thermal conductivity, temperature and radiative, conductive and
total luvit flux distributions. The present work, thus aims at the transient analysis
of combined conduction and radiation modes of heat transfer in a planar packed

bed, comparing the two theories and studying the effects of various parameters on

total effective thermal conductivity, temperature and heat flux distributions.

To solve the radiative part of the energy equation, in this work, the discrete trans

G.2 Formulation 107

fer method (DTM) has been used. Energy equation has been solved using Euler's

implicit finite difference scheme. For both steady and transient situations, the ef

fects of effective thermal conductivity, bed depth to particle diameter ratio, scaled

scattering albedo and conduction-radiation parameter are studied. For the purpose

of validation, results are com|)ared witli the available results in the literature.

6.2 Formulation

Consideration is given to a planar packed bed bounded between two diffuse-gray
surfaces (Fig. 3.1). The bed consists of large solid spheres. The packed spheres
are opaque with diffuse-gray surfaces. The south and the north boundaries of the

bed are at two different temperatures. For the variable porosity case, local porosity
within the packed bed varies with distance from the boundary and is symmetric
with respect to the mid plane of the packed bed.

Initially the entire system is at some temperature T/y and after some instant, the
south boundary is maintained at a higher temperature Tg and the north boundary
is maintained at T/y.

For the planar geometry under consideration, the energy equation for combined
conduction and radiation is written as

^,?L = a A ^ ,6.11

where km is the effective thermal conductivity of the packed bed. In dimensionless
form, Eq. (6.1) is written as

do ̂  a r, 30} 1 a4i„
di dv [ ""d'vl 4N dr]

where rj is the non-dimensional length, Xm is the non-dimensional effective thermal

conductivity. These dimensionless quantities are defined as

rji ) S r. V = T.
iaTlL' aTi
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K'aviany [169] simulated tlie radiative beat transfer tlirough a packed bed of rela

tively large spherical particles by the Monte Carlo method and discussed the failure

of indei>endcnt theory. They showed that dependent properties of opaque spheres

can be obtained from their independent properties bj' scaling the optical thickness

without changing the albedo and phase function. Nasr et al. [140] measured the

temperature-dependent effective thermal conductivity of packed bed of large parti

cles and extracted the radiative conductivity from their experimental data. Karrii-

ut.o et al. [86] proposed a quasi-homogeneous model for packed-bed heat transfer at
high temperatures. They studied combined conductive and radiative heat transfer
within comparatively thin packed layers of cordierite bed and oxidized steel bed
both theoretically and experimentally. They utilized a correlated-scattering theory
for calculating the dependent properties of large particles from their independent
proju'ities. In addition, they also showed that results based on uncorrelated scat
tering theory always overestimate the total effective thermal conductivities of such
beds. For the steady state situation, Wu and Chu [137] discussed the combined con
ductive and radiative heat transfer in a plane-parallel packed bed using Kamiuto s

correlated scattering theory. They considered four different porosity distributions
and studied their effects on total effective thermal conductivity and the radiative

heat flux distributions. For solving the radiative part, they used P3 approximation.

It is evident from the literature that for a packed bed, analysis of transient conduc
tion combined with radiation has not been done. Further, it has been found that for

dependent scattering, researchers have been using Kamiuto's correlated scattering
t hcf)rv [86] and Kaviany's scaling factor [81] independently, and no works has been
reported for the comparative study of the two scattering theories. Also, even for the
steady state situation, not enough investigations have been done on the predictions
(T total effective thermal conductivity, temperature and radiative, conductive and
t(jtal luuit flux distributions. The present work, thus aims at the transient analysis
of combined conduction and radiation modes of heat transfer in a planar packed

bed, comi)aring the two theories and studying the effects of various parameters on

total effective thermal conductivity, temperature and heat flux distributions.

To s(j1vc the radiative part of the energy equation, in this work, the discrete trans-

G.2 Forinulation 107

fer method (DTM) has been used. Energy equation has been solved using Euler's
implicit finite difference scheme. For both steady and transient situations, the ef

fects of effective thermal conductivity, bed depth to particle diameter ratio, scaled
scattering albedo and conduction-radiation parameter are studied. For the purpose
of validallon, results are conqiared with the available results in the literature.

6.2 Formulation

Consideration is given to a planar packed bed bounded between two diffuse-gray
surfaces (Fig. 3.1). The bed consists of large solid spheres. The packed spheres
aie opaque with diffuse-gray surfaces. The south and the north boundaries of the

bed are at two different temperatures. For the variable porosity case, local porosity
within the packed bed varies with distance from the boundary and is symmetric
with respect to the mid plane of the packed bed.

Initially the entire system is at some temperature T;v ^■nd after some instant, the
south boundary is maintained at a higher temperature Ts and the north boundary
is maintained at Tyy

Foi the planar geometry under consideration, the energy equation for combined
conduction and radiation is written as

where km is the effective thermal conductivity of the packed bed. In dimensionless
form, Eq. (6.1) is written as

where 77 is the non-dimensional length, Xm is the non-dimensional effective thermal
conductivity. These dimensionless quantities are defined as

0 =
Ts' ^ pCM T. Am = iV = 4(tT|L
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Here, Ts is the temperature of the south (hot) boundary, L is the total geometric

depth of the bed and kg is the thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase of the
paclvcd Ijcd.

f or I,he problem under consideration, initial and the boundary conditions are given
as

Initial condition: 0(?7, 0) = 0.5 , for 0 < ri < 1

Boundary conditions: 0(0,^) = 6s — >

= 0.5 ; for ^>0

6.2.1 Radiative Transfer Equations

The DTM has been used for finding the radiative calculations. The divergence of
railiative heat flux, as found from Eq. (2.1G), can be expressed for a planar medium
as

^Qr. r. /-p4 '
—— = K 4al — Cr
OZ L

In non-dimensional form the above equation can be expressed as

R

di]
= (1 - uj)mL [40^ - (6.3)

where 3 is the scaled extinction coefficient, to is the scaled scattering albedo and
G* is the dimensionless incident radiation. Here the extinction coefficient and the

scat tering albedo is called as scaled one as they are calculated based on different
models of packed bed. It is important to mention here that in this present problem
the gas is considered to be non-participating and the extinction and the scattering

of the radiative intensity occurs because of the porous structures of the medium.
The expressions for G* and non-dimensional intensity i* are same as in chapter (5).

For evaluation of intensity, source functions are recpiired to be known. The di
mensionless source function at any particular point in the ray direction 0 is found

s* = (1 - uj)e^ + - r p(0', 0, sine de
2 70=0

(6.4)

6.2 Fonimlatioii

where p(0 , <I> 0, $) is the approximating phase function. Since the packed
bed is made of diffuse, opaque and gray spheres, phase function considered for this

problem is a different one. This is given by

f  t /'27r /yd)71(0 , T —> 0,^1) = / p{il>) —
./Q 2tt

where

p(^) — (8/37r)(sin-0 — ̂p cos ip)

and the scattering angle 0 is given by

■0 = cos ^[cos0cos0 -f sin 0 sin 0'cos($ — $')]
In the above equation, 0 and <I> are the outgoing polar and azimuthal angles and
0 and are the incoming polar and azimuthal angles. This phase function is
similai to backwaid scattering as the more and more radiative energy scattered in
a backward diiection as it fall in this type of opaque, diffuse and gray spheres.

6.2.2 Porosity Distribution Function

g 1 Variable Porosity (Model 2 and 4)

Constant Porosity (Model 1 and 3)

Figure 6.1. Porosity distribution along the thickness for the four models (L/Dp = 10)

For solving Eq. (6.2), values of the effective thermal conductivity and the optical
thickness of the packed bed are required. These two parameters are functions of
the porosity. Thus, porosity of the packed bed has to be known beforehand. In the
present work, as shown in Fig. 6.1, two cases of constant porosity and two cases of
variable porosity are considered. These are the following:
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Here. Ts the temperature of the south (hot) boundary, L is the total geometric

(lc])th of the bed and kg i>s the thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase of the

packed b(Kl.

f or I.he problem under consideration, initial and the boundary conditions are given

as

Initial condition: 0(77, 0) = 0.5 , for 0 < r/ < 1

Boundary conditions: 0(0,^) = ̂5 = 1.0 ,

^  = 0.5 ; for ^>0

6.2.1 Radiative Transfer Equations

The DTM has been used for finding the radiative calculations. The divergence of

radiativ(> heat flux, as found from Eq. (2.16), can be expressed for a planar medium
as

^  - g]
In non-dimensional form the above equation can be expressed as

-77^ = (1 - oj)/3{t])L 49'^ (C-3)
OT] L TT J

where /j is the scaled extinction coefficient, co is the scaled scattering albedo and

G" is the dimensionless incident radiation. Here the extinction coefficient and the

scat l,ering albedo is called as scaled one as they are calculated based on different

models of packed bed. It is important to mention here that in this present problem
the gas is considered to be non-participating and the extinction and the scattering
of the radiative intensity occurs because of the porous structures of the medium.

The expressions for G* and non-dimensional intensity i* are same as in chapter (5).

For evaluation of intensity, source functions are reciuired to be known. The di

mensionless source function at any particular point in the ray direction 0 is found

5* = (1 - uj)9^ + - r P(©'> 0. sin 0 cie
2 Jq=o

(6.4)

6.2 Foriiiiilatioii

where p{Q , <E> —> 0, $) is the approximating phase function. Since the packed
bed is made of diffuse, opaque and gray spheres, phase function considered for this
problem is a different one. This is given by

/  f /'27r rJchp(e -> 0,ci)) = / p(i/^)—
./o 27r

where

pi''/') — (8/37r)(sin7/; — ipcosip)

and the scattering angle ij) is given by

^ = cos-^[cos 0 cos 0' + sin 0 sin 0' cos($ - $')]

In the above equation, 0 and <I> are the outgoing polar and azimuthal angles and
0 and <I> are the incoming polar and azimuthal angles. This phase function is
similai to backwaid scattering as the more and more radiative energy scattered in
a backward direction as it fall in this type of opaque, diffuse and gray spheres.

6.2.2 Porosity Distribution Function

Variable Porosity (Model 2 and 4)

Constant Porosity (Model 1 and 3)

Figure 6.1. Poiosity distribution along the thickness for the four models (Lf Dp = 10)

For solving Eq. (6.2), values of the effective thermal conductivity and the optical
thickness of the packed bed are required. These two parameters are functions of
the porosity. Thus, porosity of the packed bed has to be known beforehand. In the

present work, as shown in Fig. 6.1, two cases of constant porosity and two cases of

variable porosity are considered. These are the following:
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Model 1; Constant porosity 0 = 0oo = 0.39

Model 2: Variable porosity

for 0.0 < C < 0.6,

0(C) = 1 - 3.10036C + 3.7()243C^ - 1.24612C^

for 0.6 < C < O.SCo,

0(C) = -0.1865 exp(-0.22Ci^-^) cos(7.66Ci) + 0.39,

where C = Co = and Ci = C - 0.6. Here Dp is the mean diameter

of the packed bed.

Model 3; Constant porosity 0 = 0oo = 0.39.

Model 4: Variable porosity with the same distribution of porosity as in Model 2.

It should l)e noted that the porosity models 1 and 2 use Kamiuto's correlated scat

tering theory [86](see Eq. (6.6)) and model 3 and 4 use scaling factors derived by
Ka\'iany [139] (see Eq. (6.8)). Porosity model 1 has been used in [137], whereas mod
els 2 and 3 have been used in [86,87,137] and [139], respectively. It is to be further
noted that the porosity model 2 is based on Ridgway-Tarbuck's [141] experimental
A  irdata.

6.2.3 Effective Thermal Conductivity

Since the medium consists of two different phases viz. the material of the packed
bed and the fluid surrounding it, for calculating the effective thermal conductivity
both have to be considered. The following expression from references [86, 137] isboth have to be considered. The following expression
used for calculating the effective thermal conductivity.

= {ka/ks) [(/t - l)/t30[((v^ _ l)/2)5 - {{VA -f 1)/2)3] + «:] (6.5)

wliere .4 = 14- 4/27(I)^{k - and k = kjka. Here ks and ka are thermal
conductivities of the dispersed and continuous phases of a packed bed, respectively.

G.2 Formulation

6.2.4 Radiative Properties

The calculation of radiative properties in a porous medium is a very difficult task.
In case of a packed bed, fortunately because of its somewhat regular structures,
radiative pioperties can be calculated based on some theories as discussed below.

In all these analyses, the medium is considered to be homogeneous.

According to the correlated-scattering theory of Kamiuto [86], the scaled radiative
properties for a packed bed can be described as

iv) = P{v)L =̂
 7rDp'^npL{2j2 - 1)

4

= 1.5(L/Dp)(l - 0)(272 - 1)

^ = Ps

where 72 1 4-1.5(1 0) (3/4)(1 — 0)^^ f jg scaled optical thickness, (3 is the
scaled extinction coefficient, Ps is the hemispherical reflectivity of a packing sphere,
and 7ip is the number density of packed spheres.

According to Kaviany s theory [81], the scaled radiative properties for a packed bed
can be described as

r(?]) = d(?7)L= 1.5(1-0)^
Up

The values of scaling factor 5^ is given as

5,. - 1 4-1.84(1 - 0) - 3.15(1 - 0)2 + 7.20(1 - 0)3, for 0 > 0,3

6.2.5 Heat Flux

The dinrcrrsionlcss total heat flux across a packed bed is calculated from

.. ni
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Model 1; Constant porosity 4> = 0oo = U.39

Model 2; Variable porosity

for 0.0 < C < 0.6,

0(C) = 1 - 3.10036C + 3.70243C^ - 1.24612C^

for 0.6 < C < 0.5Co,

0(C) = -0.1865 exp(-0.22Ci'-^) cos(7.66Ci) + 0.39,

wliere C = Co = LjOp and Ci = C - 0.6. Here Dp is the mean diameter
of the packed bed.

Model 3: Constant porosity 0 = 0oo = 0.39.

Model 4: Variable porosity with the same distribution of porosity as in Model 2.

It shoiihl be noted that the porosity models 1 and 2 use Kamiuto's correlated scat

tering theory [86](see Eq. (6.6)) and model 3 and 4 use scaling factors derived by
Kaviany [139] (see Eq. (6.8)). Porosity model 1 has been used in [137], whereas mod
els 2 and 3 have been used in [86,87,137] and [139], respectively. It is to be further
noted that the porosity model 2 is based on Ridgway-Tar buck's [141] experimental
data.

6.2.3 Effective Thermal Conductivity

Since the medium consists of two different phases viz. the material of the packed
b(Hl and the fluid surrounding it, for calculating the effective thermal conductivity
both have to be considered. The following expiession from references [86, 137] is
us(h1 for calculating the effective thermal conductivity.

= {ka/ks) [{k - - l)/2)3 - ((\/M -f- l)/2)5] 4- K (6.5)

where .4 — 1 -f AI21(I?{k — 1)^/Ar,^, and k = kslka- Here ks and ka are thermal

conductivities of the dispersed and continuous phases of a packed bed, respectively.

6.2 Foniiulation 111

6.2.4 Radiative Properties

The calculation of radiative properties in a porous medium is a very difficult task.
In case of a packed bed, fortunately because of its somewhat regular structures,
radiative properties can be calculated based on some theories as discussed below.

In all these analyses, the medium is considered to be homogeneous.

According to the correlated-scattering theory of Kamiuto [86], the scaled radiative
properties for a packed bed can be described as

T{n) = /3{,,)L = ''g7"pU272 - 1) jg gj
=  1.5(L/i-y(l-.^)(27,-l)

^ — Ps (6.7)

wheie 72 — 1 + 1.5(1 — 0) — (3/4)(l — 0)^^ x jg scaled optical thickness, /3 is the
scaled extinction coefficient, is the hemispherical reflectivity of a packing sphere,
and jip is the number density of packed spheres.

Accoiding to Kaviany s theory [81], the scaled radiative properties for a packed bed
can be described as

r(7;) = ,d(7y)L= 1.5(1-0)^ (6.8)
Up

The values of scaling factor S-^ is given as

= 1-f 1.84(1 - 0) - 3.15(1 - 0)2+ 7.20(1 - 0)3, for 0 > 0.3

6.2.5 Heat Flux

The dimcnsionlcss total heat flux across a packed bed is calculated from
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wliere reincsciits the total ofTcctive tliernial conductivity and the dimensionlcss

radiative heat flux d//? is given by

'/i = 2 / /*(0) sin 0 cos 0 cZ0
Jo

(6.10)

.-Vnother parameter, mean total effective thermal conductivity of a packed bed be

tween the two boundaries, is calculated from

L ■"'eft'''' (6.11)

6.2.6 Numerical Methods

The energy etjuation (Eq. (6.2)) is solved by Eider's backward time-implicit finite
differ ence scheme. The radiation term is evaluated at known time levels using the
DT.VI . The resulting set of equations for temperature forms a tridiagonal matrix
which is solved by the Thomas algorithm. For finite difference calculations, the
solution domain is divided into 300 control volumes. Sixty four rays and 300 control
volumes have been found to give correct information for the radiative part, and the
same number of control volumes have also been used for the finite difference part.
St(^adv state conditions have been found when the temperature difference between
the two adjacent time levels at each control volume points does not exceed the value
0.00001, i.e.

|0(?) _ 0(?+i)| < 0.00001

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3 Re.sults and Di.si u.ssioii 113

These coiupari.sons arc lor a - 781.7, conduction-radiation parameter N = 2.95,
scaled scattering albedo I)..33 and T/T'p = 9-82- It is seen that the results from
models 2 ami -1, wliml, represent the variable porosity case, compare very well with
the experimental results The re.udts found from models 1 and 3 lead to slight under
prediction.

In Figs. 0.3(a)-(c.). tb(> ellec-ts of k on effective thermal conductivity A,„, total
effective thermal eondnetivity AVff- radiative heat flux ^r, conductive heat flux
and total heat flux vp,,, shown, respectively. In Fig. 6.3(a), variation of effective
thermal condncdivity a1 along the bnd depth i] is shown. For models 1 and 2, for
Af = 0.1, CO ^ ^ \ f / n — '^0 these variations are shown for three different
value, of ^ '

Since A,.,^ i.o; r- , models 1 and 3 aie the constant porosity
/  , "uetion of A, and (?■ anocases (0=.eon.st,ui • f ■ the two models are the same. It is seen from

a o/-_\ ^ A t he A,,, \'ahi<^s oi • •^■^^n-'^tant) the \ values for the two u.wv...- o.... ,.uniFig. 6.3(a) that for' ' V . ation of significant,
and this fluetuar ■ 1 2, \ c reiiterline as distance from the boundaries

i-ttion daiiipims towards tim c

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4

Kamiuto et ah
xF;

Steady State Results

To show the accuracy of the present work, in Fig. 6.2, temperature results from
the present work are compared with the experimental results of Kamiuto et al. [86].

Figure 6.2.
from referp,. , c^ioidoss[g^j^^uson of diincu^i"

inperature 9 with experimental results
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wlicic A'p({- roi^rcsciits the total effective theniia! conductivity and the diiiKuisioidess

radiative heat flux is given by

'R = f /*(0) sin 0 cos 0 fZ©
Jo

(G.IO)

Another parameter, mean total effective thermal conductivity of a packed bed be

tween the two boundaries, is calculated from

L ■""ef''' (G-ll)

6.2.6 Numerical Methods

The energy equation (Eq. (G.2)) is solved by Eulcr's backward Lime-implicit finite
difference scheme. The radiation term is evaluated at known time levels using the
DT.Vl. The resulting set of equations for temperature forms a tridiagonal matrix
which is solved by the Thomas algorithm. For finite difference calculations, the
solution domain is divided into 300 control volumes. Sixty four rays and 300 control
volumes have been found to give correct information for the radiative part, and the
same number of control volumes have also been used for the finite difference part.
Steady state conditions have been found when the temperature difference between
the two adjacent time levels at each control volume points does not exceed the value
O.OOOOl, i.e.

1^(0 _ 0(?+i)| < 0.00001

6.3 Results and Discussion

steady State Results

To show the accuracy of the present work, in Fig. 6.2, temperature results from
the present work are compared with the experimental results of Kamiuto et ah [86].

1 hese compaiisons are for k — 781.7, conduction-radiation parameter N = 2.95,
scaled scattering albedo u; = 0.35 and L/D^ = 9.82. It is seen that the results from
models 2 and 4, which represent the variable porosity case, compare very well with
the experimental lesults. The results found from models 1 and 3 lead to slight under
prediction.

In Figs. 6.3(a)-(e), the effects of k on effective thermal conductivity A^, total
effective thermal conductivity radiative heat flux conductive heat flux
and total heat flux are shown, respectively. In Fig. 6.3(a), variation of effective
thermal conductivity along the bed depth 77 is shown. For models 1 and 2, for
ZV — 0.1, oj — 0.5 and L/Dp = 20, these variations are shown for three different
values of k(= 10,100,1000).

Since Am is a function of k and 0, and models 1 and 3 are the constant porosity
cases (0—constant), the Am values for the two models are the same. It is seen from
Fig. 6.3(a) that for model 2, variation of Am near the two boundaries is significant,
and this fluctuation dampens towards the centerline as distance from the boundaries

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3
Model 4

Kamiuto et al. [10]

Figure 6.2: Comparison of dimensionless temperature 0 with experimental results
from reference [86]
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increases. In tlie central portion, where the bed is homogeneous, is constant

and etiual to its value for the model 1. Further it is seen that with increase of k.

0 7.
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0 I
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6-3 Results ami Ciscms.sh in

0.6 0.8
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1

These conipai i.sous arc loi a - 7S1.7. conduction-radiation parameter N = 2.95,

scaled scatterinj; albedo .a — t) .db and f./ It that the results from
models 2 and 4, which rcprc.scni the variable porosity case, compare very well with
the experimental re.sult .s d iie re.snlt.s ibnnd from models 1 and 3 lead to slight under
prediction.

In Figs. G.3(a)-(c), the effeet.s of k on effective thermal conductivity A,„, total
effective thermal eondnet i% i( % A'^fp radiative heat flux conductive heat flux
and total heat fhix vp, shown respectively. In Fig. 6.3(a), variation of effective
thermal couchietivif a' don ■ the hed depth 7/ is shown. For models 1 and 2, for
N = 0.1, w = 0 ' r __ .;() these variations are shown for three different
values of ft: ^

^  ̂ 0, 100^ lOOO).

Since A,„ Run ̂ • uR models 1 and 3 are the constant porosity
cases (</'=constant) 't'l' ^ .'-'f )r the two models are the same. It is seen from
Fig. 6.3(a) that foi' ̂  y,,, near the two boundaries is significant,
and this fluet,,..!.. ^ ^^^^del 2, vaiiation .jpie as distance from the boundaries

dampens towards the ceutcii

0.6

0.55

0.5

0.45

0.4

Vt 0.35
0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

Mode I "

Model 2 ♦

Model 3 °

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4

Kamiuto et ah
1  '^4/-V ^ •

Figure 6.3: Effects of k on variations of (a) effective thermal conductivity Xrn, (h)
total effective thermal conductivity K^f^, (c) radiative heat flux 'F/?, (d) conductive
heat flux and (e) total heat flux <b'r with rj when uj — 0.5, N = 0.1 and LjD^ =
20.

Figure 0.2: ^ .
from refem,, . a^nlcss

of diniensioiii^

.rature 9 with experimental results
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iiiereascs. In the central portion, where the bed is homogeneous, A„, is constant

and equal to its value for the model 1. Further it is seen that with increase of k;,

Model 1

Mode! 2

K= 10

0  0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8

n

Model I

Model 2

Model 3

raw H L 1 A A '0

0.1 1 1^)00
0  0.2 0.4 0 6

0.06

Model I

Model 2

Model 3

K= 1000

Am/

0.3 r-

Model 1
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0.2 -
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0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8

0.6 p
0.55"

0.5 -
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*^7 0.35 -
0.3 -

0.25 -
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0.1 -

0.05 L
1
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Figure 6.3: Effects of k on variations of (a) effective thermal conductivity A,n, (b)
total effective thermal conductivity (c) radiative heat flux (d) conductive
heat flux ^le and (e) total heat flux "if-r with r; when to = 0.5, TV = 0.1 and L/Dp —
20.
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These comparisons are for k = 781.7, conduction-radiation parameter TV = 2.95,

scaled scattering albedo ta = 0.35 and L/Dp — 9.82. It is seen that the results from

models 2 and 4, which represent the variable porosity case, compare very well with

the experimental results. The results found from models 1 and 3 lead to slight under

prediction.

In Figs. 6.3(a)-(e), the effects of At on effective thermal conductivity Xm-, total

effective thermal conductivity /iTgff' radiative heat flux conductive heat flux

and total heat flux ̂ *7- are shown, respectively. In Fig. 6.3(a), variation of effective

thermal conductivity A„j along the bed depth r] is shown. For models 1 and 2, for

TV = 0.1, cj = 0.5 and L/Dp = 20, these variations are shown for three different

values of k{= 10,100,1000).

Since A,„ is a function of k and (/>, and models 1 and 3 are the constant porosity

cases ((?!>=constant), the A„i values for the two models are the same. It is seen from

Fig. 6.3(a) that for model 2, variation of A,„ near the two boundaries is significant,

and this fluctuation dampens towards the ceriterline as distance from the boundaries

„ , Model I
U.6 -

Model 2

0-5 - Model 3

0 4 _ Model 4
Kaniiuto et al. [10]

Figure 6.2: Comparison of dimensionless temperature 0 with experimental results
from reference [86]
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increases. In the central portion, where the bed is homogeneous, is constant

and eciual to its value for the model 1. Further it is seen that with increase of k,

K= H)
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"  KeffO.sl
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figure 6.3: Effects of k on variations of (a) effective thermal conductivity A,„, (b)
td)t.a! effective thermal conductivity (c) radiative heat flux (d) conductive
lieat flux vi(. and (e) total heat flux ̂ 7' with rj when u = 0.5, TV = 0.1 and L/Dp =
20.
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fluctuations in A,„ (hH roase near the boundaries and at any location 77, higher the
value of tc, lower is the \alue of A,„.

Figure C.3(li) shows th(> eflVet of s on total effective thermal conductivity It
IS suen that the values of /vT decrease with increase in k. k is the ratio of the
thermal conduet i\-ity of the dispersed phase to that of the continuous phase. If the
tflunnal conduetivity of the continuous phase is fixed, increase in k could be treated
as increase in the t luu nial conductivity of the dispersed phase. Therefore, increase

fc 0.08 .

0.06 li; 0-08
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y\ r
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F'SUru variations of (a) conductive heat flux
in ,d "'""Oh "f L/D, « I,eat flux It and (d) total effective thermaouductivi ' In-ut flux It,,. ('■) 5, iV = (O and a = 100.

^eff with 7/ when
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inenui.ses. In the central portion, where the bed is honiogcneoiis, A,„ is ccnistaiit

and ec[ual to its value for the model 1. Further it is seen that with iiicrca.se of k,
fluctuations in A„i decrease near the boundaries and at any location 77, higher the
value of K, lower is the value of A^-
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Figure 6.3(b) shows the effect of k on total effective thermal conductivity It
is seen that the values of A'^ff decrease with increase in k. k is the ratio of the
thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase to that of the continuous phase. If the
thermal conductivity of the continuous phase is fixed, increase in k could be treated
as increase in the thermal conductivity of the dispersed phase. Therefore, increase
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Figure 6.3: Effects of k on variations of (a) effective thermal (h
total effective thermal conductivity (t:) radiative heat fl A,ri' )
heat flux Tf. and (e) total heat flux I'r with ?/ when w = n r (d) concUu^'^'^ ̂
20 ■ ' ̂  = 0.1 and '

Figure 6.4: Effects of A/Dp ratio on variations of (a) conductive heat flux
(b) radiative heat flux (c) total heat flux and (d) total effective thermal
conductivity with 7] when uj = 0.5, X = 0.1 and «: = 100.
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in H. leads to a decrease in A„( as well as decrease in

Effects of K, on radiative heat flux and the conductive heat flux shown

in Figs. C.3(c), 6.3(d), respectively. For all values of k, is more near the hot

boundary (r/ = 0) than near the cold boundary (r; = 1). However, the opposite is

tlu^ case for variations of Further, it is observed from these figures that the

effect of K is more prominent on than on Increase of k can also be treated

as the decrease in the thermal conductivity of the continuous phase, which in turn

lowers Decrease in the value of ̂ *(7 with the increase in k finally decreases the

total heat flux vJ/j. (Fig. 6.3(e)). Results for all the models are almost closed to each

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I

Keff 0.5

0.4

0.2 0.4

Model I

Model 2
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figure 6.5: Effects of conduction-radiation parameter N on variations of (a) con
ductive heat flux (b) radiative heat flux ^r, and (c) total effective thermal
conductivity with 1] when cu — 0.5, L/Dp — 20. and k = 100.

6.3 Results Hiui 1 ̂  1 S( ■ uss K )11

other.

The edge effects cm eoiuliict i\c heat Ilux fl'c, radiative heat flux ̂ r, total heat flux

and total eflbetiv,- tlierinal conductivity A'gff are shown in Figs. 6.4(a)-(d) for

K = 100, a.' = o.g Y _ o x 'rhe lower value of L/Dp means presence of large
spheres {Dp is large) wluu eas its higher value signifies presence of small spheres. So,
it can be thought plu sieallv t bat presence of large spheres can cause more extinction
of radiative cucu gA- hence increases the optical thickness. That can also be explained
with the Eq. (0 0^ .^^^0 (G S) Tlu' values for tlie ratio of the bed thickness to particle
diameter L/Dp ar,, taken as 10, 20 and 100. In Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), the effects
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ill K. leads to a decrease in A,„ as well as decrease in A'gff-

Effects of K on radiative heat flux and the conductive heat flux fl'c shown

in Figs. 6.3(c), 6.3(d), respectively. For all values of k, ip/? is more near the hot
hoiindaiy (77 = 0) than near the cold boundary (?/ = 1). However, the oj^posite is
the case for variations of Further, it is observed from these figures that the

effect of K is more prominent on than on ̂ ft- Increase of k can also be treated
as the decrease in the thermal conductivity of the continuous phase, which in turn

lowers ̂ <^7. Decrease in the value of with the increase in k finally decreases the
total heat flux (Fig. 6.3(e)). Results for all the models are almost closed to each
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'"igure 6.5: Effects of conduction-radiation parameter N on variations of (ii)
f'lictive heat flux (b) radiative heat flux and (c) total effective thermal
roiiductivity A'gfj- with rj when cu — 0.5, L/Dp = 20. and k = iqq

6.3 Results and Discussion

other.

The edge effects on conductive heat flux radiative heat flux total heat flux

Ty and total effective thermal conductivity A'gg- are shown in Figs. 6.4(a)-(d) for

K = 100, uj = 0.5 and N = 0.1. The lower value of L/Dp means presence of large

spheres {Dp is large) whereas its higher value signifies presence of small spheres. So,

it can he thought physically that presence of large spheres can cause more extinction

of radiative energy, hence increases the optical thickness. That can also be explained

with the Eq. (6.6) and (6.8). The values for the ratio of the bed thickness to particle

diameter L/Dp are taken as 10, 20 and 100. In Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), the effects
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Figure 6.6: Effects of scaled scattering albedo u on variations of (a) conductive heat
flux T(7, (b) radiative heat flux T/?, and (c) total effective thermal conductivity
with rj when N = 0.1, L/Dp — 20 and k — 100.
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of L/Dy ratio on and ̂ r are shown, respectively. It is seen that the effect of
L/Dy is gn^ater on For smaller values of L/Dy ratio, r has a high value. This
is because, as given by Eq. (C.C) and (6.8), an increase in LjDy means increase in

(.he optical thickness, which results in increased absorption from the medium, which

in turn causes reduced radiation effects.

Since for different values of LjDy, the values t&c do not change much, the decrease

in T-/' values with LjDy (Fig. 6.4(c)) is primarily due to decrease in ̂ r with L/Dy.

Model 1

Model 2 *

Mode! 3

Model 4 ^

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

G.3 Results iiiid Oiscussitjii 119

Because of the increase in d'y for lower L/Dy ratio, the total effective thermal

conductivity A',,q- also increases for lower values (Fig. 6.4(d)) of L/Dy.

For the three poro.sit^' inochds, results arc different for the lower values of L/Dy.
Further, for model 2. the amplitudes of oscillations are more for lower values of

L/Dy. For a given \-aliie of L/Dy, oscillations dampen towards the mid-plane.

Figures G.5(a)-(c) illustrat e the effects of conduction-radiation parameter N on d'ci

and respectively. For k = 100, cu = 0.5 and L/Dy — 20, these results are
presented for a lowau- (iV = 0.1) and a higher (A^ = 10) values of N.

Conduction-radiation parameter N represents relative contributions of conduction
and radiation. For lower values of N, problem is radiation dominated. Therefore,
as seen from Fig. C.5(1j), radiative heat flux is greater for N -- 0.1. However, as
seen from Fig. 6.5(a), for N = 0.1, d'c is less near the south (hot) boundary and is
more near the north (cold) boundary. However, this difference between the values

at the two boundaries decreases with the higher values of ;V. For N = 10, this is
also observed for Ty.

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Figure 6.7: (a) Mean total effective thermal conductivity for different models with
variation of k when uj = 0.5, = 0.1 and L/Dy = 20 (b) Mean total effective
thermal conductivity for different models with variation of L/Dy ratio when u) = 0.5,
N — 0.1 s'ld K = 100 (c) Mean total effective thermal conductivity for different
models with variation of N when'a; = 0.5, k = ICQ and L/Dy — 20.

Since the effective thermal conductivity Xm is constant (as k is constant), for N = 0.1
and 10, there is not much difference in the average values of However, same is

not the case for ̂ r.

It is seen from Fig. G.5(c) that Agff is greater for lower values of N. This trend is
because of the fact that for lower values of N, ̂r is greater, and hence the total

heat flux is also greater

Effects of the scaled scattering albedo uj on and are shown in Figs.
6.6(a)-(c). For K = 100, N = 0.1 and L/Dy — 20, these results are presented for
u) = 0.1, 0.5 and 1. R, is seen from these figures that for model 2, for lower values of
u), amplitudes of oscillations are greater. However, when a; = 1, i.e., when the bed
is fully reflecting, these fluctuations are dampened. Further, in the central region,
UJ has more elTcet on vp/y
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of LjDy ratio on and are shown, respectively. It is seen that the effecd of
L/Dj, is greater on n. For smaller values of LjDp ratio, d'/; has a high value. This

is because, as given by Eq. (G.G) and (G.8), an increase in Lj Dp nioaiis increase in

the optical thickness, which results in increased absorption from the nnalinni, which

in t\irn causes reduced radiation effects.

Since for different values of L/Dp, the values S&c do not change much, the decrease
in ̂ 7- values with L/Dp (Fig. G.4(c)) is primarily due to dGcrca.sc in with LjDp-
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Because of the increase in d'j- for lower LjDp ratio, the total effective thermal

(.;ouductivity also increases for lower values (Fig. G.4(d)) of LjDp.

For the three porosity models, results are different for the lower values of LjDp.

Further, for model 2, the amplitudes of oscillations are more for lower values of

LiDp. For a given value of L/Dp, oscillations dampen towards the mid-plane.

Figures G.5(a)-(c) illustrate the effects of conduction-radiation parameter N on '^Ci

R and /Fgff, respectively. For k = 100, u = 0.5 and LfUp = 20, these results are
presented for a lower {N — 0.1) and a higher [N = 10) values of N.

Conduction-radiation parameter N represents relative contributions of conduction

and radiation. For lower values of N, problem is radiation dominated. Therefore,

as seen from Fig. 6.5(b), radiative heat flux Tr is greater for TV = 0.1. However, as

seen from Fig. 6.5(a), for TV = 0.1, Tc is less near the south (hot) boundary and is

more near the north (cold) boundary. However, this difference between the values

at the two boundaries decreases with the higher values of TV. For TV = 10, this is

also observed for Tr.

A

«  />.

Model 1

Mode! 2

Mode! 3

Model 4

Figure G.7: (a) Mean total effective thermal conductivity for j-rr ith
variation of k when uj = 0,5, N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20 (b) ̂  models
thermal conductivity for different models with variation of L/£) total 5,
^ = 0.1 and K = 100 (c) Mean total effective thermal condr ^heii uj^
models with variation of TV when'a; = 0.5, k = 100 and L/D for dift^'^

Since the effective thermal conductivity is constant (as k is constant), for TV = 0.1

and 10, there is not much difference in the average values of However, same is

not the case for Tr.

It is seen from Fig. 6.5(c) that /Vgg- is greater for lower values of TV. This trend is
because of the fact that for lower values of TV, ̂ /r is greater, and hence the total

heat flux is also greater.

Edects of the scaled scattering albedo u on Tc, r and are shown in Figs.

6.6(a)-(c). For k = 100, TV = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, these results are presented for
UJ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1. It is seen from these figures that for model 2, for lower values of

UJ, amplitudes of oscillations are greater. However, when cu = 1, i.e., when the bed

is fully reflecting, these fluctuations are dampened. Further, in the central region,

UJ has more effect on Tr.
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Figuics 6. f ̂ ci)-{c) sliovv the variations of the mean total effective thermal conductiv-

•t} L-lf ^/-Dp ratio and TV, respectively for four models. is the average
of total effective thermal conductivity over the whole depth (from 77 = 0 to 1). Like
t(7tal heat flux, its values (Fig. 6.4(e) and Fig. 6.5(c)) decrease with increase in k
and LjDp ratio, respectively. As seen from Fig. 6.7(a), for the variations in /?., in the
entire range, values from the four models are close to each other. However, as seen
fiom Fig. 6.7(b), model 2 yields higher values than the three other models for the
lowci L/Dp ratio. The value of with different conduction-radiation parameter
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6.3 Results and Di.scn.s.sioii

N is shown in tlie Fig. 6.7(c)- If seen that for radiation dominated situation
(small A'), the four models differ from each other.

For the tlir(>(> models, in Figs. 0.8(a) and 0.8(b), the effects of L/Dp ratio and
on steady stat(> temp(uatiire distribution 0 along the bed depth 7/ are shown

respectively. For L/Dp = 10 and 30, in Fig. 6.8(a), 6 variation with 77 are given for
w = 0.5, N ~ 0 ^ _ IQO It, is seen from Fig. 6.8(a) that for higher values of

L/Dp ratio, 0 profiles tend to become linear. Since at higher values of L/Dp ratio,
radiation effect decreases (Fig. 6.4(b)), the temperature profile almost become a
pine conduction temijeratiire profile.

For the effects of ac on 6 variations (Fig. 6.8(b)), results are shown for oj = 0.5,
~ 0.1 and L/D — 90 It is seen here that for lower values of ac, temperature

profiles tend to Ina ome linear This is because, for the lower values of k, conduction
effect is greater (Fig 6 3(d)) nnd thus the profile tends to become linear.

Transiorrr ■p)

Transient resuP r . -md conduction, radiation and total heat fluxes are'^nir.s for temperatnu cfgiven in this sor-f • AMve variations at two different locations, viz. 77 = 0.25
1  f *-01:1011 dempcraLLU'-ancl 0.75 are - 0 25 is close to the south (hot) boundary and

^^-^tion -a7 •'"'"'''tl'ie north (cold) boundary.
'  0.75 is neai tn^-

In Fig. Q
that at bo
of K. ana

6.

""'I

9f;.\ Pimensionless temperature 9 is shown. It is seen^^1, the effect of on onu
both loc ■ aiisient state, temperature is higher for lower values
Id fi,, T'^'ons, m tlic i opposite trends are observed. For higheras it eo f , te"<ly state, oppositevalues of,, ' is greater.

•  to reach steacl.v state g
Effect of-  L/l^ , , " ej V-/-that at both 1' -tants, greater for the lower values of L/Dp.
Further, ^ Nations, at all jowei" values of L/Dp, steady state is reached
quickly Thij., that fca that when L/Dp ratio is less, radiation effect
becomes ^^i-aid Fu- the , gtate is reached quickly. The above results

temperature 9 is shown in Fig. 6.9(b). It is seen

as a
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Fig^fvs 6.7:a)-(c) show the variations of tlie mean total effective tlierinai conductiv
ity with K, LiDp ratio and N, respectively for four models. is the average
of total effective thermal conductivity over the whole depth (from /; = 0 to 1). Like
total heat flux, its values (Fig. 6.4(e) and Fig. 6.5(c)) decrease with increase in ac
and L/Dp ratio, respectively. As seen from Fig. 6.7(a), for the variations in a, in the
entire range, values from the four models are close to eaeh other However, Is seen
from Fig. 6.7(b), model 2 yieldsHiigher values than the three other models for the
lever L/D, ratio. The value of »ith different conduction-rarliatioii i.aranreter
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G.3 Results and Discussion 121

N is shown in the Fig. 6.7(c). It is seen that for radiation dominated situation

(small TV), the four models differ from each other.

For the three models, in Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(b), the effects of LjDp ratio and

AT, on steady state temperature distribution Q along the bed depth ry are shown

respectively. For L/Dp = 10 and 30, in Fig. 6.8(a), 9 variation with 77 are given for

u = 0.5, 77 = 0.1 and k = 100. It is seen from Fig. 6.8(a) that for higher values of

L/Dp ratio, 6 profiles tend to become linear. Since at higher values of L/Dp ratio,
radiation effect decreases (Fig. 6.4(b)), the temperature profile almost become a

pure conduction temperature profile.

For the effects of ac on 0 variations (Fig. 6.8(b)), results are shown for u = 0.5,
N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20. It is seen here that for lower values of ac, temperature

profiles tend to become linear. This is because, for the lower values of At, conduction

effect is greater (Fig. 6.3(d)) and thus the profile tends to become linear.

Transient Results

Transient results for temperature and conduction, radiation and total heat fluxes are

given in this section. Temperature variations at two different locations, viz. 77 = 0.25

and 0.75 are chosen. Location 7; = 0.25 is close to the south (hot) boundary and

the location 7/ = 0.75 is near the north (cold) boundary.

In Fig. 6.9(a), the effect of k on dimensionless temperature 6 is shown. It is seen

that at both locations, in the transient state, temperature is higher for lower values

of AC, and as it reaches the steady state, opposite trends are observed. For higher
values of ac, time to reach steady state is greater.

Effect of L/Dp ratio on transient temperature 9 is shown in Fig. 6.9(b). It is seen
that at both locations, at all instants, 9 is greater for the lower values of L/Dp.
Further, it is observed that for the lower values of L/Dp, steady state is reached
quickly. This trend is for the reason that when L/Dp ratio is less, radiation effect
becomes more, and as a result, steady state is reached quickly. The above results
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122 Conduction-Radiation Heat Transfer in Packed bed

have been plotted only for the model 1.

\ ariatioiis of total heat flux with non-dimensional time ̂  for different situations

are shown in Fig 6.10. For these results, porosity models 1 and 2 are considered.

Thr(!e different locations, viz. 77 = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 are chosen for calculating the

fluxes.

In Fig. G. 10(a), effect of k on is examined. The values of w, N and L/D-p are

1.75 ['U '000- 100, 10; 11 = 0.25

K= 1000, 100, 10; 0=0.75

0  0,5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

0,75 - ; h

0,7 -

0,65

0,6 -I

-C- ' 0 = 0,25

'L/Dp = 30, 20 ,10

'  n = 0,75

'L/Dp = 30,20,10

Figure 6,9: Effects of (a) k when uj = 0,5, iV = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20 and (b) L/Dp
ratio when to = 0.5, TV = 0.1 and k = 100 on transient temperature 0 distributions
at locations 7/ = 0.25 and 0.75.

6.3 Rcsidts and Uiscu.s.sion 123

taken as 0.5, (). 1 and 20 respectively. Like the temperature plots, here it is seen that
with inc:rease of t inu' to reach steady state is delayed. It is also seen that with

dccrea,se of a, k\, uiercas.-s.

In Fig. 6.10(0)^ (iin effVet of L/^v I'^tio on fl'r is observed. The values of w, N
and K are taken a.s 0.5, 0.1 and 100, respectively. For the lower values oi L/Dp,

is always grcmter, and stcvidy state is also reached quickly. In Fig, 6.10(c), the
effect of condnetion-radiation parameter N on is shown for ca = 0.5, /c = 100 and
L/Dp 20. .stum that for lower values of iV, steady state is reached quickly.

1 = 0 25
Model I

Moilel 2

= l(KK)

0 .14

H-t 0.08

Model 1
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L;Dp= 10

0  0 5 1 1,5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4,5
E
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Figure g.jq. ^ 0.5, N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, (b) L/Dp
ratio when n; of (a) k and (c) N when w = 0.5, L/Dp - 20 and
= 100 On ̂  ^ 0.5^ ^ Q 1 and distributions at locations 77 = 0.25, 0.5 and

0,75, I,eat
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have been plotted only for the model 1.

Variations of total heat flux with non-dimensional Lime ̂  for different situations
are shown in Fig 6.10. For these results, porosity models 1 and 2 are considered,
d'hree different locations, viz. rj = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 are chosen for calcnlating the
fluxes.

In Fig. 6.10(a), effect of k on is examined. The values of to N and L/Dp arc
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FigUK! 6.9: Effects of (a) k when u = 0.5, At = q j
ratio when u = 0,5, N = 0.1 and k = 100 on transienr\ = 20 and fb)
at locations 7/= 0.25 and 0.75. „ ..
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G.3 Results and Discussion 123

taken as 0.5, 0.1 and 20 respectively. Like the temperature plots, here it is seen that

with increase of k, time to reach steady state is delayed. It is also seen that with

decrease of k, ̂ 7^ increases.

In Fig. 6.10(b), the effect of L/Dp ratio on is observed. The values of cu, N

and K are taken as 0.5, 0.1 and 100, respectively. For the lower values of L/Dp,

vLt- is always greater, and steady state is also reached quickly. In Fig. 6.10(c), the

effect of conduction-radiation parameter N on is shown for to = 0.5, k = 100 and

L/Dp — 20. Here it is seen that for lower values of N^ steady state is reached quickly.

..iVo?

H't 0.08

n = 0.25

/ ,0.5

L/Dp= 10

0  0.5 I 1.5

n^O.25
^0.5
Li ,0.75

Model 1

Model 2

Figuie 6.10: Effects of (a) k when uj = 0.5, N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, (b) L/Dp
ratio when u) = 0.5, N = 0.1 and k = 100 and (c) N when to — 0.5, L/Dp = 20 and
K = 100 on transient total heat flux distributions at locations rj = 0.25, 0.5 and
0.75.
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124 Conduction-Radiation Heat Ti-ansfer in Packed bed

Tliis is because, smaller values of N represent a radiation dominated situation, and

when radiation is dominant, steady state is attained quickly.

It, is seen from the above figures that for all three parameters, viz. k, L/Dp, and N,

for a given set of values, at all three locations, as the steady state is approached, the

total heat flux converges to the same value. This is true, because in the steady

stat(>, the divergence of the total heat flux equals zero. Further it is observed

that, in the transient state, at location 77 = 0.25, 4'r is very high and then slowly

decreases as it reaches the steady state, and close to the cold boundary (77 = 0.75),

>!'„ 0,03

ic= 1000

k:= 100

K= 10n = 0.25

0  0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

£

0.05

0.045

0.04

0.035

-Pr 003
0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

0

N = O.I

N = 1.0

N = 10

n =0.25

0  0.5 1 1.5

Figmc G.li: Effects of (a) k when u = 0.5, = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, (b) L/Dp
ratio when to = 0.5, A'' = 0.1 and k = 100 and (c) N when uj — 0.5, L/Dp — 20 and
t; = 100 on transient radiative heat flux distributions at locations 77 = 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75.

6.3 Rc.sults ;ui(I Di.scussioii 125

4/7- continuously- incroascs as long as it reaches steady state. At all the locations, at
all tunes, results from models 1 and 2 are very close to each other with the effects

of K and L/Dj,. However, as seen from Fig. 6.10(c), for the conduction dominated
situation (A' 10) .^l] times, d'r hom model 1 is always higher than that from
model 2.

For parann-tcu-.s same as that for the results presented in Figs. 6.10(a)-(c), temporal
variations of vj/^^ shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. Here, these
variations are given for the porosity model 1.
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Figure■^atio Effects of (a) ^^'^^^"-^lOO and (c) N when co = 0.5, L/Dp = 20 and
lOo ^ ^ 0.5 yV = 0.1 an« ^ distributions at locations 77 = 0.25,

aiuj condoctivo

0.5, N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, (b) L/Dp
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Tliis is because, smaller values of N represent a radiation dominated situation aiifl

when radiation is dominant, steady state is attained quickly.

It, is seen from the above figures that for all three parameters, viz. ^ L/D and yV,
for a given set of values, at all three locations, as the steady state is approac hed the
total heat flux converges to the same value. This is true, because in the steady
state, the divergence of the total heat fiux (^) equals zero. Further it is observed
that, in the transient state, at location 77 = 0.25, is very high and then slowly
decreases as it reaches the steady state, and close to the cold boundary (77 — 0 75)

ic= 1000

K= 100

K= 10

n = 0 25

n = 0.5

n = 0 75

6.3 Results and Discussion 125

Ty continuously increases as long as it reaches steady state. At all the locations, at

all times, results from models 1 and 2 are very close to each other with the effects

of 7c and LjD^. However, as seen from Fig. 6.10(c), for the conduction dominated

situation {N = 10), at all times, d'y from model 1 is always higher than that from

model 2.

For parameters same as that for the results presented in Figs. 6.10(a)-(c), temporal

variations of Ty and Tc arc shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively. Here, these

variations are given for the porosity model 1.
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Figure 6.11: Effects of (a) k when u> = 0.5, ̂ ^ = 0.1 j
ratio when uj = 0.5, N = 0.1 and k = 100 and (c) N when uj ^ 20, (b) L/^p
K = 100 on transient radiative heat flux "in distributions at =20
and 0.75. °^^tions rj ~ 0.25, b-b

Figure 6.12: Effects of (a) k, when u = 0.5, N = 0.1 and L/Dp = 20, (b) L/Dp
ratio when to = 0.5, A'^ = 0.1 and k, = 100 and (c) N when to = 0.5, L/Dp = 20 and
K = 100 on transient conductive heat flux Ty distributions at locations rj = 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75.
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126 Conduction-Radiation Heat Transfer in Packed bed

Coiiipaiisou of Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.12(a) shows that for a given value of k, the major

contribution to comes from conduction. However, the reverse is the trend for

a given value of the L/Dp ratio. With regard to the effect of N, as expected, for

higher values of N, maximum contribution is from conduction.

6.4 Conclusions

Combined conduction and radiation heat transfer in a planar packed bed was investi

gated for steady as well as transient situations. Both constant and variable porosity

distributions were assumed. The DTM was used for solving the radiative part of the

energy equation. For the dependent scattering, comparative study of both Kami-

iito's correlated scattering theory and Kaviany's scaling factors was made. Models 2

and 4 of variable porosity were found to compare well with the experimental results

for the temperature distribution. With the increase of k and LfDp, mean effective

thermal conductivity and the total lieat flux were found to decrease. For all values

of /V,, for the three porosity models, the values of total heat flux were found almost

close to one other. However, for the lower values of L/Dp, total heat flux from

model 1 was found more than that from models 2 and 3. Similar trends were also

observed for the mean total effective thermal conductivity. Time to reach steady
state was found to increase with the increase of k, L/Dp and N.

Chapter 7

I^^ciiation— Hoat
Transfer in a Porous Channel

ion

Porous nredia fl. role in improving the performance of many
thermal Plnycd an impoita j^_^gj^perature applications, a great deal of
attention has J 'accent years, in media [102,105,108,110,142-
146]. Apart fr focusecl on ^ porous media have been utilized for the
enhancement other [101,147] and in thermal insulation
systems [ipo transfer in coolant P j;„^jon along with conduction and/or

assages [101,147] and in thermal insulation
of radiation along with conduction and/or

convection which consideration

There havp i , a of the combined radiation and con-
I pvection rnoclgj^ ^^^"iou.s studies of tn these analyses, the medium

considered j<.. ^^^at transfer [Pd, ^ ^^^nie investigations [108,110,142,143],
combined . ̂^'noral fluid rontinnn'"" heat transfer problems in porous

„d radian^
convectlou

1  of the combined radiation and con-
laiysi^ ̂
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Comparison of Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.12(a) shows that for a given value of k, the major
contribution to comes from conduction. However, the reverse is the trenti fcjr

a given value of the L/Dp ratio. With regard to the effect of N, a.s exijeeled, for
higher values of N, maximum contribution is from conduction.

6.4 Conclusions
Chapter 7

Combined conduction and radiation heat transfer in a planar ,, , .n'a-uar packed bed was inve.sti-

gated for steady as well as transient situations. Both const a nf i ,
^  and variable porosity
distributions were assumed. The DTM was used for solviiiP tlw> i- .tiie radiative part of the
energy equation. For the dependent scattering, comparative st„.i c , m ,rd

, T ^ study of both Kaim-
nto's correlated scattering theory and Kaviany s scaling farto.-c , . o

^  ̂ lectors was made. Models 2
and 4 of variable porosity were found to compare well with ft,

.  -txrfV. fu • ^^perimental resultsfor the temperature distribution. With the increase of k and L/D ff f e
thermal conductivity and the total heat flux were found to i effect

,  I I m 1 f ^et^rease. For all values
of h'., for the three porosity models, the values of total hmt a

were fnnnfl almostclose to one other. However, for the lower values of L/D
model 1 was found more than that from models 2 and 3 from
observed for the mean total effective thermal conductivit m- trends weie a

r ̂  Tirne to reach steadystate was found to increase with the increase of k, L/D
p and W

Radiation-Convection Heat

Transfer in a Porous Channel

7.1 Introduction

Porous media have played an important role in improving the performance of many

thermal systems. In recent years, in high-temperature applications, a great deal of
attention has been focused on the usage of porous media [102,105,108,110,142-
146]. Apart from many other applications, porous media have been utilized for the
enhancement of heat transfer in coolant passages [101,147] and in thermal insulation
systems [102,143], in which consideration of radiation along with conduction and/or
convection is required.

There have been various studies of the analysis of the combined radiation and con
vection modes of heat transfer [96,100,148 150]. In all these analyses, the medium
considered is a general fluid continuum. In some investigations [108,110,142,143],
combined conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer problems in porous

t?
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Radiation-Convection Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel 7.2 Forniulat ion

media have been analyzed with known uniform velocity across the medium. When

t,he porosity and permeability of the porous medium are relatively high, boundary
and inertia effects come into play, and in this situation, the assumption of uniform

velocity across the medium is not valid [103]. In this case, the velocity distribution

near the wall is non-uniform and hence it affects the heat transfer to or from the

wall [103]. This aspect of non-uniform velocity distribution near the wall has been
accounted by Kaviany [103]. He obtained the solution for the velocity distribution
which is applicable to flow with or without a porous medium. The solution for the
velocity distribution over the complete range, including the limiting case of flow

with or without a porous medium, was developed by Kaviany [103] by introducing

a parameter called the porous medium shape parameter (PMSP), 7 =
where IP is the channel width, 0 is the porosity and K is the permeability. When

the PMSP 7 —> 0, a fully developed velocity profile for Poiseuille flow is obtained.
When the PMSP 7 —> 00, the slug-flow condition is achieved and, in this case, the
velocity distribution is uniform. Kaviany found the Nusselt number Nv, and the
temperature distributions over a wide range of values of the PMSP 7. He showed
that Na for fully developed fields varies from 7.54 for 7 —>■ 0 to 9.87 for 7 00.
The PMSP 7 has also been found to have a significant effect on the temperature
distribution. Kaviany did not consider the effect of radiation.

Chawla and Chan [96] carried out an analysis for the combined radiation and con
vection in thermally developing Poiseuille flow. They showed that in the presence
of radiation, unlike the case of pure convection, there is no fully developed ther
mal field. Nu varies in the flow direction, and the radiation contribution to the
total heat fl ux, Nu and temperature increases along the flow direction. Further,
radiative parameters such as the extinction coefficient, the scattering albedo and
th<' boundary emissivity have significant effects on heat flux, Nu and temperature.
The work of Chawla and Chan [96] can be viewed as a study of convection-radiation
heat transfer for the limiting case of the PMSP 7 —>■ 0. Kaviany's work [103] can be
seen a.s the limiting case of the convection-radiation problem with a general porous
medium in which the radiation effect is negligible.

After the work of Chawla and Chan [96] and Kaviany [103], many studies have been

performed for diffcKuit gcoiiu^t ries [100.149,151,152]. However, none of the previ
ous studies took into account the effect of convection and radiation for a general
medium witli PMSP and therefore, results for the variations of the Nusselt num
ber Nu, heat, finx and t cun ixn at are arc not available for various values of the PMSP
7- The prescmt work was ainual at extending the work of Chawla and Chan [96]
by incorporating a general nualiuni with PMSP 7, and that of Kaviany [103] by
considering the effecT of radiation. The present work thus bears significance in
providing more accurate predictions especially in the area of porous medium com
bustion where the at 1 . is done cither by considering fluid and solid phases as

CO, co..ti.u,a (102,105.108,110,142-145|. In all
these studic,s [102 108 110 149-146], analysis was performed for the slug-flow
condition.

In the pro.spr.f - r ndiatiou on flow through a porous medium
1  , ^^'ork. the (dlect oi ' j.- i. j r-,bounded bet, , .-nllel plates is investigated. For parameters'H.twecm two isothermal paiaiiei. F
such as extir, -inu albedo, conduction-radiation parameter,

11 . . ^tioii coefHeieiit, scattci _

medium

i3uv.li tiv; extin f t iiig aloeoo, cuiiviuv-viuii-iaviiatiuu ptuameter,

wall erniyi.j^j^ coefficient, scat values at different axial loca
tions are fouj^o PMSP 7i including the two limits 7 -> 0,
and cx). various values o are validated against the results
of Chawla ^ extinction coefficient ^3 -7 0, the radiation
effect is abse]^^ ^ban [96], When t problem is the same as that of Ka
viany [xQ^j in this case,
Kaviany ease, results Pom results are presented in both tabularKaviany j-^Q bis case, results R the pi

..jcnn results ciit; 1" uuLu laouiar
(■ upaii^ 'graphi^^l" purpose of co

radiative The discrete ti
to solve X} file energy ccination

^-m

The discrete ti

eile

f r method (DTM) [24] is used to solve the
a. «- o Tl .Si t- ̂

an finite difference scheme is used
-1 _ i-; ^Ti -

iir,.
equation.

7.2

elation

Consider orosity 0 and permeability K bounded
betweea niediuni with shown in Fig. 7.1. An absorbing,

"  IsothoHi.al ■'
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Radiation-Coiivcctioii Heat Transfer in a Purons Cliaiiiiel 7.2 Forniulation

media have been analyzed with known uniform velocity across the niediuin. When

the porosity and permeability of the porous medium are relatively high, bouiidary
and inertia effects come into play, and in this situation, the assumption of iiiiiforin
velocity across the medium is not valid [103]. In this case, the velocity distribution
near the wall is non-uniform and hence it affects the heat transfer to or from the

wall [103]. This aspect of non-uniform velocity distribution near the wall has been
accounted by Kaviany [103]. He obtained the solution for the velocitv distribution
which is applicable to flow with or without a porous medium. The solution for the
velocity distribution over the complete range, including the limiting cas(> of
with or without a porous medium, was developed by Kaviany [103] by introducing
a parameter called the porous medium shape parameter (PMSP), = {W^4)j '
where IT is the channel width, (j) is the porosity and K is the permeability. When
the PMSP 7 ̂  0, a fully developed velocity profile for Poiseuille flow is obtained.
When the PMSP -f oo, the slug-flow condition is achieved and, in this case, the
velocity distribution is uniform. Kaviany found the Nusselt number Nu and the
temperature distributions over a wide range of values of the PMSP 7 He showed
that Nu for fully developed fields varies from 7.54 for 7 0 to 9.87 for 7
The PMSP 7 has also been found to have a significant effect on the temperature
distribution. Kaviany did not consider the effect of radiation.

Chawla and Chan [96] carried out an analysis for the combined radiation and con
vection in thermally developing Poiseuille flow. They showed that in the presence
of radiation, unlike the case of pure convection, there is no fufly developed ther
mal field. Nu varies in the flow direction, and the radiation contribution to the
total heat flux, Nu and temperature increases along the flow H" ' Further'

parameters such as the extinctiou coefficient, the 300111^8° albedo and
the homulary emissivity have sigmficai.t effects on l,eat fln^ , ..,ture.
Tl.c work of Chawla and Chan 196| can be viewed as a study of " """^"'. ation
hea, transfer for the limiting case of the PMSP ̂  Q. Kavian „ be
seen as the limiting case of the convection-radiation problem "
iiualiiiiii in which the radiation effect is negligible. a general po

After the work of Chawla and Chan [90] and Kaviany [jq,, gn"•^1. many studies have be

performed for different geometries [100,149,151,152]. However, none of the previ

ous studies took into account the effect of convection and radiation for a general

medium with PMSP 7, and therefore, results for the variations of the Nusselt num

ber yVw, heat flux and temperature are not available for various values of the PMSP

7. The present work was aimed at extending the work of Chawla and Chan [96]

by incorporating a general medium with PMSP 7, and that of Kaviany [103] by

considering the effect of radiation. The present work thus bears significance in

providing more accurate predictions especially in the area of porous medium com

bustion where the analysis is done either by considering fluid and solid phases as

a single continuum [146] or separate continua [102,105,108,110,142-145]. In all

these studies [102,105,108,110,142-146], analysis was performed for the slug-flow

condition.

In the present work, the effect of radiation on flow through a porous medium

bounded between two isothermal parallel plates is investigated. For parameters

such as extinction coefficient, scattering albedo, conduction-radiation parameter,

wall emissivity, etc., Nu, temperature and heat flux values at different axial loca

tions are found for various values of the PMSP 7, including the two limits 7 —> 0,

and 00. For 7 —>■ 0, results from the present work are validated against the results
of Chawla and Chan [96]. When the extinction coefficient /3 —>• 0, the radiation
effect is absent, and in this case, the present problem is the same as that of Ka
viany [103]. For this case, results from the present work are found to match those of
Kaviany [103]. For the purpose of comparison, results are presented in both tabular
and graphical forms. The discrete transfer method (DTM) [24] is used to solve the
radiative part of the energy equation, and an implicit finite difference scheme is used
to solve the energy equation.

7.2 Formulation

Consider a porous medium with uniform porosity (f) and permeability K bounded
between two gray isothermal parallel plates as shown in Fig. 7.1. An absorbing.
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130 Radiation-Convection Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel

(Miiitting and scattering porous medium is embedded in a fluid with a fully developed

velocity field. The fluid and the solid matrix are in local thermal equilibrium and

the two phases are considered as a continuum. The density p, specifie heat Cp and

dynamic viscosity of the fluid are uniform and constant. The thermal conductivity

k and extinction coefficient (5 of the fluid-solid continuum are also assumed to be

liforni and constant.

solid matrix S
Permeability K

Porosity (j)

To,

'ssm
issmm

/w,

Figure 7.1: Sehematie diagram of the problem under consideration.

By incorporating the effect of radiation, for a planar geometry, the steady-state

energy ecination for the fluid-solid continuum [103] is modified to

pCAu~ + v"-^\=k
d'T d'T

dx^ dy'^
dqii d(jH

dx dy

where // and v are velocities parallel and perpendicular to the flow, respectively. In

Ffj. (7.1), the left-hand side is the contribution of the fluid convection, and the first

and the second terms on the right-hand side represent contributions of conduction

and radiation, respectively by the fluid-solid continuum. Neglecting the conductive

and the radiative heat fluxes in the axial direction, for a fully developed velocity

flelfl. in non-dimensional form, Eq. (7.1) is written as

PtJdnl
pw

2NPe) driy (7.2)

7.2 Formulation 131

where 7]j, = ./:/ir and r/y = .'//f non-dimensional lengths in the x and y
directions, resju'ct i vel>-, d is t he extinction coefficient and W is the physical thickness
of the i^urous iiiodiuin (Fig. 71)- I'l Eq. (7.2), non-dimensional values of axial
velocity n*, tfunixn at ui (> 0. Peelet number Pe, conduction-radiation parameter N,
and radiativ(> Inuu flux fl'/^ an^ defined as

^  a Tu ^—.0= /V
I  r

RcPr =
pUmPh \ f k-Cp■- ),N = n> _ gft

where is the mean /•-direction velocity, Pef is some reference temperature and
Du (= 2iy) is the hydraulic diameter.

At the entrance to the porons medium (Fig. 7.1), the fluid has uniform velocity Um
and temperature The temperatures of both the plates T,„ are the same. For the
problem under considei 'ition the boundary conditions in non-dimensional form are

Solid bouiKharies (//^

ce {i]x = 0-0' - 1-0) ^ - ̂ 0 - ̂
z= 0.0, 1-fO- ~ ~ ^ ~ ~

In flows thoueb r-.m with relatively high porosity 0 and permeabilitya poroiLs medium
A', boundary mwi • ■ rr ^ important, and the velocity field develops in acinu inertia eflects am i
short distance fV

the entranceT  at a distance of the order of KUjn/u^ in contrast to
a developing velocjt fi 1 1 here no rigid matrix is present [103]. For the boundary
conditions as cri, . o^ mr flow through a porous medium with PMSP 7,

ft iven m Eo (7.3), mi
. 1 _ r..Il.. 1 . " V ' , . . 1 1 „ fiml •the fully dcvoPjj^^,^j

velocity pi •

1 - e

W =

ofilc a* obtained by Kaviany [103] is

- 6-1)27-1

It .should be note 1 /tSP 7 ratio of the two natural
length scales, yj^, ^ dimension (A/^)^^ and the channel width W.
When 7 —Q pore-pai ^ meaning that obstructions are absent
from the flow p ^ permeability fully-developed Poiseuille flow. When

eirl Tlr ■ ■ the situatioii
7 —> 00, A' -o. Q , r, giug flow. In this situation, the boundary and

•  ̂liis is 1 he ease ot athe inertia effgg,
is uniform. Th , negligible, ma

^^locity a* profile gi^en
1  flip velocity profile across the porous medium

and rim
iven by Eq. (7.4) is applicable to all values of
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emit ting and scattering porous medium is embedded in a fluid with a fully developed

velocity field. The fluid and the solid matrix are in local thermal equilibrium and

the two phases are considered as a continuum. The density p, specific heat Cp and
dynamic viscosity p of the fluid are uniform and constant. The thermal conductivity

/,: and extinction coefficient P of the fluid-solid continuum are also assummi to be

uniform and constant.

r Permeability K
solid matrix ̂  ■'

Tw, I ^ Porosity ({)

To,

Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of the problem under r-nnc- i
onsiacration.

Bv incorporating the effect of radiation, for a planar geompti-
fhc stcadv-sts-t^eiiergv equation for the fluid-solid continuum [103J is modified t

^ f dT dT\ , fd''T , d''T
(7.1)

where u. and v are velocities parallel and perpendicular to the flow In
Fq. (7.1), the left-hand side is the contribution of the flni(j ^^P^ctively^
and the second terms on the right-hand side represent contrib f
and radiation, respectively by the fluid-solid continuum. Negj^^^^- conducti
and the radiative heat fluxes in the axial direction, for conducti
field, in non-dimensional form, Eq. (7.1) is written as '^^^eloped velocity

no / 2\d^e f 0w \ am,

7.2 Formulation

where = xJW and Py = xjjW are the non-dimensional lengths in the x and y
directions, respectively, 0 is the extinction coefficient and W is the physical thickness
of the porous medium (Fig. 7.1). In Eq. (7.2), non-dimensional values of axial
velocity u*, temperature 0, Peclet number Pe, conduction-radiation parameter N,
and radiative heat fl ux are defined as

— f)=J—
TJ rp

-^ref
Pe — RePr

pUm Dh
=

where Um is the mean x-direction velocity, Tj^j is some reference temperature and
Dh (= 2W) is the hydraulic diameter.

At the entrance to the porous medium (Fig. 7.1), the fluid has uniform velocity Um
and temperature Tq. The temperatures of both the plates T,,, are the same. For the
problem under consideration, the boundary conditions in non-dimensional form are

Entrance = 0.0): v* = 0.0, 'u* = 1.0, 9 = Oq =
Solid boundaries {py = 0.0,1.0): v* = 0.0,u* = 0.0, 0 = 9.^1 — (7-3)

In flows though a porous medium with relatively high porosity 0 and permeability
A', boundary and inertia effects are important, and the velocity field develops in a
short distance from the entrance at a distance of the order of KUm/^-, contrast to
a developing velocity field where no rigid matrix is present [103]. For the boundary
conditions as given in Eq. (7.3), for flow through a porous medium with PMSP 7,
the fully developed velocity profile xi* obtained by Kaviany [103] is

1 - - (1 - -f-
u* = ^ (7.4)

1 - - 2(1 - 6-^)27-1

It should be noted that the PMSP 7 — {\V^(j)/ is the ratio of the two natural
length scales, viz., the pore-particle dimension {K/(j)Y^'^ and the channel width W.
When 7-^0, the permeability K —)■ 00, meaning that obstructions are absent
from the flow field. This is the situation with fully-developed Poiseuille flow. When
7 —> 00, K —> 0. This is the case of a slug flow. In this situation, the boundary and
the inertia effects are negligible, and the velocity profile across the porous medium
is uniform. The velocity u* profile given by Eq. (7.4) is applicable to all values of
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Y=0.1

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

Figure 7.2: The fully-developed velocity distribution for several values of the porous
media shape parameter.

7. In Fig. 7.2, velocity profiles for different valnes of 7 are plotted as given by Eq.

(7.4).

With the velocity distribution u* known from Eq. (7.4), for the solution of the

energy equation Eq. (7.2), information about the divergence of radiative heat

i.s rcHjuired. Eq. (2.16) can be non-dimensionalised as described before to get the

following expression.

(7.5)

The incident radiation, intensity and source function are non-dimensionalized with

respect to the reference temperature T^cf (Similarly as in section 5.2 where it is

non-dimensionalized w.r.t Ts).

To solve energy Ecp (7.2), the divergence of radiative heat flux given by Eq. (7.5)

i.s sulistituted in Eq. (7.2), which yields the desired governing integro-differential

('([iiation to be solved:

00 _( 2 \d'^0 - oj)
UZ ~ \P~e)Wi~ V NPeOt^j: KPe JOr]'^ V NPe

(7.6)
J \ Atx J

With the radiative component known, Eq. (7.6) is solved using the implicit finite

7.2 Fonnuhition

difference scheiiK- in wiiicb //, i.s (he inarching direction. For the grid independent
situation, depending on t be extinction coefficient /f, the requirement for the control
volumes ha.s been fonnd to 1)(> between 200 to 500. Depending on the conduction-
radiation paranietei .V the length increment in the axial direction has been taken
between 1 x l() 1x10 ' For all cases, a maximum of 64 rays has been found

lit foi independent situation.

Nussoli v„ al tlu- hou.ulmy is computed from

'K.. - 0,n

00 tODh
an /»Jy=0.0

=- Nuc + Nun

wliere Oj IsLo' ,1 reinoerature of the fluid. The total Nusselt

number /Vn ° onn of the convection Nusselt number Nuc
aud tim , '«■ as the sum.nat.on

Elation Nu.sselt number

Table 7.1;
locations tbe PMSP 7
brackets ^*--^poiiding to 0 =

Values from [9G].

Y  .. A' ii/i, and at various axial
^ y'^= 0.01, e = 0.5 and lo = 0.5. Numbers in

:  {) . 4^ 1 ^

~18.265(r
(18.2G31)
22.093G
32.G70G

JTT9J^_
8.00^

t  (7.9930)
9.1020
10.8249

(7.4GG1
8.365G
9.G8G1
9.5178

NujN—

(1.4357)
1.4603
1.5166
1.5301_

-Tto^
(1.7010)
1.8058
2.0147
2.(3428^

(4.2452)
4.7297
5.4027
5.32^

IVu

(19.6988)
23.5539
34.1872
35.9135

(9.6940)
10.9078
12.8396
12.9875

1X72^
(11.7113)
13.0953
15.0888
14.8407

1.7624

(1.7621)
2.1152

3.0478

3.1822

0.5880

(0.5868)
0.6376
0.6845
0.6820

0.0507
(0.0509)
0.0408
0.0270

0.0257

0.1387
(0.1385)
0.1398
0.1415

0.1416
0.1251

(0.1249)
0.1265
0.1274
0.1273

0.0292
(0.0289)
0.0231

0.0151
0.0144
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Y= 0.1

(lifferciicc sclicnie in which iIj., is the iiiarcliing direction. For the grid independent

situation, depending on the extinction coefficient /3, the requirement for the control

volumes has been found to be between 200 to 500. Depending on the conduction-

radiation parameter N, the length increment in the axial direction has been taken

between 1 x 10~® and 1 x lO""*. For all cases, a maximum of 64 rays has been found

sufficient for the ray independent situation.

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 i r!2 ^ ,^6
The Nusselt number Nu at the boundary is computed from

2

dl„ - Or, d7]y 4N Jr,y^0.0

Figure 7.2; The fully-developed velocity distribution for several values of the porous
media shape parameter.

T. In Fig. 7.2, velocity profile., for different values of 7 are plotted as given hv Eq-
(7.4).

With the velocity distribution «" known from Eq. (7,4)^
energy equation Eq. (7 2), infornration about the divergence of radiative heat
i,s ....quired, Eq. (2.16) can be non.d.mens,onahsed as described before to get the
following expression.

^ = 4mi - e.) , £11
dVy L 47rJ (7.^)

The incident radiation, intensity and source function are non-di.e, h
.-cspect to the reference temperature (Similarly as ens.onahze

Action 5.2 where-diniensionalized w.r.t Ts)-

To solv,. energy Eq. (7.2). the divergence of radiative heat n, .
is s,d,»tituted in Eq. (7.2), which yields the desired govern-'  given by Eq

['(|uat.ion to be solved.

-
integro-difFerenti^

« ̂  - \PeJ dnl V TVP^ ^ j (^04 _ G* X

With the radiative component known, Eq. {7.6)
the implicit

where Omi— "tt fho bulk mean temperature of the fluid. The total Nusselt
Jo

number Nu can be split as the summation of the convection Nusselt number Nuc

and the radiation Nusselt number Nuji.

Table 7.1: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, and at various axial
locations 77^ corresponding to B = Q.2,N = 0.01, e = 0.5 and 00 = 0.5. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vx

5 X 10-^

1 X 10"

Nuc

18.2650

(18.2631)
22.0936

32.6706

34.9135

8.0035

V (7.9930)
9.1020

10.8249

10.9447

7.4369

(7.4661
8.3656

9.6861

9.5178

1 X 10-2

Nur

1.4373

(1.4357)
1.4603

1.5166

1.5301

1.7027

(1.7010)
1.8058

2.0147

2.0428

4.2898

(4.2452)
4.7297

5.4027

5.3230

Nu

19.7023

(19.6988)
23.5539

34.1872

35.9135

9.7062

(9.6940)
10.9078

12.8396

12.9875

11.7261

(11.7113)
13.0953

15.0888

14.8407

1.7624

(1.7621)
2.1152

3.0478

3.1822

0.5880

(0.5868)
0.6376

0.6845

0.6820

0.0507

(0.0509)
0.0408

0.0270

0.0257

0.1387

(0.1385)
0.1398

0.1415

0.1416

0.1251

(0.1249)
0.1265

0.1274

0.1273
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'ial)l(' 7.2: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nun, Nu, ̂I'c and d'/j at various axial
locations //r corresponding to fi = 0.2, iV = 0.1, c = 0.5 and cu = 0.65. Numbers in
l)rackets are values from [96].

Vt.

5 X 10"

1 X 10"

1 X 10"

7 Nuc Nur Nu

0.1 18.3555 0.1096 18.4651 17.7387 0.1059

(18.3507) (0.1094) (18.4600) (17.7330) (0.1057)

10 22.1614 0.1114 22.2728 21.2507 0.1068

100 32.6992 0.1156 32.8148 30.5568 0.1080

300 34.4083 0.1166 34.5250 31.8991 0.1081

0.1 8.1762 0.1271 8.3032 6.2001 0.0964

(8.1765) (0.1267) (8.3032) (6.1998) (0.0961)

10 9.2270 0.1343 9.3614 6.6866 0.0973

100 10.8915 0.1492 11.0406 7.1546 0.0980

300 11.0108 0.1512 11.1620 7.1320 0.0979

0.1 7.5355 0.2974 7.8330 0.9928 0.0392

(7.5272) (0.2947) (7.8219) (0.9914) (0.0388)

10 8.3506 0.3302 8.6807 0.8651 0.0342

100 9.6204 0.3848 10.0052 0.6652 0.0266

300 9.6356 0.3866 10.0222 0.6462 0.0259

7.3 Results and Discussion

Pesiilts for variations of the Nusselt number, temperature and heat flux are presented
for both the hot-plate and the cold-plate condition. For the hot-plate condition,
results for the Nusselt number and heat flux are presented in tabular form and, for

the limiting case of Poiseuillc flow, these^rc compared with the results available
in the literature. All Nusselt number and heat flux values are calculated for the

wall-porous medium interfaces.

It should be noted that in the absence of radiation, for the both hot and cold

plate condition, the asymptotic value of the Nusselt number Nu is independent of

the Peclet number Pe [103]. In the presence of radiation, the minimum Nu for
the hot-plate condition or the asymptotic value of Nu for the cold-plate condition

are independent of the Peclet number Pe. However, for low Pe the position of

Table 7.3: PffcH t of t li(> I'.MSl' -• on .Niif. Nur, Nu, and "ifr at various axial
locations 7}^ eona'sijoiuling to t ^ 0 2. A' = 0.5. e = 0.5 and uj = 0.35. Numbers in
brackets a,.0 val„,.,s IV„„,

O X 10-5

^ X in

A"o( •

18.3612

(18.37)60)
22.1659

32.7014

34.4103

8.1885

(8.1883)
9.2370

10.8986

11.0181

7.5503

(7.5392)
8.3609

9.6256

9.6448

Nur

1p034r~
(0.0344)
0.0350

0.0364

0.0367

"1703^
(0.0398)
0-0421
0.0468
0.0474

""oToos^T"
(0.0920)
0.1024

0.1192

0.11^

"1^3957
(18.3905)
22.2010

32.7378

34.4470

""8:22^
(8.2281)
9.2791

10.9454

11.0655

"^642^
(7.6312)
8.4632

9.7448

9.7646

4'c
88.7290

(88.699)
106.2850

152.8085

159.5200

31.1024

(31.0990)
33.5330

35.8738

35.7615

5.1385

(5.1290)
4.4954

3.4815

3.3843

0.1665

(0.1664)
0.1679

0.1699

0.1700

0.1514

(0.1513)
(0.1529)
0.1539

0.1538

0.0628

(0.0626)
0.0550

0.0431

0.0420

the towards the entrance. When comparing
results flic asymptotic values s u according to the literature [96]
For oth,, ' P.o,se.a work, ̂ aluo.s of

r-, . ifl til®

For othef ̂  Present work, values ol ̂  '
-Pe lurs been specifii-a i«

For platgFor platg ^
'Condition

^ fluid, some numerical results are
present^,! jl^'^I^eratvires higher than tl^^^ of the PMSP 7, these results are
present^., _ ,i;fFereut _.afficient 3, the scatterimr niKoeie.presenter, ^ tabular form For ditfera"' roeffic'e"' P, the scattering albedo

<-0,4" Variuaa values of the the emissivity of the plates e. The
enussivin^^ """'^a-rad.atmn paian.ete- ̂  'p^gp 7 -» 0 "Pteeents the Poiseuille

I How Of ban, plates are the rsulte of the P-ent work are vajidated
-agatnst r an, the pr«ent study, th.s lower Itaittog

^'hawla and Chun
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Table 7.2: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nuji, Nu, and T/; at various axial
locations ifj. corresponding to = 0.2, iV = 0.1, c = 0.5 and lj = 0.65. Niiinhors in
brackets are values from [96].

Vt.

5 X 10"

1 X 10"

1 X 10"

7 Nuc Nur Nu 4'(7

0.1 18.3555 0.1096 18.4651 17.7387 0.1059

(18.3507) (0.1094) (18.4600) (17.7330) (0.1057)

10 22.1614 0.1114 22.2728 21.2507 0.1068

100 32.6992 0.1156 32.8148 30.5568 0.1080

300 34.4083 0.1166 34.5250 31.8991 0.1081

0.1 8.1762 0.1271 8.3032 6.2001 0.0964

(8.1765) (0.1267) (8.3032) (6.1998) (0.0961)

10 9.2270 0.1343 9.3614 6.6866 0.0973

100 10.8915 0.1492 11.0406 7.1546 0.0980

300 11.0108 0.1512 11.1620 7.1320 0.0979

0.1 7.5355 0.2974 7.8330 0.9928 0.0392

(7.5272) (0.2947) (7.8219) (0.9914) (0.0388)

10 8.3506 0.3302 8.6807 0.8651 0.0342

100 9.6204 0.3848 10.0052 0.6652 0.0266

300 9.6356 0.3866 10.0222 0.6462 0.0259

Table 7.3: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuq, Nua, Nu, and at various axial
locations 77^; corresponding to /3 = 0.2, N = 0.5, e = 0.5 and tu = 0.35. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vx

5 X 10"

1 X 10"

1 X 10-'-^

Nuc

18.3612

(18.3560)
22.1659

32.7014

34.4103

8.1885

(8.1883)
9.2370

10.8986

11.0181

7.5503

(7.5392)
8.3609

9.6256

9.6448

Nur

0.0345

(0.0344)
0.0350

0.0364

0.0367

0.0399

(0.0398)
0.0421

0.0468

0.0474

0.0923

(0.0920)
0.1024 .

0.1192

0.1197

Nu

18.3957

(18.3905)
22.2010

32.7378

34.4470

8.2283

(8.2281)
9.2791

10.9454

11.0655

7.6426

(7.6312)
8.4632

9.7448

9.7646

88.7290

(88.699)
106.2850

152.8085

159.5200

31.1024

(31.0990)
33.5330

35.8738

35.7615

5.1385

(5.1290)
4.4954

3.4815

3.3843

0.1665

(0.1664)
0.1679

0.1699

0.1700

0.1514

(0.1513)
(0.1529)
0.1539

0.1538

0.0628

(0.0626)
0.0550

0.0431

0.0420

7.3 Results and Discussion

Results for variations of the Nu.sselt number, temperature and heat flux are presented

for both the hot-plate and the cold-plate condition. For the hot-plate condition,
results for the Nusselt number and heat flux are presented in tabular form and, for

the limiting case of Poiseuille flow, these^re compared with the results available
in the literature. All Nusselt number and heat flux values are calculated for the

wall-porous medium interfaces.

It should be noted that in the absence of radiation, for the both hot and cold

I)late condition, the asymptotic value of the Nusselt number Nu is independent of
the Pedet number Pe [103]. In the presence of radiation, the minimum Nu for
the hot-plate condition or the asymptotic value of Nu for the cold-plate condition

are independent of the Peclet number Pe. However, for low Pe the position of

the minimum or the asymptotic values shift towards the entrance. When comparing

results from the present work, values of Pe are taken according to the literature [96].

For other cases, Pe has been specified in the text.

Hot-plate condition

For plate temperatures higher than that of the fluid, some numerical results are

presented in tabular form. For different values of the PMSP 7, these results are

presented for various values of the extinction coefficient P, the scattering albedo

u), the conduction-radiation parameter N and the emissivity of the plates e. The

emissivities e of both plates are the same. PMSP 7^0 represents the Poiseuille

flow condition. For this limiting case, the results of the present work are validated

against those of Cihawla and Chan [96]. In the present study, this lower limiting

]
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Radiation-Convection Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel 7.3 Results uiid IJiscussion

Table 7 4" Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, and at various axial
locations't?, corresponding to (3 = 2.0, N = 0.01, e = 0.5 and w = 0.65. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Table 7.5; i>\isp t)n Nuc, various axial
locations (■onv.spoiuline to f 2.0, N = 0.1, e = 0.5 and w = 0.65. Numbers in
•^rackets are values from |0(i

5 X 10"

1.7 X 10-2

7.5 X 10-2

Nuc
38.0285

(38.1617)
47.7491
84.3904
100.5869
12.1285

(12.3321)
14.6493
20.1548
20.6410
14.9881

(15.8528)
17.6969
22.4731

22.9721

Nur
38.3328

(38.2953)
38.6457
39.3199
39.5239

" 43.1489
(43.0596)
45.3705
49.5306
50.1743
78.4209

(77.9556)
89.4096

106.8565
108.8939

Nu

76.3613

(76.4570)
86.3947

123.7103

140.1109

55.2774

(55.3917)
60.0198
69.6854

70.8153

93.4089

(93.8084)
107.1065

129.3296

131.8660

0.3758
(0.3784)
0.4709

0.8264

0.9817

0.0949

(0.0964)
0.1120

0.1451
0.1467

0.0419

(0.0442)
0.0427

0.0413

0.0404

0.3788
(0.3771)
0.3811

0.3850

0.3857

0.3374

(0.3367)
0.3468
0.3566
0.3567

0.2192

(0.2175)
0.2158

0.1964

0.1917

value of 7 is 0.1, and for this case, results from the present work have been found
t.o mat,eh those of Chawla and Chan [96].

In Tables 7.1-7.9, values of the convection Nusselt number Nuc, the radiation Nus-
selt number Nur, the total Nusselt number Nu, the conductive heat flux and
t he radiative heat fl ux fl'yf are given for 7 = 0.1, 10, 100 and 300. In all these tables,
nnnibers in the bracket are taken from [96]. All results arc given for gray plates with
emissivity ' = 0.5. The Peclet number Pe corresponding to /3 = 0.2, 2.0, 10.0 are
0.08, 8 and 200, respectively.

It should be noted that the locations in the axial direction and the values of (3,
u, N have been chosen as above to compare the results from the present work
foi- ^ 0 0 (which is 0.1 in this study) with those from [96]. For various values of
the radiative parameters, after comparing the results for the limiting value of the
PMSP 7, for the purpose of comparison with the future work, tabulated results have

5 X 10

X 10 T

^ 10-

UTt

N ii( •

,38.9209
(38.9057)
48.4780

84.7300
100.5809_

~r2"lT(Tr'
(12.4207)
14.7200
19.0905
20.1430
8.5077

(8.5302)
9.7774
11.8253
11.9018
9.1921^

(9.3705)
10.4825
12.4870
12.5015

Nur
"TS2l^

(3.8174)
3.8503
3.9153
3.9354

(3.8661)
3.9955
4.2643
4.3113

"CTssefT'
(4.3456)
4.6207
5.1'1'i'^
5^214^
g.6248

(9.4918)
10.7989
12.7332
12.81^

Nu

"42.7481
(42.7232)
52.3283
88.6454
104.7597
16^2835""

(16.2928)
18.7160
23.9608
24.4550

"12^8637""
(12.8758)
14.3981
16.9700
17.1767

(18.8623)
21.2814
25.2208
25.3165

3.8627

(3.8604)
4.8016

8.3333

9.8833
1.1300

(1.1315)
1.3181

1.6820

1.6526

0.6337

(0.6353)
0.6977
0.7671
0.7649

0.1347
(0.1370)
0.1196
0.0910
0.0876

0.3792
(0.3788)
0.3814

0.3851
0.3858

0.3527
(0.3520)
0.3578
0.3642
0.3636
0.3245

(0.3237)
0.3297
0.3337
0.3334
0.1411

(0.1387)
0.1232
0.0928
0.0898

different rallies
It cat! 0 0, the results from the present

Tables 7.1-7-0 [T for Poisee"'®well with those f.o'" P '
Comp^j,. ^hat at a particular location r)^,
the the resell, Tables 7.1-^-^ ,e„duction-radiation parameter

^idecl

^ery well with those fto'f ■
Comp^j,. ^hat at a particular location r)^,
the Of u., ,^^bles 7.1-T9J ^„„duction-radiation parameter

Thi, decrease transfer ,s greater
and as reases it is ais^ 333^
that when the e Nusselt number increases.
Thcrer )' iperea rocfh"'"' ' , 3^ ean be found when/? is high

the the extinction numbe
value of the •
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136 Radiatioii-Convectioii Huat Transfer in a Porous Channel

Table 7.4: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, and at various axial
locations corresponding to p = 2.0, N = 0.01, e = 0.5 and u! = 0.65. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vt.

5 X 10"

TJ X 10"

7.5 X 10"

Nuc

38.0285

(38.1617)
47.7491

84.3904

100.5869

12.1285

(12.3321)
14.6493

20.1548

20.6410

14.9881

(15.8528)
17.6969

22.4731

22.9721

Nur

38.3328

(38.2953)
38.6457

39.3199

39.5239

43.1489

(43.0596)
45.3705

49.5306

50.1743

78.4209

(77.9556)
89.4096

106.8565

108.8939

Nu

76.3613

(76.4570)
86.3947

123.7103

140.1109

(55.3917)
60.0198

69.6854

70.8153
93.40^
(93.8084)
107.1065

129.3296

131.8660

~~T375^
(0.3784)
0.4709

0.8264

0.9817

~C®4^
(0.0964)
0.1120

0.1451

0.1467
~~04)4l^
(0.0442)
0.0427
0.0413

0.0404

0.3788

(0.3771)
0.3811

0.3850

0.3857

0.3374

(0.3367)
0.3468

0.3566

0.3567

0.2192

(0.2175)
0.2158

0.1964

0.1917

value of 7 is 0.1, and for this case, results from the presem , . . A
,  1 r 1 1 r^i fori Work have been founf

U) nialch those of Chawla and Chan [96J.

In Tallies 7.1-7.9, values of the convection Nus.selt number N
solt number Nur, the total Nusselt number Nu, the conduct^'
the radiative heat flux ̂ r are given for 7 = 0.1, 10, iQo and 3on^ Ts
numbers in the bracket arc taken from [96]. All results are these tab
emissivity = 0.5. The Peclet number Pe corresponding t plates wi„g are
0.08, 8 and 200, respectively.

It should be noted that the locations rj^ in the axial direct! 0
u, N anie have been chosen as above to compare the tpo i values of P'
for 7 0.0 (which is 0.1 in this study) with those froi^n [ggi present wo ^
the radiative parameters, after comparing the results fr.. , "Various values

the 1; • . r the
PMSP 7, for the purpose of comparison with the future \Vf^ ^truting value 01

'f^bulated results hav«
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Table 7.5: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, 4/(7 and at various axial
locations corresponding to 0 = 2.0, N = 0.1, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vx

5 X 10"

1.7 X 10-2

7.5 X 10"

5 X 10"

LA

7 Nuc Nur Nu

0.1 38.9269 3.8212 42.7481 3.8627 0.3792

(38.9057) (3.8174) (42.7232) (3.8604) (0.3788)
10 48.4780 3.8503 52.3283 4.8016 0.3814

100 84.7300 3.9153 88.6454 8.3333 0.3851

300 100.5869 3.9354 104.7597 9.8833 0.3858

0.1 12.4103 3.8731 16.2835 1.1300 0.3527

(12.4267) (3.8661) (16.2928) (1.1315) (0.3520)
10 14.7206 3.9955 18.7160 1.3181 0.3578

100 19.6965 4.2643 23.9608 1.6820 0.3642

300 20.1436 4.3113 24.4550 1.6526 0.3636

0.1 8.5077 4.3560 12.8637 0.6337 0.3245

(8.5302) (4.3456) (12.8758) (0.6353) (0.3237)
10 9.7774 4.6207 14.3981 0.6977 0.3297

100 11.8253 5.1447 16.9700 0.7671 0.3337

300 11.9618 5.2149 17.1767 0.7649 0.3334

0.1 9.1921 9.6248 18.8170 0.1347 0.1411

(9.3705) (9.4918) (18.8623) (0.1370) (0.1387)
10 10.4825 10.7989 21.2814 0.1196 0.1232

100 12.4876 12.7332 25.2208 0.0910 0.0928

300 12.5015 12.8150 25.3165 0.0876 0.0898

been provided for different values of 7.

It can be seen from Tables 7.1-7.9 that for 7 —> 0.0, the results from the present
work compare very well with those from [96] for Poiseuille flow.

Comparison of the results from Tables 7.1-7.9 shows that at a particular location rjx,
the Nusselt number increases with decrease in the conduction-radiation parameter

N. This means that when the effect of radiation increases, heat transfer is greater
and as a result the Nusselt number increases. From these tables, it is also seen
that with increase in the extinction coefficient 0 , the Nusselt number increases.

Therefore, the maximum value of the Nusselt number can be found when 0 is high
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138 Radiatioii-Coiivcctioii Heat Transfer in a PuruuH Channel

1 al)le 7.G: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, ff'c and "i'r at various axial
locations 7/^ corresponding to P = 2.0, yV = 0.5, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vt.

5 X 10"

1.7 X 10"

5 X 10"

7 Nuc Nur Nu Tg,

0.1 39.0108 0.7640 39.7749 19.3623 0.3792

(38.97^8) (0.7633) (39.7391) (19.3440) (0.3788)

10 48.5449 0.7698 49.3147 24.0503 0.3814

100 84.7604 0.7828 85.5431 41.6974 0.3851

300 100.8453 0.7868 101.6321 49.4459 0.3858

0.1 12.5557 0.7676 13.3233 5.7882 0.3539

(12.5587) (0.7662) (13.3249) (5.7893) (0.3532)

10 14.8170 0.7907 15.6077 6.7201 0.3586

100 19.7197 0.8424 20.5621 8.5375 0.3647

300 20.1639 0.8515 21.0154 8.6398 0.3649

0.1 8.5888 0.8357 9.4245 3.3923 0.3301

(8.5942) (0.8337) (9.4280) (3.3942) (0.3293)
10 9.7817 0.8810 10.6626 3.7150 0.3346

100 11.7250 0.9731 12.6981 4.0763 0.3383

300 11.8564 0.9857 12.8421 4.0668 0.3381

0.1 7.7343 1.4958 9.2300 1.1881 0.2298

(7.7450) (1.4868) (9.2318) (1.1893) (0.2283)
10 8.6370 1.6700 10.3017 1.1435 0.2211

100 10.0718 1.9871 12.0588 1.0214 0.2015

300 10.1630 2.0171 12.1801 1.0033 0.1991

and /V is low (Table 7.9). Further, it is seen that the value of the Nusselt number is

very high near the entrance and it continues to decrease, reaches a minimum value,

and then increases again. This behavior can be explained well by Fig. 7.3(a) and

(b). In Fig. 7.3(a), the effect of P on variation of the Nusselt number along the
axial length r]^ is shown, and in Fig. 7.3(b) the same is shown for the effect of N.
The value of N in Fig. 7.3(a) is 0.1 and the value of P in Fig. 7.3(b) is 1.0. Both

plat(^ are black (e = 1) and an absorbing-emitting situation (oj = 0.0) is considered
in both cases. The Peclet number Pe in both cases is 20. The plots in these figures

clearly explain the trends described above. The phenomena may be explained as

follows: Downstream from the inlet the eonvective heat flux decreases more rapidly

than t he temperature difference, 9yj — 0„i (Eq. 7.7), causing a steady decrease in the

7.3 Ixosiilts FLiid IDis(*nssi<)ii

Table 7.7; Effect (jf the PMSP - on Nuc, tkc and at various axial
locations 7/^. eorrc'spoiKling to P — 10.0. iV = 0.01, e = 0.5 and uj = 0.65. Numbers
in bracket.s jue valu(>.s from [96].

Vt

1.25~>rT(p

0.837f

Xtic-

40.083-r
(40.0439)
47.2705

79.5535

93.2099

(33.5402)
34.8296

40.7965

41.4571

36.6"44r'
(76.0301)
54.5008

43.4243

41.5927

Nur

""T^lOO
(191.0990)
200.2732

214.4573

217.3074

"TSffSSid"
(185.9680)
207.8403
238.7365
242.0937

Tr79T695f~
(439.1020)
517.2532
611-1619

621.179^

Nu

231.4943

(231.1430)
247.5437

294.0109

310.5173

219.4703

(219.5080)
242.6699

279.5330

283.5508

516.3393

(515.1320)
570.0750

654.5862

662.7094

0.0777

(0.0776)
0.0914

0.1525

0.1779

0.0367

(0.0396)
0.0391

0.0415

0.0415

0.0053

(0.0109)
0.0030

0.0038

0.0036

0.3708

(0.3702)
0.3871

0.4110

0.4147

0.2227

(0.2195)
0.2334

0.2429

0.2425

0.0696

(0.0627)
0.0576

0.0376

0.0361

eonvective coptrib Nusselt number; the fractional radiative heat flux,
on the othe,. , to the 1 ,-..allv with axial distance x, leading to the
observed be monotonrvoHy

^uavin,.

Another irppQ^^ ^ 7.1-7.9 and Fig. 7.3(a) and (b) is that the
value of the finding fioiu 1 ^ jj^erease in PMSP 7. For particular ̂  and
N, this trcpei ^^urnber The Nusselt number reaches a maximum
as the sarnc for all 1 ^.Qndition (7 —> cxd). It also indicates that
with the ^PPi"oaches the slug transfer increases and with the

consideratiQj^ ^ solid porous j^g^t is transferred. In Fig. 7.3(a) and
(b), the tespj^ ^ ̂ ^'^^iation, more auel radiation. The value of the Nusselt
number fj. /ii = q indicates the Also, it is seen that the results for

^  Almost ^ iiiiiiimuiu ui ^ _ Q This is because, for higher values of
N, the effgg^ ^ ̂^fiicide with those ^ effect of radiation is negligible,
and situation is lowT-

"nes pore co.ivect""'
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Tabln 7.G: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, ''Vc and r at various axial
locations corresponding to /3 = 2.0, N = 0.5, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in
brackets are values from [96].

Vt.

5 X 10"

r? X 10"'^~

5 X 10"

Nug

39.0108

(38.9758)
48.5449

84.7604

100.8453

12.5557

(12.5587)
14.8170

19.7197

20.1639

8.5888

(8.5942)
9.7817

11.7250

11.8564

T7343
(7.7450)
8.6370

10.0718

10.1630

Nur

0.7640

(0.7633)
0.7698

0.7828

0.7868

0.7676

(0.7662)
0.7907

0.8424

0.8515

0.8357

(0.8337)
0.8810

0.9731

0.9857

1.4958

(1.4868)
1.6700

1.9871

2.0171

Nu

39.7749

(39.7391)
49.3147

85.5431

101.6321

13.3233

(13.3249)
15.6077

20.5621

21.0154

9.4245

(9.4280)
10.6626

12.6981

12.8421

9.230T~

(9.2318)
10.3017

12.0588

12.1801

19.3623

(19.3440)
24.0503

41.6974

49.4459

5.7882

(5.7893)
6.7201

8.5375

8.6398

~~37392^
(3.3942)
3.7150

4.0763

_4.0668
~xr8^
(1.1893)
1.1435

1.0214

1.0033

0.3792

(0.3788)
0.3814

0.3851

0.3858

0.3539

(0.3532)
0.3586

0.3647

0.3649

0.3301

(0.3293)
0.3346

0.3383

0.3381

0.2298

(0.2283)
0.2211

0.2015

0.1991

and N is low (Table 7.9). Further, it is seen that the value of the Nusselt number is
very liigl. .rear the entrance and it continues to decrease, reaches a rrrinimuin value,
and tl.eii increases again. Tins behavior can bo explained well by Fig 7 aral and
,b). ,n Fig. 7.3(a), the effect number along the
axial length is shown, and m F,g. 7.3(b) the same ,s shown for the effect of X-

-  .. . rr ic n 1 and thn valiio o i
axial length is shown, and in mg. r,ne same is shown for the effect of iV"
rp. , evf Af in Fie 7.3(a) is 0.1 and the value of /3 in p; e, 'Ihe value of N in hig. >■ \ ) P in hig. 7
pl„t» arc black (e = D and an absorbing-em.ttmgsituation (a, \ ".^d
in liotli cases. The Peclet number Ce in both cases is 20. The pfot, : ',V""''c " res
clearly explain the trends described above. The phenomena may b" 'T d aS
follows: nownstream from the inlet the convcctivc heat flux "Explained
cicariy expiaiu bn-p ^ may h

follows: Downstream from the inlet, the convective heat fl,,,, decreases
than the temperature difference, - "m (Eq. 7.7), causing a steady dememore rapi^

^crease in ^

7.3 Results and Discussion

Table 7.7; Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nug, Nur, Nu, "ifg and r at various axial
locations ri:^ corresponding to /? = 10.0,77 = 0.01, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers
in brackets are values from [96].

Vt.

1.25 X 10"

0.8375

Nug
40.0834

(40.0439)
47.2705

79.5535

93.2099

31.0859

(33.5402)
34.8296

40.7965

41.4571

36.6441

(76.0301)
54.5008

43.4243

41.5927

Nur
191.4109

(191.0990)
200.2732

214.4573

217.3074

188.3844

(185.9680)
207.8403
238.7365
242.0937

479.6952

(439.1020)
517.2532

611.1619

621.1797

Nu

231.4943

(231.1430)
247.5437

294.0109

310.5173

219.4703

(219.5080)
242.6699

279.5330

283.5508

516.3393

(515.1320)
570.0750

654.5862

662.7094

0.0777

(0.0776)
0.0914

0.1525

0.1779

0.0367

(0.0396)
0.0391

0.0415

0.0415

0.0053

(0.0109)
0.0030

0.0038

0.0036

0.3708
(0.3702)
0.3871

0.4110

0.4147

0.2227

(0.2195)
0.2334
0.2429

0.2425

0.0696

(0.0627)
0.0576

0.0376

0.0361

convective contribution to the Nusselt number; the fractional radiative heat flux,
on the other hand, increases moiiotonically with axial distance x, leading to the
observed behavior.

Another important finding from Tables 7.1-7.9 and Fig. 7.3(a) and (b) is that the
value of the Nusselt number increases with increase in PMSP 7. For particular jS and
N, this trend is the same for all 7 values. The Nusselt number reaches a maximum
as the situation approaches the slug-flow condition (7 00). It also indicates that
with the insertion of a solid porous matrix, the heat transfer increases and with the
consideration ol radiation, more and more heat is transferred. In Fig. 7.3(a) and
(b), the result for /3 = 0 indicates the absence of radiation. The value of the Nusselt
number is found to be a minimum in this case. Also, it is seen that the results for

= 10 almost coincide with those for (3 = 0. This is because, for higher values of
N, the effect of radiation is lower. For N = 10, the effect of radiation is negligible,
and situation becomes pure convection-like.
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Radiatiou-Coiivcction Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel 7-3 Results and Oiscussioii

Taihe 7.8; Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, and r at various axial
locations ?/. corresponding to P = 10.0, iV = 0.1, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in
i)rackcts are values from [96].

1.25 X 10"

0.8375

7 Nuc Nur Nu 4'c 4'h

0.1 38.2455 19.7157 57.9613 0.7544 0.3905

(38.2081) (19.6944) (57.9024) (0.7568) (0.3901)
10 47.8008 20.1942 67.9950 0.9419 0.3992

100 83.0224 21.1173 104.1396 .  1.6257 0.4143

300 97.1288 21.3529 118.4817 1.8941 0.4172

0.1 14.7375 17.0947 31.8322 0.2649 0.3099

(14.8006) (17.0401) (31.8407) (0.2683) (0.3089)
10 17.4104 18.3143 35.7247 0.3087 0.3274

100 23.9488 20.4925 44.4413 0.4083 0.3517

300 24.6617 20.7712 45.4383 0.4161 0.3527

0.1 11.8354 16.4123 28.2477 0.1791 0.2505

(11.9335) (16.3170) (28.2505) (0.1821) 0.2490

10 13.4328 17.9809 31.4137 0.1965 0.2653

100 16.3539 20.6106 36.9645 0.2210 0.2809

300 16.5953 20.8843 37.4796 0.2210 0.2806

0.1 13.3499 20.1011 33.4510 0.1232 0.1865

(13.5552) (19.8900) (33.4452) (0.1257) (0.1844)
10 15.0317 22.4745 37.5063 0.1267 0.1905

100 17.9534 26.6272 44.5806 0.1268 0.1891

300 18.2783 27.1124 45.3906 0.1262 0.1883

Table 7.9: Effect (d' the E.MSP " on A'uc, and tifr at various axial
locations corre.spoudiut; to .1 — 10.0, A' = 0.5, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in
biar,k(.t.s are \ahies from [9b]-

1-25 X 10
h Nur

0.1 38.SG02

(38.8142)
10 • 18.3675

100 83.4-146

300 97.5544

0.1 14.5551

(1-1.5670)
10 17.3984

100 24.2549

300 25.0294

0.1 10.3223

(10.3334)
10 11.9906

100 15.111^

300 15934^
0.1 ""sTttgcT'

(8.4963)
10 9-5688

100 11.3123

300 11.4532

N II R

'~ff954^
(3.9496)
4.0420

4.2178

4.2640

~1b50^
(3.4932)
3.6896
4.0504

4.1032

(3.3186)
3.5732
4.0052

4.0568

""3739^
(3.3797)
3.7045
4.2286

4 2873

Nu

42.8147 3.8528 0.3924

(42.7639) (3.8513) (0.3919)
52.4095 4.7871 0.4003

87.6624 8.1987 0.4146

101.8184 9.5435 0.4175

18.0571 1.3641 0.3288

(18.0602) 1.3677 (0.3280)
21.0879 1.6110 0.3422

28.3053 2.1640 0.3619

29.1326 2.2103 0.3628

13.6543 0.8843 0.2861

(13.6520) (0.8872) (0.2849)
15.5637 1.0011 0.2990

19.1166 1.1817 0.3138

19.4016 1.1846 0.3138

11.8754 0.5908 0.2375

(11.8761) (0.5935) (0.2361)
13.2733 0.6332 0.2457

15.5410 0.6704 0.2512

15.7404 0.6680 0.2506

It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that when the radiation effect is negligible (/3 = 0 in

Fig. 7.3(a) and TV = 10 in Fig. 7.3(b)), the Nusselt number reaches an asymptotic

value. This is possible when the temperature prohle reaches a fully developed state.

In the absence of radiation, it can be interpreted from these figures that this fully

develoi)ed t^emperature prohle is achieved for all values of 7. However, with radiation

a fully developed temperature prohle is not obtained and, therefore, an asymptotic

value of the Nusselt number is not achieved for any value of 7. This behavior is

consisl-ent with the findings of previous work [96,100] for Poiseuille how (7 0).

.As mentioned above,the trend of the developing temperature prohle can be clearly

understood from Fig. 7.4(a) and (b) where at four axial locations r]x, similarity

^  are drawn from the centerline {rjy = 0.5)

Plate " (9)/('^«' .rrepresents the situation of Poiseuille flow(3" == 0.1) ^ = 1). Figure 7. flow through a porous medium with
PMSp ̂  ̂  Fig. 7.4(b) is u c Ihat irrespective of the value of
PMSP _ ^ 10- These two figures developed temperature prohle does
"ot ocj; presence of

iucre^r "th ^ shown in Fig. 7.5. For theresultf. ^11 the Nusselt iiuiubru effect is absent. The Nusselt number
valuer; ill Pig. 7.5(a), ^^'^^%(a) are the asymptotic values found from

fully by t,he phh' i" This pl^f provided to show the
""^'oped tcnipcratiiC
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Table 7.8; Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, and d'/;. at varioii.s axial
locations 7/^ corresponding to P = 10.0, N = 0.1, e = 0.5 and lu = 0.65. Nuinhers in
brackets are values from [96].

0.8375

Nuc

38.2455

(38.2081)
47.8008

83.0224

97.1288

14.7375

(14.8006)
17.4104

23.9488

24.6617

11.8354

(11.9335)
13.4328

16.3539

16.5953

13.3499

(13.5552)
15.0317

17.9534

18.2783

Nug

19.7157

(19.6944)
20.1942

21.1173

21.3529

17.0947

(17.0401)
18.3143

20.4925

20.7712

16.4123

(16.3170)
17.9809

20.6106

20.8843

20.1011

(19.8900)
22.4745

26.6272

27.1124

Nu

57.9613

(57.9024)
67.9950

104.1396

118.4817

31.8322

(31.8407)
35.7247

44.4413

45.4383

28.2477

(28.2505)
31.4137

36.9645

37.4796

33.4510

(33.4452)
37.5063

44.5806

45.3906

'I'c
0.7544

(0.7568)
0.9419

.  1.6257

1.8941

"11264^
(0.2683)
0.3087

0.4083

0.4161

~(ri79T~
(0.1821)
0.1965

0.2210

_ 0.22J^
~lU2^
(0.1257)
0.1267

0.1268

0.1262

0.3905

(0.3901)
0.3992

0.4143

0.4172

0.3099

(0.3089)
0.3274

0.3517

0.3527

0.2505

0.2490

0.2653

0.2809

0.2806

~0T86^
(0.1844)
0.1905

0.1891

0.1883

Table 7.9: Effect of the PMSP 7 on Nuc, Nur, Nu, 'Ec and 4/^ at various axial
locations 773, corresponding to p = 10.0, = 0.5, e = 0.5 and u = 0.65. Numbers in

brackets are values from [96].

rix

1.25 X 10-2

0.8375

7 Nuc Nur Nu

0.1 38.8602 3.9545 42.8147 3.8528 0.3924

(38.8142) (3.9496) (42.7639) (3.8513) (0.3919)
10 48.3675 4.0420 52.4095 4.7871 0.4003

100 83.4446 4.2178 87.6624 8.1987 0.4146

300 97.5544 4.2640 101.8184 9.5435 0.4175

0.1 14.5551 3.5020 18.0571 1.3641 0.3288

(14.5670) (3.4932) (18.0602) 1.3677 (0.3280)
10 17.3984 3.6896 21.0879 1.6110 0.3422

100 24.2549 4.0504 28.3053 2.1640 0.3619

300 25.0294 4.1032 29.1326 2.2103 0.3628

0.1 10.3223 3.3320 13.6543 0.8843 0.2861

(10.3334) (3.3186) (13.6520) (0.8872) (0.2849)
10 11.9906 3.5732 15.5637 1.0011 0.2990

100 15.1114 4.0052 19.1166 1.1817 0.3138

300 15.3448 4.0568 19.4016 1.1846 0.3138

0.1 8.4760 3.3994 11.8754 0.5908 0.2375

(8.4963) (3.3797) (11.8761) (0.5935) (0.2361)
10 9.5688 3.7045 13.2733 0.6332 0.2457

100 11.3123 4.2286 15.5410 0.6704 0.2512

300 11.4532 4.2873 15.7404 0.6680 0.2506

It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that \vhen the radiation effect is negligij^ig f/3 — 0
Fig. 7.3(a) and iV = 10 in Fig. 7.3(b)), the Nusselt number reaches In Isymptotic
value. This is possible when the temperature profile reaches a fully devclo d state-
In the absence of radiation, it can be interpreted from these figures that tl 's fuHy
developed t^emperature profile is achieved for all values of 7. Howpvo»- • ,

.  , . , . , radiation
a fullv developed temperature profile is not obtained and, thercfov

,  . u- , r an asymptotic
\alue of the Nusselt number is not achieved for any value of ̂  r-p, .

r  . 1 fnc inni c this behavior 'consisi.ent with the findings of previous work [96,100] for Poiseuill
How (7 —> 0)-

As mentioned above,the trend of the developing temperature profit ly
understood from Fig. 7.4(a) and (b) where at four axial locati -tv

'Hx, similatoy

temperature profiles {{0^ — 0)/{9,^ — 0^)) are drawn from the centerline {r]y = 0.5)

to the plate {rjy = 1). Figure 7.4(a) represents the situation of Poiseuille flow

(7 = 0.1), whereas Fig. 7.4(b) is a case of flow through a porous medium with

PMSP 7 = 10. These two figures clearly indicate that irrespective of the value of

PMSP 7, in the presence of radiation, a fully developed temperature profile does

not occur.

The increase in the Nusselt number with PMSP 7 is shown in Fig. 7.5. For the

results shown in Fig. 7.5(a), the radiation effect is absent. The Nusselt number

values represented by the plot in Fig. 7.5(a) are the asymptotic values found from

the fully developed temperature fields. This plot has been provided to show the
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Y= 1, 10, 300

p = o.i —
p = o

7=1,10,300 ;

^= 1, 10, 300

7=0.1
o) = 0.35. N = 0.I,£= 1

rijj =0.0255 -
tlx =0.0335 -
tl., =0.05 -■

005 0. 1 0. 155  0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

N = 0.01
7= 1, 10, 300

N = 0.1 7=1, 10,300
'3= 1, 10, 300

rN = 10
:  1p = o o

1 —.— I—^—
0.001 0.01 0.1

0.

I  0.8

, = 0..35,N = 0£liilL

Ti^ =0.0255
=0.0335

tlx =0.05
Tl = 0.08 ■

0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

0.05 0.1 0- ■ 11

Figure 7..3: Variation of the total Nusselt number Nu along the axial length 77^ for
various values of PMSP 7: (a) effect of the extinction coefficient /3; (b) effect of the
conduction-radiation parameter N. Results for Nu without radiation effect (/9 = 0)
are also shown.

corr(H:tnoss of the results from the present work. The minimum value of the Nusselt
number (7.54) corresponds to 7 = 0.1 (Poiseuille flow) and the maximum value of
9.87 is found at 7 = 1000 (slug flow). These values are identical with those found
by K'aviany [103]. Since with radiation there is no asymptotic value of the Nusselt
number, in Fig. 7,5(b) and (c) variations with 7 are shown at two different axial

at different axial locations, (a)

^  ̂ (^) 7 = 10, conespond^"^

h the figures, at different 77^, the trend for
0-0001 and O.OOl- I" without radiation (Fig, 7.5(a)). With

of A7^ is hanges, and at different 77^, the trends are
-"V Nu==elt

'/<J r^MSP

:.CtiOU Nusselt number Nuc, the radiation

tlK. total N
j^ber 7^'^' bulk mean temperature
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N = 0.1

'= 1, 10, 300

P = 0.1
(3 = 0

Y= I, 10, 300 ;

10. 300

N = 0.01

(FED

Y= 1, 10, 300

N = 0.1 Yj 1. 10, 300
'= 1, 10, 300

>1= 10

p = o.o

0.001 0.01 0.1

0.

Figure 7.3: Variation of the total Nus.selt number Nu along the axial length 77^; for
various values of PMSP 7: (a) effect of the extinction coefficient (b) effect of the
concluction-racliation parameter TV. Results for Nu without radiation effect (/5 = 0)
arc also shown.

correctness of the results from the present work. The minimum value of the Nusselt

number (7.54) corresponds to 7 = 0.1 (Poiseuille flow) and the maximum value of

9.87 is found at 7 = 1000 (slug flow). These values are identical with those found

by Kaviauy [103]. Since with radiation there is no asymptotic value of the Nusselt

number, in Fig. 7.5(b) and (c) 77m variations with 7 are shown at two different axial

7.3 Results and Discussion

Y=0.1
' ■2 - 1 co = 0.35, N = 0.1, e = 1

03 CD

Tlx = 0.0255
r|x =0.0335
n X = 0.05
Tlx =0.08

0 05 0. 1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

E
<T> I CTJ

Y= 10
0T = 0.35, N = O.OI, e= 1

03 03 Tlx =0.0255 -
1- Tij^ = 0.0335
,  Ox =0.05 ---
' ■ Ti = 0.08 -

^ ^ ^ ^ ■ ■ ■0  0.05 0.1 0,15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Figuie 7.4. Similaiity temperature profile different axial locations, (a)
7 = 0.1 and (b) 7 = 10, corresponding to /3 = 2,E =0.35, N = 0.01, e = 1 and Pe

locations, 77^,— 0.0001 and 0.001. In both the figures, at different r/j,, the trend for
the vaiiation of Nu with 7 is similar to that without radiation (Fig. 7.5(a)). With
increase in PMSP 7, the Nusselt number changes, and at different 773;, the trends are
similar.

The eflects of the PMSP 7 on the convection Nusselt number Nuq-, the radiation
Nusselt number Nun, the total Nusselt number Nu and the bulk mean temperature
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Y—^00, Nu = 9.87

28 1 n =0.0001

Y tT 0. Nu = 7.54

'  p = o
No radiation

(p = 0.2, N = 0.01.co = 0.5,e= l.O)

T) = 0.001

lp = 0.2, N = 0.0l,co = 0.5, E= 1.0

Figure 7.5: Variation of the total Nussclt number Nu with PMSP 7, (a) without
racliatdon {fj = 0.0), (b) with radiation at axial location = 0.0001 and (c) with
radiation at axial location r/^ = 0.001; Pe = 0.08 in both the figures

(),„ ar(> shown in Fig. 7.6(a) - (c). The variations of Nuc and Nuu in Fig. 7.6(a)
ex]dain the trends of the variation of Nu in Fig. 7.6(b). It can be seen from Fig.
7.G(a) that radiation effect increases as the distance from the entrance = 0.0)
increases. Nun increases very sharply in the later part of the axial length, and, as a

result, the total Nusselt number Nu increases again after it has reached a minimum

value. Witn increase in 7, the values of Nuq, Nu^ and Nu increase. The effect of

7 on Nuc is maximum at the entrance and it decreases as the distance from the

entrance^ increases. In Fig. 7.5(c), the effect of 7 on the bulk mean temperature 9m

is shown. If, c;a,n b(> seen that Om increases with and also that with increase in 7,

Dm increases.

7.3 R.e,sult.s and Oiscussii>11

Nu 150 Y - (1 1 10. KKI. .VH)/ 1 I
i  y \ \

I) I , II). KH). 300

0 001 0 01

n ..

Y^=O.I, 10. 100, 300

0.001 0.01
Ix

Y=0.1. 10, 100, 30^;^
V  //

0 I
0.0001

Figure 7.6; .-.Hions of (a) convection Nusselt number Nuc
and radiation PMSP 7 ^^^^1 Nusselt number Nu and (c) bulk-mean
temperatuj. ^ number Nun, I ' a ̂  2.0,w = 0.35, = 1,0, = 0.01temperature e number Nun, \ '
and Pe g along the axial distance

The effect of le 9 distributions along the channel width at
different a^j^j 7 on pig, 7.7. In Fig. 7.7(a) - (d), the 77^ values
are O.O05 *^'^ations are plottc 1 Tn demonstrate the effect of radiationarc 0.005^ Q ̂  ^^^^^^'ions 7^ are plotted demonstrate the effect of radiation,
the resui^-^ . '^•05 and 0.8, rcspcc considered. In Fig. 7.7(d), 9 profiles are
prns.„t,<| ,,j.atiou (/^ = and 1.

T): locations, vi^.- 'P
It can be ^vith radiation (^ = 2,0), at a given
axial loc^j^. frojo pjg 7.7(a) ' •  closer to the plate temperature than inca.se 'tr, the fluid teiiiperaP^^ Y!'Fig- = 0,08),

H.,) . niP. la a &
radiation (d = t^emperature than that for (5 = 0,0 atthe axial "''Mature is do.scr to clearly shows the high rate of heat

^  1.0-

plate
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Y—~oo. Nu = 9.87

Y-^ O.Nu = 7.54

(a)

p = o
No radiation

T) = 0,001

ri =0.0001
'x

, P = 0.2. N = 0 0i, to = 0 5. E = I .O)

lp = 0.2, N = 0.01, qj = 0.5,e= I.oJ

Y=0.1, 10, 100, 300/I/)'

Y^O.l, 10. 100, 300

0.001 0,01
0 „

I

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0m 0.5
0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Y = 0.l, 10, 100, 300

0.001 0.01

Ix

0.001 0.01

Ox

Y=0.l. 10, 100, 300

Figure 7.5: Variation of the total Nusselt number Nu with PMSP 7, (a) without
radiation {P = 0.0), (b) with radiation at axial location r/^, = 0.0001 and (c) with
radiation at axial location r/^ = 0.001; Pe — 0.08 in both the figures

()„i are shown in Fig. 7.6(a) - (c). The variations of Nuc and Nu}i in Fig. 7.6(a)

explain the trends of the variation of Nu in Fig. 7.6(b). It can be seen from Fig.

7.0(a) tliat radiation effect increases as the distance from the entrance (772, = 0.0)

increases. Nun increases very sharply in the later part of the axial length, and, as a

result, the total Nusselt number Nu increases again after it has reached a minimum

value. Witn increase in 7, the values of Nuc, Nuu and Nu increase. The effect of

7 on Nuc is maximum at the entrance and it decreases as the distance from the

entrance increases. In Fig. 7.5(c), the effect of 7 on the bulk mean temjjerature Om

is shown. It can be seen that increa,ses with 7jx and also that with increase in 7,

Ojii incrfvises.

Figure 7.6: Effect of PMSP 7 on variations of (a) convection Nusselt number Nuc
and radiation Nusselt number Nuji, (b) total Nusselt number Nu and (c) bulk-mean
temperature along the axial distance 77^; /3 = 2.0, ce = 0.35, = 1.0, iV = 0.01
and Pe = 8.0.

1 he effect of the PMSP 7 on temperature 9 distributions along the channel width at
different axial locations are plotted in Fig, 7.7. In Fig. 7.7(a) - (d), the values
aie O.OOd, 0.0335, 0.05 and 0.8, respectively. To demonstrate the effect of radiation,
the lesults without radiation (/9 = 0.0) are considered. In Fig. 7.7(d), 6 profiles are
presented at two locations, viz. = 0.08 and 1.

It can be seen from Fig. 7.7(a) - (d) that with radiation {P = 2.0), at a given
axial location //x, the fluid temperature is closer to the plate temperature than in
the case without radiation {p = 0.0). In Fig. 7.7 (d), {p = 2.0 and 77^ = 0.08),
the fluid temi)erature is closer to tlie plate temperature than that for P — 0.0 at
the axial location = 0.08 and 1.0. This clearly shows the high rate of heat
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p = o ^ -

p = 2 —

y= 0.1, 10, 300

Hv =0.005

\ \\ Y=0.1, 10,300
y = 300, 10, 0.1

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Oy

■ ■ , y=300, 10, 0.1

f-nx =0.0335]

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Y=0.1, 10, 300.

Ox =0.05

v^. 1^=300, 10,0.1

Y=O.I, 10, 300j

VOx =1,

0)^ = 0.08 Y=0.1, 10,300

Y=300, 10, 0.1

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Ov

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Figure 7,7: Effect of PMSP 7 on variation of temperature l9 normal to the flow
direction at axial locations (a) = 0,005, (b) = 0,0335, (c) = 0,05 and (d)
= 0,08 and 1,0; ce = 0,35, N = 0,01, e = 1 and Pe = 8,0, Results without radiation
effect {/'i — 0) are also shown.

transfer due to radiation. For /3 = 0,0 (without radiation), (Fig, 7,7(a) - (c)), the

(,empcraturc decreases with increase in 7 close to the entrance, but far from the

entrance = 1,0), the opposite trend is observed (Fig, 7,7(d)), However, in the

])re,seiice of radiation {fj = 2,0), the temperature always increases with increase in

7 at all axial locations.

Cold-plate condition

111 Figs. 7.8 ami 7.9, results for plate temperatures lower than the fluid temperature

are provided.

Z£jfe,sidt,s ;uh1 ni,s. ii.s.si<.n ^

f'or various valiio.s of IFMSP o ^ 1,^, effects of 7^ and tV on the total Nusselt number Afu
iirt; shown in 7.8(a) and (b), respectively. For u = 0,0, e = 1.0, and Pe = 20,

7.8(a), n^suKs are .shown for .V = 0,1, and in Fig. 7.8(b) results are given
= 1. Unlik(> the c ases with heating (Fig. 7,3(a)-(b)), in the present case of

the Nu.smdt nninlx-r rem bes an asymptotic value. This trend for all values
of the PMSP ,,.ith the earlier work of Azad and Modest [153] for the

condition erf ga.s-part imilate tube How (7 O-O)- Like before, Nu is higher for
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Y= I, 10, 300
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y= 1, 10, 300

A
y= 1, 10, 300

N = 0.1

-pTod

Y=l. 10, 300

Y=l, 10, 300
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(£3
0.001

jj^ber Nu along the axial length % for
variQ "^-8: v • . 1 extinction coefficient ̂  and (b) effect

Resrilts for Nu without radiation effect

^ 0) aA'^T^'i-radiatioii
shown.
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tlx =0-005

y=O.I, 10, 300
y = 300. 10,0.1
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Y = 0 I. 10, 3(X1

ftl X = 0-0335^
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n V

Foi various values of PMSP 7, the effects of P and N on the total Nusselt number Nu
are shown in Fig. 7,8(a) and (b), respectively. For u) = 0.0, e — 1.0, and Pe = 20,
in Fig. 7.8(a), results arc shown for N = 0.1, and in Fig. 7.8(b) results are given
for p — I. Unlike the cases with heating (Fig. 7.3(a)-(b)), in the present case of
cooling, the Nusselt number reaches an asymptotic value. This trend for all values
of the PMSP 7 is consistent with the earlier work of Azad and Modest [153] for the
cold condition of gas-particulate tube flow (7 0.0). Like before, Nu is higher for

y=o.i, 10,300 _

hx =0.05

y=300, 10, 0.1

72, p=0

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
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\0x "=
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Oy

Y= 1, 10, 300

N = 0.1
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p = o
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y= 1, 10, 300

Figure 7.7: Effect of PMSP 7 on variation of temperature 0 normal to the flow
direction at axial locations (a) 771 = 0.005, (b) rj.j; = 0,0335, (c) rjj, = 0.05 and (d) rj.j,
= 0.08 and 1.0; uJ = 0.35, N — 0.01, e = 1 and Pe = 8.0. Results without radiation
effect ip = 0) are also shown.

transfer due to radiation. For p = 0.0 (without radiation), (Fig. 7.7(a) - (c)), the

(cmpcraturc decreases with increase in 7 close to the entrance, but far from the
entrance {i]x — 1-0), the opposite trend is observed (Fig. 7.7(d)). However, in the
pre.sence of radiation {p — 2.0), the temperature always increases with increase in
7 at all axial locations.

N = 0.01

Y= 1, 10, 300

N = 0.1

Y= 1, 10, 300

Y= 1, 10, 300

N= 0

Cold-plate condition

In Figs. 7.8 and 7.9, results for plate temperatures lower than the fluid temperature

ar(^ jjiovided.

Figure 7.8: Variation of the total Nusselt number Nu along the axial length rjx for
various values of PMSP 7: (a) effect of the extinction coefficient P and (b) effect
of the conduction-radiation parameter N. Results for Nu without radiation effect
{P = 0) are also shown.
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148 ' Radiation-Convection Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel

higlier values of 7, and when (3 0.0 (Fig, 7.8(a)) or N becomes high (Fig. 7.8(b)),
the effect of radiation becomes negligible, and Nu for these cases approach the Nu

values obtained without radiation. Furthermore, the Nussclt number is found to be

higher for lower values of N and higher values of (3.

Results for the effects of 7 on variations of Nuc, Nur, Nu and the bulk-mean

temperature 6m a-i'c given in Fig. 7.9(a)-(c). Unlike the heating case (Fig. 7.6), the

radiation effect is found to be maximum at the entrance and decreases downstream.

.Accordingly, Nur decreases along the axial length and reaches an asymptotic value.

With increase in 7, both the Nusselt number and 9m increase. However, 9m decreases

along the axial length r]^..

Y=0.1, 10, 100, 300

Y = 0.1, 10, 100, 300

2001
0.0001

Y = 0.1, 10, 100, 300

0.001 0.01

Iv

Y=300, 100, 10,0.1

Figure 7.9: Effects of PMSP 7 on variations of (a) convection Nusselt number Nuc
ami radiation Nusselt number Nur, (b) total Nusselt number Nu and (c) bulk-mean
temperature 6',,, along the axial distance r]j:\ (3 = 2.0, w = 0.35, Cui = 1.0, Af = 0.01
and Pc = 8.0.

7.-1 C-'onclii.sic ,11.

7.4 Conclusions

With the iiis,Mi i(,ii W purcirs .solid matrix, heat transfer is significantly enhanced.
Both the radiariou .\u,^>,dt imnih.u- and the convection Nusselt number increase
with increase in F^AISP d ho bolnwior of the total Nusselt number for all values of
PMSP y is f(j,,,,p for the combined radiative and convective
heat transha- in Puis, ui|lo fl,,w (- > 0.0). For liie hot-plate condition, the Nusselt
number decr(.as,>. 1 . 1 1 nl, reaches a niininium value and then increasesns(\s all III u, t ho axial longtU. u am
again. For t l,o 1 1 , . ■ rhe total Nusselt number decreases along the

< 1)1(1-,)lai o condit 1011. tin h"
axial leiigth ,,, I , ,.,lne For I he hot-plate condition, the effect.  '"<' rc;i( l ies an as\ iiipl ot le 3aoi ■

of o on th(> radi , suialha' near the emraiice, but it increases,  ., <hrUi( )i i Nii.sscl t nuinhei is ■along the axi-p 1 , - , • ■ . fiic case with the convection Nusselt. number,
tr O'lipt h 1 ho (ipiKJSltO is tl ^ _For the <'ohF. p a-, .t erf " decreases giaduallv in the streamwise
direction, ' '"nht ion, 1 ho e << developed temperature field is not
obtained, presonoi^ of radiatioin ^
work were f casos of - • uterature.to matc h thoso available m the 1
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148 Radiatioii-Coiivcctioii Heat Transfer in a Porous Channel

higher values of 7, and when /3 ̂  0.0 (Fig. 7.8(a)) or N becomes high (Fig. 7.8(b)),
the effect of radiation becomes negligible, and Nu for these cases approach the Nu

values obtained without radiation. Furthermore, the Nusselt number is found to be

higher for lower values of N and higher values of 13.

Results for the effects of 7 on variations of Nuc, Nu^, Nu and the Inilk-niean
temperature dm are given in Fig. 7.9(a)-(c). Unlike the heating case (Fig. 7.6), the
radiation effect is found to he maximum at the entrance and decreases down.strcain.

Accordingly, Nupi decreases along the axial length and reaches an asymptotic value.
With increase in 7, both the Nusselt number and 6m increase. However, 0^. decreases
along the axial length 77^.

Y=0.1, 10, 100, 300

y=0.1, 10, 100, 300

2001
0.0001

'7 0.1, 10, 100, 300

y= 300, 100, 10,0.1

Figure 7.9: Effects of PMSP 7 on variations of (a) convection iv ■
and radiation Nu.sselt number Nur, (b) total Nusselt number N nurribei
t.emperature along the axial distance P = 2,0, cu = n r. ^ (^') 0 0^
and Pc = 8.0.

7. 1 (tiiicliisioii.s

7.4 Conclusions

With the insertion of a porous solid matrix, heat transfer is significantly enhanced.

Both the radiation Nusselt number and the convection Nusselt number increase

with increase in PMSP 7. The behavior of the total Nusselt number for all values of

PMSP 7 is found to be the same as that for the combined radiative and convective

heat l.ransfcr in Poiseuillc flow (7 -> 0.0). For the hot-plate condition, the Nusselt

number decreases along the axial length, reaches a minimum value and then increases

again. For the cold-jdate condition, the total Nusselt number decreases along the

a.xial hnigth and reaches an asynipt.otic value. For th(> hot-i)lat.e condition, the cdfect

of "■ on the radiation Nusselt number is smaller near the entrance, bnit it increases
along the axial length. The opposite is the case with the convection Nusselt number.
For the cold-plate condition, the effect of 7 decreases gradually in the streamwise
direction. In the presence of radiation, a fully developed temperature field is not
obtained. In the limiting cases of 7 —>• 0.0 and P = 0.0, the results from the present
work were found to match those available in the literature.
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Chapter 8

2-D Conduction-Radiation Heat

Transfer

8.1 Introduction

Efficiency improvements in most industrial tliermal processes are achieved by in

creased process temperatures. The optimum design of such processes is leading to

temperature loads near the existing material limits. In recent years, high-temperature-

rcsistant materials, made not only of ceramics but also of special alloys, have become

available to realize high-temperature furnaces, gcis turbine combustion chambers and

blades, heat exchangers, porous volumetric solar receivers, surface and porous IR-

radiant burners, etc. [106]. Experimental and numerical investigations are necessary

in order to perform an optimum design and to elucidate the advantages of the tem

perature increase of such improved processes utilizing advanced high-temperature

materials. Numerical computations of flow with heat and mass transfer in such

high-temperature appliances require a tlirough consideration of radiative heat trans

fer. Numerical computations of radiation based on conventional methods such as
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2-D Conduction-Radiation Heat Tiansfer 8-1 IiitioducLioii

the zonal method, the Monte Carlo method (MOM), etc., coupled with the finite

volume .solvers of the conservation equations prove to be laborious and very time

(•(jiisuming. For this reason, numerous investigations [18,114,154] are currently be

ing ( al l ied out worldwide to assess computationally efficient methods. The work

pr(\sented in this chapter deals with the evaluation of such methods and shows that

the collapsed dimension method (CDM) provides advantages that should be utilized

in treating radiative transport problems with or without heat conduction.

Numerical simulations of the high-temperature appliances mentioned above require

multi-dimensional analysis. Treatment of radiative transport in the multi-dimensional

geometry is difficult mainly because of the three extra independent variables namely

the [jolar angle, the azirnuthal angle and the wavelength. Since there is no way out

to get rid of the physical dimensions of the geometry and the wavelength of ra

diation, all numerical models, except the zonal method and the MCM, deal with

different, types of discretization schemes to make radiation less and less dependent

on angular dimensions. The various methods differ primarily in the angular dis

cretization schemes and the use of either the differential form or the integral form

of the radiative transfer equation.

Th(> main objective behind the development of any method for the solution of radia

tive transport problems, apart from its versatility for various geometries, complex

medium conditions, etc., is that the method should be computationally efficient.

The DTM is a ray tracing method. It employs discretization of the entire spherical

solid angle (47r) into a finite number of sub-solid angles. In each sub-solid angle,

it assumes radiation to be isotropic. In planar geometry, and in multi-dimensional

g(!ometrv with an absorbing-emitting medium, it is computationally not very ex

pensive. However, in multi-dimensional geometry with an absorbing, emitting and
scattering medium, it requires a large number of rays, and thus becomes compu

tationally expensive. Further, this computational time becomes a great concern
esjjeeially when one applies this method to combined radiation, conduction and/or
conv(!cti(ni mode problems, where large numbers of iterations are required for tlie
converged solution. Hence the use .of an alternative method having the potential to

provide accurat e* r(*.siill .s with better economy is very desirable.

Ill terms of pi ,,i f,,,mulat ion. accuracy of results and computational efforts,
CDiM pioiiiisiiiL!, met bod [29, 30, IG, 11 /, 155]. Unlike other methods, in

this method radiati\(> infoniiafion from 3-D space is collapsed to a 2-D plane in
terms of the e^^(a■fi^-<. intcn.Mty and the collapsing coefficient. Since in the CDM
y-iiiJiatioii ij.j p plain*, all 2-D angular integrations over the polar
a-nglc and the aziniuthal angle in other methods such as the DTM are replaced with
1-Q i"tegratio,i,s tin* jjlanar angle. This collapsing of angular dimension brings
piany sunpliq(,.j,p^^^^ and make.s this method computationally very efficient.

the accurac\- aspect of the COM has been well established in earlier stud-
^^ith rcfcu.ja.a to a eoniin*t itive method such as the DTM or any other methods,

c*conoiuy a,sia*ct ha.s so far not been investigated. This chapter deals with the
performance^ evabiafiou of tin* Cd9M tmcl the DTM in terms of computational time

tficir al)iliti(.j, to pien idt* accurate results in solving radiation and/or conduction
probi(.jj enclosure containing an absorbing, emitting and

^  a 2-D rcctangiii'O^^.atteuug rncdiui,,

trx ^ork , , laTlVl are used fi rst to solve two benchmark ra-
civet. ' the CDM and Idiivitransp^jj.^ 2 D rectangular enclosure m which only radiative

-  iy ' (tiis 11 ' ^ P(jncliniark problem belongs to radiative equilib-
^hilp led. Tin n equilibrium. For these two problems,

fpf ^ ^ lK*longs to 11 gj-tinction coefficient, the scattering albedosuch as^ j^q^M results are compared and CPU times
CDM and radiation heat transfer in a 2-D gray

i'S tively u complex problem, as for the chosen 2-' 'deied. This h'' ,dies [76)^0] are available, and they deal with
^^^R^otry, very fe'^^ ® rase, some results for a black enclosure

^ ^iti,..,.: . ,h,-.vnsicnt ccio ,Ratioius. For the studies [65,76,80], the applicability of
le®)- ■" XnloonCuction

innl(.i-<iiiii''»- .J problem,
i„ .ill radiation problems was tested,

therefore, is also to check the
^^licabiij^-^ ^^"liiiid choosing this problem, and thereby to see how

I  thu CDM and the ^

J
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tlic zonal method, the Monte Carlo method (MCM), etc., coui^icd witli t lic finite

volnnie solvers of the conservation equations prove to be laborious and very time

consinning. For this reason, numerous investigations [18,114,154] are currcMitlv be

ing cairied out worldwide to assess computationally efficient methods. The work

presentcfl in this chapter deals with the evaluation of such methods and shows that

the eollap.sed dimension method (CDM) provides advantages that should be utilized

in treating radiative transport problems with or without heat conduct ion.

Numerical simulations of the high-temperature appliances mentionerl above recpiire

multi-dimensional analysis. Treatment of radiative transport in the multi-dimensional

geomet ry is difficult mainly because of the three extra independent variables namely

t he polar angle, the azirnuthal angle and the wavelength. Since there is no way out

t(j get rid of the physical dimensions of the geometry and the wavelength of ra

diation, all numerical models, except the zonal method and the MCN'I, deiil with

different tyj^es of di.scretization schemes to make radiation less and le.ss depfuident

on angular dimensions. The various methods differ primarily in the angular dis

cretization .schemes and the use of either the differential form or the integral form

of the radiative transfer equation.

The main objective behind the development of any method for the solution of radia-

live transport problems, apart from its versatility for various geometries, complex

medium conditions, etc., is that the method should be computationally efficient.

The DTM is a ray tracing method. It employs discretization of the entire spherical

solid angle (47r) into a finite number of sub-solid angles. In each sub-solid angle,

it a.ssumes radiation to be isotropic. In planar geometry, and in multi-dimensional

geometry with an absorbing-emitting medium, it is computationally not very ex
pensive. However, in multi-dimensional geometry with an absorbing, emitting and

scattering medium, it requires a large number of rays, and thus becomes compu
tationally expensive. Further, this computational time becomes a great concern
''SpecieIIv when one ajjplies this method to combined radiation, conduction and/or
< <)iiV(!eU()n mod<! problems, where large numbers of iterations are reciuired for the
c()uvei g(.(i solution. Hence the use .of an alternative method having the potential to

8.1 Introduction 153

provide accurate results with better economy is very desirable.

In terms of i)roblcm formulation, accuracy of results and computational efforts,
l.h(> CDM is a promising UKd.hod [29, .30, 46, 117, 155]. Unlike other methods, in

this method radiative information from 3-D space is collapsed to a 2-D plane in

terms of the effective intensity and the collapsing coefficient. Since in the CDM

radiation is viewed in the 2-D plane, all 2-D angular integrations over the polar

angle and the azimuthal angle in other methods such as the DTM arc replaced with

1-D integrations over the planar angle. This collapsing of angular dimension brings
many simplifications and makes this method computationally very efficient.

Although the aceuraej' aspect of the CDM has been well established in earlier stud

ies, with reference to a competitive method such as the DTM or any other methods,

its economy aspect has so far not been investigated. This chapter deals with the

|)erformance evaluation of the CDM and the DTM in terms of computational time

and their abilities to provide accurate results in solving radiation and/or conduction

mode problems in a 2-D rectangular enclosure containing an absorbing, emitting and

scattering medium.

In this work, both the CDM and DTM are used first to solve two benchmark ra

diative transport problems in a 2-D rectangular enclosure in which only radiative

information is required. The first benchmark problem belongs to radiative equilib

rium, while the other belongs to non-radiative equilibrium. For these two problems,

for a range of parameters such as the extinction coefficient, the scattering albedo

and the aspect ratio, the CDM and the DTM results are compared and CPU times

arc discussed. Next, transient conduction and radiation heat transfer in a 2-D gray

enclosure is considered. This is relatively a complex problem, as for the chosen 2-

D rectangular geometry, very few studies [76,80] are available, and they deal with

steady-state situations. For the transient case, some results for a black enclosure

have been presented in [65]. In all these studies [65,76,80], the applicability of

different methods for multi-dimensional conduction-radiation problems was tested.

The objective behind choosing the third problem, therefore, is also to check the

applicability of the CDM and the DTM for this problem, and thereby to see how
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the results from the two methods match at different time levels, and compared with

the DTAl. how much less time the CDM takes. This comparison is made for various

values of aspect ratio, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering albedo, extinc

tion coefficient and hot boundary emissivity. Further, as part of the validation of

the combined mode results from the two methods, for some cases, the results are

compared yith those available in the literature [29,65,76].

8.2 Formulation

The 2-D rectangular geometry under consideration is shown in Fig. 8.1. All four
boundaries are diffuse and gray, and the contained homogeneous medium is absorb

ing, emitting and scattering. Thermophysical properties such as density p, specific
heat C'lj. thermal conductivity k and the optical property, extinction coefficient j3,
are a.ssumed to be constant. For the three types of problems considered in this work,
specifications are as follows:

hobhun 1. The south boundary of the 2-D enclosure is at some finite temperature Tg

Ly. ̂i.y Tw
Ew

Figure 8.1: Geometry and the coordinates of the problems under consideration.

Forinulation

and is thu.s i bo radiation source. The other three boundaries are cold (at zero

tenipci at lire). riie t eiiipei at in c- of the medium is unknown. This case is the
represent at i\-e of ̂  o-l) beiicbinark radiative equilibrium problem. In this type
of pi eiiei pN' is excbangial only by radiation and hence equilibrium is
achieved onl\- tbroiigb radiation.

2- All fcaii- bonndai i(\s of the (uielosure are cold and the temperature of the
medium is luiiforin and constant. The absorbing, emitting and scattering
tedium is thus the known radiation source. This case is the representative
2-D beuehinark jncddein for the validation of any method for solving only the
radiative part of a non-radiative equilibrium problem. This can be taken as
a Probloin wluu-e conduction and/or convection are present, but the problem
i« -solved only for radiation to see the radiation characteristics. This can be

only ,vhen tin' tcmiKuature of the medium is known. In the benchmark
te,npcu itiir(< of ibc^ inediuin is assumed to be uniform to get rid of

problem.

RieTii 3- luitialiv-"-'ciny j ^ ^ ^ entire system is at some finite temperature Tq. For
tirne t > p ' is brought to temperature Tg = 2To. The

-south boiiiidai.itempej-y^^ ducting-radiating participating medium is
iinkr Die stationai> if t i ^""^Pown mi • . problem. It belongs to the class of non-

1* C.)^  ̂ vvhich both conduction and radiation modes

to H Jiiriiii ]uob ^pi is typ® problems are the most practical
problem,, together.

^ the three p^.^. problem 3 is the general one. Hence the for-
f0,tion is ^ chosen above, ^ ^ special cases of problem 3.

^  for that case. Problen

. , the absong ^ ^meration, for a 2-D rectangular geometry,

• e and is
otisorvation of tota

nA d (,^
PC„iT - A bftj I Sy,

■  at 0:r \ '

(8.1)
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tlip ro.siilts from the two methods match at different time levels, and ooinparcd with
the DTM. how much less time the CDM takes. This eompari.soii is made for x-ai ions
values of aspect ratio, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering albedo, extinc
tion coefficient and hot boundary emissivity. Further, as part of the validation of
the combined mode results from the two methods, for .some cases, the results are
comimred with those available in the literature [29,65,76]

8.2 Formulation

The 2-D rectangular geometry under consideration is shown in Pi 8 1 All four
boundaries are diffuse and gray, and the contained homoD-eno^ ■ i er,rb-ot-neons niedium is at^soi"

ing, emitting and scattering. Thermophysical properties snni. , .,rificdensity p, spccu
heat t,„, thermal conductivity k and the optical nronorfxr . ' ^ R

'  , , X. extinction coefficient d,
are a.ssunied to be constant. For the three types of nroKir,v .n

.  considered in this vvoiK,
I  specihcations are as lollows;

Problem 1. The south boundary of the 2-D enclosure is at o
finite temperature

Tn, En

Ly, ̂Ly Tw
£w

Ts, e.s

Lx.

Figure 8.1: Geometry and the coordinates of the probj
under corisideratioU-

and is thus the radiation source. The other three boundaries are cold (at zero
temperature). The temperature of the medium is unknown. This case is the

representative of a 2-D benchmark radiative equilibrium problem. In this type
of problems, energy is exchanged only by radiation and hence equilibrium is

achieved only through radiation.

Problem 2. All four boundaries of the enclosure are cold and the temperature of the

medium is uniform and constant. The absorbing, emitting and scattering
medium is thus the known radiation source. This case is the representative
2-D benchmark problem for the validation of any method for solving only the
radiative part of a non-radiative equilibrium problem. This can be taken as

a problem where conduction and/or convection are present, but the problem

is solved only for radiation to see the radiation characteristics. This can be

done only when the temperature of the medium is known. In the benchmark

problems temperature of the medium is assumed to be uniform to get rid of

this problem.

Problem 3. Initially at time t = 0, the entire system is at some finite temperature Tq- For

time t > 0, the south boundary is brought to temperature Ts = 2To- The

temperature of the stationary conducting-radiating participating medium is

unknown. This is a combined mode problem. It belongs to the class of non-
radiative equilibrium problems in which both conduction and radiation modes

have to be solved together. This type of problems are the most practical

problems.

Of the three problems chosen above, problem 3 is the general one. Hence the for
mulation is given for that case. Problems 1 and 2 are special cases of problem 3.

In the absence of convection and heat generation, for a 2-D rectangular geometry,
the equation for conservation of total energy is

„ (9T d / dT\ d ( dT\ , ,
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j56 2-D Conduction-Radiation Heat Transfer

For constant thermal conductivity k, in non-dimensional form, Eq. (8.1) is written

Of, OtI OtI 4/V

where = /ix and Ty = Py arc the optical coordinates in the x and y coordinate
directions (Fig. 8.1), respectively. It should be noted that in Eq. (8.1), V = (^ + ̂)
and in Eq. (8.2), V = (^ -h With Tref as the reference temperature, in
Eq. (8.2), in non-dimensional form, the temperature 6, the conduction-radiation
parameter N, the radiative heat flux r and the time ̂  are deflned as

g^JL
T„/ 4aT»/ "

qn _ J_ _ kpH
"V.l' & " fCv

For problem 3, the initial and boundary conditions are as follows:

Initial condition: 0(Tx,rj^,O) = 0.5

Boundary conditions: 0(0, r^,^) = 0.5

= 0.5

0(t.,O,O = 1-O

= 0-5

Divergence of the radiative heat flux V • for Eq. (8.2) is calculated by both the

CDM and the DTM.

In the CDM, divergence of radiative heat flux V ■ is given by (Eq. 3.4),

V ■ = r(l — u) ( 7r0

To solve the energy equation (Eq. (8.2)), V • T/?, given by Eq. (8.4) is substituted

in E(|. (8.2). This yields the desired governing integro-differential equation to be

solved in the CDM:

09 d''9 O'^Q 1 G'

S{ = aT - 4iv^<'^ r
(8.5)

8-3 Results and <lis(Missi< >i»

For problem 1. u bicb is repncseniat ive of the radiative equilibrium case, = 0,
meaning that mily tlu- rmliation mode is present. In this case, the temperature 0 of
tlic medium i.s cah ulalcul froni

For problem 2, V ■ fl/ . / o Ucvc the temperature 0 of the medium is known and
the radiative calculations can be done explicitly.

Ill case of the DTiM 11 c diver -01100 of the radiative heat flux V • appearing in
(8-2) ly given by (Eip 5.3) '

>Xo solve o. o„ee of radiative heat flux given by Eq. (8.7)^  ̂̂̂ <^rgy p,, /Q f],c divergence ,
substit,,. ta.zp III desired governing integro-differential'^ted in p .g 2) whieli yieiu

^duatioa . T-
solved in the DT^b

d'O \Z^(9^-%-] (8.8)
00 O'O , ^ V 47ry ^ '^ 4- ̂  - 7V
Of Ot^ y

For solvin the unknown temperature 0 of the medium
obtain.^ brobpj.^^ ^ the '

fr

(-)V47r/

Results and disois®'""
^cre th(, ^ J^in-ee types of problems are presented. All

suits f,,^ a„d DTM results (<"■ independent situations. Although
tlte two methods are f<"'®|.',|,ods are diflerent, for a particular situation

,,J,e gri,i ^ fays rorminerl iu tl.o Cnpt
b tile two metlioel^
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For constant thermal conductivity k, in non-dimensional form, Ecj. (8.1) is writ

DO d'^e d'^e 1 „ ,
— = 1 V •

OtI (9r2 A.N
(8.2)

where = (ix and Ty = Py are the optical coordinates in the x and y coordinate
directions (Fig. 8.1), respectively. It should be noted that in Eq. (8.1), V = (|;: + |;)
and in Eq. (8.2), V = (^ + ̂)- With T^e/ as the reference teiiqieratnre, in
Eq (8.2), in non-dimensional form, the temperature 6, the conduction-radiation
parameter N, the radiative heat flux and the time ̂  are defined as

T

J- ref

c __ kp'^t
oTtP ̂  b£^ ~

k02 fJ^J.

For problem 3, the initial and boundary conditions are as follows:
Initial condition: 9{Ta:,ry,Q) = 0.5

Boundary conditions: 6(0, Ty, ̂ ) = 0.5

= 0.5

0(7-x,O,.e) = 1.0

9{rx,TL^,^) = 0.5

(8.3)

Div.rge„ce of the radiative heat Mux V • for Eq. (8.2) is calculated by both the
COM and the DTM.

In the COM, divergence of radiative heat flux V ■ is gi^en ̂ y (^^ 3 4^^
V-^R = r(l-w) [ne (8.4)

To eolve the energy equation (Eq. (8.2)), V ■ given by Eq, (g , _bstitu""
,-ru, ..Jcxlrlc thp desired Fovernincr ^ suuroill Ec|. (8.2). This yields the desired governing ^'^tegro-differential

solved in the CDM.
equation

Oe d^e d^9 1 /

■  3*

J

8.3 Results and discussion

For problem 1, which is representative of the radiative equilibrium case, V • = 0,
meaning that only the radiation mode is present. In this case, the temperature 9 of
the medium is calculated from

■,'*X 1/4

For problem 2, V • / 0. Here the temperature 9 of the medium is known and
the radiative calculations can be done explicitly.

In case of the DTM, the divergence of the radiative heat flux V • appearing in
Eq. (8.2) is given by (Eq. 5.3)

V . «„ = 4(1 - u.) («'- 1^)

To solve energy Eq. (8.2), the divergence of radiative heat flux given by Eq. (8.7)
is substituted in Eq. (8.2), which yields the desired governing integro-differential
equation to be solved in the DTM.

89 8^9 8^9 1-LO
8^ 8t^ 8t^ N

For solving problem 1 using the DTM, the unknown temperature 9 of the medium
is obtained from

G*\1/4

8.3 Results and discussion

Here the CDM and DTM results for the three types of problems are presented. All
results from the two methods are for grid and ray independent situations. Although
numbers of rays required in the two methods are different, for a particular situation
the grid size in the two methods was kept the same.
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For probloins 1 and 2, for aspect ratio L^jLy = r = 1, the CDM and the DTM results

were compared against the MCM results generated by the authors. For problem 3,

results from the two methods were validated against each other. The computational

times required in the CDM and the DTM are presented for various conditions.

8.3.1 Problem 1: ITadiative equilibrium - Boundary emis
sion case

In problem 1, the CDM and the DTM results for heat flux variations along the

hot (south) boundary and the centerline (x/L^r = 0.5) emissive power distributions

were compared for different values of the extinction coefficient /3 and aspect ratio

r. In problem 2, results from the two methods were compared for the effects of

li, scattering albedo u and r. For the combined mode problem (problem 3), first

the CDM and the DTM results for the steady-state temperature 9 obtained from

the 2-D rectangular geometry codes for r = 10.0 were validated by comparison

with the 1-D CDM results [29]. For r = 1.0, for some cases, steady-state results
from the two methods were compared with the numerical data presented in the

literature [65, 76]. Next, to assess the performance of the two methods for the
transient situation, the CDM and the DTM results at different instants ^ were

conqrared against each other over a wide range of values of conduction-radiation

parameter N, extinction coefficient (3, scattering albedo cu, hot boundary emissivity

fs and r. Transient problems in both methods were solved with the time step

= O.Oni, and steady-state conditions were assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between the two consecutive time levels at each grid

point did not exceed 0.00001. It should be noted that in all cases where the effects

of aspect ratio r were studied, Ly was always kept at unity. All computations were

performed on a SUN Ultra-60 workstation (2x CPU UltraSPARC 360 MHz, RAM

1280 MB at 120 MHz).

In all results presented below, the temperature of the south boundary Ts is the

reference temperature Tref for problems 1 and 3. The medium temperature Tg is

the Trrf for problem 2.

In Figs, o ...
and 8.,3, the CDM amdimcnsi

1  the DTM results are compared for non-
o„al aiKl iMnisaivc power {T/Tsr distributions. For these

results, all bou,„|a,„.., are 'black and the medium is absorbing, emitting and isotrop-
jcally «cattori,,,, , ,rrlorv is hot' whereas the other three boundaries

,-ra rr.1 I oig. X iip .st)u( li honnclai> nare cold, py , situations, m the CDM, the results presented
T-: bnd and ray indopoiidenr sii.>'ri Fio-f r ^>11(1 aiul ra\- iiulopoiuii u'' - art tt,n bigs, 8 2 ' ,t,ol volumes and 64 rays. However, in the

nTM f ts.d reciuirod 2u x j o o 10 v oaf  for ̂  ^ ^ n 1 1.0 and 2.0, 12 x 24 rays were used, and
for ^ 3 ^^^otion cooffic ionts f3 =

^iid 5.0, 24 X 48 rays were used.

In Fig. ̂  ̂  the variations of along the hot
/«OUth) CDM and the D r>f the extinctinn r-rtofR.,; j. o T_^south) boqj^ j rious vaiuco ^wcmumnt p. in
Fig- 8-2(U) compared for va variations at x/L^ = 0.5 along
/r „ ^OtnTy.,,.; r .n.nre UOWei t ^

values of the extinction coefficient p. In

p/Ly aro triparisons of emissive p compare well
vvrith the it can be seen that ^ shown in Fig. 8.2, for p = Q.i^ I.q^
2-^' ^ For the level 9.65, 24.23, 39.74, 61.36 and 109.28

CPU times in the times for the DTM were 31.21, 138.83,
229-95, M and the corresponding ^ ^ from above results it is seen that
for the •'i'8 and 2501.48 s, respective U

level of the CDM "VI ot accuracy, tim

m Fig. ^ DTM results for and (T/Ts)'
^re for ^ pQ, the f.O, 3.0 and 5.0. For all values of the
^.ppeet Against each other for r — ^gH with the DTM results. In this
^p^Dfor,^ C the COM results compete v ^j^g CDM were 9.56, 24.23, 2^^^^^
^nd29.7Q thcCPD CPU times in the DTM were 55.49,

lo,'>oet.velw a.M the correspoUi^.f-l'^^Fvetively, and the
'  '^^nd 181.51 s, re.'-^peeti'^'e 1
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2-D Coiiductioii-Radiatioii Heat Tiansfer 8.3 Results and discussion

For problems 1 and 2, for aspect ratio L-j^jLy = r = 1, the CDM and the DTM results
were compared against the MCM results generated by the authors. For problem 3,

results from the two methods were validated against each other. The computational

times required in the CDM and the DTM are presented for various conditions.

8.3.1 Problem 1: Radiative equilibrium - Boundary emis

sion case

In problem 1, the CDM and the DTM results for heat flux variations along the
hot (south) boundary and the centerline (x/L^r = 0.5) emissive power distributions
were compared for different values of the extinction coefficient /3 and aspect ratio
r. In problem 2, results from the two methods were compared for the effects of
a, scattering albedo cu and r. For the combined mode problem (problem 3), first
the CDM and the DTM results for the steady-state temperature 9 obtained from

the 2-D rectangular geometry codes for r = 10.0 were validated by comparison
with the 1-D CDM results [29]. For r = 1.0, for some cases, steady-state results
from the two methods were compared with the numerical data presented in the
literature [65, 76]. Next, to assess the performance of the two methods for the
transient situation, the CDM and the DTM results at different instants C were

against each other over a wide range of values of conduction-radiation
parameter N, extinction coefficient /3, scattering albedo uj, hot boundary emissivity
fs and r. Transient problems in both methods were solved with the time step
= 0.001, and steady-state conditions were assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between the two consecutive time levels at each grid
point did not exceed 0.00001. It should be noted that in all cases where the effects
of aspect ratio r were studied, Ly was always kept at unity. All computations were
performed on a SUN Ultra-60 workstation (2x CPU UltraSPARC 360 MIIz, RAM
1280 MB at 120 MHz).

In all results presented below, the temperature of the south boundary Ts is the
reference temperature T^e/ for problems 1 and 3. The medium temperature Tg is
the Trcf for problem 2.

1

F:.

In Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, the CDM and the DTM results are compared for non-

dimensional heat flux and emissive power (T/Ts)'^ distributions. For these
results, all boundaries are black and the medium is absorbing, emitting and isotrop-
ically scattering. The south boundary is hot, whereas the other three boundaries
are cold. For grid and ray independent situations, in the CDM, the results presented

in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3 required 20 x 20 control volumes and 64 rays. However, in the

DTM, for extinction coefficients = 0.1, 1.0 and 2.0, 12 x 24 rays were used, and
for (3 = 3.0 and 5.0, 24 x 48 rays were used.

In Fig. 8.2(a), the CDM and the DTM results for the variations of along the hot

(south) boundary are compared for various values of the extinction coefficient /?. In

Fig. 8.2(b), comparisons of emissive power {T/TsY variations at x/L^ = 0.5 along
■ij/Ly are made. It can be seen that both the CDM and DTM results compare well
with the MCM results. For the level of accuracy shown in Fig. 8.2, for (3 = 0.1, 1-0,
2.0, 3.0 and 5.0, CPU times in the CDM were 9.65, 24.23, 39.74, 61.36 and 109.28
s, respectively, and the corresponding CPU times for the DTM were 31.21, 138.83,
229.95, 1399.78 and 2501.48 s, respectively. Thus, from above results it is seen that
for the same level of accuracy, the CDM is much more faster than the DTM.

In Fig. 8.3(a)-(b), for 13 = 1.0, the CDM and DTM results for and {T/TsY
are compared against each other for r = 0.1, 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0. For all values of the
aspect ratio r, the CDM results compare very well with the DTM results. In this
case, for r=0.1, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0, the CPU times in the CDM were 9.56, 24.23, 28.92,
and 29.76 s, respectively, and the corresponding CPU times in the DTM were 55.49,
138.83, 162.17, and 181.51 s, respectively.
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g  0.5

r-> 0.6

0.4 0.6

Distance x/L^
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?  ,
o
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iS 0.2 - p = o.l, 1.0,2.0,3.0,5.0

0.4 0.6

Distance y/Ly

Figure 8.2: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results with the MCM results
for the effects of extinction coefficient /3 on (a) heat flux along the hot (south)
boundary and (b) the ccntcrline emissive power [T/TsY-

8.3.2 Problem 2: Non-radiative equilibrium - Isothermal
medium emission case

In this case, all four boundaries are black and cold. The absorbing, emitting and

isotroihcally scattering medium is at constant temperature. In Fig. 8.4(a)-(c),

variatifiiis of non-dimensional radiative heat flux 'Fk along the south boundary are

(■()itii)ared. In this case, in the CDM 64 rays were used, while in the DTM, 12 x 24

rays were used for /3 = 0.1 and 1.0 and 24 x 48 rays were used for /3 = 3.0 and 5.0.

8.3 Results and (liscussioii

^ = 1.0, in IDg,. 8.4(a) and (1))- ^DM and the DTM results for different
values of ft with the MCM results. Both the CDM and DTM
^  ouiid tcj gi\ {' a \'(u %' good coniparison.

I'l 8.4(e) for 4 1 0 -oui = 0.0, results from the two methods are comparedfor r = 0.1, 1 0 "d () and 5 0 "rhe CDAI results are found to compare very well with
,, Fig. 8.4(b), for . = and 0.9, CPU

U.0 CD.M „rr. 1.G4 and 2.58 s, respectively. The correspond.ng CPU tin.es

0.65
rd

o=: ^

M 0.2

0.4
Distance

(a)

p=1.0
0.8 1

figure fa , ,
^tio r p , opd ^ o
juissiv^b ( .^Oiparison of the CV (so

flux along

prp|yi results for the effects of aspect
A f and the boundary and (b) the centerlineof the cdM (sott'in

vfi P along the
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0.4 0.6

Distance x/L^

8.3 Rostilts and discussion 161

For r = 1.0, in Fig. 8.4(a) and (b), the CDM and the DTM results for different

values of [3 and uj are compared with the MCM results. Both the CDM and DTM

arc found to give a very good comparison.

In Fig. 8.4(c), for (5 = 1.0 and u = 0.0, results from the two methods are compared

for r = 0.1, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0. The CDM results are found to compare very well with

the DTM results. For the results presented in Fig. 8.4(b), for u = 0.5 and 0.9, CPU

times in the CDM are 1.G4 and 2.58 s, respectively. The corresponding CPU times

^ 0.2 1 p = O.I, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0

0.4 0.6

Distance y/Ly
Distance x/R

.  P=io|
0.8 1

Figure 8.2; Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results with the MCM results
for the effects of extinction coefficient /3 on (a) heat flux ^ along the hot (south)
boundary and (b) the ccnterline emissive power {T/TsY-

8.3.2 Problem 2: Non-radiative equilibrium - Isothermal
medium emission case

= 0.1, 1.0, 2.0,5.0

0.4 0.6

Distance y/Ly

In this case, all four boundaries are black and cold. The absnrKiv. - . ond
emitting

isotropically scattering medium is at constant temperature. pjg g (c)^
variations of non-dimensional radiative heat flux 4//^ along the south bo dary
c.ompared. In this case, in the CDM 64 rays were used, while in the DTM 12 ̂
rays were used for (3 = 0.1 and 1.0 and 24 x 48 rays were used for /3 — 3 o'and

Figure 8.3: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the effects of aspect
ratio r on (a) heat flux T/t along the hot (south) boundary and (b) the centerline
emissive power (T/TsY-
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in the DTM are 13.57 and 21.91 s. In problem 2, for u! = 0.0, no iterations are

required. The CPU times in both the methods are negligible.

It is to be noted that the situations which require iterations, for different sets of

I)arameters, even though the ratio of the number of rays in the CDM and the DTM

are the same, the ratio of the CPU times in the two methods are different. This

is for the reason that the number of iterations required for the converged solutions

arc different for different sets of parameters and CPU times per iteration in the two

methods are also different. However, for a given set of parameters, the number of

= 1.0. 03 = 0.0

Distance x/L-

(a)

r= 1.0, Q= 1.0

Distance x/L^

P= 1.0, 03 = 0.0

Distance x/L,

Figure 8.4: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for heat flux variations
along the south boundary for the effects of (a) extinction coefficient (3, (b) scattering
albedo uj and (c) aspect ratio r.

^OSUltS Hiui (list" IISSK)!! 1G3

iterations in the t wo motiiods have been found the same.

8.3.3 Problem 3- Combined mode - Transient conduction
and radiation

Having valid,iicd C'DM and the DTM against tlie MCM, and also against eacli
for |,ro|,|„„„, , before proceeding to the complex situation, it

(5 = 01. 10. 2 0. 0

g 0.7 .

0.6 , j „
0.S5,
0.51 1 N = 0.1. 03 = 0J

0.4 0.6

distance y/Ly

(a)

1

0.95

0.9

® 0.85

2 0.8
g 0.75 (-(0= i.o. 03 = 0.0
I" 0.7
H 0.65

0.6

0.55 |- 2-D DTM

0.5^ n T

N= 1.0,0.1,0.01

0.4 0.6

Distance y/Ly

03 = 0.9.0.5,0.1

0.85
CJ

H  0-8

I" 0.7
1^ 0.65

= 1.0,
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0.55 h 2'Oi
OA

Distance y/b

Figur(5 ̂  2-D DTM results for the steady-
state -5: ^ aspect ratio r = 10 with 1-D CDM
result^ ^Tarisoii of the S-D fhcient P, (b) conduction-radiation

Ar ^ effects of (^) UnTy- le effects of ,undo

(C) scattering
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in the DTM are 13.57 and 21.91 s. In problem 2, for oj — 0.0, no iterations are

required. The CPU times in both the methods are negligible.

8.3 Results and discussion

iterations in the two methods have been found the same.

It is to be noted that the situations which reciuire iterations, for different sets of

parameters, even though the ratio of the number of rays in the CDM and the DTM

are the same, the ratio of the CPU times in the two methods are different. This

is for the reason that the number of iterations required for the converged solutions

arc different for different sets of parameters and CPU times per iteration in the two

methods are also different. However, for a given set of parameters, the number of

0== 0.2-
1.0. to = 0.0 r= 1.0, P= 1.0

8.3.3 Problem 3: Combined mode - Transient conduction

and radiation

Having validated the CDM and the DTM against the MCM, and also against each

other for problems 1 and 2 above, before proceeding to the complex situation, it

2-D CDM °

P = 0.1, 1.0, 2.0.5.0

N = 0.1, co = 0.0

Distance y/Ly

1

0.95

0.9

0.85

3 0.8
S 0.75
a.

E  0.7

f- 0.65

0.6

0.55

0.5

1.0,0.1,0.01

1.0, CO = 0.0

Distance y/Ly

Distance x/L, Distance x/L*

P= 1.0, co = 0.0

0.4 0.6

Distance x/L,

1

0.95

0.9

® 0.85

I  0.8
S 0.75

E  0.7

0.65

CO = 0.9, 0.5, 0.1

P= 1,0, N = 0.01

2-D COM °

Distance y/Ly

Figure 8.4; Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for heat flux ff variations
along the south boundary for the effects of (a) extinction coefficient /?, (b) scattering
albedtL lj and (c) aspect ratio r.

Figure 8.5: Comparison of the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM results for the steady-
state centerline temperature 6 distribution for aspect ratio r — 10 with 1-D CDM
results [29] for the effects of (a) extinction coefficient l3, (b) conduction-radiation
parameter N and (c) scattering albedo to.
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is important to check that for higher aspect ratios, such as r = 10.0, results from

tlie two methods for the 2-D rectangular enclosure problem compare satisfactorily

with the 1-D planar medium results [29]. Next, as part of the further validation

studies, for a square enclosure (r = 1-0), for three different values of the conduction-

radiation parameter N and the extinction coefficient /3, the CDM and the DTM

steady-state temperature 6 results are compared with the numerical data provided

in the literature [76, 80]. It should be noted that for grid and ray independent

situations, for all results presented in the following paragraphs, in both the methods

runs were taken for 20 x 20 control volumes, and in the CDM 64 rays and in the

DffiM 24 X 48 rays were used.

In Fig. 8.5(a)-(c), for r = 10.0, at = 0.5, the variations in the temperature 6

of the med.um along y/Ly are given. When r is large (L^ = 10, Ly = 1), the effects

of the east and west boundaries are insignificant and the centerline temperature

in this case approaches that for the temperature distribution for the 1-D planar

medium having same boundary conditions at the south and north boundaries [29].

This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 8.5(a)-(c). For all results presented in Fig. 8.5,

the boundaries are black. It should be noted that in these figures, the 2-D CDM

and the 2-D DTM results are the steady-state results for the transient problem.

For scattering albedo u) = 0.0 and the conduction-radiation parameter N — 0.1,

in Fig. 8.5(a), 6 results from the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM codes for extinction

coefficient l3 = 0.1, 1.0,2.0 and 5.0, are compared against the 1-D CDM results. In

Fig. 8.5(b), for (3 — 1.0 and u = 0.0, these comparisons are made for N = 1.0,0.1

and O.OI. For i3 = 1.0 and N = 0.01, in Fig. 8.5(c), comparisons are made for
u = 0.1,0.5 and 0.9. It can be seen that in all cases, when the effects of the side

boundaries are negligible, the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM results obtained by

solving the transient problems match perfectly with the 1-D planar medium results.

In Table 8.1, for three different values of (3 (0.1, 1.0 and 5.0) and N (0.01, 0.1

and 1.0), the CDM and DTM temperature results for 20 x 20 control volumes are

compared with those of Yuen and Takara [76] and Wu and Ou [65], which are for

10 X 10 and 20 x 20 control volumes, respectively. For the black square enclosure

8.3 Re.sult.s and (li.sciis.sion 165

= 1-0) f(u- all those results, the medium is absorbing-emitting (oi = 0.0). It can

seen from Table 8.1 that the results from the CDM and the DTM are in very

good agrefunent with each ot luu and afso with those in the literature obtained using

different, met hods.

Having pro\-ed t lu^ correctness of the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM codes above,
the temperature 0 distributions at various instants ̂  obtained from the CDM and

ks about tlic CPU times of the two methods are

subsecpuMit paragraphs.

^^Hlc 8^. , centerline (x/L:, = 0.5) temperature 0
'unquirisoii of t he ' a various locations along y/Ly with results in

[7r1 ' CDM and the D ' % o-e extinction coefficient/3 and conduction-
^"^'^'atioi ytx\ncs poundaries are black,

parameter vV- r = 1.0. u;=0.O, an
r^tcrlinc 9 at different y/L

,500 0.561
500 0.563

MethoO

00 0.561
00 3^
OO' 0.564
00 0.560
00 0.564
00

OfT 0.589
00 0.590
00 0.594
00 3^
55- 0.653
00 0.56
no 0.665

i)0' 0.585
0 Ms10 0-^^^
.  0.626

dtm
CDM

Rcf. [76]
Ref. [6
DTM
CDM

.a

.626 0.733 1.000

.630 0.733 1.000

.626 0.734 1.000

.626 0.734 1.000

.630 0.737

.630 0.733

.630 0.737

.630 0.737

.763 1.000

.760 1.000

.760 1.000

.759 1.000
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is important to check that for higher aspect ratios, such as r = 10.0, results from

the two methods for the 2-D rectangular enclosure problem compare satisfactorily

with the 1-D planar medium results [29]. Next, as part of the further validation

studies, for a square enclosure (r = 1.0), for three different values of the conduction-

radiation parameter N and the extinction coefficient 13, the COM and the DTM

steady-state temperature 9 results are compared with the numerical data provided

in the literature [76,80]. It should be noted that for grid and ray independent
situations, for all results presented in the following paragraphs, in both the methods

runs were taken for 20 x 20 control volumes, and in the COM 64 rays and in the
DTM 24 X 48 rays were used.

In Fig. 8.5(a)-(c), for r - 10.0, at = 0.5, the variations in the temperature 9
of the med.um along y/Ly are given. When r is large (L^ = IQ, effects

of the east and west boundaries are insignificant and the centerline temperature
in this case approaches that for the temperature distribution for the 1-D planar
medium having same boundary conditions at the south and north boundaries [29]-
This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 8.5(a)-(c). For all results pre.sented in Fig. 8.5,
the boundaries are black. It should be noted that in these figures, the 2-D CDM
and the 2-D DTM results are the steady-state results for the transient problem.

For scattering albedo uj = 0.0 and the conduction-radiation parameter N = 0.1,
in Fig. 8.5(a), 9 results from the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM codes for extinction
coefficient 6 = 0.1,1.0,2.0 and 5.0, are compared against the 1-D CDM results In
Fig. 8.5(b), for ̂  = 1.0 and u = 0.0, these comparisons are made for TV — 10 0.1
and 0.01. For (3 = 1.0 and N = 0.01, in Fig. 8.5(c), comparisons are made for
CO = 0.1,0.5 and 0.9. It can be seen that in all cases, when the effects of the side
boundaries are negligible, the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM results obtained by
solving the transient problems match perfectly with the 1-D planar medium results-

In Table 8.1, for three different values of (3 (0.1, 1.0 and 5.0) and N (Q 01 0-1
and 1.0), the CDM and DTM temperature results for 20 x 20 er.r,+ , ^rp

'-unrrol volumes

cornixired with those of Yuen and Takara [76] and Wu and Ou [65] ■ .j. for
10 X 10 and 20 x 20 control volumes, respectively. For the black c , ,,rp

square enclosui

8.3 Results and discussion 165

(r = 1.0) for all these results, the medium is absorbing-emitting {u = 0.0). It can

be seen from Table 8.1 that the results from the CDM and the DTM are in very

good agreement with each other and also with those in the literature obtained using

two different methods.

After having proved the correctness of the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM codes above,

the temperature 9 distributions at various instants ̂  obtained from the CDM and

the DTM arc compared and remarks about the CPU times of the two methods are

made in the subsequent paragraphs.

Table 8.1; Comparison of the steady-state centerline {x/Lx = 0.5) temperature 9
results from the CDM and the DTM at various locations along y/Ly with results in
Refs. [76] and [65] for different values of the extinction coefficient /3 and conduction-
radiation parameter N-, r = 1.0, a;=0.0, all boundaries are black.

Method

Ref. [76]
Ref. [65]
DTM

CDM

Ref. [76]
Ref. [65]
DTM

CDM

Ref. [76]
Ref. [65]
DTM '
CDM

Ref. [76]
Ref. [65]
DTM

CDM

Ref. [76]
R,ef. [65]
DTM

CDM

Centerline 9 at different y/Ly
1.0

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.7

0.561

0.563

0.561

0.561

0.564

0.560

0.564

0.564

0.589

0.500 0.590

0.594

0.594

0.653

0.663

0.665

0.500 0.666

0.500 0.585

0.626

0.628

0.626

0.5

0.626

0.630

0.626

0.626

0.630

0.630

0.630

0.663

0.726

0.725

0.725

0.725

0.689

0.707

0.708

0.706

0.3

0.733

0.733

0.734

0.734

0.737

0.733

0.737

0.630 0.737

0.661 0.763

0.663 0.760

0.663 0.760

0.759

0.807

0.791

0.790

0.789

0.834

0.802

0.802

0.802

0.0

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
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Figure 8,6; Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ̂  = 0.001, 0,005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for conduction-radiation parameter N = (a) 0,01, (b) 0.1 and (c) 1.0.

In Fig. 8.6 (a)-(c), 9 results from the CDM and DTM are compared for N = 0.01,

0.1 and 1,0 respectively. All these results are for r = 1,0, [3 = 1.0 and lo — 0.0. The

9 results are compared at time ̂  = 0.001, 0.005, 0,015, 0.040 and steady-state. For

all values of N, at all times i^, the CDM results compare very well with the DTM

results. For N = 0,01, 0,1 and 1.0, CPU times in the CDM were 144.69, 402.37

and 488.18 s, respectively. The corresponding CPU times in the DTM were 3398.39,

10139.58 and 10492,26 s. The CDM is thus more than 20 times faster than the

DTM.

8.3 Results nnci cli.scu.s.siou

From Fig. 8,(i(a)-(( ), it is observed that in the early stage = 0.001), N does
not liavo inueb effect on the 0 distribution. However, as time passes, the effect

incrcasp.s. Fo, Ui,. ladialioi.-iloniiiialcd situaUoii (N = 0.01, Fig. 8.6(a)), owing
"> an incroaM-d c-ont, il,„t i<,n IVo.i, radiation, at any instant the temperature in

mcdi,,.,, ia Id,.I, i..,,,., I,,,,, siiu e radiation is an instantaneous process, when its
tlnmina,,^ ,f„,. values of N), the steady-state is reached quiekly.
As (■; ^ '■ — - -

\  1 w —

/  N / 3 rlica non-dimensional steady-state times ^ for^an be seen from Fig. S.G(a)-(c), the non-dimensionai sn
" = 0.1 ami 1,0 aro 0.1.8S. 0.237 and 0.311 respect,vely.
In Pig g CDM and the DTM results are made for the
effects of n ^"iiiPnirisoiis of 11 results, the values of r, uj and N are
1-0, 0.1 ^ coeflicient U-
to mar ^■^'^Pemtively. For all casts"^^ch vp. c- ,,, 11 T- o n 1 1 0 aiio o.yj, ^
402.37 ^ \^oll. For d — U.t, nTM the corresponding CPU times were

and 4ao o,, . i - For the lomo
1710 11 s, rcspectivelv. (.[^an 22 times faster than the
DTM ' ^"^39.5)8 and 10702.83 s. '1

p.

13 id®- ®'7(a)-(c), it is seen that/j ^ j7
medium becomes optically thick, i.e.,

as tu
1  „r,fl the steady-state temperature in

played,l^yed, — Ill
the ir, tho steady-state t'me C the transient temperatures in the
"i^fliiiv^ increases However, ar ^ ■ , p Q^her parameters fixed, with ane,v.„ , ■ . _ 8. vvioi . .. .

MOWCVc>i- i - yVith ULiaci j-^<-iiiaiiiv.i.v^i.j ii,a.>--vi, wiiiii au

incr(t^^^ lower for higher values of ^ ^^^^^gring in the medium does not allow
tad- increased absorption jeep into the medium. As a result

boundaries to
,st7U-e is dela.vetb

In Pig DTM results are made for the effects
of sc,^^®-8(a)-(v). vo.npacisons of tl'<= 7di=t.ibotion3 a,c presented for r = 1.0,
^ = I.O '"S albedo ur. For all H'esd ^ ^ increases, the steady-state time
* *.* _ V-, 1 _ y-\ /DTI ^

' UJ. rui txi^ V

= 0.01. It can 6,
i'"'' 'bhi,' , Vend is due to th"

Kp

the
 seen increase in w, the medium absorbs0.01. It can 1^® Fthat^'^'' , x,

xim 1 .ebon-like situation. For example, forfa^^ duction-like situation. For example, for
Fo^ ^-0 V"'' and appr«^^''^'J.p, does ima?" il,! ■ = 0.0, t..e .-adi.f'- ? the fcs

Pteseuted ... F'®' , the CD'
" °thor very well, f '

coacfie-'^ aoes no^ appear in the energy equation,
iiatioii jjg° results from the CDM and the DTM

.  ̂ ^ is about 22 times faster than the
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Figure 8,6: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ̂  = 0,001, 0.005, 0,015, 0,04 and steady state (SS)
for conduction-radiation parameter N = (a) 0.01, (b) 0,1 and (c) i q

111 Fig- 8.6 (a)-(c), 9 results from the CDM and DTM are compared for N = O-Ol'
0,1 and 1.0 respectively. All these results are for r = 1,0, d = l.Q _ q q The
9 results are compared at time ̂  = 0.001, 0,005, 0,015, 0,040 and steady state
all val lies of N, at all times the CDM results compare very well w'th the
results. For N = 0,01, 0,1 and 1.0, CPU times in the CDM were 144 69 402-37
and 488.18 s, respectively. The corresponding CPU times in the DTM w 3398-3^'
10139,58 and 10492,26 s. The CDM is thus more than 20 timf^c. r , v, thu

'lines taster than

DTM.

8.3 Results and discussion 167

From Fig, 8,6(a)-(c), it is observed that in the early stage (<f = 0.001), N does

not have much effect on the 9 distribution. However, as time passes, the effect

increases. For the radiation-dominated situation {N = 0.01, Fig, 8,6(a)), owing

to an increased contribution from radiation, at any instant the temperature in

the medium is high. Further, since radiation is an instantaneous process, when its

dominance is greater (for lower values of N), the steady-state is reached quickly.

As can be seen from Fig, 8,6(a)-(c), the non-dimensional steady-state times ̂  for

N = 0,01, 0.1 and 1.0 are 0.088, 0.257 and 0.311 respectively.

In Fig, 8,7(a)-(c), comparisons of the CDM and the DTM results are made for the

effects of the extinction coefficient (3. For these results, the values of r, u and N are

1,0, 0,1 and 0.0 respectively. For all cases, the CDM and the DTM results are found

to match very well. For /3 = 0,1, 1.0 and 5.0, CPU times in the CDM were 77.12,

402.37 and 442.30 s, respectively. For the DTM, the corresponding CPU times were

1710.11, 10139,58 and 10702,83 s. The CDM is more than 22 times faster than the

DTM,

From Fig, 8.7(a)-(c), it is seen that as the medium becomes optically thick, i.e.,

as (3 increases, the steady-state is delayed, and the steady-state temperature in

the medium increases. However, at any time C the transient temperatures in the

medium are lower for higher values of (3. With all other parameters fixed, with an

increase in (3, the increased absorption and scattering in the medium does not allow

the radiation from the boundaries to penetrate deep into the medium. As a result

of wliich steady state is delayed.

In Fig, 8,8(a)-(c), comparisons of the CDM and DTM results are made for the effects

of scattering albedo u. For all these results, 9 distributions are presented for r = 1,0,

/? = 1,0 and N = 0,01, It can be seen that as ui increases, the steady-state time

increases. This trend is due to the fact that with increase in u, the medium absorbs

and emits less energy and approaches a conduction-like situation. For example, for

0/ = 1.0, V ■ = 0.0, the radiation term does not appear in the energy equation.

For all the results presented in Fig, 8,8, the results from the CDM and the DTM

match each other very well. In this case, the CDM is about 22 times faster than the

TH-1868_004301
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ^ = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for extinction coefhcient (3 = (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0 and (c) 5.0.

DTM.

Comparisons of the CDM and DTM results for the effects of hot (south) boundary
emissivity 65 oli 9 distributions at different instants ^ are shown in Fig. 8.9(a)-(c).
For these results, the values of iV, tu and r are 1.0, 0.01, 0.0 and 1,0 respectively.
In Fig. 8.9(a)-(c), the hot (south) boundary emissivity es — 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1, respec
tively. However, for all these results, the other three boundaries, viz north, east and
I,lie w(\st, are black. As in all previous cases, in this this case also, it is seen that at
all times, the CDM and the DTM results compare with each other very well. The

W

I^igure g ^j.^g dTM results for the centerline tem-peratuf,.-®: Comparison of the CDM o.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for distribution at time « = "f, Ind (c) OS-

">8 allm,lo CO = (a) 0.0. (")
C!DM nTM-

20 Urrrcs faster than
jt can j.|je south boundary is reflecting more
(es = from g g ).(e) at any instant f, the temperaturepf the the sternly state is attainerf 1" of ta. the temperature gradients
poar tl,,^ «'hm is lower Further, ft 1°')' j,ot boundary becomes more reflecting,
rfd-tie, '°t bouubary are higbar- ,,y becomes weak, as a result of which
ttt7Sta>'8„ating Lm the bot boU.n ^y. the temperature at any mstant
f  are (e. near tbe ' tive contribut.on decreases, the steady

1.6;ns lower and, sincc
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ̂  = 0,001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for extinction coefficient = (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0 and (c) 5.0.
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 9 distribution at time ̂  = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for scattering albedo u = (a) 0.0, (b) 0.5 and (c) 0.9.

CDM is about 20 times faster than the DTM.

Comparisons of the CDM and DTM results for the effects of hot (south) boundary

emissivity cs on 9 distributions at different instants ̂  are shown in Fig. 8.9(a)-(c).

For these results, the values of 15, N, cj and r are 1.0, 0.01, 0.0 and 1.0 respectively.

In Fig. 8.9(a)-(c), the hot (south) boundary emissivity cs — 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1, respec

tively. However, for all these results, the other three boundaries, viz north, east and

the west, a.re black. As in all previous cases, in this this case also, it is seen that at

all times, the CDM and the DTM results compare with each other very well. The

It can be seen from Fig. 8.9(a)-(c) that when the south boundary is reflecting more

{es = 0.1), the steady state is attained late and at any instant the temperature

of the medium is lower. Further, for lower values of 65, the temperature gradients

near the hot boundary are higher. As the hot boundary becomes more reflecting,

radiation emanating from the hot boundary becomes weak, as a result of which

sharp gradients are observed near the hot boundary, the temperature at any instant

in the medium is lower and, since the radiative contribution decreases, the steady
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Distance y/Ly

Figure 8.9: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ̂  = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for the hot (south) boundary emissivity = (a) 1.0, (b) 0.5 and (c) 0.1.

state is reached late.

8.4 Conclusions

The performance of the CDM and the DTM in terms of the computational time and
their abilit es to provide accurate results was evaluated for three types of problems.

Pbr the boundary emission and the isothermal medium emission cases, the CDM

2-D Conduction-Radiation Heat Transfer 8-4 Coiiclusii )ns
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and DTM results for aspect ratio r = 1 were compared with the MCM results.

For /■ 7^ 1, results from the two methods were compared against each other. For
the combined mode problem, for the steady state, for the effects of the extinction
coefficient d, the conduction-radiation parameter iY, and the scattering albedo ce,
the 2-D COM and the 2-D DTM codes for r = 10.0 were found to give the same
results as gi\'en by the CDM code for the 1-D planar medium [29]. For the black
square enclosure (/■ = 1), for various values of N and ji, the CDM and DTM steady-
state results were found to give an excellent comparison with the results available
in the literature [65,76]. In this way once the 2-D CDM and the 2-D DTM codes
had been validated for the boundary emission, the isothermal medium emission and
some steady-state benchmark results for the combined mode problems, transient
temperature distributions were found and compared for various parameters such as
iV. :3. io and es- For all the parameters considered, the CDM results were found to
gR-e an excellent comparison with the DTM results. Further, for all cases, the CDM
was found much more economical than the DTM.

Distance y/Ly

Figure 8.9: Comparison of the CDM and the DTM results for the centerline tem
perature 0 distribution at time ^ = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.04 and steady state (SS)
for the hot (.south) boundary emissivity = (a) 1.0, (b) 0.5 and (c) 0.1.

state is reached late.

8.4 Conclusions

riie irerformance of the CDM and the DTM in terms of the computational time and
their abilit es to provide accurate results was evaluated for three types of problems.
For the boundary emission and the isothermal medium emission cases, the CDM
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Chapter 9

Effect of Variable Thermal

Conductivity on 2-D
Conduction-Radiation Interaction

9.1 Introduction

For better performance, especially in the design of porous burners and volumetric
porous solar receivers, various types of ceramic and foam structures are used [3,
106]. Thermal analysis of such ceramic and foam structures involve consideration of

radiation along with conduction and/or convection. In the porous burners because

of combustion and in the volumetric porous solar receivers because of an intense

solar radiation on the receiving surface, temperature and its gradient in the medium
are generally very high. In these applications, in some of the cases, very high

temperature in some region has been found to create hot spots causing the failure

of the the porous structure [3]. For the varying temperatures in the medium, the

thermal conductivity of the medium also undergo sharp variations. Therefore, in
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such cases of multi-dimensional geometries, for the correct numerical analysis, the

assumption of the constant thermal conductivity does not hold valid. Consideration

of the clfccts of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity in such analysis,

thus becomes important.

In chapter b, the effect of variable thermal conductivity on one-dimensional conduction-

radiation heat transfer was discussed. The same work is extended here for two-

dimensional rectangular enclosure. As far as combined conduction and radiation

heat transfer in a 2-D rectangular enclosure is concerned, so far investigations have

not been carried out to study the effects of temperature dependent thermal conduc

tivity. The present work was thus aimed at the study of the effects of temperature

dependent thermal conductivity on transient conduction and radiation heat trans

fer in a 2-D rectangular enclosure containing an absorbing, emitting and scattering

medium.

With temperature dependent thermal conductivity, the energy equation becomes a

non-linear one and for a 2-D geometry, in the presence of radiation, it poses further

complexity in the solution. In the present work, to get rid of the non-linearity,
first the ti ne linearization is done, and then the energy equation is solved using
tlie alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme. The collapsed dimension method
(CDM) [29,46,155] is used to obtain the radiative information required for the energy
equation.

9.2 Formulation

A 2-D rectangular geometry is considered here (Fig. 8.1). All four walls are diffuse
and gray, and the contained homogeneous medium is absorbing, emitting and scat

tering. Thermophysical properties such as the density p, the specific heat Cp, and

the optical property, the extinction coefficient /3, are assumed to be constant.

Initially at time t = 0, the entire system is at some finite temperature To- For

time t > 0, the hottoin (South) wall is brought to temperature T5 = 2To. The
tliernial conductivity of the medium is assumed to vary linearly with temperature,

variat ion with t cmi)(uat ure is given by

P = k, + l'{T-Ts) (9.1)

ho is th(^ refcucncc thermal conductivity and 7' is the coefficient of thermal
conductivity variaticm In the absence of convection and heat generation, for a 2-D
'<^«ansulafgoo„K.tiy, the ctiuation for conservation of total energy is

or d (9 2)

for k fro... Eq. (S D in
non-cjo .

^eiisioiial form is r / ao \ '^ / Bf) \ 1

4  (1 + ^ 1 (9-3)V  N J \dr^. .
^iiore 7- _ optical coordinates in the 3; and ?/coordinate di-

'"!! It should be noted that in Eq, (9.2), V = (i +
""ding rospectively. equations are non-dimensionalized tak
ing hot A V = (A +A'- reference temperature. The non-dimensional

W^lll <■ rim tlirG S • ^Fc^nf.pr anrl on .

(-)ydrJ

^^clingv equations are non-dimensionalized tak
ing hot. ^ + reference temperature. The non-dimensionaltemperature Ts ^ Chapter 5 and so are not repeated

arc ricUvvQU ovflctlv sam

Til . . for the problem underrolioC""^'-«lthebou.rdarycondif'>"=f
«(r„r,.0) = 0.5

ions: . =
Boundary 0{TL., '^y^O = 0-5

0iT„O,O = TO
0{rs^TLyA) = 0.5

Sub.. o 4) for ^
is "'.t.i,,„ , n,„ (Ed-

consideration are the

(9.4)

1^0 be solved
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such cases of muJti-dimensional geometries, for the correct numerical analysis, the

assumption of the constant thermal conductivity does not hold valid. Consideration

of the effects of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity in such analysis,

thus becomes important.

In chapter b, the effect of variable thermal conductivity on one-dimensional conduction-

radiation heat transfer was discussed. The same work is extended here for two-

dimensional rectangular enclosure. As far as combined conduction and radiation

heat transfer in a 2-D rectangular enclosure is concerned, so far investigations have

not been carried out to study the effects of temperature dependent thermal conduc

tivity. The present work was thus aimed at the study of the effects of temperature

dependent thermal conductivity on transient conduction and radiation heat trans

fer in a 2-D rectangular enclosure containing an absorbing, emitting and scattering

Tnediuni.

With temperature dependent thermal conductivity, the energy equation becomes a

non-linear one and for a 2-D geometry, in the presence of radiation, it poses further

complexity in the solution. In the present work, to get rid of the non-linearity,

first the ti:ne linearization is done, and then the energy equation is solved using

the alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme. The collapsed dimension method

(CDM) [29,46,155] is used to obtain the radiative information required for the energy
equation.

9.2 Formulation

A 2-D rectangular geometry is considered here (Fig. 8.1). All four walls are diffuse

and gray, and the contained homogeneous medium is absorbing, emitting and scat

tering. Thermophysical properties such as the density p, the specific heat Cp, and

the optical property, the extinction coefficient /3, are assumed to be constant.

Initially at time t = 0, the entire system is at some finite temperature Tq. For

9.2 Fonuulatiori

time t > 0, the bottom (South) wall is brought to temperature Ts = 2To- The

thermal conductivity of the medium is assumed to vary linearly with temperature.

Its variation with temperature is given by

/;; = A;o + 7 (T — T5) (9.1)

where is the reference thermal conductivity and 7' is the coefficient of thermal

conductivity variation. In the absence of convection and heat generation, for a 2-D

rectangular geometry, the equation for conservation of total energy is

^dT d f, dT\ d / dT\ _ , ,

After substituting for k from Eq. (9.1) in Eq. (9.2), the resulting equation in

non-dimensional form is

7(^ - 1)\ /d^9 d^0
N  )

d'^e\ kdey^] i^
RT7 ) + 77 1 ^7—) +(v^) (9.3)N Lvdr-

where — Px and Ty = f3y are the optical coordinates in the x and y coordinate di

rections (Eig. 8.1), respectively. It should be noted that in Eq. (9.2), V = (|^ + |;)
and in Eq. (9.3), V = (^-1-^). The above equations are non-dimensionalized tak
ing bottom wall temperature Ts as the reference temperature. The non-dimensional

quantities are defined exactly same way as in Chapter 5 and so are not repeated
here.

The initial and the boundary conditions for the problem under consideration are the

following:

Initial condition: 0('rr,ry,O) 0.5

Boundary conditions: . 0(0, r^, <^) = 0.5

= Q.b (9.4)

0(r,,O,O = 1-0

Cj = 0.5

Substituting the value of V ■ (Eq. 3.4) for the CDM, the equation to be solved
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l{f) - 1) d'^e d'^e

dr'i dr?: N

r{i-uj)

AN

Equation (9.5) is a highly non-linear equation. Apart from the non-linearity because

of the radiative term, because of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity,

other terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (9.5) are also non-linear. To facilitate the
solution of the non-linear equation, the time linearization technique is employed,

which results in the following equation.

7(0 - 1) d'^e d'^e

^[(1^) (1^) +(|^) (f)
N NuTxJ m\dTrJ m-l-1 \dTy/ mVoTy/

86 \

8Ty / m+1

r(l-a;)
—

(9.6)

In Ecj. (9.6), sufhxes rn and rn -f 1 indicate the time steps. For solving 6 at the

(/n-t- l)th step, all terms at mth step are known from the previous step. With terms

causing non-linearity, including the radiative term on the right-hand side known at

the mth step, 6 values at the (m -f l)th step are evaluated using the ADI scheme.

When the calculation starts for the first time, terms at mth level are computed from

the initial calucs.

In scdving Eq. (9.6), for grid and ray independent solutions, 20 x 20 control volumes

and 64 rays were used. The transient problem were solved with the time step A(^

= 0.0001, and steady-state conditions were assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between two consecutive time levels at each grid point

did not exceed 0.00001. The collapsing coefficient T values (see the appendix) for

any 8 ujid uj were calculated from the expre.ssions given in [117]. In the following
paragraphs, all results are presented for grid and ray independent situations.

9.3 R.e.sults ami Di.scussioii

9.3 Results and Discussion

Results for tlu> effects of the coefficient of thermal conductivity variation 7 on
perature and luuit flux dist l ibutions are presented for both steady state and transie
situations. h\u- l)lack walls and scattering albedo ut = 0.5, these results are pre^nte
for different xahu-s of the aspect ratio r, the conduction-radiation parameter
the extinction cmdficituit 8. To validate the results for the 2-D rectangular geom y
code, for a sample case of high aspect ratio (?• = L^ILy = 10), results are compa
with those for the 1-D planar medium case [26]. It should be noted that the cas
in which the aspect ratio r was varied, Ly was always kept at unity. In all the cases
where the effect of 7 has been studied, the positive value of 7 means that the ther
mal conductivity incrmises with increase of temperature whereas its negative value
signifies that the thermal conductivity decreases with increase in temperature. The
zero value indicates the case of constant thermal conductivity.

0.9 f V

Markers: 1-D results y-O.Ol

0 01

r = 0.5

0.4 0.6

y/Ly

Figure 9.1; Effect of on ceriterlirie temperature 0 for different values of the aspect
ratio 77 /3 I y"V = 0 01 and tJ = 0.5.
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7(f9 - 1)' 'd'^e d'^e

^ dr^ V . V dTjr )

rji-uj)

AN
ttO — (9.5)

Equation (9.5) is a highly non-linear equation. Apart from the non-linearity because

of the radiative term, because of the temperature dependent thermal conductivity,

other terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (9.5) are also non-linear. To facilitate the

solution of the non-linear equation, the time linearization technique is employed,

which results in the following equation.

7(0 - 1) /d'^e d'^e

nXdr]: dr^
'(d9\ rdB\ ^ (dO\
.\dTx/ m V / rn+1 \dTy/ m-i-l

r(i-ca)
AN

(9.6)

9.3 Results and Discussion

9.3 Results and Discussion

Results for the effects of the coefficient of thermal conductivity variation 7 on tem

perature and heat flux distributions are presented for both steady state and transient

situations. For black walls and scattering albedo u = 0.5, these results are presented

for different values of the aspect ratio r, the conduction-radiation parameter N and

the extinction coefficient /3. To validate the results for the 2-D rectangular geometry

code, for a sample case of high aspect ratio (r = L^/Ly = 10), results are compared

with those for the 1-D planar medium case [26]. It should be noted that the cases

in which the aspect ratio r was varied, Ly was always kept at unity. In all the cases
where the effect of 7 has been studied, the positive value of 7 means that the ther

mal conductivity increases with increase of temperature whereeis its negative value

signifies that the thermal conductivity decreases with increase in temperature. The

zero value indicates the case of constant thermal conductivity.

Ill Eq. (9.G), suffixes m and m-f 1 indicate the time steps. For solving 0 at the
{m+ l)th step, all terms at mth step are known from the previous step. With terms
causing non-linearity, including the radiative term on the right-hand side known at

the mth step, 6 values at the (m + l)th step are evaluated using the ADI scheme.

When the calculation starts for the first time, terms at mth level are computed from

the initial values.

In solving Eq. (9.6), for grid and ray independent solutions, 20 x 20 control volumes
and 64 rays were used. The transient problem were solved with the time step A<^

— 0.0001, and steady-state conditions were assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between two consecutive time levels at each grid point

did not exceed 0.00001. The collapsing coefficient E values (see the appendix) for

any A and uj were calculated from the expressions given in [117]. In the following

paragraphs, all results are presented for grid and ray independent situations.

0.9 f

Markers: 1-D results y-O.Ol

0 01

r = 0.5

0.4 0.6

y/Ly

Figure 9.1: Effect of 7 on centerline temperature 9 for different values of the aspect
ratio r; /3 = 1, A = 0.01 and u) = 0.5.
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Steady state results

In Fig. 9.1, effect of 7 on centerline [xjL^c. = 0.5) temperature Q profile is shown.

For 7 = - 0.01, 0.0 and 0.01, these Q profiles are shown for aspect ratio r = 0.5, 1, 2,

and 10. These results are presented for conduction-radiation parameter N = 0.01

and extinc'^ion coefficient ̂

It can im seen from Fig. 9.1 that for a given value of N and 13, the effect of 7 is

greater for the lower values of r. With increase in r, the effect increases towards the

top (cold) wall. Further, for the same amount of change in 7, effect is greater for

Vt 0.9

Y=0.01

0.0

-0.01

"  01 0.2 0,3 0.4
x/L V

7=0.01
0.0

-0.01

0.2 0.3
x/L X

0.6 f W

7=0.01

0.0

-0.01 —

r = 5 line with markers

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Figure 9.2: Effect of 7 on total heat flux at (a) the bottom (hot) wall, (b) the
top wall and (c) the side wall(s) for different values of the aspect ratio r; /3 = 1, A''
= 0.01 and uj = 0.5.
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the positive vahi(> of . At all y/Ly locations, 0 is higher for the higher values of 7.

For r = 10, for t he three \ alues of 7. the 2-D rectangular geometry results are found

to perfectly iiiateh with those for the 1-D planar medium results obtained using the

discrete transhn- nuUhod [20].

Figure 9.2(a)-(e) shows the effect of 7 on variations of total heat flux at the
bottom (hot), t.he top and the side walls, respectively. For N = 0.01 and j3 = \,
here these effects are shown for /' = 2 and 5. It can be seen from this figure

that the effect of 7 on T /- is greater for higher values of r. For a given r, at the
bottom (hot) wall (Fig 9.2(a)), effect is less in the center and it increases towards
the side walls. For the top wall (Fig. 9.2(b)), the effect is greater in the center

P = o.i

7 = 0.5
0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.5

0.4 0.6
y/L y

0  0.2 0.4 0.6
y/Ly

7 = 0.5

0.0

-0.5

p = 5.0
0.4 0.6

y/Ly

Figure 9.3- temperature 6 profile for the extinction coeffi-
eient p = of ̂  on " O; r = 1, /V = 0.5 and a; = 0.5.

^  (b) 1.0 and (c; ̂
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Steady state results

In 9.1, effect of 7 on centerline {xjLx — 0.5) teinperatiire B profile is shown.

For 7 = - 0.01, 0.0 and 0.01, these B profiles are shown for aspect ratio r = 0.5, 1, 2,

and 10. These results are presented for conduction-radiation parameter N = 0.01

and extinction coefficient = 1.

It can be .seen from Fig. 9.1 that for a given value of N and ^5, the effect of 7 is

greater for the lower values of r. With increase in r, the effect increases towards the
toj) (cold) wall. Further, for the same amount of change in 7, effect is greater for

i ..t

1 . 1
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0 7
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T  f 1 1 1—

X.

1  1 r I
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V ,

0.0

-0.01 —

t ..r

:

1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.1 0.2 0.3
x/L V

0.4 0.5

0.55

0.45

0.35

0.25

0.15
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1  1 1 1 r »  j - . I- - -r -

yT 2 "^"^""^^7=0.01 -
0.0

-0.01 - - .
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0.4 0.5

(a) (b)

Y=O.OI

r = 5 line with markers

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

y/Ly

(c)

Figure 9.2: Effect of 7 on total heat flux at (a) the bottom (hot) wall, (b) the
top wall and (c) the side wall(s) for different values of the aspect ratio r; P = 1, N
= 0.01 and u) = 0.5.
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the positive value of 7. At all y/Ly locations, B is higher for the higher values of 7.

For r = 10, for the three values of 7, the 2-D rectangular geometry results are found

to perfectly match with those for the 1-D planar medium results obtained using the

discrete transfer method [26].

Figure 9.2(a)-(c) shows the effect of 7 on variations of total heat flux ^7' at the

bottom (hot), the top and the side walls, respectively. For N = 0.01 and P = 1,

here these effects are shown for r — 0.5, 1, 2 and 5. It can be seen from this figure

that the effect of 7 on 'Ft is greater for higher values of r. For a given r, at the

bottom (hot) wall (Fig. 9.2(a)), effect is less in the center and it increases towards

the side walls. For the top wall (Fig. 9.2(b)), the effect is greater in the center

I
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Figure 9.3: Effect of 7 on centerline temperature B profile for the extinction coeffi
cient P ~ (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0 and (c) 5.0; r — N = 0.5 and u) = 0.5.
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whereas for the side wall(s) (Fig. 9.2(c)), effect is greater towards the bottom (hot)

In Fig. 9.3(a)-(c), effect of 7 on the centerline 9 profiles is shown for the extinction

coefficient ft = 0.1, 1 and 5, respectively. For these results, r = 1, N — 0.5 and

u = 0.5. From this figure it is seen that for different values of ft, effect of 7 on 0

remains almost the same. For different values of ft, for the effect of 7, similar trends

are observed for other combinations of r, N and lo.

Imr the cases considered in Fig. 9.3, the total heat flux dz-r results at the bottom

(liot) wall are presented in Fig. 9.4. Unlike the effect on 9 variations, for different

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
x/L X

*^7 10 f X'

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
x/L X

2.5 f ■ \

0  0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 9.4: Effect of 7 on total heat flux d/j- at the bottom (hot) wall for the
extinction coefficient ft = (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0 and (c) 5.0; r = 1, A'' = 0.5 and cu = 0.5.

9.3 R(\sult..s uiid Discussion

V

Y = e 1.0,-0.1

N = 1.0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
y/L y

0.9 f

0  0.2

Y=0.1
0.05

0.0

-0.05

-0.1

0.4 0.6
y/L y

0.9 f '-7
Y=0.01 --

0.0 —

-0.05 - -

-0.1 --

N = 0.01

0  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

• yZLy

Figure 9.5: Effect of 7 on centerline temperature 9 profile for the conduction-
radiation parameter N — (a) 1, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.01; r = 1, ft — ̂  arid u — 0.5.

values of ft, in this case, effect of 7 is greater. The effect is greater for the lower
values of ft.

In Fig. 9.5(a)-(c), effect of 7 on centerline 9 profile is shown for conduction-radiation

parameter N =1, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively. For results presented in this figure, r

— 1, ft = 1 and to = 0.5. It is seen from this figure that in the radiation dominated

situation (lower values of N), 7 effect is greater.

For parameters considered in Fig. 9.5, the total heat flux variations at the
bottom wall are given in the Fig. 9.6(a)-(c). In this case also, 7 is seen to have
significant effect for the lower values of N.
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\vlHn(>a.s for the side wall(s) (Fig. 9.2(c)), effect is greater towards tiie bottom (hot.)

wall.

Ill Fig. 9..3(a)-(c), effect of 7 on the centeriine 6 profiles is shown for the extinction

coefficient = 0.1, 1 and 5, respectively. For these results, r = 1, A/ = 0.5 and

io = 0.5. From this figure it is seen that for different values of effect of 7 on B
remains almost the same. For different values of /3, for the effect of 7, similar trends

are observed for other combinations of r, N and uj.

For the cas(\s considered in Fig. 9.3, the total heat flux "i'T results at the bottom

(hot) wall are pre.sented in Fig. 9.4. Unlike the effect on 9 variations, for different
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Figiii(» 9.4: Effect of 7 on total heat flux bottom (hot) wall for the
extinction coefficient ̂  = (a) 0.1, (b) 1.0 and (c) 5.0; r = 1, = 0.5 and uj — 0.5.
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Figure 9.5: Effect of 7 on centeriine temperature 9 profile for the conduction-
radiation parameter N = (a) 1, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.01; r = 1, = 1 and u — 0.5.

values of yS, in this case, effect of 7 is greater. The effect is greater for the lower
values of /?.

In Fig. 9.5(a)-(c), effect of 7 on centeriine 6 profile is shown for conduction-radiation
parameter N —I, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively. For results presented in this figure, r
= 1,^=1 and UJ = 0.5. It is seen from this figure that in the radiation dominated

situation (lower values of A^), 7 effect is greater.

For parameters considered in Fig. 9.5, the total heat flux variations at the

bottom wall are given in the Fig. 9.6(a)-(c). In this case also, 7 is seen to have

significant eflcct for the lower values of N,
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Figure 9.6: Effect of 7 on total heat flux at the bottom (hot) wall for the
conduction-radiation parameter N = (a) 1, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.01; r = 1, ̂  = 1 and
cj = 0.5.

The trends for the variations of Tj- results as shown in Fig. 9.6 can be better
understood from Fig. 9.7. For N values ranging from 0.005 to 1.0, in this figure,
percentage change in Tr corresponding to 7 = 0.01 and - 0.01 are plotted at the
bottom (hot) wall. The percentage change has been calculated as

^^(7=.0.q1)_^^(^^_0.01)^
(i'r(7=o.Qi)+>r<y(-y=-.o,oin ) ̂

2.0

With change in N, this figure clearly indicates the effect of 7 on 'I't- The percentage
change in Tj- is higher for the radiation dominated situation (lower values of N).

For these results r = 1, ̂  = 1 and 00 = 0.5.

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
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figure 9.7- Percentage change in total heat flux due to the effect of 7 for different
values of the conduction-radiation parameter Af; r = 1, ̂  = 1 and w = 0.5.

have an idea about the effect of 7 on temperature distribution in the enclosure,
for iv ^ Q Q 2, isotherms are given in Fig. 9.8(a) and (b), respectively.

these resvdts r = 1' ~ ̂ ^ ~ ^ particular 7, the temperature
differepee bet en two contours is 0.1, and the minimum and the maximum values

fhe rr> n 135 and 0.95, respectively. It can be seen from this figure that

results r = ^

diffcrepee bet en two contours is 0.1, and the minimum and the maximum values
°f the n and 0.95, respectively. It can be seen from this figure that

contours are U.oo
fot the radi f dorniw^f^*^ situations (A'^=0.01), temperature distribution is more
^riiforrv. • , a For a given value of N, temperature becomes more uniform

in the enclosure,

higher values of 7-

results

^'1 Fio-e. iUo effects of 7 on temperature 9 are given for the transientg g J g lO, tnc x;

^itUatiQ 9(a) (^) f transient 6 distributions are shown for
n  .oynectively. For these results, r = 1, ̂  =1 and w = 0.5.

'■"'"■'butions have beenp

reach
fhe steady state
steady state

 plotted at non-dimensional time ^ = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015,
It is seen from this figure that the effect of 7 increases as

alue. At all times in radiation dominated situation, effect
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Figure 9.6; Effect of 7 on total heat flux at the bottom (hot) wall for the
conduction-radiation parameter N = (a) 1, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.01; r — 1, (3 = 1 and
tj = 0.5.

The trends for the variations of results as shown in Fig. 9.6 can be better

understood from Fig. 9.7. For N values ranging from 0.005 to 1.0, in this figure,

percentage change in corresponding to 7 = 0.01 and - 0.01 are plotted at the

bottom (hot) wall. The percentage change has been calculated as

^t(7 = 0-01)-^t(7=-0-01)^ ̂  100
(4/j.(7=0.01)+»i>r(7=-0.01)) '

With change in N, this figure clearly indicates the effect of 7 on The percentage

change in Tj- is higher for the radiation dominated situation (lower values of N).

For thc.se results r = 1, /3 = 1 and ui = 0.5.

9.3 Results and Discussion

N= 1,0.5,0.1,0.05,0.01,0.005

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

x/Lx

Figure 9.7: Percentage change in total heat flux due to the effect of 7 for different
values of the conduction-radiation parameter N] r = 1, P = 1 and uj = 0.5.

To have an idea about the effect of 7 on temperature distribution in the enclosure,

for N = 0.01 and 0.1, isotherms are given in Fig. 9.8(a) and (b), respectively.

For these results r = 1, /3 = 1 and u = 0.5. For a particular 7, the temperature

difference between two contours is 0.1, and the minimum and the maximum values

of the contours are 0.55 and 0.95, respectively. It can be seen from this figure that

for the radiation dominated situations (A'^=0.01), temperature distribution is more

uniform in the enclosure. For a given value of N, temperature becomes more uniform

for the higher values of 7.

Transient results

In Figs. 9.9 and 9.10, the effects of 7 on temperature 6 are given for the transient

situation. In Fig. 9.9(a)-(c) effect of 7 on transient 0 distributions are shown for

N= 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0, respectively. For these results, r = 1, P =1 and a; = 0.5.

9 distributions have been plotted at non-dimensional time ̂  = 0.001, 0.005, 0.015,

0.04 and the steady state. It is seen from this figure that the effect of 7 increases as

9 reaches steady state value. At all times in radiation dominated situation, effect
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Figure 9.8; Isotherms showing the effect of 7 for N = (a) 0.01 and (b) 0.1; r = 1,
H = 1 and uj = 0.5.
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Figure 9.8: Isotherms showing the effect of 7 for = (a) 0.01 and (b) 0.1; r — 1,
d = 1 and uj — 0.5.

of 7 is found greater.

9.3 Reaults and Discussion
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Figure 9.9: Effect of 7 on transient temperature B along the centerline for the
conduction-radiation parameter N = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1 and (c) 1; r = 1, ^ = 1 and
tu = 0.5.

In Fig. 9.10(a)-(c), variations of Q with non-dimensional time ^ are given at two
locations, viz., yjLy = 0.25 and 0.75 along the centerline {xjL^ = 0.5). These two
locations are equidistant from the bottom and the top walls. For r — 1, (3 = 1
and to = 0.5, in Fig. 9.10(a)-(c), 6 distributions are given for N — 0.01, 0.1 and
1, respectively. It is seen from the plots that compared with the case of constant
thermal conductivity (7 = 0.0), the time to reach the steady state increases with
positive value of 7 and it decreases with the negative value of 7.
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3 and tin. ( , ,n> 1 lu t i, ,ii-1 ,e 1 lai u.n parainotrL .V. For diffGreiit values of .V, transient
t<-"ip('ratur,. icMihs j, ,, . if, , i i he vaiialile t hermal conductivity were also pre-
sented f(,, aar i .■ n- t- he asuecl ratio r and the conduction-radiationn 1 11(M (•! 11 \ ; I h t M .\ . 1 ^ ^ ^

paranu.,,.,. y. , v,,i i lininal coiHiiii tivity ivas found to liavc significant effect
'fapprar,,,,. aii, i l„uu Hux dislribiitioiis. For rt ilferent values of//, the variable

coiuhu tivitr- rvus foun.l lo
""'LWatu,.,. vunai ,.,,, . Ilovvovor. for tte ''ot wall heat fl ux, the eftect was found
S™fPr fo,. j
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£

figure 9.10: Effect of 7 on transient temperature at locations y/Ly = 0.25 and 0.75
along the centerline [x/Lj. = 0.5) for the conduction-radiation parameter N = (a)
0.01, (b) 0.1 and (c) 1; r = 1, /3 = 1 and w = 0.5.

9.4 Conclusions

Steady state and transient conduction and radiation heat transfer problems with
variable thermal conductivity were investigated for a 2-D black rectangular enclo
sure containing an absorbing, emitting and scattering medium. Thermal conduc
tivity was assumed to vary linearly with temperature. The CDM was used to solve
th(^ radiative part of the energy equation. After doing time linearization, the energy
eciuation was solved using the ADI scheme. For scattering albedo uj = 0.5, steady
state temperature and heat flux results for the effects of variable thermal conductiv

ity were obtained for different values of the aspect ratio r, the extinction coefficient

i
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J and the conduction-radiation parameter N. For different values of N. transient

temperature results lor effect of the variable thermal conductivity were also pre-

scuiled for different values of Ah For the aspect ratio r and the conduction-radiation

parameter A. the variable thermal conductivity was found to have significant effect

on temperature and heat flux distributions. For different values of fl, the variable

thermal conductivity was found to have almost the same effect on the centerline

temperature variation. However, for the hot wall heat flux, the effect was found

greater for the lower \-alues of /?.

y/L V= 0.75 Y-0.01
0.0

y/L v = 0.25

0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

t

Figure 9.10; Effect of 7 on transient temperature at locations y/Ly = 0.25 and 0.75
along the centerline {xfLx = 0.5) for the conduction-radiation parameter N = (a)
0.01, (b) 0.1 and (c) 1; r = 1, /3 = 1 and 00 = 0.5.

9.4 Conclusions

Steady state and transient conduction and radiation heat transfer problems with
variable thermal conductivity were investigated for a 2-D black rectangular enclo

sure containing an absorbing, emitting and scattering medium. Thermal conduc-

tivit}' was assumed to vary linearly with temperature. The COM was used to solve

the radiative part of the energy equation. After doing time linearization, the energy

equation was solved using the ADI scheme. For scattering albedo uo — 0.5, steady

state temperature and heat flux results for the effects of variable thermal conductiv

ity were obtained for different values of the aspect ratio r, the extinction coefficient
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Chapter 10

Heat Transfer Characteristics of a

Porous Radiant Burner

10.1 Introduction

In the last decade, devices based on pprous medium combustion have emerged as a

potential alternative to devices based on free flame combustion. This shift has been

directed by the needs of industry to develop high-performance burners while com-
plying with the increasingly stringent emissions regulations. Burners and radiant
heaters based on porous medium combustion have distinctive advantages over those
based on free flame combustion. Devices based on porous medium combustion are
characterized by high power density, very low emissions of pollutants such as NOx
and CO, high flame speeds, extended lean flammability limits, homogeneous tem

perature level, large power modulation range and compact size. Because of these

desirable features, porous medium combustion finds applications in diverse fields
such as paper drying, paper finishing, powder and paint curing, baking, textile dry-

iiiR) polymer thermal processing, glass manufacturing, household heating systems.
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etc. [105,156].

Owing to the simplicity of the analysis, a numerous studies on porous medium

combustioi have been devoted to 1-D planar or cylindrical porous burners [9,109,

110, 157 159]. In these, the analysis were done by assuming the solid matrix and

the gas phase to be in non-local thermal equilibrium. Further, for 1-D porous

l)urners, combustion was simulated by an artificial heat generation zone within the

l)orous medium [110] or by a one-step global mechanism [109] or by multi-step

detailed chemical kinetics [158-160]. Heat transfer by radiation was incorporated

l)y considering the solid matrix to be absorbing, emitting and/or scattering [109,

110,159,160].

.-Vs far as numerical analysis of 2-D rectangular porous burners is concerned, not

much work has been directed towards the characterization of these burners. For a

2-D rectangular burner, Hackert et al. [161] analyzed two simple geometries. One

geometry considered was a honeycomb porous medium consisting of parallel non-

connecting passages, and the other was with walls parallel but broken such that

there was no continuous solid path. They simulated combustion by a single-step
global reaction mechanism and used the Monte Carlo method to account for the

surface radiative exchange. However, they did not consider the porous medium to be

absorbing, emitting and scattering, and therefore the effect of radiative parameters
such as the extinction coefficient and the scattering albedo on the performance of
the burner could not be studied. Brenner et al. [146] carried out a numerical and
experimental investigation of a 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner. In their
study, the porous matrix was made of SiC. They considered detailed chemical

kinetics to simulate the combustion and solved the continuity, momentum and energy

ec[uations. However, in their analysis, they considered the solid and the gas phase to

be in local thermal equilibrium and in the energy equation, radiation was accounted
by tlie experimentally determined effective conductivity.

fn porous medium combustion, radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer

[9.110.157,159,160,162 164] and the performance of the burners is greatly influenced

by the radiative parameters. From the literature review it was found that for a 2-D

10.2 Foi iinil;il.i( )n 191

rcctallg,^p^^. Hunu-r, so far investigations have not been carried out to study
the influence of l adiativi- i)ai aiiieters such as the extinction coefficient, the scattering
albedo^ the emissi vil v. etc. Therefore, the present work is mainly aimed at the
heat transflu- anal>-sis of a 2-D rectangular porous burner in which the influence
of varin,,,. " .„- onre and heat flux distributions is studied. To"■^a)us imraiiuq (US on t (unpeiatni«.
study • f, r- • or-iineters, analysis are made for both steady-statertie inflnenc(> of various paiaincLC' , j
and ti-i, • I the solid and the gas temperatures could be'^uirsicuit situations. Since locallN r" . . . ,
rliffciPi^f -1 1 .-inTn is considered between the two phases and,,  non-local thermal eciuilibiuun ^ u ■
therpfr^ • . -lie solved for the two phases. Combustion'u, sojiaratc energ\' eciuatious « tpi • -j j j.
is luo^ ^ ^ pgat generation zone, blow is considered to
be cop ^ -spatiallN (h P< ^ equations are solved. The radiative part of
''he Soli tluuefoie onl> ^gi^g the collapsed dimension method
(CDMn Hl'use energy ecpiation i^ .. j^ gehenie is used to solve the gas-phase andThe alternating clirectioii miP

^^^l~Pbasc energy' equations.

Formulation

hovvn schematically in Fig. 10.1. An inert

POfOq under coiisideratiuu is placed in between two parallel adi-abatjJ Tedium of length Lx adiabatic plates and the porous medium
in 'Elates. The dimensions of paper (z direction, not shown) are very

'^^Tction normal to the pT»^ "„,ensions. Hence, the effect of this third spa
tial q.^'^'Tpared with the other fuel-air mixture enters the porous medium
fro,q 'Teasi^j^ is neglected. Tho the porous medium, the slug-flow condi-

i,ft ^..locity , length -rr. upstream and to a length
Adiabatic generation zone of

downstrean, of the P"-'"' T„stion,
it'' l„ Ax X , rescnti"« ' „s solid matnx is assumed to be gray, and

K  The P"'" ..-opically. Gaseous radiation is neglectedcan b e vurinble. isotroP»c^"Rvaiiac cntioR ]]v the solid and the gas temperatures
hij, ' absorb and scatter racHt^ ^ locallyunci scaLrt gjpc between the solid and the gas is

bT 'he solid radio""" , ,,uilib""""
'"fferont, „o„-local
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etc. [105, 156].

Owing to the simplicity of the analysis, a numerous studies on porous medium

eomlmstioi have been devoted to 1-D planar or cylindrical porous burners [9, 109,

110, 157 159]. In these, the analysis were done by assuming the solid matrix and

the gas phase to be in non-local thermal equilibrium. Further, for 1-D porous
burners, corid)ustion was simulated by an artificial heat generation zone within the

jmrous medium [110] or by a one-step global mechanism [109] or by multi-step
detailed chemical kinetics [158-160]. Heat transfer by radiation was incorporated

by considering the solid matrix to be absorbing, emitting and/or scattering [109,
110,159,160].

As far as numerical analysis of 2-D rectangular porous burners is concerned, not

much work has been directed towards the characterization of these burners. For a

2-D rectangular burner, Hackert et al. [161] analyzed two simple geometries. One
geometry considered was a honeycomb porous medium consisting of parallel non-
connecting passages, and the other was with walls parallel but broken such that

there was no continuous solid path. They simulated combustion by a single-step

global reaction mechanism and used the Monte Carlo method to account for the
surface radiative exchange. However, they did not consider the porous medium to be

absori)ing, emitting and scattering, and therefore the effect of radiative parameters

such as the extinction coefficient and the scattering albedo on the performance of

the burner could not be studied. Brenner et al. [146] carried out a numerical and

experimental investigation of a 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner. In their

study, the porous matrix was made of SiC. They considered detailed chemical

kinetics to simulate the combustion and solved the continuity, momentum and energy

equations. However, in their analysis, they considered the solid and the gas phase to
be in local thermal equilibrium and in the energy equation, radiation was accounted

by the experimentally determined effective conductivity.

In porous medium combustion, radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer

[9,110.157,159,160,162 164] and the performance of the burners is greatly influenced

by the radiative parameters. Frorri the literature review it was found that for a 2-D

10.2 Foriiiulatiori 191

rectangular porous burner, so far investigations have not been carried out to study

the influence of radiative parameters such as the extinction coefficient, the scattering

albedo, the cmissivity, etc. Therefore, the present work is mainly aimed at the

heat transfer analysis of a 2-D rectangular porous burner in which the influence

of various parameters on temperature and heat flux distributions is studied. To

study the influence of various parameters, analysis are made for both steady-state

and transient situations. Since locallj' the solid and the gas temperatures could be

different, non-local thermal equilibrium is considered between the two phases and,

therefore, separate energy equations are solved for the two phases. Combustion

is modeled as a spatially dependent heat generation zone. Flow is considered to

be constant and therefore only energy equations are solved. The radiative part of

the solid-phase energy equation is computed using the collapsed dimension method

(CDM). The alternating direction implicit scheme is used to solve the gas-phase and

the solid-phase energy equations.

10.2 Formulation

The problem under consideration is shown schematically in Fig. 10.1. An inert
porous medium of length and thickness Ly is placed in between two parallel adi-
abatic plates. The dimensions of both the adiabatic plates and the porous medium

in the direction normal to the plane of the paper {z direction, not shown) are very

large compared with the other two dimensions. Hence, the effect of this third spa

tial dimension is neglected. The gaseous fuel-air mixture enters the porous medium

from the left with uniform velocity u. In the porous medium, the slug-flow condi

tion is assumed. Adiabatic plates extend to a length -x, upstream and to a length

[xc — Lj.) downstream of the porous medium. The uniform heat generation zone of
dimensions Ax x Ly, representing combustion, is situated in the porous region and

its location can be variable. The porous solid matrix is assumed to be gray, and

to emit, absorb and scatter radiation isotropically. Gaseous radiation is neglected
compared with the solid radiation. Since locally the solid and the gas temperatures

may be different, non-local thermal equilibrium between the solid and the gas is
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Figure 10.1: Schematic diagram of the problem under consideration.

accounted by considering separate energy equations for the two phases. The two

equations are coupled through a convective heat transfer term that accounts for

the inter-phase heat exchange. All properties of the solid and the gas phases are

assumed to be uniform and constant.

Initially both the phases are at the ambient temperature Tj, and for times greater
than zero, combustion modeled as a uniform heat generation zone is.introduced in
the medium.

The energy eciuations for the gas and the solid phases are written respectively as

follows:

fOT,, dT„\ , /d'^T d'^T \</Wt/(^+^^j+(l-0)A/r(T,-T,) = 0g S{x) + (Pk,l^-^ + -^j (10.1)

(1 - (1 - <f>)AhiTg - T,) (1 - (10.2)

where 0, p, c, k, h and A are porosity, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity,

heat transfer coefficient and specific surface area, respectively. The term Q " S{x) is

the unit heat generation and S{x) is the delta function defined as unity for Xi < x <

X2 and zero elsewhere. In Eq. (10!2), qr is the radiative heat flux.

10.2 Foi'iiiuhit,i(>11 193

In non-diiiKUKsioiial form, Iccis. (10.1) and (10.2) are written as follows:

+  + (1 = + + (10.3)

d''k)s\ , P-? 1(I - (1 _ „) _ („ + _) + (1 _ - _v . (10.4)

where 77^^. = .,y and tjy = ///t-x are the non-dimensional lengths in the x and y
directions, respi>cti vcl>-. It should be noted that in Eq. (10.2) V = (^-f ̂ ) and in
Eq. (10.4) V =

t Oiu ^ OOy >'

Efjuation (10.3) is applied to the entire domain shown in Fig. 10.1, that is, —771,. <
Ix < Vx,- Accordingly, ̂  is defined such that 0 =1 for 77u: < 0, 0 < 0 < 1 for
0 ̂  < 1 and 0=1 for r/x > 1- The computatioiral domain for Eq. (10.3) has
been extended bcN'ond the porous region on either side to model accurately flames
close to the edges of the iroious region.

In Ecjs. (10.3) and (10.4), non-dimensional values of temperature 0, time <^, radiative
heat flux parameters Pi to P5 are defined as

r - T,
l___ m _ 'JR

PgCgLljkg ^ Q"'Lx

Pi = liATi D _ ^sTi p _ P5C5
Q"'Lr '~PgC,

In the above, parameters Pi-Pi give the measure of flow enthalpy, convective energy
coupling between gas and solid, gas conduction and solid conduction, respectively.

1 he initial eoncip-^^^ for both the gas-phase and solid-phase energy equations are

(9 = 0, d, = 0 (10.5)

At the inlet (^^^ _ _ , g is at the ambient temperature T,, and at the exhaust
.  • / /X j / ̂ ^.section ^773. a vanishing gradient condition is as.sumed to prevail [156]. The

south {riy = north (% = boundaries are insulated. With these, the
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In non-dimensional form, Eqs. (10.1) and (10.2) are written as follows:

~ 0)'P2(^g - Os) = 05(77,r) + 0^3 dr\l drjl
(10.3)

(1 - = (1 - <i-))|(^ (l"-")
where t^x- = .x/ and 77^ = y/Lx are the non-dimensional lengths in the x and y
directions, respectively. It should be noted that in Eq. (10.2) V = (^ -t- ̂ ) and in
Bq. (10.4) V = (ji + ̂).

Figure 10.1: Schematic diagram of the problem under consideration.

accounted by considering separate energy equations for the two phases. The two

equations are coupled through a convective heat transfer term that accounts for

the inter-phase heat exchange. All properties of the solid and the gas phases are
assumed to be uniform and constant.

Initially both the phases are at the ambient temperature Tj, and for times greater

than zero, combustion modeled as a uniform heat generation zone is. introduced in

the medium.

The energy ecjuations for the gas and the solid phases are written respectively as

follows:

(4/4, + "^) + (1 - - T.) = <l,Q'"S(x) + + ̂ ) (10,1)

Equation (10.3) is applied to the entire domain shown in Fig. 10.1, that is, —t/j. <

Vx < Vx,- Accordingly, 0 is defined such that 0 =1 for 77x- < 0, 0 < 0 < 1 for
0 < < 1 and 0 =1 for 77^ > 1- The computational domain for Eq. (10.3) has
been extended beyond the porous region on cither side to model accurately flames

close to the edges of the porous region.

In Ecjs. (10.3) and (10.4), non-dimensional values of temperature 0, time <^, radiative
heat flux 4//j> and parameters Pi to P5 are defined as

^ T -Tj ^ t ^ qji
T, • P,c,Lllk,' " Q"'L^

Pg
P2 =

hATi kgTi kgTi Ps^s
^111 5 -'3 r 9 ' 4 ^/ii j- 9 ; x 5
Q  Q LI Q LI PgCg

In the above, parameters Pi —P4 give the measure of flow enthalpy, convective energy

coupling between gas and solid, gas conduction and solid conduction, respectively.

(1 - = (1 - - T.) + (1 - «fc( + -^) - V . (10.2)
where 0, p, c, k, li and A are porosity, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity,

heat transfer coefficient and specific surface area, respectively. The term Q'"5{x) is
the unit heat generation and 5{x) is the delta function defined as unity for .xi < x <

X2 and zero elsewhere. In Eq. (10.2), qr is the radiative heat flux.

The initial conditions for both the gas-phase and solid-phase energy equations are

Og = 0, 9, = 0 (10.5)

At the inlet (773. — —77^,), gas is at the ambient temperature Ti, and at the exhaust
section (77^ = 77^,), a vanishing gradient condition is assumed to prevail [156]. The
south (py — 0) and north {py = Phy) boundaries are insulated. With these, the
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Heat Transfer Characteristics of a Porous Radiant Burner 10.2 Foriimlal ion

boundary conditions for the gas-phase energy equation (Eq. (10.3)) are the follow-

= 0 at 7?:, = -773;,

dO„
— = 0 at 773; = 77^^
orix

= 0 at 77j^ = 0
driy
dO,^=0 at n. = ri,.

(10.6)

for the solid phase, in the gas flow direction, at locations r]x = 0 and 771 = 1, heat

transfer between the gas and the solid is by conduction, convection and radiation.

On the other hand, like the gas phase, the south {tjy = 0) and the north {rjy = riLy)
boundaries of the porous medium are insulated. So , the boundary conditions for

the solid-phase energy eciuation (Eq. (10.4)) are the following;

90, P7
+  = ̂6(0,-0.) at 77^ = 0

90, Py^^ + T:pi^s-ot) = PdOy-o.,) at 77. = 1

1^=0 at .,, = 0 (10.7)
9Vy
90s r.— = 0 at r]y = r]Ly

where Op is the outlet ambient temperature and Pq = liLx/ks is the Biot number and
Py = ekJ{aT,'Lx) is the conduction-radiation parameter at the boundaries 77^ = 0
and i]x = 1. In the definition of the parameter Py, a is Stefan-Boltzmann constant

and e is the emissivity of the respective boundaries at 77^ = 0 and 771 = 1.

With the initial and the boundary conditions known, Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4) are
solved simultaneously. For the solution of these ecjuations, Eq. (10.4) requires infor

mation about the divergence of the radiative heat flux V ■ 4//?. With the definition

of temperature given cis above in the COM, non-dimensional form of divergence of

heat flux V • vk/,. becomes

V • = (1 - oj){rpLx) 7rG'*{i + ey - a (10.8)

4

'1

K 'M.

tm

^vhcrc Lo is tli(> scattering albedo, E is the collapsing coefficient, p is the extinction
coefficient,, G'' is t he non-diineiisional emissive power at the inlet (77^, = -771,.) defined

G'* = jijid q" (^iic incident radiation. In the CDM, G'* is given by
I ̂ j-

r-" ^ = r P{(^) dcx (10.9)
" O Lx Jo ^ ^ '

G

\vlicro /"* _ / , ,- ,i,Misional effective intensity and a is the planar angle,
~  iion-uiinc 11751

="igio of tl.G.riVot.vo i,.tc.nsit,v measured from the control surface.

(10.9) ,ho effective .ntonait.v V at any optical depth r in direction c in the
V.1 ' • ew, recursive use of the following equation:'"n plane is found from tJie recun^

/Wxp(-^r) + 5'"[l-exp(-rr)] (10.10)
'n+l " "7 t T 1

.  • 5"* is the constant value of the source function
direction of ^ ̂  upstream point n over which the

fptic.,1 downstream jmint ..atering, the source function 5'* is given by
For isotropie sccpath-leg is

(10.11)

The . .^ssumed to be diffuse gray. At 77^ = 1, it is
boundary at i]x = ̂ inent at 7) = 298 K. The north and the south
the black (c = l) eaWH ̂  problem under consideration, the

diffuse gray, are the following:

conditions at the four boun
\ I I* sin a da

^*(0, 7jy)

T*(7/x,0)

^*iVx,VLy)

9  Ja=0+  2

(1-f) rI* ci 4- I I* sin a da^(^ipOs) P 2 Ja=0
,4 L ——[ I* sin a da
+  2 Ja=o

(10.12)

th. -

'^omponerrt.s are cC

^ ̂pa,t fur the left and the right boundaries,
be uot^ ^j-e exposed to the ambient, whereas
Stan' as
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194 Heat Transfer Characteristics of a Porous Radiant Burner

boundary conditions for the gas-phase energy equation (Eq. (10.3)) arc the follow

ing;

= 0 at 7/i = -7/i,

■7^ = 0 at r/i = r/x,
r)f)

= 0 at r},j ^ 0
dVy
00.

(10.6)

at

For the .solid phase, in the gas flow direction, at locations 77x = 0 and i]j. = 1, heat
transfer between the gas and the solid is by conduction, convection and radiation.
On the other hand, like the gas phase, the south {rjy = 0) and the north (//y = //Ly)
boundaries of the porous medium are insulated. So , the boundary conditions for
the solid-phase energy equation (Eq. (10.4)) are the following:

00, Pi+  - dt) = - Os) at 7?x = 0
1 - (p

,  Pi
{0 Ol) at V

Ovx
00,
Orj^ ' \ - (p . = p^iey - Os)

9Vy
00,

x = 1

= 0 at rjy — 0 (10.7)

OVy
= 0 at T]y = tjl

where 0e is the outlet ambient temperature and Pq = hLx/k, is the Biot number and
Pj = ek,/{aT^Lx) is the conduction-radiation parameter at the boundaries j]x = 0
and 7/x = 1. In the definition of the parameter P7, a is Stefan-Boltzmann constant
and e is the emissivity of the respective boundaries at r^x = 0 and rjx — 1.

With the initial and the boundary conditions known, Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4) are
.solved simultaneously. For the solution of these equations, Eq. (10.4) requires infor
mation about the divergence of the radiative heat fl ux V • With the definition
of temperature given as above in the CDM, non-dimensional form of divergence of
heat flux V • 4'k becomes

v-^R = {i-oj){rpLx) 7rG':{l + 0)'-G' (10.8)

10.2 Formulation 195

where oj is the scattering albedo, E is the collapsing coefficient, 0 is the extinction
coefficient, G', is the non-dimensional emissive power at the inlet {rjx = -771.) defined
as G'i and G * is the incident radiation. In the CDM, G * is given by

G' =
Q"'L,

f2n
=  r(a)

Jo
da (10.9)

Q^L
the angle of the effective intensity measured from the control surface.
where I* = , is the non-dimensional effective intensity and a is the planar angle.

In Eq. (10.9), the effective intensity /* at any optical depth r in direction a in the
solution plane is found from the recursive use of the following equation:

exp(-rr) + S'*[l - exp(-rr)] (10.10)

where in the direction of interest a, S* is the constant value of the source function
between the downstream point (71-1- 1) and the upstream point n over which the
optical path-leg is r. For isotropic scattering, the source function S * is given by

(10.11)

The solid boundary at r/x = 0 is assumed to be diffuse gray. At rjx — F it is
exposed to the black (e = 1) environment at T, = 298 K. The north and the south
l>oundaries are diffuse gray. Therefore, for the problem under consideration, the
radiative conditions at the four boundaries are the following:

I'io.ny) = + r  7* si
Ja=0

sin a da

rihvy) =
G':/*(//x,0) = c^{i + 0^y +4  , i^zA r r*

2  Joc=Q I* sin a da (10.12)

P{Vx,VLy) c-;7^(l + / /*sinadQ:
2  Ja-

G

2 fa=0

where G „ = <tT^
Q" L:, .  It should be noted that for the left and the right boundaries,

the emitted components are constant as they are exposed to the ambient, whereas
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196 Heat Transfer Characteristics of a Porous Radiant Burner

for tlie the south and the north boundaries, since temperature varies along they

also vary with The reflected components are not constant for either of the three

boundaries which arc considered to be diffuse gray (e 1).

Tlie energy equations (Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4)) are simultaneously solved using the

alternating direction implicit scheme. For the grid-independent situation, 140 x

20 control volumes are used in the x and y directions, respectively. The high-

tcmpcraturc gradient in the x direction is the reason for considering a relatively

large number of control volumes in this direction. For all the cases, a maximum of

G4 eflertive intensities are found to be sufficient. In solving the transient problem,

depending on the parameters, the time steps AC = 10"^ and 10~° are found to be

necessary. The steady-state conditions are assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between the two consecutive time levels does not not

exceed 10 In the following paragraphs, all results are presented for grid- and

ray-independent situations.

Since the radiative calculations are time consuming, test runs were performed to see
if updating of the radiative information could be avoided for every iteration. For
the chosen time steps, it was found that the radiative information could be updated
at every five iterations. This resulted in a considerable reduction in the CPU times.

10.3 Results and Discussion

In the 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner considered in the present study, the
south and north boundaries are insulated. For this configuration, if the radiation
eflect is neglected, the problem turns out to be a 1-D case, and in this instance .solu

tions are required only in the flow direction. However, in the presence of radiation,

as long as and Ly are comparable to each other, the problem no longer remains

a 1-D case.

It, should be noted that in all cases where the effects of the aspect ratio r = L^/Ly

10-3 Rc'.sult.s and IDiscussion

were studied, wa.s alwav.s kept constant. In the present work, the thickness of the
Pilous inediuin , the width of the heat gen(!ration zone Ax and Gl (appearing
Eqs . (10.8) and (10.12)) were 10 cm, 1 cm and 2.98 x IQ-^, respectively. Since

the ainl.io.n . . f — —Ur und rij- = 1 are the same, the value ofaiiioient 1 (unixu at ur<\s at //r — ' '

(Eq. (10.12)) was taken as equal to G*. The heat generation zone started at
from /;, = 0. The porosity d of the solid matrix was taken to be 0.95 and

the Vail, r ■ P. - Pi were calculated on the basis of reference"^^'ues of different paraiiieteis 1 \
valup^, ^ oarameters, the effects of variations in the

given in 1101 Of these seven p^
and solid, P2 on temperature and heat flux^ective energy conpling between gas . , a- a i

rlir.i. X c ^ .-V 4-1 1 criiHioW ol/M-»rr iTrtrki

•"'"'■ibut.i ons \ver(> studied. 1''^ q̂feets of variation in P2 were studied along with
-  ̂ pxtiiiction coefficient p, the scattering albedo l.cts of the aspect ratio tl - r ,.1 j- ■ 1 4. , ■ r

Die The values of the dirnensionless parameters whicheniissivitv ^ the following paragraphs are Pi = 0.01,
.  same for all the results piesc" ^

0 p-00025, P,, = 0.02, P5 =
to be black in all the eases.

5, P,
. = 5 and P- — 66.6. The left boundary was

hi ^ aspect ratios r on the steady-state centerline
{riy ^ ^0.2(a)-(d), the effects of ^ temperature 9g are shown. For an^°Ed temperature ^5 ^ ^ PO, for Pj = 1 and 500 and P
== iQ ^^S-emitting medium (^ " different combinations of P2 and p. It

results are , tlie absence of radiation from the solid matrix
(seii rioted that (3 = 0-0 ghows the heat transfer coupling between the
tivo , (10.8)) and the paranmtei 2 coupling is weak and the P2

When the heat
^ Smaller.

Poj. pjg. 10.2(a) and (b), 6 distributions are
'^^finction coefficient 0 ^ For P = 0.0, 9 distributions are shown forPg for ^ ^ j.egpectiv ^^^p^^tively.

500 in Fig. 10.2(c)
It r, ,, .,1 when the convective coupling between

k  A (cl tn'V , .seen from Fie 10.2(a) a"" ' r, 0. a'U »• aie different. When theid (c) that when the convective coupling between

^ses is weak (^2 dveii r,
9^ and 9g are the same (Fig. 10.2(b)).

strong (p, = 500)- the aspect ratio r has no effect on 0. In
seiice of radiation
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for the the south and the north boundaries, since temperature varies along )]j, they

also vary with 7/x- The reflected components are not constant for either of the three

boundaries which are considered to be diffuse gray (c 7^ 1).

The energy equations (Eqs. (10.3) and (10.4)) are simultaneously solved using the

alt(!rnating direction implicit scheme. For the grid-independent situation. 140 x

20 control volumes are used in the x and y directions, respectively. The high-

tcmperaturc gradient in the x direction is the reason for considering a relatively

large mnnber of control volumes in this direction. For all the ca.ses, a maxiinuin of

04 (>flectiv(! intensities are found to be sufficient. In solving the transient problem,

(hqjending on the parameters, the time steps AC = 10"^ and 10~® are found to be
nece.ssary. The steady-state conditions are assumed to have been achieved when

the temperature difference between the two consecutive time levels does not not

exce<'fl 10"''. In the following paragraphs, all results are presented for grid- and

ray-independent situations.

.Since the radiative calculations are time consuming, test runs were performed to see

if updating of the radiative information could be avoided for every iteration. For

the chosen time steps, it was found that the radiative information could be updated

at everv five iterations. This resulted in a considerable reduction in the CPU times.

10.3 Results and Discussion

In the 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner considered in the present study, the

south and north boundaries are insulated. For this configuration, if the radiation

effect, is neglected, the problem turns out to be a 1-D case, and in this instance solu

tions are required only in the flow direction. However, in the presence of radiation,

as long as and Ly are comparable to each other, the problem no longer remains

a 1-D ca.se.

It, should be noted that in all cases where the effects of the aspect ratio r = L^/Ly
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were studied, was always kept constant. In the present work, the thickness of the

porous medium L^, the width of the heat generation zone Ax and G\ (appearing

in Eqs . (10.8) and (10.12)) were 10 cm, 1 cm and 2.98 x 10~®, respectively. Since

the ambient temperatures at 7/.x - -7;.,.^ and 77,,,, = 1 are the same, the value of

G* (Eq. (10.12)) was taken as equal to G*. The heat generation zone started at

0.5Lx from 77^ = 0. The porosity 0 of the solid matrix was taken to be 0.95 and

the values of different parameters Pi - P7 were calculated on the basis of reference

values given in [110]. Of these seven parameters, the effects of variations in the

convective energy coupling between gas and solid, P2 on temperature and heat flux

distributions were studied. The effects of variation in P2 were studied along with

the effects of the aspect ratio the extinction coefficient P, the scattering albedo u>

and the boundary eniissivity e. The values of the dimensionless parameters which

arc kept same for all the results presented in the following paragraphs are Pi = 0.01,

P3 — 0.00025, P4 = 0.02, P5 = 300, Pq — 5 and P7 = 66.6. The left boundary was

assumed to be black in all the cases.

In Fig. 10.2(a)-(d), the effects of the aspect ratios r on the steady-state centerline

{ijy = 0.5) solid temperature Og and the gas temperature 6g are shown. For an

absorbing-emitting medium {u = 0.0) and er^f — cs — 1.0, for P2 = 1 and 500 and P

= 10 and 0.0, results are presented for four different combinations of P2 and p. It

should be noted that p = 0.0 indicates the absence of radiation from the solid matrix

(see Eq. (10.8)) and the parameter P2 shows the heat transfer coupling between the

two phases. When the heat transfer coefficient is low, coupling is weak and the P2

value is smaller.

For an extinction coefficient P = 10, in Fig. 10.2(a) and (b), 9 distributions are

shown for P2 = 1 and 500, respectively. For P = 0.0, 9 distributions are shown for

P2 = 1 and 500 in Fig. 10.2(c) and (d), respectively.

It can be seen from Fig. 10.2(a) and (c) that when the convective coupling between

the two phases is weak (P2 = 1), for all r, 9s and 9g are different. When the

coupling is strong (P2 = 500), for a given r, 9s and 9g are the same (Fig. 10.2(b)).
In the absence of radiation {P = 0), the aspect ratio r has no effect on 9. In
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'd

r = 0.1

r= 1

r = 2

r = 5

1-D results

= 0,1 (solid)

= 0.1 (gas)
= I (solid)

= 1 (gas)

= 2 (solid)

= 2 (gas)
= 5(so[id)

= 5 (gas)
-D results

from tlio iM osciit work can be seen to match correctly the 1-D planar porous burners

rcsulty generated by the author. The author's code for the 1-D planar porous burners
was benehniarkcd auainst the results of Tong and Sathc [110].

O) m CO ^ ̂ h-
to 5^ CO "S- o Tt
CO Jf' 00 5

(NJ CD JO h-

SS5S ?• ® ^ CO CO ^ vT| 0.5 r S ^ S q to g 5 « ̂
: ? T 7 7 ? ffi'i S?pi o

r = I (solid)

r= I (gas)

r = 0,1 (solid)
r= 0.1 (gas)

= 0.1 (solid)

= 0.1 (gas)

= I (solid)

= I (gas)
= 5 (solid)
= 5 (gas)

figure 10.2. Effect of aspect ratio r on centerline {ijy = 0.5) temperature for (a)
= b d = 10 (b) P2 = 500, fj = 10, (c) P2 = 1, /i = 0 and (d) P2 = 500, /i = 0 for

uj = 0.0 and e,s- = cyy = 1.

this case, the problem is essentially a 1-D case. Since the boundaries are insulated

(Ecj. (10.6)), the temperature does not vary along y-direction when radiation is
absent. But with radiation, this behavior changes as seen from Fig. 10.2(a)-(b)
due t.o the ladiative contribution fimm the boundaries. In the presence of radiation
(/f = 10), however when r = 0.1 {Ly = IOL3.), the effects of the south and north

Inmndaiios are negligible and the centerline temperature results of the 2-D code 10.3:

UyO.5

herms
ten^iP

-e for different aspect ratio r. (a) r
^  es = e;v = 1.
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r = O.I

l-D results

[) I (^oiid)

0 I (gns)

I  (solid)

2 (solid)

2(gas)

5(50ltd)

5(gas)

I -L) results

(a) (b)

or

= 0.1 (solid)

O. i (gas)

= 1 (solid)

= 1 (gas)

= 5 (solid)
= 5 (gas)

0.25 0.5

Tlx
0.75

(c) (d)

i-'igiirc 10.2; Effoct of a.spect ratio r on centerline (% = 0.5) temperature for (a)
1, /V = 10 (b) P2 - 500, /i = 10, (c) P2 = 1, = 0 and (d) P2 - 500, ^ Q for

uj = 0.0 and r.v = f/v = 1.

tlii.s ca.se, the problem is essentially a l-D case. Since the boundaries are insulated

(Eq. (10.G)), the temperature does not vary along y-direction when radiation is

absent. But with radiation, this behavior changes as seen from Fig. 10.2(a)-(b)
diu' t.o the radiative contribution from the boundaries. In the presence of radiation

(/I — 10), however when r = 0.1 {Ly — lOLj.), the effects of the south and north

boundaries are negligible and the centerline temperature results of the 2-D code

I
10.3 Results and Discussion
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fioni the piesent work can be seen to match correctly the l-D planar porous burners
lesults generated by the author. The author's code for the l-D planar porous burners
was bcnchmarked against the results of Tong and Sathe [110].
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Figure 10.3: Isotherms of gas temperature for different aspect ratio r. (a) r = 0.1,
(b) r = 1 and (c) r — 5 for P2 — I, (3 = 10, tu = 0.0 and €s = = 1-
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III Figs. 1( .3 and 10.4, lateral temperature profiles are shown for the gas and the
solid, respectively. For u = 0.0 and 65 = e^r = 1, these profiles are shown for P2 =l

and fi = 10. In these figures, isotherms arc shown for three different values of the

0.6 - oi 'P. O) CM
-  o O)

T  - in n- 0) 0

u.o . in 00 o

;  Csi <7 rt CD

CM

^  i<-i N« m01
hy0-5h=q

g
f: ifi Q

Figiiie 10.4: Isotherms of solid temperature for different aspect ratio r. (a) r
(b) ?■ = 1 and (c) r = 5 for P2 = 1, ^ = 10, uj = 0.0 and es = tN = l-

IR3 Results nud Discussiuii

aspect ratic 0.1, 1 and a.

If can Ijc that fur low r (/" = U.l, which is considered as a 1-D case), the tem-
Pcrature.s luuir t,li{> bouiularies (north and south) are not the same as the centerline
temperature. Teinjieratnrcs near the boundaries are higher than the temperatures
in the hulk portion However, this difference vanishes when r becomes high (r = 5)
(I^ig- 10.3(e)) and in this case for all x locations, an almost uniform temperature
distribution is seen along the y-dircction. A similar trend is also observed for the

phase (Fig 10 l(a)-(0)- 1^ interesting that for low r (Fig. 10.4(a)), in the
region downstrmim of the heat generation zone, 6, becomes high near the bound-
aries. TUa. 1 r .1 ^ <=frninr radiation from the boundaries. It is evident from^nis IS because of tne srionb
Figs, in a<' \ . ^ for a low r (1-D case), in the presence of radiation,

and 10.4(a; tnat

temperature near the bounclary is not the same as that in the bulk region.
For ati . 1 .,,id scattering albedo u) = 0.5, in Fig. 10.5(a) and
(1^) stpr, 1 / — 0.5) solid temperature Og and gas temperature^rly-state centerline (Vy ' rn ■ a
^9 dist,.-! f fi ve different values ol the extinction coefficient p

^rributions are shown forrangir,„ „ trirr 10.5(a), the north and the south boundaries are
o ironi 0 0 to 100. ri&* ^

consicif, . 1 1 whereas in Fig. 10.5(b) the two boundaries are
^ ^ 1 a.oh ( ^ cPurely g 0) These results are shown for a high value of the

copve^.^.^ Acting (cyv ^ p " 5b0. It should be noted that for a high value of P2
as yjj coupling, 2 solid temperatures are the same. Therefore,

u only one plot is si

II Cap ^ g^i^d (b) peak temperature is highest in the
^dserir. from Fig- f.^,n the solid matrix. In the absence of radiation,

^ r\p f) j troi-i'^there j '^^diation {(3 ^ ' gjation from the heat generation zone and hence
the beat removal by ^ lieat generation zone increases. Since even for
/3 clownstreapn oi claries is present, there is some radiation loss and
a.s 3 ^^diation from tb® downstream of the heat generation zone. If

^^Suif decreasesternporature boundary, for /3 = 0.0, this curve becomes
Bot considered |.gjnperature in the heat generation zone (not

^fter it reaches F gjjxiilar to the 1-D planar medium results
For ^ = 0,0, u,i=
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200 Heat Transfer Characteristics of a Porous Radiant Burner

In Figs. 1( .3 and 10.4, lateral temperature profiles are shown for the gas and the

solid, r(\spectively. For lj = 0.0 and ts = Cjsj = 1, these profiles are shown for P2 I

and fi = 10. In these figures, isotherms are shown for three diflferent values of the
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igmc 10.4: Isotherms of solid temperature for different aspect ratio r. (a)
1 and (c) r = 5 for P2 = 1, p = 10, u) = 0.0 and €5 = ca? = 1-(!,) 7-

= 0.1,
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aspect ratio ?• = 0.1, 1 and 5.

It can be seen tliat for low r {r = 0.1, which is considered as a 1-D case), the tem
peratures near the boundaries (north and south) are not the same as the centerline

temperature. Temperatures near the boundaries are higher than the temperatures

in the bulk portion. However, this difference vanishes when r becomes high (r = 5)
(Fig. 10.3(c)), and in this case for all x locations, an almost uniform temperature
distribution is seen along the y-direction. A similar trend is also observed for the

solid phase (Fig. 10.4(a)-(c)). It is interesting that for low r (Fig. 10.4(a)), in the
region downstream of the heat generation zone, Og becomes high near the bound

aries. This is because of the strong radiation from the boundaries. It is evident from

Figs. 10.3(a) and 10.4(a) that for a low r (1-D case), in the presence of radiation,

the temperature near the boundary is not the same as that in the bulk region.

For an aspect ratio r — 1 and scattering albedo co = 0.5, in Fig. 10.5(a) and

(b) steady-state centerline {rjy = 0.5) solid temperature 9s and gas temperature

0g distributions are shown for five different values of the extinction coefficient ̂

ranging from 0.0 to 100. In Fig. 10.5(a), the north and the south boundaries are

considered black (c/v = e.s = 10), whereas in Fig. 10.5(b) the two boundaries are

purely reflecting {e^ = f-s = 0.0). These results are shown for a high value of the

convective energy coupling, P2 = 500. It should be noted that for a high value of P2

as shown in Fig. 10.2, the gas and the solid temperatures are the same. Therefore,

in Fig. 10.5 only one plot is shown for both Og and 9g.

It can be seen from Fig. 10.5(a) and (b) that the peak temperature is highest in the
absence of radiation {P = 0.0) from the solid matrix. In the absence of radiation,

there is no heat removal by radiation from the heat generation zone and hence
the temperature downstream of the heat generation zone increases. Since even for

~ OH radiation from the boundaries is present, there is some radiation loss and
as a result the temperature decreases downstream of the heat generation zone. If

radiation is not considered from the boundary, for /3 = 0.0, this curve becomes
horizontal after it reaches the peak temperature in the heat generation zone (not
shown). For /3 = 0,0, this observation is similar to the 1-D planar medium results
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10 =e, = 1

0.25 0.5 0.75 1

hx

ftiul t (' liecujine |)icheatod- Tlie tempeiature distribution in the downstream

(/y^ > t) 5j iia.s .dinost the same trend in botli figures. In this region it first

dccrea.ses with inerettse in .d and then increases again when ft > 30. This behavior

'oiisisi cut wit li the 1-D results of Toug and Sathe [110].
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Figure 10.5: Effect of extinction coefficient ft on centerline {r\y — 0.5) temperature
for (a) black wall = 1. (b) eg = £n = 0.0 for r = 1, P2 = 500 and ui = 0.5. .0275o^
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of Tong and Sathe [110].

It can also be seen from Fig. 10.5(a) and (b) that in the region upstream of the
heat generation zone (Ty^. < 0.5), the temperature is higher for higher ft. This

indicates that for higher /?, both the solid and gas receive more heat by radiation

on radiative heat flux at exit for (a)

bl,)!!''' 10-6: Effect, of cxtin<-"°" ' o.O for r = I = 500, ro = 0.5.
Xxr^ti /t^\ ^ a ^

5 —- Cjv
1. (1^)

,  t flux
of the radiativt'^ h ^

' bp77 ~ shown in Fig. 10.6(a)

r<!
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En =es = 1
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Figure 10.5: Effect of extinction coefficient /3 on centerline {r]y = 0.5) temperature
for (a) i)iack wall ts — = 1- (b) €5 = 6^ = 0.0 for r = 1, P2 — 500 and lo = 0.5.

of Tong and Sathe [110].

ft can also be seen from Fig. 10.5(a) and (b) that in the region upstream of the
heat generation zone [rj^ < 0.5), the temperature is higher for higher ft . This
indicates that for higher ft , both the solid and gas receive more heat by radiation
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and therefore become preheated. The temperature distribution in the downstream
region (r/^ > 0.5) has almost the same trend in both figures. In this region it first
decreases with increase in ft and then increases again when ft > 30. This behavior
is consistent with the 1-D results of Tong and Sathe [110].

0.055

En = e s = 1

p= 10
p = 30
P = 50
P= 100

0.25 0.5 0.75
Uy

^ 0.0375

0.035

p = 10
P = 30
P = ,30
P = i 00

Figure 10.6: Effect of extinction coefficient ft on radiative heat flux at exit for (a)
black wall es = = 1- (b) 65 = e^, = 0.0 for r = 1 P, = 500, oj = 0.5.

Variations of the radiative heat fl ux ft'r at the exit = 1) are shown in Fig. 10.6(a)
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and (h). These results are shown for the same set of parameters as considered for

Fig. 10..5, Tt can be seen that for black north and south boundaries (f/v = r.s = 1),

Tfl. at the exit decreases with increase in the extinction coefficient fj. The value of

Tff is minimum in the center = 0.5). it increases towards the two boundaries and

then it decreases when it reaches the boundaries. However, in the case of purely

reflecting wall = es = 0.0) (Fig. 10.6(b)), an opposite trend is found. The

radiali\-e heat flux increases with increase in (5. For the 1-D burner, a similar

trend was also observed by Tong and Sathe [HO].

When the north and the south boundaries are black, because of high emissions from

these boundaries, the trend of radiative heat flux n variations at the exit becomes

opposite to the case when these boundaries are reflecting. Further, because of the

high temperature of the boundaries, a significant amount of radiation comes from

them and when the extinction coefficient 0 is low, an increased amount of radiation is

able to rea h the exit plane. This observation is contrary to the 1-D i)lanar medium

case [109,110], in which, the radiant output was found to increase with increase in
d. In the case of a 2-D burner, with other parameters fixed, the maximum radiant
output depends both on 0 and on the emissivities of the boundaries.

In Fig. 10.7(a) and (b), the effects of the scattering albedo cu on the radiative

heat flux T/y at the exit (773, = 1) are shown. Here these results are presented for

P2 = oOO. T ~ 1 and 0 = 100. The south and north boundaries are tionsidered

to be black (c^^ = fyy = i) in Fig. 10.7(a), whereas they are perfectly reflecting

(^.s — f.v = 0.0) in Fig. 10.7(b). For black boundaries, T/f increases with increase in
io (Fig. 10.7(a)). The opposite trend is observed when the boundaries are reflecting
(Fig. 10.7(b)). Therefore, when the boundaries are black, a higher tu is desirafde
to obtain the maximum radiant output, but when they are reflecting, maximum

radiant ourput is obtained when the solid matrix is only absorbing and emitting

[uJ = 0.0).

To show the contributions of different terms of the energy ecpiation to the total flux,

in Fig. 10.8(a)-(c) results are shown at the centerline {'q-y = 0.5) in the flow direction

>]t- These results are shown for P2 = 500, 0 = 100, u = 0.5 and es = f.v = 1-

10..j Hc.sults ;iii(l Oisrus.sioii

eN = Es = I

(0 = 0

- - - CO = 0.5

-  - - CO = 0.9

"ra 0.04

0.036 [- '
0

En = Es = 0

— CO = 0

-  CO = 0.5

-  CO = 0.9

Figure 10. t; Radial i\'e flux at the exit (r;^. — 1.0) with the effect of scattering albedo
for (a) black wall ^ ts = = l- (b) 65 = e^v = 0.0 for P2 = 500, r = 1.0, = 100
and io = 0.5.

For /• - 1, in Fig. 8(a) and (b) contributions are given for the gas and solid phase,

respectively. In Fig. 10.8(c), contributions of conduction, convection and radiation

to the total (gas and solid) heat flux are shown. Here results are presented for three

diffciauit as])ect ratios.
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and (!)). These results are shown for the same set of parauietcrs as considered for

Fig. 10.-5. It can be s(!eii that for black north and south bound;uies (c \ s 1 ).

"F/? at the c.xit decreases with increase in the extinction coefficicmt d. The \alue of

^n is inininium in the center {r]y — 0.5). it increases towards the two boundai ies and

then it decreases when it reaches the boundaries. However, in the case of ptircdy

reflecting wall {e^ = (-s = 0.0) (Fig. 10.6(b)), an opposite trend is found. The

radiative heat flux increases with increase in 0. For the 1-D burner, a similar

trend was also observed by Tong and Sathe [110].

When the north and the south boundaries are black, because of liigh emissions from

these boundaries, the trend of radiative heat flux n variations at tlie (>xit beccmies

opposite to the case when these boundaries are reflecting. Further, because of the

high temperature of the boundaries, a significant amount of radiation comes from

them and when the extinction coefficient 8 is low, an increased amount of radiation is

able to rea h the exit plane. This ob.servation is contrary to the 1-D ])lanar m(>dium

case [109,110], in which, the radiant output was found to increa.se with increas(^ in

8. In the case of a 2-D burner, with other parameters fixed, tlie maximum radiant

output depends both on 8 and on the emi,s.sivities of the boundaries.

In Fig. 10.7(a) and (b). the effects of the scattering albedo a.' on th(> radiative

heat flux h at the exit {rj^. = 1) are shown. Here these results are |)r(\sented for

= .")00. r = 1 and 8 = 100. The south and north boundaries arc considered

Kj be black {(s = f/v = 1) in Fig. 10.7(a), whereas they are perfectly ixdlecling

(f s' = f s = 0.0) in Fig. 10.7(b). For black boundaries, *1*// increases with increase^ in

u) (Fig. 10.7(a)). The opposite trend is observed when the boundaries are reflecting

(Fig. 10.7(b)). Therefore, when the boundaries are black, a higher uj is desirable

to obtain the maximum radiant output, but when tfiey are reflecting, maximum

radiant output is obtained when the solid matrix is only absorbing and (unitting

(u.' = 0.0).

To show the contributions of different terms of the energy equation to th(> total flu.x.

in Fig. 10.8(a)-(c) results are shown at the centerline (r/y = 0.5) in the flcnv direction

/p. Tliese results are shown for P2 = 500, 8 = 100) a; = 0.5 and r.v = ( v = 1-
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Figure 10.7: Radiative flux at the exit (/p = 1.0) with the effect of scattering albedo
for (a) black wall . cs = ex = 1- (b) e.s- = e.v - 0.0 for P2 - 500. r = 1.0, 8 = 100
and io = 0.5.

For r = 1, in Fig. 8(a) and (b) contributions are given for the gas and solid phase,
respectively. In Fig. 10.8(c), contributions of conduction, convection and radiation

to the total (gas a.nd solid) heat fitix aie shown. Here restilt.s a.re presented tor three
different aspect ratios.
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Figure 10.8: (a) Different tenris in gas energy equation for aspect ratio /■ = 1,
(b) Different terms in solid energy equation for aspect ratio r = 1 (c) Centeiiine
{r\y = 0.5) fluxes along x direction for different aspect ratio for = 500, 3 = 100
a; = 0.5 and tg = = 1-

It can be seen from Fig. 10.8(a) that in the combustion region, heat general ion is
mainlv balanced by the heat exchange term. Upstream of the combustion region,
the heat exchange term is positive, meaning t.liat the gas is being preheated and
is balanced In' tlie convective term. In the downstream portion, the heat exchange

J

term is negative, iinpiying tliat tfie gas loses heat to the solid and it is balanced
by t he positive convective t.erm. The gas conduction term is important only in the
c()nil)ustion '/one and it con(.rii)ut(>s t(j the heat exchange term.

in 1' ig. 10.8(1)), \aiious t.eiins of t.he solid-])hase energy equations (Eq. (10.4)) are
analyzed. In the combustion zone and in the region upstream to this zone, the heat
transfeiied fioni the. gas to the solid is mostly balanced by the radiative term. On
the upstream side, the radiation term is positive, implying that the solid is being
he;vted by radiation and it is balanced by the heat loss to preheat the gas. The solid
conduction term has a high negative value in the middle portion and along with
radiation it balances the heat transfer from the hot gas to the solid. However, most
of the heat tiansfeiied fiorn the gas to the solid is lost to the environment by the
radiation starting from the middle to the downstream side. It can be seen from Fig.
10.8(a) and (b) that all along //,,, energy is completely balanced and the total flux
is zero.

In Fig. 10.8(c), variations of fluxes due to solid conduction, gas conduction, con
vection and radiation are plotted for aspect ratios r = Q.l, 1 and 5. It can be seen
( liat. th<> gas conductive flux has a negligible contribution compared with other heat
(luxes. Solid conduction has .some contribution, but compared with radiation its
(dfect is small. Near the combustion -zone, the effect of the aspect ratio r on the
radiative heat flux is greater. This indicates that the temperature profile changes
wit h asiicct ratio mainly due to radiation and the higher the aspect ratio, the higher
is the radiant output. Comective flux is dominant everywhere and in the combus
tion zone and the region downstream of this zone, it increases with increase in the
aspf^ct ratio r.

Ill Fig. 10.9(a) at the exit (//j. - 1), the effects of the emissivity e of the south
and the north boundaiies on tht ladiative output are shown. The emissivities of
bot h the boundaries are considered to be the same. For r = 1, these results are
prcxsented for P2 ~ 500, 0 10, uj O.o and v = 1. It can be seen that as the south
and the north boundaries become more and more reflecting, the radiative output
decreases. Further, for a given value of e, the higher the aspect ratio r, the higher
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Figure 10.8; (a) Different terms in gas energy equation for aspect ratio r = L
(b) Different terms in solid energy equation for aspect ratio r — 1 (c) Gentcrline
(^rjy = 0.5) fluxes along x direction for different aspect ratio for P2 = 500, 3 = 100
uj — 0.5 and es = Cfj = 1.

It can be seen from Fig. 10.8(a) that in the combustion region, heat gemuation i.s

mainly balanced by the heat exchange term. Upstream of the combustion region,

the heat exchange term is positive, meaning that the gas is being ])r(>heate(l and

i.s balanced bv the convective term. In the downstream portion, the heat exchange
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t(;rm i.s negative, implying that the gas loses heat to the solid and it is balanced

by the positive convective term. The gas conduction term is important only in the

combustion /.one and it contrii)nl.es to the heat exchange term.

In Fig. 10.8(b), various terms of th(; solid-pha.se energy equations (Eq. (10.4)) are

analyzed. In the combustion zone and in the region upstream to this zone, the heat

transferred from the gas to the solid is mostly balanced by the radiative term. On
tlu! upstream side, the radiation term is positive, implying that the solid is being

heated by radiation and it is balanced by the heat loss to preheat the gas. The solid

conduction term has a high negative value in the middle portion and along with
radiation it balances the heat transfer from the hot gas to the solid. However, most

of the heat transferred from the gas to the solid is lost to the environment by the
radiation starting from the middle to the downstream side. It can be seen from Fig.
10.8(a.) and (b) that all along energy is completely balanced and the total flux
i.s zero.

In Fig. 10.8(c), variations of fluxes due to solid conduction, gas conduction, con

vection and radiation are plotted for aspect ratios r = 0.1,1 and 5. It can be seen

t hat tin; gas conductive flux has a negligible contribution compared with other heat
Hu.xes. Solid conduction has some contribution, but compared with radiation its

effe(,'t is small. Near the combustion zone, the effect of the aspect ratio r on the

radiative Jjeat flux is greattu'. This indicates that the temperature profile changes

wit h aspect ratio mainly due to radiation and the higher the aspect ratio, the higher
is the radiant output. Convective flux is dominant everywhere and in the combus
tion zone and the region downstream of this zone, it increases with increase in the
a.sp(;ct ratio r.

In Fig. 10.9(a) at the e.xit {lj^■ = 1), the effects of the ernissivity e of the south
and the north boundaries on the radiative output are shown. The emissivities of
both th(! boundari(!s are considered to be the same. For r = 1, these results are
pn^sented for P2 = 500, 3 = 10, OJ = 0.5 and r = 1. It can be seen that as the south
and the north boundaries become more and more reflecting, the radiative output
d(;creases. Further, for a given value of e, the higher the aspect ratio r, the higher
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l-'igiirc iO.9: (a) Hadiative flux at the exit = 1.0) with the effect of emissivity of
I  lie iiofth riTifl south boundaries and (b) Radiative efficiency at the exit for different
;is|)e( t rtitio r for P2 = 500, /I 100 and u) = 0.5.

IS I lie rtidiative otitput.

10.3 Rc.sidts ;ind Discussion

fu Fig. 10.9(b), radiative efficiency is calculated for different values of r and e. The

values of the diflerent parameters considered in this figure are the same as in Fig.
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Figure 10.10: Effect of emissivities of the south and the north boundaries on cen-
terline (77^ = 0.5) temperature for different aspect ratio r (a) r = 0.1, (b) r = 1 and
(c) r = 5 for P2 = 1, /? = 100 and u = 0.5.
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In Fig. 10.9(b), radiative e

values of the different parai
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Figure 10.10; Effect of emissivities of the south and the north boundaries on cen
terline = 0.5) temperature for different aspect ratio r (a) 7- = 0.1, (b) r = 1 am
(c) r = 5 for P2 = 1, (3 = 100 and u = 0.5.
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10.9(a). Radiative efficiency is calculated as x 100. It can be seen that
Jo

when the south and north boundaries are reflecting less (e = 0.5 or 1), the radiative

(dlicieiicv increases with increase in the aspect ratio 7". At high r, the distance

i)etween the .south and the north boundaries becomes smaller, and in this case the

radiation contribution from these boundaries increases, which in turn increases the

radiative efficiency. When both boundaries are perfectly reflecting (c = 0), the

radiative efficiencies for different values of r are very close to each other.

The corresponding temperature 9g and 9s profiles for the Ccise considered in Fig.

10.9 are plotted in Fig. 10.10(a)-(c) where results are presented for r = 0.1, 1 and 5,
respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 10.10(a) that for a low aspect ratio (r = 0.1)
the centerline temperature profile does not change much with the side boundary

eiTii.ssivities. However, for a high aspect ratio (r = 5), as .seen from Fig. 10.10(c),

t.iie tvmixu'aturc profile changes in the downstream region. With increa.se in the

emissivities of the boundaries, in the downstream region, the temperature increases.

This trend is consistent with the results presented in Fig. 10.9(a).

Some transient re.sults are shown in Fig. 10.11. The convective, radiative, gas con

ductive and solid conductive heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 10.11(a)-(d), respectively

at different time levels. For r = 1, these results are pre.sented for = 500, /d = 100,

jj = 0.5 and cs = = 1. It can be seen that the convective heat flux increases

steadily with time, whereas the radiative heat flux increases only in the later period

when the temperature of the .solid becomes high. Initially the radiative heat flux

remains v(>ry low and the solid conductive flux is more dominant than the radiative

lieat flux in that period. However, as it reaches a steady state, the solid conductive

heat flux d(>creases and the radiative heat flux becomes more dominant. The gas

conductive flux is always negligible compared with other fluxes.

10.4 Conclusions
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Figure 10.11: Tiansient centerline (r/y = 0.5) fluxes along x-direction (a) convec
tive heat flux, (b) radiative heat flux, (c) gas conductive heat flux and (d) solid
conductive heat flux for r = 1, Pj = 500, = 100 and uj = 0.5.

10.4 Conclusions

I leaf, transfer analysis of a 2-D rectangular porous btirner was carried out. Non-local
thermal equilibrium between the gas and solid phases was accounted by considering
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lO.Ofa). Radiative efficiency is calculated as — x 100. It can be seen that
Jo "

when the south and north boundaries are reflecting less (e = 0.5 or 1), the radiative

efficiency increases with increase in the aspect ratio f. At high r, the distance

f)etween the south and the north boundaries becomes smaffer, and in this case the

radiation contribution from these boundaries increases, which in turn increases the

radiative efficiency. When both boundaries are perfectly reflecting (e = 0), the

radiative efficiencies for different values of r are very close to each other.

The corresponding temperature 9g and 9s profiles for the case considered in Fig.

10.y are plotted in Fig. 10.10(a)-(c) where results are presented for r = 0.1, 1 and 5,
respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 10.10(a) that for a low aspect ratio (r = 0.1)
the centerline temperature profile does not change much with the side boundary
emi.ssivities. However, for a high aspect ratio (r = 5), as .seen from Fig. 10.10(c),

t,li(^ tenipfuature profile changes in the downstream region. Witli increase in the
einissivities of the boundaries, in the downstream region, the temperature increases.

This trend is consistent with the results presented in Fig. 10.9(a).

Some transient results are .shown in Fig. 10.11. The convective, radiative, gas con

ductive and .solid conductive heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 10.11(a)-(d), respectively

at, different time levels. For r = 1, these results are presented for = 500, (5 = 100,

U) - 0.5 and cs = = 1- It can be seen that the convective heat flux increases

steadily with time, whereas the radiative heat flux increases only in the later period
wlien the temperature of the solid becomes high. Initially the radiative heat flux

remains very low and the solid conductive flux is more dominant than the radiative

lieat flux in that period. However, as it reaches a steady state, the solid conductive

heal flux decrea.ses and the radiative heat flux becomes more dominant. The gas

conductive flux is always negligible compared with other fluxes.
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Figure 10.11: Tiansient centerline (r/^ = 0.5) fluxes along x-direction (a) convec
tive heat fl ux, (b) radiative heat fl ux, (c) gas conductive heat flux and (d) solid
conductive heat flux for r = 1, P2 = 500, = 100 and cu = 0.5.

10.4 Conclusions

Heat transfer analysis of a 2-D rectangular porous burner was carried out. Non-local
thermal equilibrium between the gas and solid phases was accounted by considering
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separate energy equations for the two phases. Combustion was modeled by con-

sitlering a uniform heat generation zone inside the porous medium. The collapsed

dimension method was used to solve the radiative part of the energy equation. The

( ransient energy equations for the gas and solid phases were solved using the alter

nating dir(!ction implicit scheme. Results for the centerline temperature and heat

flux distributions were obtained for different parameters such as the aspect ratio,

the extinction coefficient, the boundary eniissivity and the scattering albedo. The

contributions of various terms in the gas-phase and solid-phase energy equations to

the heat flux were also analyzed. In comparison with radiation and solid conduction,

gas conduction was found to be negligible.

For the insulated boundary conditions considered in this work, in the absence of
radiation, lor all values of the aspect ratio, the centerline temperature was found to
be t.h(> same, implying that the problem could be considered as a 1-D case. With
radiation, however, this was not the case. The radiation from the side boundaries

was found to have a considerable effect on the total radiative output at the exit.

For the 2-D case, the effects of ̂  and u) on the total radiant output were found to
depend on the emi.ssivities of the side boundaries.

1

Chapter 11

Conclusions and

Recommendations

11.1 Summary

Interaction of radiation with conduction and/or convection is a subject of major
inteiost due to its potential applications in variety of problems. In the present work,
analyses of radiation, conduction and/or convection heat transfer were carried out for
different situations. Either the collapsed dimension method (CDM) or the discrete
tiansfei method (DTM) was used to solve the radiative component of the energy
equation. Both the methods were developed to handle different situations. Effects
of various optical properties were investigated.

The present work is summarized in the following lines:

In the first chapter, a brief review of thermal radiation and its importance were
presented, lo justify the works carried out in the thesis, research in the area of
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separate energy equations for the two phases. Combustion was modeled by con

sidering a uniform heat generation zone inside the porous medium. The collapsed

dimension method was used to solve the radiative part of the energy equation. The

t ransient energy equations for the gas and solid phases were solved using tiie alter

nating direction implicit scheme. Results for the centerline temperature and heat
flux distributions were obtained for different parameters such as the aspect ratio,

the (extinction coefficient, the boundary ernissivity and the scattering albedo. The

contributions of various terms in the gas-phase and solid-phase energy equations to

t he heat ifux were also analyzed. In comparison with radiation and solid conduction,

gas conduction was found to be negligible.

For the insulated boundary conditions considered in this work, in the absence of
radiation, lor all values of the aspect ratio, the centerline temperature was found to
i,c the .same, implying that the problem could be considered as a 1-D case. With

radiation, however, this was not the case. The radiation from the side boundaries
was found to have a considerable effect on the total radiative output at the exit.

For the 2-D case, the effects of /3 and u> on the total radiant output were found to

depend on the emissivities of the side boundaries.

Chapter 11

Conclusions and

R-ecommendations

11.1 Summary

Interaction of radiation with conduction and/or convection is a subject of major
interest due to its potential applications in variety of problems. In the present work,
analyses of radiation, conduction and/or convection heat transfer were carried out for
different situations. Either the collapsed dimension method (CDM) or the discrete
transfer method (DTM) was used to solve the radiative component of the energj'
equation. Doth the methods were developed to handle different situations. Effects

of various optical properties were investigated.

The present work is summarized in the following lines:

In the first chapter, a brief review of thermal radiation and its importance were

presented. To justify the works carried out in the thesis, research in the area of
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interaction of radiation witii conduction and/or convection was reviewed.

In l lic .second chapter, a general formulation of the radiative transfer equation was

pn\sented in conjunction with the energy equation. The DTM and the CDM were

discussed and formulations for both were given.

The problejus solved in Chapters 3-7 dealt with 1-D planar geometry whereas Chap

ters 8-10 dealt with 2-D Cartesian geometry.

In most of the practical cases, boundary conditions other than the temperature

boundary conditions are also required. For applying a method to such problems,

it is important to check the performance of a method in various types of bound

ary conditions. Looking at this aspect, in Chapter 3, the applicability of the CDM

was tested for a conduction-radiation problem with flux boundary condition. Its

accuracy was found to be very good for the cases considered. The effects of enclo

sure optical thickness, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering albedo, boundary
emi.ssivity, temperature of the cold boundary and the imposed heat flux were studied

on th(> variations of medium temperature and conductive and radiative fluxes.

1 ransient behavior of heat transfer is of interest in many situations. Further, there
arc soiiK! cases where consideration of internal heat generation is required. To test
how well the CDM worked for this class of problems, an analysis of transient conduc-
l,i(jn and radiation with heat generation was carried out in the the fourth chapter.

1 he inv(>stigation was done for a 1-D planar geometry. Transient and steady state

temperature and heat flux distributions were found for various radiative parameters.

Heat generation was found to have eflfect on temperature and heat flux results. The

results showed very good agreement with the results available in the literature

III most of the cases, thermal conductivity is assumed to be constant. But in certain
sit nat ions, thermal conductivity varies with temperature. If accurate prediction of

tciupeiat lire and heat flux in the medium are important, one has to include the

(•(feet of variable thermal conductivity. To analyze this situation, conduction and

radiat ion heat transfer in a planar geometry was considered in Chapter 5. Thermal

I

C(3ii(lucti\Mt was assuinecl to be vary linearly with temperature. The effects of
variable t lioriiial coiicluctivity were found to be significant in some cases. The time
to reach the steady stale was found to increase with the decrease in the value of

coefficient of therinal conductivity variation 7. The effect of 7 was found to increase
for radiation doiiiinatod situation.

The packed bed is considered to be a porous medium made of some regular patterns.
From the literature review it was found that for a packed bed, analysis of transient
conduction ct)mbincd with radiation had not been done. Further, it was found that
for dep(mdent scattering, researchers were using Kamiuto's correlated scattering the
ory and Kaviany's scaling factor independently, and no works had been reported for
the comparative study of the two scattering theories. Thus the work contained in
Cliajiter C analysed transient conduction-radiation heat transfer in a planar packed
bed with a conqjarison between the two theories. Both constant and variable poros
ity distributions were assumed. The models with variable porosity distribution were

found to be matching" with the available experimental results. With increase of the
ratio of the conductivities of the dispersed phase to the continuous phase, k and bed
to particle diameter ratio, LjDp, mean effective thermal conductivity and the total

heat flux were found to decrease. For all values of k, for the three porosity models,
the values of total heat flux were found almost close to one other. However, for the

lower values of L/Dp, total heat flux from model 1 (constant porosity with Kami
uto's correlated scattering theory) was found more than that from model 2 (variable

porosity with Kamiuto's correlated scattering theory) and 3 (constant porosity with

Kaviany's theory). Similar trends were also observed for the mean total effective
thermal conductivity. Time to reach the steady state wais found to increase with the
increase of k, LjDp and conduction-iadiation parameter N.

A porous matrix can be effectively used for the enhancement of heat transfer in a

channel flow. The consideration of radiation in heat transfer analysis of this type
of flow had not been investigated before. Therefore, in Chapter 7, the effect of

radiation along with convection was studied in case of a channel flow bounded by
two isothermal parallel plates. It was seen that the effect of radiation significantly

changed the Nusselt number behavior along the flow direction. The effect of porous
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interaction of radiation with conduction and/or convection was reviewed.

In t he second chapter, a general formulation of the radiative tran.sfcr equation was

pn\sented in conjunction with the energy equation. The DTM and the CDM were

di.s(ni.ssed and formulations for both were given.

The i)rol)lems solved in Chapters 3-7 dealt with 1-D planar geometry whereas Chap

ters 8-10 dealt with 2-D Cartesian geometry.

In most of the practical cases, boundary conditions other than the temperature

boundary conditions are also required. For applying a method to such problems,

it is important to check the performance of a method in various types of bound

ary conditions. Looking at this aspect, in Chapter 3, the applicability of the CDM

was tested for a conduction-radiation problem with flux boundary condition. Its

accnracy was found to be very good for the cases considered. The effects of enclo-

sur<> optical thickness, conduction-radiation parameter, scattering albedo, boundary

emi.ssivity, temperature of the cold boundary and the imposed heat flux were studied

on th(> variations of medium temperature and conductive and radiative fluxes.

Transient behavior of heat transfer is of interest in many situations. Further, there

are some cases where consideration of internal heat generation is required. To test

how well the CDM worked for this class of problems, an analysis of transient conduc-

l.ion and radiation with heat generation was carried out in the the fourth chapter.

The inv(>stigation was done for a 1-D planar geometry. Transient and steady state

temperature and heat flux distributions were found for various radiative parameters.

Heat generation was found to have effect on temperature and heat flux results. The

results showed very good agreement with the results available in the literature

In most of the cases, thermal conductivity is assumed to be constant. But in certain

sil,nations, thermal conductivity varies with temperature. If accurate prediction of

tem|)erature and heat flux in the medium are important, one has to include the

ellec), of variable thermal conductivity. To analyze this situation, conduction and

radiat ion heat transfer in a planar geometry was considered in Chapter 5. Thermal
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conductivity was assumed to be vary linearly with temperature. The effects of
variable thermal conductivity were found to be significant in some cases. The time

to reach the steady state was found to increase with the decrease in the value of

coefficient of thermal conductivity variation q*. The effect of -y was found to increase
for radiation dominated situation.

The packed bed is considered to be a porous medium made of some regular patterns.
From the literature review it was found that for a packed bed, analysis of transient
conduction combined with radiation had not been done. Further, it was found that
for dependent scattering, researchers were using Kamiuto's correlated scattering the
ory and Kaviany s scaling factor independently, and no works had been reported for
the comparative study of the two scattering theories. Thus the work contained in

Chapter 6 analysed transient conduction-radiation heat transfer in a planar packed
bed with a comparison between the two theories. Both constant and variable poros
ity distributions were assumed. The models with variable porosity distribution were
found to be matching with the available experimental results. With increase of the
ratio of the conductivities of the dispersed phase to the continuous phase, k and bed
to paiticle diameter ratio, LfDp, mean effective thermal conductivity and the total
heat flux were found to decrease. For all values of ac, for the three porosity models,
the values of total heat flux were found almost close to one other. However, for the
lower values of L/Z?p, total heat flux from model 1 (constant porosity with Kami
uto's correlated scattering theory) was found more than that from model 2 (variable
porosity with Kamiuto's correlated scattering theory) and 3 (constant porosity with
Kaviany's theory). Similar trends were also observed for the mean total effective

thermal conductivity. Time to reach the steady state was found to increase with the

increase of /c, LjDp and conduction-radiation parameter N.

A porous matrix can be effectively used for the enhancement of heat transfer in a

channel flow. The consideration of radiation in heat transfer analysis of this type
of flow had not been investigated before. Therefore, in Chapter 7, the effect of
radiation along with convection was studied in case of a channel flow bounded by
two isothermal parallel plates. It was seen that the effect of radiation significantly
changed the Nusselt number behavior along the flow direction. The effect of porous
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media shape parameter (PMSP) 7 was found to be important in both cases (hot
or cold) of plate conditions. Both the radiation Nusselt number and the convection

Xusselt number increased with increase in PMSP 7. The behavior of the total
Xusselt number for all values of PMSP 7 was found to be the same as that for the

combined radiative and convective heat transfer in Poiseuille flow. For the hot-plate

condition, the Nusselt number decreased along the axial length, reached a minimum

value and then increased again. The eflFect of 7 on the radiation Nusselt number was

sinallcr near the entrance, but it increased along the axial length. The opposite was
the case with the convection Nusselt number. However, for the cold-plate condition,
the total Xusselt number decreased along the axial length and reached an asymptotic

value. In the presence of radiation, a fully developed temperature field was not

obtained.

In [)revious works, the accuracy of the DTM and the CDM have been reported
for s(weral cases. But their computational ability had not been tested before. In
case of a 1-D medium, computations are very fast and comparison between the
two methods bears no real meaning. So, before solving any 2-D problem with the
DTM and the CDM, it was important to compare their computational abilities.
In Chapter 8, performance of both the methods was compared. Three different
benchmark problems were considered. For same level of accuracy, the CDM was
found computationally efficient.

Chapler 9 was devoted to study the effect of variable thermal conductivity on 2-D
transient conduction-radiation heat transfer. Like 1-D case (Chapter 5), variable
thermal conductivity was found to have significant effect on temperature and heat
fluxes. Th j effect of variable thermal conductivity parameter 7 on total heat flux
at the boundaries was found to be greater for high aspect ratio. The effect of 7 on
total heat flux at the boundaries and centerline temperature were comparable for
all extinction coefficients. However, its effect on total heat flux at the boundaries

and c(?nterline temperature was found to be greater for low conduction-radiation

parameter.

.\fter testing the applicability of the CDM in different situations and knowing its

L

advantages over the DTM for a 2-D problem, in Chapter 10, it was used in the

analysis of a 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner. Combustion was modeled as

a spatially dependent heat generation source. The porous solid phase and the gas
phase were considered to be not in local thermal equilibrium. The optimum condi

tion to get inaximuin radiant output was analyzed. In comparison with radiation

and solid conduction, gas conduction was found to be negligible. For the insulated
boundary conditions considered in this work, in the absence of radiation, for all
values of the aspect ratio, the centerline temperature was found to be the same,
implying that the problem could be considered as a 1-D case. However, this was not

the case when radiation was present. The radiation from the side boundaries was

found to have a considerable effect on the total radiative output at the exit. For

the 2-D case, the effects of extinction coefficient and scattering albedo on the total
radiant output were found to depend on the emissivities of the side boundaries.

11.2 Recommendations and Future Works

In this work, the DTM and the CDM were used for many practical problems. From
the present work, it is obvious that the CDM and the DTM can be used for any
combined mode problems with a greater degree of accuracy. The CDM is, how
ever, recommended as a better tool for a 2-D problem because of its computational
economy.

In the present work, the CDM and the DTM were applied to heat transfer problems
involving thermal radiation in 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropic scat
tering media. In those problems, anisotropy was approximated by linear anisotropic
phase function. Moreover, in Chapter 6, the DTM was formulated to use the phase
functions of diffuse gray spheres. The DTM can be extended to include other types
of phase functions. The use of the CDM to different scattering phase functions other
than the linear anisotropic scattering has not yet been developed. The development
of the CDM for other scattering phase functions can be taken up for generalization
of this method.
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media shape parameter (PMSP) 7 was found to be important in both cases (hot
or cold) of plate conditions. Both the radiation Nusselt number and the convection

Xu.ssclt number increased with increase in PMSP 7. The behavior of the total

Nusselt number for all values of PMSP 7 was found to be the same as that for the
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In Chapter 8, performance of both the methods was compared. Three different
Irenchmark problems were considered. For same level of accuracy, the COM was

found computationally efficient.

Chapter 9 was devoted to study the effect of variable thermal conductivity on 2-D

transient conduction-radiation heat transfer. Like 1-D case (Chapter 5), variable
thermal conductivity was found to have significant effect on temperature and heat
fluxes. Th j effect of variable thermal conductivity parameter 7 on total heat flux
at the boundaries was found to be greater for high aspect ratio. The effect of 7 on
total heat flux at the boundaries and centerline temperature were comparable for
all extinction coefficients. However, its effect on total heat flux at the boundaries

and centerline temperature was found to be greater for low conduction-radiation
parameter.

.-Mter testing the applicability of the CDM in different situations and knowing its
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advantages over the DTM for a 2-D problem, in Chapter 10, it was used in the
analysis of a 2-D rectangular porous radiant burner. Combustion was modeled as

a spatially dependent heat generation source. The porous solid phaise and the gas

phase were considered to be not in local thermal equilibrium. The optimum condi

tion to get maximum radiant output was analyzed. In comparison with radiation

and solid conduction, gas conduction was found to be negligible. For the insulated
boundary conditions considered in this work, in the absence of radiation, for all

values of the aspect ratio, the centerline temperature was found to be the same,

implying that the problem could be considered as a 1-D case. However, this was not

the case when radiation was present. The radiation from the side boundaries was

found to have a considerable effect on the total radiative output at the exit. For

the 2-D case, the effects of extinction coefficient and scattering albedo on the total

radiant output were found to depend on the emissivities of the side boundaries.

11.2 Recommendations and Future Works

In this work, the DTM and the CDM were used for many practical problems. From
the present work, it is obvious that the CDM and the DTM can be used for any

combined mode problems with a greater degree of accuracy. The CDM is, how
ever, recommended as a better tool for a 2-D problem because of its computational
economy.

In the present work, the CDM and the DTM were applied to heat transfer problems
involving thermal radiation in 1-D planar absorbing, emitting and anisotropic scat

tering media. In those problems, anisotropy was approximated by linear anisotropic
pha.se function. Moreover, in Chapter 6, the DTM was formulated to use the phase

functions of diffuse gray spheres. The DTM can be extended to include other types

of phase functions. The use of the CDM to different scattering phase functions other

than the linear anisotropic scattering has not yet been developed. The development
of the CDM for other scattering phase functions can be taken up for generalization

of this method.
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In Chapter 10, heat transfer analysis was done for a porous burner. In that work,

(•oinl)ustion was modeled as a constant heat generation source. The next step of

this work can be to apply the actual combustion instead of a constant heat source.

.As a first step, one step global reaction given by Arrhenius equation can be applied.

Then, detailed chemical kinetics can be used to model combustion more accurately.

In simulation of porous burner (Chapter 10), the velocity field was assumed constant.

The momentum ecjuation was not solved. With combustion, this is a very rude

estimation. The high temperature gradient near the combustion zone changes the

density of the gas mixture which eventually changes the velocity. So, simultaneous

solution of the momentum equation with the energy equation is also recommended

for the future work.

.Since the porous burners are of different geometries, viz. cylindrical, cubic etc., the

deveiopnunit of the CDM or the DTM codes for different geometries is recommended

for the future research.

Ill simulation of a porous burner for calculating the radiative part, it is very im-

jiorlant to know the optical properties like extinction coefficient, scattering albedo

etc. It is a challenging task to find out the values of these optical properties for a

foam like porous structures which are generally used for a porous burner. Either

experiments or inverse methods may be the solution for calculating these properties.

A great, potential is seen for a research work in this area.

i
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Appendix

Collapsing coefficient (CO) Results For Radiative
Equilibrium Case [117]

Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for the case of absorbing-emitting media
at radiative eciuilibrium, 0.0001 < ti < 5.0.

F =

1.27276 - 1.22505 23.6226 tI- 136.935

for 0.0001 <tl< 0.1

- 22.2416

1.25684 - 0.108915 ri+ 0.075431x2- 0.028079x2
+ 0.005164 tI - 0.000363 x^

for 0.1 < Ti < 5.0
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238 Appendix

CC Results For Non-radiative Equilibrium Case
[117]

Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for the case of absorbing, emitting,

isotropically scattering (ui 7^ 0.0, aiu) = O.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,
0.0001 < T/^ < 5.0.

7.2638 - 5.33231 c^'- - 0.24256 e'^ - 6.15798

+ 0.00118 + 0.23927 + 5.50250

for 0.0001 <tl< 0.05

1.26384 - 0.25003 rL+ 0.05515 a; 4- 0.65438
- 0.128667 a;2 + 0.122951 w - 1.14301 t£
+ 0.12475 - 0.10899 w + 0.03722 t/,

4- 0.78499 rl 4- 0.037331 oj''
for 0.05 < Tl < 0.6

0.99729 4- 0.39907 e^'-- 0.01500 e^-'- 0.30004 e^^'-
4- 0.0r^86 4- 0.04399 4- 0.08583
- 0.00450 - 0.00466 - 0.00299 +

- 0.00869 4- 0.00037 e''"'

for 0.6 <tl< 1.2

1.17601 - 0.04592 4- 0.08810 6'" 4- 0.00464

- 0.02700 e^'" 4- 0.01813 - 0.00020 e^^'-
4- 0.00394 - 0.00063 - 0.00252

for 1.2 <tl< 1.7

1.20500 - 0.01958 Tl 4- 0.03500 w- 0.00692x2
-h 0.05273 4- 0.04568 xjr w + 0.00247 rl
- 0.06107^3 - 0.00322 rl u - 0.00971 n
- 0.00021 tI 4- 0.02524 uj^

for 1.7 < XL < 5.0

Appendix

I' 7 sion of the collapsing coefficient, F, for absorbing-emitting media (without
scattering, lo - O.Oj at non-radiative equilibrium, 0.0001 < Tl < 5.0.

r =

1.27338 1.34631 x^ -f 26.78364 tI - 159.953 x^
for 0.0001 < XL < 0.1

+ o'o06479° l'^''n^^'''" 0.125726 r|- 0.067566x2+ "•006472x2 - 0.006152 X?
Li

for 0.1 < XL < 1.0

+ aonow" rf "■''18395x2- 0.002880x2
for 1.0 < XL < 5.0

Expression of the collapsing coefficient r r i , •
^  ̂ojent, r, for absorbing, emitting and, forwardscattering (aiU = 0.5, cd = 0 5 anri ^

n nnm / r- n ■ nd Uy - 4-1.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,0.0001 < xl < 5.0.

+ 0 107663 (f 1?''' n "■"'2067 (a,w) - 0.00537 x2
- 0 018215 3 ~ "■«1894xt(o,u,)- 0.000004x20.018215 (o.iw) - 0.000735 x2(o,u)+ 0.098177 Xi(a,w)-

for 0.0001 < XL < 1.0

+ o''!2U4(i''i^"?2^®^'"'" " ISOIOO (o,a>) + 9.81455x2
! n naJlor "■2"7198x,(a,a.) + 0.675137x2nnT?n . " 0.986318 x|(giu;) - 0.349831 xlCoiw)^
^  "•"/1078 (gio;)^ 4- 0.059332 x3(Giu;)1.6061d TfXaiojy + 0.751796 xlIgiw)^

for 0.1.0 < XL < 5.0
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238 Appendix

CC Results For Non-radiative Equilibrium Case
[117]

Hxi)ivssiuii of the collapsing coefficient, F, for the case of absorbing, emitting,
isotropically scattering (to 7^ 0.0, aiw = O.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,
0.0001 < n < 5.0.

7.2638 - 5.33231 c^'-- 0.24256 e'^- 6.15798

+ 0.00118 6'-^'*'+ 0.23927 + 5.50250

for 0.0001 <tl < 0.05

1.26384 - 0.25003 ri,+ 0.05515 01+ 0.65438
- 0.128667 -f 0.122951 r/, w - 1.14301

+ 0.12475 cd"' - 0.10899 rf w + 0.03722 n a?
+ 0.78499 rl -I- 0.037331 u"

for 0.05 <ri< 0.6

0.99729 + 0.39907 e^'- - 0.01500 - 0.30004 e^^'-
+ 0.01^86 e^'^ + 0.04399 + 0.08583 e^^'-
- 0.00450 - 0.00466 e^2T;, + w) _ 0.00299

- 0.00869 e''^^ -I- 0.00037 e'"^

for 0.6 < tl < 1.2

1.17601 - 0.04592 -P 0.08810 e"^+ 0.00464

- 0.02700 + 0.01813 - 0.00020 e^^'-
+ 0.00394 6"'''^- 0.00063 - 0.00252

for 1.2 <ri< 1.7

1.20500 - 0.01958 rz,+ 0.03500 w- 0.00692
+ 0.05273 td^-p 0.04568 rLa;+ 0.00247
- 0.06107 cd^ - 0.00322 rl oj - 0.00971 n u)^
- 0.00021 tI + 0.02524

for 1.7<n< 5.0

Appendix
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Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for absorbing-emitting media (without
scattering, u = O.Oj at non-radiative equilibrium, 0.0001 <Ti< 5.0.

F =

1.2/338 1.34631 T/^-p 26.78364t^— 159.953
for 0.0001 < Tl < 0.1

1.26002 - 0.145619 Tz, -p 0.125726 rf- 0.067566 rf

for 0.1 < tl < 1.0

+ 0.006472 tI - 0.006152 rf

1.2376 - 0.068275 r/,-P 0.018395 r^- 0.002886
+ 0.000185 T'l

for 1.0 < Tl < 5.0

Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for absorbing, emitting and, forward

scattering (ciiU = 0.5, cd = 0.5 and ai = -Pl.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,
0.0001 <Ti< 5.0.

F =

1.27355 - 2.22853 rz, + 0.192067 (oitd) - 0.00537
+ 0.107663 (oitd)^ — 0.451894 r£(oiCd) - 0.000004x2
- 0.018215 (aitd)^ - 0.000735 rllaiu) + 0.098177 Ti{aiU})^

for 0.0001 < XL < 1.0

1.27127— 0.857938 xz, + 0.186669 (aitd) + 9.81455x2
-p 0.121449 (oitd)^ + 0.297198 xz,(aicd) + 0.675137x2
- 0.049495 (aitd)^ + 0.986318 x2(aitd) - 0.349831 xz,(aitd)2
-p 0.04401 r'l + 0.061678 (aitd)'' + 0.059332 x2(aicd)
- 1.60615 x2(ai6d)'^ + 0.751796 xz,(aicd)^

for 0.1.0 < Tl < 5.0
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240 Appendix

Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for absorbing, emitting and, backward

scattering (uito = —0.5, to = 0.5 and Ui = —l.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,

0.0001 < Ti, < 5.0.

F =

0.7857617+ 0.569860 + 0.637736 + 0.203843 e^^'-

+ 0.165533 + 0.123876 - 0.142041 e^^^

+ 0.046964 - 0.378914 - 0.357473 e^^^+^Caiu;))

- 0.460442 + 0.019614

for 0.0001 < tl < 1.0

1.27539 - 0.9223 r^.+ 0.1568052 (a;w) + 9.8065
+ 0.17896722 (aia;)2+ 0.0123934 rL(aiCj) + 0.6176416 rf
+ 0.0275371 (aiw)3+ 1.50584 r2(GiCj) + 0.0631003 T/,(aia;)2
+ 0.0325394

for 1.0 < tl < 5.0
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240 Appendix

Expression of the collapsing coefficient, F, for absorbing, emitting and, backward

scattering (uiu = —0.5, to = 0.5 and ay = —l.Oj media at non-radiative equilibrium,

0.0001 <tl< 5.0.

r =

' 0.7857617 + 0.569860 + 0.637736 + 0.203843
+ 0.165533 + 0.123876 - 0.142041

+ 0.046964 - 0.378914 - 0.357473

- 0.460442 + 0.019614

for 0.0001 <tl< 1.0

1.27539 - 0.9223 n + 0.1568052 {a^Lu) + 9.8065
+ 0.17896722 (aia;)2+ 0.0123934 ri,(ain;) + 0.6176416 rf
+ 0.0275371 (aia;)'^+ 1.50584 r|(aiw) + 0.0631003 rz,(aiw)2
+ 0.0325394

for 1.0 < tl < 5.0
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